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P R E F A C E

The volume you are holding in your hands contains the contributions concerning the solar astronomy
presented at the 10-th European Regional Astronomy Meeting of the IAU held from Z<* - 29 August 1987 In Prague.
In the first part you can find the invited lecture "Magnetic Fields of the Sun and Stars" given by V. Bumba
at the Plenary Session 1, whereas the second part contains the contributions presented at the Topical Session
1 "Development of Solar Active Regions".

The Topical Session 1 was divided into 5 blocks covering 6 half-days, each half-day having two parts
introduced by invited papers followed by contributed papers. The contents of this publication corresponds
to the above scheme; the posters presented at the separate poster session were added (without discussion)
at the end of each block.

Conference editors face always two conflicting requirements - to make the proceedings as complete as
possible and to publish them in the shortest possible time. We believe to have found an acceptable trade-off
by shifting the deadline to the middle of September. As a result, this volume contains 49 of the total of
51 contributions (11 invited papers, 31 contributed papers and 9 posters).

The texts are reproduced from camera-ready manuscripts making the authors fully responsible for the
content, style and arrengement. The discussion had to be published without the author reading the proof.

Although some of the lectures are missing, we hope that this-volume reflects the profile of the solar
part of the conference and that it will remind you of one pleasant week spent in Prague.

We wish to express our gratitude to all members of the Organizing Panel of TS 1 (M. Pick, A. Antalova,
V. Bumba, A. Kriiger and N.N. Stepanyan) for their advice and assistance. It is our pleasure to thank V.
Bumba, L. Dezsb, 3.1. Garcia de la Rosa, A. Kruger, M.3. Martres, 3. Sykora and E. Wiehr who helped to organ-
ize the individual blocks and kindly served as chairmen. Our special thanks are due to Dr. V. Bumba for
his very helpful assistance in the preparation of and during the holding of the conference. We are also
obliged to our technical assistants and colleagues who kindly recorded all the discussion and persistently
implored the discussion participants to present their questions, answers and remarks in a written form.

Last but not least, our gratitude is extended to all speakers and participants. Thanks to your efforts,
this meeting has brought a lot of new information and stimulations in the discussed fields of solar astronomy.

Ondrejov, September 15, 1987

L. Hejna and M. Sobotka
Editors

Note: The fundamental information concerning the 10-th European Regional Astronomy Meeting, the list of
participants and contents of all volumes of the proceedings are contained in the "10th ERAM - Program of
the Meeting and Directory to the Proceedings".
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MAi;NfTIC FIELD!) (jr IMf SUN AND SIARS

V. Humba

As t; umim j ca 1 Institute ot 111;.» i/echos ] oval- Aradenn nl S c i e n c e s .

We sumniari?e the m a i n r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d by the j o i n t e f f o r t of s o l a r and s t e l l a r
p h y s i c i s t s in i n v e s t i g a t i n g s o l a r and s o l a r t y p e a c t i v i t i e s in the l o w - m a s s m a i n -
- s e q u e n c e s t a r s . We d e m o n s t r a t e the b a s i c role of the m s q n p t i c field in th i s a c t i v i -
ty and the i m p o r t a n c e of its i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h t he c o n v e c t i o n and d i f f e r e n t i a l r o t a -
t i o n of e a c h s t a r .

We c o m p i l e t h e dat a o b t a i n e d by g r o u n d - b a s e d o p t i c a l , r a d i o and s p a c e o b s e r v a t i o n s
of t h e s e s t a r s w h i c h p r o v i d e s o m e idea a b o u t the p h y s i c a l c o n d i t i o n s in the s t e l l a r
p h o t o s p h e r e s , c h r o m o s p h e r e s and c o r o n a e , t h e i r a c t i v i t y p e r i o d i c i t i e s and r e l a t i o n s
of t h i s a c t i v i t y to o t h e r s t e l l a r p a r a m e t e r s . We d i s c u s s the p o s s i b l e d e p t h of the
d y n a m o a c t i o n in the S u n and s t a r s in its r e l a t i o n to the c o n v e c t i v e ? o n e . W e p r e s e n t
s o m e r e s u l t s of the m e t h o d of d i r e c t s t e l l a r m a g n e t i c f i e l d m e a s u r e m e n t s in c o m p a r i -
s o n w i t h v a r i o u s i n d i r e c t e v i d e n c e of the a c t i o n of s t e l l a r m a g n e t i c f i e l d s . We a l s o
s h o w s o m e o b s e r v e d d i f f e r e n c e s b o t h b e t w e e n the s u n - a n d s t a r - s p o t s , and p l a g e s , and
we b r i n g i n f o r m a t i o n c o n c e r n i n g s t e l l a r f l a r e s .

F i n a l l y , to c o m p a r e the m a i n b e h a v i o u r of m a g n e t i c f i e l d s on the S u n a n d s t a r s
and t he c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e s o l a r a n d s t e l l a r a c t i v i t i e s , we r e p o r t s o m e of t h e
n e w o b s e r v a t i o n a l r e s u l t s c o n c e r n i n g the m u t u a l r e l a t i o n of m a g n e t i c and o t h e r a c -
t i v i t i e s w i t h t o r s i o n a l o s c i l l a t i o n s , v a r i o u s r e g u l a r i t i e s in l a t i t u d i n a l a n d lon -
g i t u d i n a l b a c k g r o u n d f i e l d c o n c e n t r a t i o n s h i f t s , d i f f e r e n t i a l r o t a t i o n a n d c o n v e c -
t i o n . W e a l s o s u m m a r i z e o u r c u r r e n t k n o w l e d g e of a c t i v e r e g i o n e n e r g e t i c s and d e -
v e l o p m e n t s .

1 . I n t r o d u c t ion

T w e l v e y e a r s ago in P r a g u e , in t h e H o t e l
International which is not far from this
place, during the 71st Symposium of the
I.A.U., we discussed the basic mechanisms of
solar activity. During one of the last ses-
sions Dr. R. Howard presented, if I am not
mistaken, for the first time, the results of
Dim Wilson's observations of activity cycles
in stars (Wilson, 1976). Since then a new
b.-inch of astrophysics has developed: many
solar and stellar physicists joined their
efforts in the study of solar type activi-
ties in low-mass main-sequence stars and in
the investigation of the Sun as a star.

And we are proud that we succeeded in
demonstrating already in 1965, during a God-
dard Symposium on Magnetic and Related Stars
(Bumba et al., 1967), that the integrated
magnetic flux of the Sun as well as its in-
tegrated monochromatic light in CAII K and H
lines (Bumba and Topolova-RiiziCkova, 1967)
varies so that the Sun can really be referred
to as a variable star.

The existence of the chromosphere and
coronae on the Sun and other late-type stars
can only be explained by intense non-radia-
tive heating in these atmospheric layers
(Saar, 1986). Although we do not yet know
precisely how this heating is generated,
magnetic fields appear to play a crucial
role. On the Sun, photospheric, chromospheric
and coronal activity is strongly correlated,
spatially and temporally, with surface fields.
Presumably, the magnetic flux is deeply in-
volved in the non-radiative heating of stel-
lar active regions as well. The physics of
the observed non-radiative activity on stars
cannot, therefore, be fully understood with-
out a detailed investigation of the photo-
spheric magnetic fields which generate it
(Saar, 1986).

The role of magnetic fields in the whole
universe is enormous. The same is trû ., of
course, of the individual stars. Let us, as

an example only, mention the special class
of stars: magnetic stars with photospheric
fields of very high intensity (several kilo-
gauss). But in our paper we should like to
concentrate our attention solely on late
spectral-type cool dwarf stars from the low-
er part of the main sequence of the Hertz-
sprung - Russel diagram which are the domi-
nant component of the luminous mass of our
Galaxy and, therefore, very important stel-
lar objects. Their ages, for example, vary
from those comparable with the age of the
Galaxy to others as young as only a few mil-
lions of years. It is im portant to investi-
gate how their main characteristics of ac-
tivity change with their age, rotation,
depth of convection, magnetic field strength,
chemical composition, etc. For this type of
star the magnetic activity has been demon-
strated as typical, being closely related to
their convective zones and slow rotation.
For them the solar-stellar connection relates
magnetic activity in the Sun, where detailed
spatial structures can be resolved, with the
activity in their atmospheres, where the
effects of changing the rotation rate, or
the depth of the convective zone, can be dis-
covered (Weiss, 1986).

2. Solar Type Activities on Stars

According to Rosner (1982), the activi-
ty phenomena on late spectral type dwarf
stars may be accepted as a variant of famil-
iar solar phenomena: the classic indicators
of activity on the solar surface, such as
the Call K and H line emission, UV transition
region line emission and coronal X-ray and
radio emission caused by magnetic heating
all changing with rotation, are also observed
on stars and are in good mutual correlation.
From simultaneous ground-based and space ob-
servations of the rotational modulation of
activity - related emissions, it has been



shown that stellar chromosphcric and coronal
X-ray and radio-emissions are spatially cor-
related with photGspheric regions which seem
to be dominated by strong magnetic fields as
in solar active regions.

The modelling of stellar chromospheric
and transition regions and of the coronal
emission based on simple extensions of solar
"loop" models gives a satisfactory agreement
with the observations.

The range of variability in stellar-ac-
tivity -related emissions ranging from short
flare-like transients to rotational modula-
tion and long-term, cycle-like variations
are in accord with expectations based on
solar observations.

Mnst of the information concerning stel-
lar activity comes from the investigation of
chromospheric CAII K and H emissions made at
the Mt. Wilson Observatory. Observations of
about 200 stars in the neighbourhood of the
Sun demonstrate that magnetic activity de-
clines with their age as they spin down, and
that, on the Sun, it is relatively weak. For
a star of a given mass, the magnetic activi-
ty increases with increasing angular veloci-
ty. Cyclic activity is apparent in a number
of relatively slew rotators, like the Sun.
There is even evidence of differential rota-
tion on the stars. There is also a general
tendency for a decrease of differential ro-
tation towards later spectral types, contrary
to theoretical predictions (Rodono, 1986).

The results of recent solar investiga-
tion allow us not only to judge how the ac-
tivity in the stellar atmosphere correlates
with magnetic field development and distri-
bution, but also how the photospheric, chro-
mospheric and coronal activity is connected
with the appearance and subsequent evolution
of magnetic flux in the stellar atmosphere.
Some space observations of solar bolometric
luminosity fluctuations suggest that magnetic
fields in the outer convective zones of stars
modulate the total stellar luminosity. The
recent results of solar-oscillation research,
in the first place of the study of the fre-
quency spectrum distribution of the "five-mi-
nute oscillations", give us the means to in-
vestiga.te the temperature stratification and
rotational state of the convective zone both
of the Sun and of the stars. This is due to
the nature of these acoustic waves of high
order, many of which can penetrate into the
deeper layers or to the centre of the Sun;
we study the travel time of their individual
modes from the centre to the surface of the
Sun.

The solar as well as stellar observa-
tional results demonstrate that the problem
of magnetic field interaction with turbu-
lently convective plasma rotating differen-
tially both in the solar and in the stellar
photospheres, is closely related to the
formation of active phenomena. Therefore,
from ten observations of the development of
active phenomena we may obtain valuable data
concerning the dynamics of magnetic field
generation.

3. Generation of Magnetic Fields by the
Dynamo Mechanism

The task of theoreticians as well as of
observers is to explain how stellar magnetic
fields are generated, to show how magnetic
activity depends on the rotation rate and
convection depth, then to describe the evolu-
tion of a star as it spins down through

magnetic braki'ii; due t u j t s ::-te]Ja! wind.
Ulspite claim-, that ii'ar;<i<J 11 c evelei are
caused uv Aliven waves or t'T'iona] oscil-
lation;;, then; I:, no viable alternative to
the dynamo mechanism (.Weiss, lg(Uj-. llf
cuurse, there are not onlv nianv t\pes of
ilynamns, hut there are mant problems connec-
ted with the theoretical 'solution oJ dynamo
processes. As the same author said (Weiss,
1 9 8 6 ) : 'The process works but the details
are wrong".

The two conditions for ifynaito action
are rotation anrj the presence of a deep con-
vective zone: differential rotation in the
convective zone creates toroidal fields from
polontal fields - it amplifies the weak
poloidal field by dynamo action. Cyclonic
eddies then regenerate poloidal llux from
the toroidal field. Weiss (1986) claims that
a number of arguments point towards the
existence of a magnetic layer just below the
base of the ronvective zone, where the ver-
tical gradient of rotation remains positive
but the helicity reverses sign. Instabili-
ties driven by magnetic buoyancy rJiGrupt
this layer and bring stitches of magnetic
flux to the surface, where it erupts into
active regions. Turbulent, convective mo-
tions seem to store some of their energy in
the magnetic fields by bending and twisting
magnetic lines of force, after which a num-
ber of possible mechanisms may dissipate the
stored non-thermal energy and thereby heat
the chromosphere and corona, eject promi-
nences, and generate solar flares and solar
wind. Energy is lost from closed magnetic
regions by radiation and from open regions
or coronal holes by mass transport (Gold-
berg, 1983).

A shell dynamo ui the described type
can only operate if The convection zone is
neither too shallow nor too deep, and it is
significant that F stars, with shallow con-
vective zones, and late M stars, which are
almost fully convective, seem to show dif-
ferent patterns of behaviour (Weiss, 1986).
Thus magnetic activity in a main-sequence
star is controlled by its mass, composition,
rotation rate and depth of its convective
zone.

Observations of the stellar X-ray emis-
sion provide the same evidence: the abrupt
onset of the X-ray emission among late-type
stars at the spectral type of about F0, which
sharply contrasts with the virtual absence
of X-ray coronae among A-type stars, speaks
of its dependence on convection (Pallavicini,
1986). Outer convection zones are thought to
become appreciable only in stars of spectral
type later than F0. Pallavicini (1986) also
reports Bookbinder's results concerning the
evidence for a decrease of coronal X-ray ac-
tivity for stars later than M5 which are
thought to be fully convective. And he draws
the following conclusions for dynamo theories
of stellar activity from these results: If
the dynamo is a "shell" dynamo which operates
in an overshoot region at the boundary be-
tween the outer convective zone and the ra-
diative interior, fully convective stars will
not have this boundary layer and may have a
reduced level of magnetic activity.

While convection seems to play an impor-
tant role in determining the level of the
X-ray emission in early F stars and possibly
in dwarf stars later than M5, there is little
evidence of coronal emission depending on
the convective zone depth for stars inbetween
these two extremes. On the other hand, the
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In tne discussed spectral types of dwsif
•stars we do not observe Zeeman broadening o*
spectral lines which would imply kilogauss
fields covering a large part of active stars.
Ihe classical method for measuring the fields
in studying line shapes in circularly polai-
lzeti light do not help us with late-type
stars either. Ihe lack of observed circular
polarisation in these stars is probably due
to their magnetic field geometries in which
both components of the circular polarization
generated in bipolar magnetic fields cancel
I'jch uther in the integrated light of the
star 'Saar, 19 8 6 ') .

But recently a new sophisitea ted method
for measuring relatively weak stellar magnet-
ic fields has been developer) (Robinson, 1VEO)
to atudy the broadening of magnetically sen-
sitive line pi'nl ilualy comparing them with
magnetically insensitive standards. Ihis
method gields not only the field strength but
it may also be used to estimate the fraction
of the stellar surface covered by magnetic
fields.

Direct measurements of stellar magnetic
fields have indicated that late-type stars
often produce substantially more magnetic
flux than the Sun (Saar, 19B6). Robinson
(1986) brings the results of investigating
about 60 stars in which a total of 31 had
positive magnetic field detection. In all but
one case these detections have occurred on
dwarfs, with spectral types ranging from GO
to M35. Field strengths of 600 to 5800 Gauss
have been deduced along with magnetic filling
factors of up to 89*. He also thinks that the
measured fields belong to plage-like regions.
The strength and in dependence on it also the
filling factor can vary substantially, some-
times over very short time scales.

Saar and Linsky (Saar, 1986), surveying
magnetic parameters of some 25 cool dwarfs
(G and K stars), claim that the magnetic
field strength increases toward later soec-
tral types, which is consistent with a bal-
ance between photospheric gss pressure and
magnetic pressure, that the magnetic field
strength is not correlated with the filling
factor, and that the filling factor of mag-
netic regions is correlated with the stellar
angular velocity, with some evidence of satu-
ration at high rotational velocities.

There is now good evidence that several
non-thermal radio emission processes are
active in late-type star atmospheres. These
observations, when combined with simpl" theo-
retical models of the emission processes,
allow reliable estimates of both the number
density and energy spectrum of emitting par-
ticles, as well as strength and geometry of
magnetic fields. For a typical degree of
observed circular polarization at an observ-
ing radio-frequency of 2,4 GHz the estimated
coronal magnetic field strength, is around 30
Gauss. The observations also suggest a dipo-
lar, nearly azimutnally symmetric geometry
of the field, aligned with the rotation
?xis (Mutel, 1986).

Indirect evidence of the role of magnetic
fields in steilar coronae i:- provided by the
stochastic nature of stellar variability (i.
e. on time scales much shorter than the evo-
lutionary timp scales) and by the observed

rapid drop-off of rotational velocities of
rain-sequence stars at a spectral type of
around f'>. The later fact is usually inter-
preted as a result of magnetic braking pro-
duced b> the outflowing mass of stellar
winds in the presence of magnetic fields
carrying away angular momentum (Pal 1avicini ,
1986).

b. Spots, Plages and H a r e s on Stars

Active phenomena on stars are observed
against a relatively bright background, the
quiescent star, so that only the most inten-
sive events, those favoured by contrast
effects in specific spectral regions or
lines, can be detected. The accuracy of
photometric and spectroscopic observations
is of the order of 0.1 to 1%, depending on
the apparent magnitude of the star itself
anr) on the instrument used. Ihus only huge
starspots and plages on intrinsically lain!
stars, so that contrast effects are opti-
mised, can be detected. For comparison, on
the Sun the most long-lived and largest
sunspot groups affect the total solar energy
output at optical wavelengths by only 0.3%
or less. The most intensive flares 3nd
plages might be detected, however, from CA1I
and HI Balmer line enhancements or at X-ray,
UV and radio wavelengths (Rodono, 1VB6).

Nevertheless, spots seem to be present
on any late-type star with an appreciable
convection zone and sufficient angular ve-
locity, regardless of evolutionary stage
(Vogt, 1983). Due to the new technique,
called Doppler imaging of starspots - this
method uses high resolution, very high sig-
nal-to-noise spectral line profiles utilizing
the Doppler velocity correspondence between
position across the stellar disk and wave-
length position across a rotationally broad-
ened line profile to synthesize an image of
the star (Vcgt and Peurod, 1963) - We may
learn not only rotational periods, but also
the location, sizes and shapes of starspots,
moreover, we may get information about their
migration across the star, and with some
additional data we may even obtain their
temperatures.

Quasi-periodic low-amplitude UfU' light
vcriations, commonly referred to as photo-
metric or distortion waves, are observed on
several K- M emission-line dwarfs and sub-
giar.ts with amplitudes of about 0,1 magni-
tude and a period of a few days. The light
curve shape is sometimes almost sinusoidal,
but both the amplitude and shape usually
undergo striking changes soon: strong asym-
metry often develops and phase shifts of the
entire light curve may occur on time scales
of about 10 to 100 periods. No significant
variations of ll-B, B-V and V-R colours are
usually observed, while V-I indicates a red-
dening at light minimem. This suggests that
the observed varjaoiiity can be attributed
to cool photospheric spots, whose projected
area and visibility are modulated by the
star" rotation (Rodono, 1986). But simple
geometrical models of spotted stars using
the inclintion of the star rotation axis to
the line of sight, spot location, extension
and temperature ratio with respect to the
unperturbed photosphere, limb darkening
coefficient do noi permit unique solutions
(Rodono, 1986).

From modelling of observed photometric
waves it has been found: the spotted area
covering factors from 5 to 355! of the
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Duu to the Paptiler imaging technique we
know that low latitude spots are preferen-
tially extender) in longitudes, whereas high
latitude spots are preferentially circular
or elongated in latitude (Vogt, 1903). Mi-
gration of spots both polewards and equator
wards from st ..ie intermediate latitude proba-
bly occurs.

We should also mention that stellar
plages may be much brighter than on the Sun.
Robinson (1986) claims that on the Sun as
well as on stars the plage fields are con-
fined tD small knots whose maximum fiel-1
pressure equals the Dhotospheric gas pressure.

Pure plage ultraviolet spectra, which
were obtained by subtracting the average
quiescent spectra from those of active phases,
show transition-region line fluxes enhanced
by a factor of five, while chromospheric ones
by only a factor of two relative to the
quiescent level. The increase of the line
enhancement with the temperature of formation
is also typical of solar plages and indicates
that non-radiative energy dissipation plays
an increasingly important role as temperature
increases, which means towards the outermost
atmospheric levels. Comparison of solar and
stellar behaviour demonstrates that also in
apparently quiescent phases, the line flux
from active stars is larger than from very
active solar regions and grows with increas-
ing atmospheric night. Thus active star sur-
faces are covered by intensive solar-like
plages, also affecting their relatively
quiescent parts (Rodono, 1986).

The structuring of stellar atmospheres
in late-type stars, as on the Sun, extends
up to coronal levels (Rodono, 1986).

Ihere is now evidence to suggest that
large dark starspots are spatially associated
with regions of enhanced chromospheric emis-
sion and flaring (Vogt, 1983). Stellar flares
appear to resemble their solar counterparts,
although stellar flares with energies hundred
times greater than the solar have been ob-
served (Bopp, 1986). Flare light curves are
characterized by very rapid rise times (a
few seconds). Decays are usually quasi-expo-
nential, but some time light curves display
various "complexities". A relatively abundant
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We have so far tried to describe more
generally the behaviour of SDlar-type activ-
ity on the late-type main-sequence dwarf
stars. Let us next consider the situation
on a concrete same late-type cool dwarf star
which we call the Sun. Although, a'., has been
recently pointed out by Glushneva (1967),
detailed analyses of spectra of stars simi-
lar to the Sun have shown that we have not
yet succeeded in finding an exact Sun-like
star. Does this mean that our Sun does not
represent such an ordinary star as we usual-
ly assume it to be 9 So far no one star, lor
which its spectra are avilable, has all main
physical characteristics the same as the 5un.
Thus the search for a solar twin is not an
easy task.

Nevertheless, what do we know from ob-
servation and theory of the Sun with regard
to its magnetic field interaction with its
turbulently convective plasma in its differ-
entially rotating photosphere and what are
the details of the close relation of this
interaction to the formation of activity
phenomena? What more do we know about solar
magnetic field generation as compared with
the situation on stars? Is the study of the
solar dynamo more advanced than in the case
of stars'7

I am not all that optimistic, although
many elegant theoretical models exist pres-
enting the course of an eleven-year cycle of
activity, with reversing magnetic polarity,
etc., though as Gilman said already in 1981:
"There are additional difficulties with the
solar dynamo theory which lead the author to
believe much of the success is more apparent
than real". The hitherto formulations of the
problem seem to be too simplified and uni-
form. There exists a lack of interconnection
between the theoretical considerations, con-
ditions, solutions and the real observations.
The backcoupling between them is very weak.
In this way the contribution of the theory
to the interpretation of measurements and
observations seems to be minimal. Of course,
there are many more difficulties, stated in
the already quoted paper by Gilman (1981),
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mentc; of tnc pMo toso''er i c convective nclKnr>
anri its changes with the cycle. Many new data
related to the phenomenology of the solar
background and local magnetic fields and re-
lated features in the solar atmosphere, es-
pecially dealing with the evolution of active
regions, their sunspots, flares and other
activity phenomena, have been accumulated.

7. Replacement of an Eleven-Year by a Longer
Solar Activity Cycle (latitudinal Distri-
bution of Solar Magnetic Fields and Activ-
ity)

The first thing we have to discuss in
more detail is the new concept of longer cy-
cle of solar activity (see, e.g., Wilson et
al., 1987). I believe that the foundation to
this problem was laid by Sheeley in 1965
(Sheeley, 1966) in his evaluation of several
cycles of polar facula observations from the
Mt. Wilson Observatory photospheric photo-
graphs, although already during the last cen-
tury the observers of prominences and the
postwar scientists, who processed coronal ob-
servations, demonstrated by the peculiar lat-
itudinal shift of prominence and coronal ac-
tivity during the cycle that the eleven-year
periodicity of solar activity might be part
of a much more complicated process if com-
pared 'with the normal pattern of Spbrer's law
and relative numbers (e.g. Ananthekrishnan,
1952; 1954; D'Azambuja and O'Azambuja, 1948;
Waldmeier, 1955). Observations of magnetic
fields of high-latitude ephemeral regions
(Martin and Harvey, 1979) and, above all, of
solar torsional oscillations found by Howard
and La Bonte (1980; 1981; La Bonte and Ho-
ward, 1982) together with the already men-
tioned prominence an'd coronal data, as well
as with some solar wind data (Legrand and
Simon, 1931) have shown that the solar ac-
tivity features which appear at high lati-
tudes during one period of sunspot activity
are linked to the lower latitude features of
the next period by a migrating pattern of lat-
itude bands of faster and slower rotation.
This concept of a longer solar cycle, there-
fore, includes both velocity and magnetic
phenomena which first appear near the solar
poles at eleven-year intervals and progress
toward the equator in 18-22 years through
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maikin (01 ot al., l'*B7^, using Vie evalua-
tion of obsurvations by 01s and the Makarov
group, claims that tnrep dynamo waves of the
magnetic field are generated, the first one
originates in the surface layer and is con-
centrated around latitude 1^ ar 60 . Its ac-
tivity may bp observed as the migration ol"
the zones of formation of polar faculae to-
ward the poles. The second wave, which is
more intensive, originates in the middle
part of the convective zone and its activity
is reflected in the sunspot cycle. The third
wave - an analogue of the first one - origi-
nates near the bottom of the convective zone
and slowly propagates toward the surface of
the Sun.

Of course, many more theoretical opin-
ions exist. But also the actual pattern ob-
served today appears to be much more compli-
cated, although its origin may be very simj/iR.
Recently Makarov and his co-workers (e.g.,
Maka'rov, 1984a; b; Makarov and Makarova,
1984; Makarov et al., 1987; Makarov and Si-
varaman, 1986) were most productive in : P -
presenting the long-term series (for about
ten eleven-year cycles of activity of lat-
itudinal shifts of background magnetic field
zones of different polarity in latitude with
time). The main characteristics of these
graphs are the polewards shifts starting
mainly at heliographic latitudes jjp<8»20 -30 '.
If we compare this pattern with the main cha-
racteristic of Howard's and La Bonte's figure
with its equatorwards shift, it should prove
interesting to investigate the areas where
both the almost orthogonal shifts intersect.
Hence, the combination of the latitudinal
distribution of background magnetic field
zones in time with the butterfly diagrams of
the sunspots and polar faculae (Makarov et
al., 1967) and Howard's and La Bonte's tor-
sional oscillations seems to be very instruc-
tive for further hypotheses, as we hope to
demonstrate soon elsewhere.

8. Longitudinal Distribution of Solar Magnet-
ic Fields and Activity

The same regularities in the distribu-
tion of solar magnetic fields and activity
we demonstrated in their latitudinal pattern
developments exist in their distribution in



heliographic longitude, although they are
not so striking and their time dependence
has a different Gharacter. The most charac-
teristic feature in this type of solar mag-
netic field distribution are the concentra-
tions of single-polarity areas in several
intervals of heliographic longitudes, about
20 - 60 wide, one of which is usually much
more distinct. In the subsequent rotations,
these intervals of field concentration re-
occur at the same longitude, or they are
slightly shifted east- or westward. Thus long
strips of Magnetic Active Longitudes (MALs)
become visible (Dodson and Hedeman, 1968;
Bumba and Howard, 1969; Bumba, 1976; Sykora,
1969; Ambroz et al., 1571; Ambroz, 1973;
Mclntosh, 1980; Bumba and Hejna, 1981; Gai-
zauskas, 1984; Gaizauskas and Mclntosh, 1986;
Bumba and Hejna, 1986). They usually persist
for 8 - 3 0 consecutive rotations, frequently
displaying, in spite of their high degree of
field integration, their own distinct inter-
nal structure. Their apparent inclinations
correspond to their mean rotational periods.

The distribution of MALs determines the
background field sector structure which is
very long-lived and in this way also the po-
sitions of long lasting coronal holes. Swal-
gaard and Wilcox (1975) demonstrated that
it persists through the last five consecutive
cycles of activity. During most of the cycle
the dominant structure consists of .four
switches in polarity (Gaizauskas, 1985).Iva-
nov (19B7a; b; 1986a; b) again demonstrated
the existence of two systems in these large-
-scale distribution patterns of solar magnet-
ic fields: the first one wich rotates almost
as a rigid body in Carrington's network (its
synodical jeriod of rotation equals about
27,3 days) may be found throughout the whole
cycle and its period of rotation has not
changed at least during the last two cycles.
The Hale boundary of this system is the place
where ithe largest and most active sunspot
groups originate.

The second system, connected with the
occurrence of smaller active regions on the
surface of the photosphere, can best be ob-
served during the phase of growth and maximum
of the cycle, while during its descending
part it is much less evident. It is influ-
enced by differential rotation and its rota-
tional period changes during the cycle (the
mean period amounts to about 27,6 - 27,8
days). Ivanov again underlined that the
largest active regions with proton-flare ac-
tivity develop in the places and during the
time of crossing of both systems (Svestka,
1968; Ambroz et al., 1971).

Very important is the fact that this
two-system structure of the large-scale di-
stribution of the solar magnetic field is
fully reflected in the interplanetary space
around the Sun (Ness and Wilcox, 1966; Wilcox,
1968; Wilcox and Colburn, 1569; Bumba, 1976;
Bumba and Hejna, 1986; etc.).

The internal structure and the change
of the course of MAL strips correlate well
with the frequency of flares in the indi-
vidual Carrington rotations, as demonstrated
for the 20th and the first half of the 21st
cycle (Bumba and Hejna, 1987b). A certain
mean level of flare activity even belongs to
a certain mode of MAL distribution. This
means that we observe close correlation of
enlarged solar energy output with the global
redistribution of solar magnetic fields,
following the appearance in the background
fields of strong local magnetic field sources

(Bumba ann Gesztelyi, 1987a; b; 1988). This
confirms the earlier-found relation of global
magnetic field changes to the long-term de-
velopment and, above all, to the fast disin-
tegration of large proton-flare regions (for
example, Bumba, 1980; 1986; Bumba and Hejna,
1981; Bumba et al., 1982). All this might
mean that the energies of large solar flare
and other active phenomena are directly re-
lated to the input of magnetic energy into
the visible layers of the solar atmosphere
and that the accumulation of magnetic energy,
discussed so mjny times and not yet directly
observed, which follows the changes of mag-
netic field topology, plays a much smaller
role in these processes than usually accepted
(Mogilevskij, 1985; 1987; Alikaeva et al.,
1987). How else is it possible to explain the
almost immediate reaction of solar activity
changes to the global magnetic field redi-
stribution .

9. Search for Giant Convection Elements

In 1981 Gilman stated that various theo-
retical considerations do favour the exis-
tence of giant convective cells in the solar
photosphere and that their existence is pre-
sumed in most global circulation models ap-
plied to the Sun. We may also refer to Si-
mon's and Weiss's idea (1968), which consid-
ered convection eddies, generated at the base
of the convection zone and penetrating to a
depth of aoout 20 000 km below the photo-
sphere. At the same time we must not forget
that, in the model of both the authors, the
direct action of giant cells stops at a con-
siderable depth not accessible to normal
spectrographic measurements. Many attempts
were made to find the mentioned convection
patterns by observation. Schroter (1985), in
summarizing these attempts to detect the
existence of a meridional flow or of large-
-scale circulation eddies in photospheric
layers, claims that there is presently no
established evidence for the existence of
such large-scale flow structures. After re-
viewing several results of tracer studies,
he admits that, nevertheless, there are some
large-scale patterns in the solar atmosphere
possibly related to the underlying global -
as he says - "disturbance structures" in re-
lation to differential rotation, which must
be largely influenced by the existence of
such objects.

Using low-resolution magnetic synoptic
charts (Hoeksemo and Scherrer, 1986) we tried
to find the answer to the given question fol-
lowing the much older attempt to show that
such giant regular structures on the solar
surface are really visible (Bumba et al.,
1969; Bumba, 1970; Bumba, 1987). Firstly, in
a study of solar differential rotation with
the aid of the distribution of weak magnetic
fields, we saw that the normal differential
rotation in the photosphere, visible through
the distribution of background magnetic
fields, is in fact most often disturbed by
the existence of large-scale, regular or semi-
regular background field structures with cha-
racteristic patterns of their development
(Bumba and Hejna, 1987a). We then found two
scale modes of existence of typical morpho-
logical cellular-like features of the large-
-scale distribution of weak fiejds (Bumba,
1987). We established several characteristic
behaviours concerning the dynamic of their
development, of their relation to u.fferen-
tial rotation, to the frequency and intensity



of new magnetic flux sources. We also esti-
mated the rule of their characteristic polar-
ity distribution ar.d changes with polar-field
reversal. Although the regularities found and
the manner of their formation can hardly be
considered random, and though their rotation
as a whole, smaller than the differential
rotation, and their lifetime speak in favour
of them being nhysically real and possibly
related to the giant elements of convection
we searched for, in the end we do need some
physical characteristics to solve the prob-
lem .

10. Development of Active Regions

Active regions develop in a very charac-
teristic magnetic situation as regards their
relation to the background fields as well as
the behaviour of their local fields. The for-
mation of a local magnetic field represents
a substantial part of the background magnet-
ic field dynamics. They develop at the back-
ground field sector boundaries. As already
mentioned (Ivanov, 1986), they are the Hale
i.ype of boundaries which are more important.
At the same time, the same boundary also
plays the most substantial role during the
evolution of active regions, as it becomes
its central part, forming a gulf of one po-
larity, surrounded by the other one (Bumba,
1982a; b; 19B3a; b; etc.), practically in
the active region's geometrical centre. This
is the centre of gravity cf the new active
region's magnetic flux and sunspot formation.
All new magnetic flux seems to originate in
certain quanta in this local magnetic field
singularity, where also large radial veloc-
ities are observed. In this space a system
of two, practically orthogonal, magnetic line
force tubes develops, to which large flare
and other activities are related. All larger
sunspot group (Curich type fc C) pass through
this evolutionary stage, whereas the smaller
groups ( ^ B) only go through the first evo-
lutionary stage in which both the leading
and following magnetic fluxes are practically
balanced (Bumba, 1986).

At the same time, the location of the
described process and its progress are strong-
ly influenced by the whole hierarchy of con-
vection elements, especially by supergranules
and very large cells which play an important
role in field concentration, distribution and
stabilization. There are other nonmagnetic
forces, acting simultaneously with convection
and magnetohydrodynamic forces, such as dif-
ferential rotation, the dynamical forces of
variously streaming photospheric plasma in-
teracting simultaneously with the system of
stronger local field and its plasma, shifts
and collisions of various magnetic blocks of
the same or different polarities, etc. (Bum-
ba, 1983; b).

The heliographic latitude of the magnet-
ic boundary gulf in the centre of formation
of active regions depends on the latitudinal
magnetic fields and activity distribution.
Its longitudinal position is given by the
background field structure and its interfer-
ence with the large-scale elements of con-
vection, which also modify the latitudes of
local field formations. We tried to study
these facts on the last two large impulses
of activity in the 21st eleven-year cycle
which lasted a total of about two years (Bum-
ba and Gesztelyi, 1987a; b; 1988). The orga-
nization of activity in them was very regular
and simple. This was the reason why we

discovered even more details about the chro-
nology of local field development, and found
that the strong local fields as well as the
regular cellular-like patterns in the weak
background field morphology, both related to
the two main MALs which existed at the time,
each mere active in the other solar hemi-
sphere, appeared with a delay of about two
rotations after the maximum phase of magnetic
flux formation, and that they rotated mostly
obeying the same rotational rule as Carring-
ton's network, without depending on helio-
graphic latitude. On the other hand, the very
weak fields, remnants of the earlier stronger
local fields, are carried away in both direc-
tions by fast differential rotation. And this
is one of the main reasons for the reorgani-
zation of the background field sector struc-
ture from four into two mjin sectors follow-
ing such a secondary maximum of activity. It
seems that the situation does not differ very
substantially from this figure throughout the
whole eleven-year cycle.

Nevertheless, the principal question,
where and how the source of generation of
local magnetic field works, still remains
unanswered. If the morphological cellular-like
structures are physically real, they may rep-
resent the results of redistribution by con-
vective motions of the magnetic flux induced
by a dynamo action in the lower layers of the
photosphere. They may also be connected with
the maximal vorticity in the global circula-
tion of photospheric plasma, recently investi-
gated by Ambroz (1986; 1987). At the same
time, they may represent a very complex mix-
ture of results of the action of several such
processes, including the local dynamo (Bumba,
1986). Newly Mogilevskij (1985, 1987) argues
that the above described centres of larger
active regions are the places where the ac-
tive region's built-up energy as well ss the
flare and other activity energy and matter,
originating directly in subphotospheric
layers, comes to the solar surface in the
form of special magnetohydrodynamic waves.

How to conclude all the enumerated prob-
lems? Even Parker (1987) in his recent paper
demonstrates that all these questions have by
no means been solved yet. And this is very
pleasant for me, as sn observer, because it
promises, on the one hand, still many new
unexpected and not only observational sur-
prises and on the other hand, it will bring
the solar and stellar physicists closer to-
gether, and force them to solve jointly one
of the most interesting enigma of today's
astrophysics.
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FINE STRUCTURE OF ACTIVE REGIONS

R. MULLER

Pic du Midi and Toulouse Observatories. 65200 Bagneres-de-Bigorre. France

Properties of the line structure of a well dt'elopped active region, as visible it the photosphe-
ric level, including umbral dots and penumbral filaments of sunspots, facular points, disturbed
granules, are described. Properties of a few chroniospheric features are also der.<_ribed because they
are closely connected to the photospheric ones. Empirical and theoretical models which can explain
the observed properties are discussed.

1. Introduction
At the photospheric and chromospheric levels, the

thi- highly concentrated and intermittent nature of
the magnetic field, together with the small-scale
size of the granulation, makes that all active pheno-
mena appear finely structured. I will review here the
fine structure properties of a well developped active
region, at the photosphere level, including sunspot
umbral dots and penumbral filaments, facular points,
disturbed granules (Figure 1 $? At the chromospheric
level, only properties of those small-scale features
directly related to some photospheric ones, will be
considered. Empirical and theoretical models which
can explain, more or less convincingly, the observed
properties, will be discussed. Models will be review-
ed in much more details, in this conference, by Wiehr
and by Solanki.

2. Umbral dots
appearance. If observed with a resolution of about
0V3, sunspot umbra appear to be filled with many sub-
arcsecond, sharp, relatively bright dots called
umbral dots by Danielson(19ol)• Sometimes diffuse
patches of larger size d"-3") have been reported
(Krat et al. 1972; Soltaa, 1982). Both kind of featu-
res are clearly visible in Figure 2. Moderate resolu-
tion observations ( i 0'.'5) show a cellular pattern
similar to the granular pattern outside of sunspots,
giving some support to a convective interpretation to
those "umbral granules'1 (Loughhead and Bray, 1960;
Bumba et al. 1975; Hejna, 1977). However the granular
appearance gradually changes to a dotted appearance
with increasing resolution (Loughhead et al. 1979).
Thus, if there is no doubt about the presence of
umbral dots in sunspot umbra, the nature of diffuse
patches is quescionnable : they may be unresolved
patches of dots rather than single granular features;
another possibility is that only a few sunspots exhi-
bit both umbral dots and umbral granules, most of
them containing dots only.

size. The true size of umbral dots (mean size and
size distribution)is not yet known precisely : an
apparent size close to the resolution of the teles-
copes, in the range O'.'4-OV7, was measured by
Adjabshirzabeh and Koutchmy (1978, 1980) and by
Loughhead et al. (1978), while Grossmann Doerth et
al. (1985) reported a much wider range of sizes
(O'.'5-r.'O. Adjabshirzabeh and Koutchmy (1980)
derived a characteristic siae of 200 km, corrected
for blurring.

Morphological properties. It seems now well esta-
blished that umbral dots present everywhere in the
umbra (Bumba et al. 1975; Loughhead et al. 1979,
Adjab. and Koutchmy, 1980). They often appear alined
(Adjab. and Koutchmy,1980 , Kusoffsky and Lindstedt,
1986). Near the umbra-penumbra boundary, umbral dots
look very much like penumbral grains (Iklisanov, 1972;
Muller, 1973; Soltau, 1982), both moving inward
(Kitai, 1986). This suggests a similar origin for
both upibral dots and penumbral grains.

:in the Supplement

Brightness - Temperature. The contrast of umbral
dots changes severely throughout the umbra, for exam-
ple in the range 0.02-0.30, relatively to the photo-
sphere, according to Adjab. and Koutchmy, 1980.Peri-
pheral points are usually brighter than central dots.
The colour temperature, which is independant of blur-
ring, was found to be nearly of photospheric tempe-
rature, 6300 K (Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Adjab.
and Koutchmy, 1980). This result has not been confir-
med by Grossmann Doerth et al. (1985) who have found
a significantly weaker (100 - 1000 K less) bright-
ness temperature, corrected for blurring
Lifetime. The lifetime of umbral dots is now found
to be much longer (40-60 min; Kitai, 1986; Kusoffsky
and Lindstedt, 1986) than earlier (20 - 25 min;
Danielson, 1964; Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Ikhsa-
nov, 1980; Adjab. and Koutchmy, 1980).
Velocity. An upward flow was detected in umbral dots,
relatively to the dark material (Beckers and Schroter,
1969), which may be as large as 3 km sec~1 (Kneer,
1973).

Magnetic field. The magnetic field is weaker in
umbral dots compared to the surrounding dark mate-
rial; but we don't yet really know how much weaker,
owing to the scatter of the published values
(Beckers and Schroter, 1969 ; Zwaan and Buurman,
1971; Kneer, 1973).
The unaccuracy of velocity and magnetic field measu-
rements arises from the lack of resolution (long
exposure time), the large amount of scattered light,
the instrumental polarization and also because the
derived magnetic field may be model dependant.
Chromospheric umbral dots. Kitai (1986) found that
photospheric umbral dots have chromospheric counter-
parts. Their mean observed size is 0'.'6 x 1V2. They
are found to be more numerous, which means that some
chromospheric umbral dots have no associated photo-
spheric dots. It appears that umbral dots extend into
the chromosphere.

Origin of umbral dots. Umbral dots are believed to
be of convective origin, occuring in the field-free
fluid between flux tubes (Parker, 1979 : overstable
oscillations driven by radiation exchange; Choudhou-
ri, 1986 : magnetic valve opened by the pushing
compressed field free gaz).

3. Penumbral filaments
Morphology. Sunspot penumbra appear to be formed with
narrow bright filaments, separated by 'dark spaces,
both often crossing the penumbra (Danielson,1964;
Krat et al., 1972; Muller, 1973). Bright filaments
are formed with elongated bright grains, which seem
to be showing up over a dark background (Muller, 1373;
Figure 1 in this review). An alLrrnnt-e description
was given by Moore (1981) : the fibril appearance of
dark filaments, especially at the umbra-penumbra
boundary, gives the impression of elevated dark fila-
ments, above a normal photosphere.
The average bright grain width, corrected for blur-
ring is O'.'35 or 270 km (Muller, 1973b; Bonet et al.
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1972). Speckle interferometry shows power down to
O'.'ll (Stnchnick et al., 1983).
Brightness. A two-component description was given by
Muller (1973b) : bright grain and dark interfilamen-
tary space brightness, corrected for blurring are,
respectively, 0.93 and 0.60, relatively to the photo-
sphere. In fact these values represent brightness
averaged along the maximum (minimum) intensity line
of bright grains (dark spaces). Such a two-component
description was criticized by Grossmann Doerth and
Schmidt (1981) who found a single-peaked and symme-
tric brightness distribution. The two brightness
distributions cannot be compared directly to each
other : in the second case we have the distribution
of all intensities measured in the penumbra, in the
first case the distribution of some kind of maxima
and minima of intensity. In fact they are probably
not contradictory (Muller, 1987).
Bright grains proper motion. Bright grains move
toward the umbra; a maximum speed of 0.35-0.55 km
sec"1 (depending of the sunspot) is reached near
the umbra-penumbra boundary (Muller, 1973a, 1976;
Tonjes and Wohl, 1982). They enter into umbra where
they cannot be distinguished from umbral dots
(Muller, 1973a; Kitai, 1986). The motion is inclined
5° to 20° downward (Muller, 1976).

Lifetime and location of appearance. The lifetime of
bright grains is depending of their position in the
penumbra, increasing from a minimum of 40 min at
both the outer and inner boundaries, to a maximum of
3 hours in the middle penumbra. They form anywhere
in the penumbra; they do not form in the surrounding
photosphere, entering the penumbra (Muller, 1973a).
Evershed effect. The Evershed effect consists of a
shift of the line core and of a line asymmetry, in
the same direction resulting in a shift of the
center of gravity. The shift is explained as an
almost horizontal outward motion of several kilome-
ters per second (Bumba, 1960; Schroter, 1965; Wiehr
et al. 1984). The maximum of velocity occurs near
the penumbra-photosphere boundary and decreases with
increasing line strength. The velocity field is res-
tricted to the sunspot area (Wiehr et al. 1976). The
Evershed effect is concentrated in the dark filaments
(Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Abdussanatov and Krat,
1970; Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1971, 1980). An incli-
nation of 4° was found by Abdussamatov (1976,1980).
In the chromosphere, the Evershed effect is opposite
and larger (velocity up to 20-40 km sec-1). It is
also associated with dark fibrils but extends well
beyond the sunspot area (Beckers, 1984; Haugen,1969;
Maltby, 1975).

Vertical velocity and magnetic field. A relative
upward motion was detected in the bright filaments
relatively to the dark material (Beckers and Schroten
1969).
The magnetic field is stronger in the dark filaments
by a few hundred Gauss (Beckers and Schroter, 1969;
Abdussamatov, 1976) and more horizontal (Beckers and
Schroter, 1969).
Similarities of Umbral Dots and Fenumbral Grains.
Both features have a similar morphological appearan-
ce at the umbra-penumbra boundary : shape, size,
brightness, proper motion. They are, both, places of
upward motion and weaker magnetic field. Those simi-
larities strongly suggest that umbral dots and penum-
bral grains are of the same origin.
It seraysthat all penumbra have the same small-scale
properties whatever is the age, the size and shape
of the sunspot, except for very young spots exhibi-
ting a rudimentary penumbra which, unfortunately has
not yet been studied in detail.

Origin of penumbral filaments and motions. Any theo-
retical model should explain the following proper-
ties : the filamentary structure of a penumbra; a
weaker and more horizontal magnetic field in the
dark filaments; rising bright filaments; an outward
Evershed flow and an inward proper motion of bright
grains; the observed intensities, sharp outer and
inner boundaries; and first ,why sunspot develop a

penumbra.
Commonly, penumbral filaments are explained by two
kinds of, what we may call, "classic models"; more-
over a tentative model of elevated dark fibrils has
been proposed by Moore (1981).
a. Convective rolls and Lorentz force models
(Danielson, 1961; Galloway, 1975).
Filaments are elongated convective rolls; magnetic
flux is concentrated in the dark filaments by con-
vective motions. The excess of gaz pressure in dark
filaments, resulting from the excess of magnetic
pressure, gives rise to an outward motion. Field
lines are flattened in the dark filaments by shea-
ring.
b. Vertically moving filaments and siphon flow
(Meyer and Schmidt, 1968; Spruit, 1981; Schmidt et
al. 1986).
The filamentary structure is caused by longitudinal
motions driven by instabilities in the stratified
horizontal penumbra : hydrostatic equilibrium requi-
res vertical motions resulting from longitudinal
motions. The visible cross-section movas inward for
rising bright filaments and outward for falling dark
filaments. An Evershed flow driven by pressure dif-
ference between the sunspot penumbra and the sur-
rounding photosphere (siphon flow) is superimposed,
explaining why the outward flow is larger than the
inward flow.
c. Elevated dark filament model
(Moore, 1981; Cram et al. 1981).
Such a model requires a higher pressure, i.e. a
lower magnetic field in the dark filaments : such a
model appears to be conflicting with observed magne-
tic field configuration.

4. Facular points

Facular points are small bright points visible
either in white light near the limb or in photosphe-
ric line filtergrams at the center of the disk
(Figure 1).
Size distribution. Most facular points are smaller
than 075 (Mehltretter, 1974; Muller and Keil, 1983).
The size distribution is depending of the age of
active regions : in old plages and in the quiet
photospheric network there are no points larger than
075; on the other hand a few points in the range
075 - 170 are found in decaying sunspots, while in
young, active regions, the size distribution
vanishes only near 175 (Muller and Mena, 1987).
Location in the granular pattern. In the quiet pho-
tosphere, facular points clearly appear located in
intergranular spaces (Dunn and Zirker, 1973,
Mehltretter, 1974; Muller, 1983). This is less evi-
dent in active regions where facular points are
densely clustered. They form a small size (2"-5")
network (Dunn and Zirker, 1973; Title et al. 1987).
Brightness at the disk center. The continuum bright-
ness, relative to the quiet photosphere, was measu-
red to be 1.10 in average (Dunn and Zirker, 1973;
Muller and Keil, 1983). Corrected for blurring the
brightness was found in the range 1.3 - 1.5 (Muller
and Keil, 1983). In a few particular cases the
brightness can reach a value as high as 2.00 (see,
for example, Koutchmy, 1977).

Center-to-limb brightness variation. All measure^
ments agree to find that the facular brightness
increases with increasing u « cos 0 out toil • 0.2,
from If .1.1 at the center of the disk, to If- 1.2.
Closer to the limb, it is not yet known whether the
contrast is increasing or decreasing with u : while
measurements made with a resolution better than 1"
exhibit a decrease of the contrast toward the limb
(Muller, 1975; Hirayama, 1978), low resolution mea-
surements exhibit either a decrease (Badalyan and
Prudkovskii, 1973; Libbrecht and Kuhn, 1985 or an
increase (Muller, 1975; Chapman and Klabunde, 1982;
Hirayama et al., 1985). The observed differences
may result from the various observing procedures
used : low or high resolution observations; measure-
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ment of average excess (Chapman and Klabunde, 1982;
Libbrecht and Kiihn, 1984) or maximum brightness;
selection of the brightest facular elements.
Associated magnetic fields. Magnetic field strengths
of 1-2 kG were derived in facular features either
from indirect measurements (polarization ratio in
different lines) by Stenflo (1973) and subsequently
by many others (Tarbell ami litle, 1977; Wiehr, 1977,
1978; Solanki and Stenflo, 1984; Stenflo and Harvey,
1985...), or from direct measurements (Zeetnan split-
ting) by Simon and Zirker (1974), Harvey and Hall
(1975), Koutchmy and Stellmacher (1978). However the
detailed spatial relation between facular points and
magnetic fields (respective sizes, relative locations)
is not yet known (it would require a spatial resolu-
tion of the spectra of less than 0'.'3).0nly from indi-
rect arguments (Mehltretter, 1974; Chapman, 1974) or
from theoretical models (Schussler and Solanki, 1987)
it is concluded that kG magnetic fields are concentra-
ted in tiny bright (facular) points.
Associated velocity. The presence of a downflow in
facular points (i.e. in magnetic flux tubes) is still
a matter of dispute. Low resolution observations show
a correlation between downflows, faculae and magnetic
fields (Beckers and Schroter, 1968; Frazier, 1970,...
and many others). However from such kind of observa-
tion it is not possible to know whether the flow oc-
curs in the facular point or in the surrounding inter-
granular space. The most reliable method for measuring
a flow in a magnetic element is to measure the shift
of the zero-crossing point of the Stoke-V profile
compared to the Stoke-I profile, because the V profile
is formed inside the flux tube. Nevertheless the
results are still diverging : Giovanelli and Slaughter
(1978) as well as Wiehr (1985) derived a redshift up
to 1.5 km sec"1; Stenflo et al. (1984), Stenflo and
Harvey (1985), Solanki (1986) cannot find any downflow.
Koutchmy and Stellmacher (1978) also did not find a
shift on a high resolution spectrum. However, Solanki
and Stenflo (1986) demonstrated that a redshift measu-
red with the zero-crossing method can be due to an
unsufficient spectral resolution. Thus it seems that
there is no downflow associated with facular points
(see the review by Solanki in those proceedings).
Theoretical facular models : magnetic flux tubes. Two
kinds of models have been developped : magnetohydro-
dynamic models including a downflow inside flux tubes
and hydrostatic models (no downflow), the latter being
riost widely accepted.

a. Magnetostatic, "hot wall" models. They include a
Wilson depression (like in sunspots), a partial evacua-
tion of the tube, a kG field strength, a reduced heat
rlow at the bottom; the gaz inside is insulated by the
hot walls of the tube. The following list of authors
demonstrates how much this field of research is attra-
cting : Zwaan (1965); Spruit (1976); Chapman (1979);
Osherovich et al. (1983); Deinzer et al. (1984);Pneumnn
et al. (1986); Kalhofen et al. (1986); Steiner et al.
(1986); Schussler and Solanki (1987). Intensity calcu-
lations show that the walls of the hole created by the
Willson depression contribute considerably to the
contrast of the facular structure observed near the
limb. However, in the Deinzer et al. model, a dark,
cooler ring around the tube, reduces the hot wall
effect, requiring an additional heating process for
the upper levels.
b. Magnetohydrodynamic models (Unno and Ribes, 1979;
Hasan and Schiinler, 1985). A strong downdraft provi-
des a consistent mechanism for the facular heating
by transporting the entropy excess from the chromo-
spheric layers.
Corresponding chromospheric features.
Chromospheric faculae.They are observed in Ha or Ca II
K and H lines. They exhibit a granular structure; a
clear relation with photospheric facular points has
not been established.
Filigree This bright pattern is observed in the wings
of Ha and appears formed of narrow crinkles (Dunn and
Zirker, 1973). However high resolution X 4308 observa-

tions show that crinkles are chains of facular
points at the photospheric level (Muller, 1981).
Ellerman bombs, are observed in the vings of Ha;
they are cospatial with facular points as observed at
X 4308 (Kitai and Muller, 1984).

5. Granulation in active regions
La an active region, granules are disturbed by the
presence of magnetic fields : in some places, granu-
les are elongated; they are smaller near sunspots;
the granulation appears smeared in filigree areas
(abnormal granulation).
a. Elongated granules. They are visible in develop-
ping active regions in the areas between pores or
between sunspots and pores (Bray and Loughhead, 1961;
Zwaan , 1985; Figure 3 in this review). The lanes
separating these elongated granules are darker than
the average. They are attributed to the action of the
horizontal field in a top of a magnetic flux loop ri-
sing through the photosphere.

b. Smaller granules near sunspots. Ne^r sunspots
granules are smaller than the normal by 15 to 25 %
(Schroter, 1962, Muller and Menn, 1987). The average
size seems to cecrease with increasing magnetic field
strength (Macris, 1979). Whether the size reductiun
is due to a background field around the sunspot or to
the presence of facular points within the granular
pattern remains an open question-

c. Abnormal granulation.The granulation appears smea-
rtfxl in facular and filigree areas (Dunn and Zirker,
1973). The question was to know whether abnormal gTis-j-
lation is a kind of inhibited granulation or a fta-
nulation pattern in which intergranular lanes are
filled with facular points smeared b> seeing.Our high
resolution observations from Pic du Midi Observatory
favors the second interpretation; however granules
are smaller than the normal (Muller, 1985).

6. Concluding remarks
Our knowledge of the small scale structure of active
regions has not been noticeably improved during the
last 10 years, for two reasons. First, two dimensio-
nal, high resolution ( < 0'.'3) filtrographic observa-
tions, time series, have been neglected. That is a
mistake ! Indeed it is possible to learn a lot on
facular features, perturbed granulation, how they
interact each other (interaction magnetic-field-
convection) at various stages of the evolution of
active regions, on emergence of magnetic flux. The
second reason is that the 1" barrier of the spectro-
graphic observations has not yet being overcome.
However we may expect appreciable improvements in the
very near future, as the Multichannel Soustractive
Double Pass spectrograph at the 50 cm-refractor at
Pic du Midi Observatory is now providing 2-dimensio-
nal spectra with a resolution of 0'.'5. One may also
expect that soon the German spectrograph at Izana
(Canary Island) and the French magnetograph THEMIS a
little later, will also provide spectra with a reso-
lution of 075 or better.

Fortunately, theoreticians are showing a vivid
interest, thanks to which our understanding of, for
example, penumbral filamentar structure and proper
motion, umbral dots, magnetic flux tubes and
faculae, small-scale magneto-convection, is progres-
sing continuously.
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DISCUSSION:

Garcia de la Rosa: Do you think that the
elevated filament picture for the penumbra should
be excluded? Although less theoretically developed,
it seems to agree with the observations better
than the floating filament picture.
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Muller: I do not sec how, from an inspec-
tion of sunspot white light images, we may learn
about the relative vertical position of bright
and dark filaments. 1 cannot see granules under
overlying dark filaments in my observations.
The filamentary appearance reported by Moore (1981)
is a b> chance alignement of intergranular lanes,
disappearing within a few minutes. The lifetime
of bright grains is much longer than that of
granules, so that it is very unlikely that they
can be a piece of granules visible between dark
filaments. On the other side, near the umbra-pen-
umbra boundary penumbral grains are very similar
to umbra 1 dots, excluding they could be a part
of a granule.

Dezso: You have shown several velocity data
for bright gralngs etc, however no errors of
measurements were given anywhere (or et least
an estimated error bar.) I think all these data
arc overestimated very much.'

Muller: Velocities associated with small-sca-
le magnetic features are known very poorly (see,
for example, the dispute on the presence of a
downflow in facular points). The velocity in
umbral dots and penumbral filaments is very poorly
known due to the difficulty of measurement. In
fact, there are only very few attempts to measure
them, and they are quite old. So the uncertainty
is very large.

Wiehr: To comment the picture of overlaying
dark penumbral filaments: this would imply dif-
ficulties for the explanation of the "abrupt
disappearence" of both magnetic field and Evershed
flow as shown by Stellnacher and Wiehr in Astronomy
and Astrophysics, 1986.

Staude: Do you agree with fatal's result
that fine structures (dots) in the umbra show
a clear connection between photopheric and chromo-
spheric levels? Recently we (together with V.
Obridko) tried to derive a two-component umbral
model of atmosphere assuming such & connection
of fine structures, but the American referee
of the paper called in question any relation
between photospheric and chromospheric fine struc-
tures, in spite of Kitai's results.

Muller: I know the Kitai's result very well,
because i perfomed observations. This work is
quite convincing and even if the photospheric-chro-
mospheric umbral dots connection has to be con-
firmed, it cannot be ruled out. A referee should
not have the right to repeal a paper based on
such an assuptlon (many theoretical papers are
based on assumptions much less reliable than
this one!).



FRAGMENTS IN SUNSPOTS

Garcfa de la Rosa, J.I.

Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias,
38200 - La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain.

High resolution white light and Ha observations carrici out at the Observatorio del Teide (Tenerife) with the
40 cm Vacuum Telescope of the Kiepenheuer Institute (FRG), allow us to study the processes taking place
during the development of 15 large active regions (flux larger than Sx1021lv1x). The behaviour of the mag-
netic fragments which coalesce to form the mature spots, inform us about the nature of the subphotospheric
flux rope. The following are the main findings:
(i) Fragments with typically 1021MX preserve their identity and even survive to the decay of the sunspots.
(ii) Each fragment has a very precise location in the whole ensemble.
(in) The incomplete coaloscense of the fragments leaves interstices which are penetrated by hot gas This
gives a natural explanation of the umbral fine structures (ie. umbral dots and light bridges).

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a well known fact that sunspots a-e formed after the
coalescense of several magnetic fragments. The present
study is an attempt to understand the subphotospheric
phenomenon through the observation of the behaviour of
those fragments.

Fragments appear with varied morphologies, but a
typical one is made of a dark nucleus surrounded by an
incipient penumbra which does not usually cover the whole
perimeter. Although fragments start to form near the
central part of the bipolar active region, they only attain
maximum development after their migration to the co-
rresponding pole, where they coalesce to form the mature
sunspot. However, in the present study it is emphasized
that, not only the migration of the fragments is a sub-
photospherically driven process, but their coalescense is
never complete, leading to a mosaic of dark nuclei se-
parated by photospheric light bridges or saddle like dis-
tributions of umbral dots.

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

They were carried out in white light and Ho at the 40cm
Vacuum Newtonian Telescope of the Kiepenheuer Institute
(FRG) sited in the Observatorio del Teide (Tenerife).
During a mean period of 6 days per region, they cover
the birth and first stages of the development of 15 large
active regions, with fluxes larger than 5x10 Mx.

3. RESULTS AMD INTERPRETATIONS
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Fragments have typically 10 Mx and they are sometimes
born without the addition of smaller pieces.
The first result is just a rough estimate obtained by di-
viding the total flux content of the spot by the number
of fragments. The second one is a more significant
finding indicating that, at least some fragments are not
themselves broken into pieces. A future statistical work
should clarify whether this correlates with a greater
stability.

The penumUae of the fragments clearly indicate that not
only their migration is subphotospherically driven but also
that they possess a very precise location in the final
ensemble.
It is observed that the rudimentary penumbrae of the frag
ments never develop at the contact edge with other f rag"
ments, even when they are still quite far away. Also,
the almost mature spots leave an open hols in their pe-
numbrae to allow the incorporation of delayed fragments
which carry their own pfece of penumbra to f i l l the hole
(Figure 1).

L
Fig. 1: Active Region Hale 17048. The incipient
penumbra of the approaching fragment avoids the contact
edge even at a very large distance from the end point,
which also lacks a penumbra. (*)

These observations can only be explained if we consider
the rising flux rope as a tightly packed set of bundles,
each giving place to one of the mentioned fragments.

Close to the photosphere and due to the steep pressure
gradient, the ascending kinked flux rope frays into separate
bundles, which quickly attract each other again, in a pro-
cess driven by the vertical sections of the kink. If the
fraying were a permanent feature of the ascending kink
and the attraction between fragments were, for instance,
the result of superficial convective motions, the fragments
would hardly "remember" their exact fitting place in the
final ensemble.

The often observed curved trajectories of fragments, suggest
the presence of twists in the bundles of the flux rope.
Not only some of the trajectories do not follow a straight
line to the corresponding pole, but in many instances the
final ensemble of fragments is seen to rotate bodily
(Figure 2). In other cases, changes of location of the

10"

JUL

*

13 .82 7

k.
:S5UT JUL.14 82 945UT

Fig. 2: Active Region Hale 18472. During spot forma-
tion, fragments rotate to reach their final position.
This suggests twisting in the flux ropes.

(*) The sunspot drawings on the present contribution
can also be found as photographs in Garcia de la Rosa
(1987 b).
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fragments are ?iso detected in the mature umbra. Although
this partly agrees with the picture by Piddington (1981),
the twisting cannot be extended to the bundles themselves
because a high degree of paralelism is observed between
the fibrils which make the Arch Filamentary System.

Individual fragments live longer than the suns^ot itself,
Keeping their identity although changing their
morphology.
The use of p.-operly exposed films, allows us to track the
position of the dark nuclei supplied by the largest frag-
ments, once they incorporate to the umbra. It is then
shown that those nuclei, although changing their position*
size and shape, keep their identity even until the sunspot
decay. At that time some survive longer oeriods and
single elements can even become long lived spots with a
roundish and regular structure, showing a single dark
nucleus. This last result needs however to be checked
for a much larger data sample.

Photospheric light bridges and rows of umbral dots trace
the interstices between the fragments (dark nuclei)
which make the umbrae.
Although the fragments apparently coalesce to form the
mature umbra, their fusion is never complete and a
detectable interstice is left between the dark nuclei. At
the first moments, when the fragments are stilt loose,
photospheric ligK bridges form, but after a further
tightening bridges covert into saddle like distributions of
umbral dots, also shown in the umbra-penumbra transition
zone (Figure 3).

-AUG.9.60 17:28UT •

S 33?)
AUG.11.80

-ADO.10.80 8:45UT-

..*
' -7:4«UT-

Fig. 3: Active Region Hale 17034. Fragments can be
followed during the whole life of this short-lived
sunspot. Although this behaviour can be found in
almost every large and long-lived spot, the present
example was preferred due to the short interval
separating the formation and decay of the spot.

cogn ised. Usua l l y , lony l i ved u m b r a ! dots show i p r i n i p n t
e jec t i ons w i t h per iods of 2 - 3 ( lou is a long at \o;i--,\ R hour
in te rva ls ( F i g u i e 4) . I h i s behaviour c l o s i l y i ' v i l n m r Hu>
above m e n t i o n e d n a t u i e o( g m b i a l dots aqainM tttr* o t l i p i
t h ree r iva l mechan isms a l ready p roposed : ovci^ta l jW' r u n
v e c t i o n ( C o w l i n g , 197(i) , Joule h e a t i n g ( B r u / e k , 19? 7) and
n o n - t h e r m a l hea t i ng ( K i t a i , 1986) ( S P P a IPV IPW in n . n r i a
de la Rosa, 1987 a) .

10

# "

i i . -o s A

ud

•11-26UT •

# •

JUL.381

ejection

15 M3U1 -

F fg . A: Act ive Region Hale 1771 ' . Ex<mi|ile of a lony-
l i ved umbral dot (ud) showing pe r iod i c e j ec t i ons
which are e a s i l y detected in l l -a lpl ia o l f - l n i e obser-
vat ions (0.5 A bluewards).

4. DISCUSSION

All the above findings converge into t'>e following pic-
ture of the flux ropes, they are tightly packed cirewn-
bles of smaller magnetic bundles (typically 10 Mx
each) which are apparently more stable than the flux
rope itself. The individual bundles are probably so in-
dependent that their clustering in the form of Mux 'open
is just a provisional way to become buoyant enough and
reach the photosphere. There, they never fuse complete
ly and the flux rope eventually desintegrates into frag-
mtnts which sometimes survive for much longer periods.
The umbral fine structures (i.e. umbral dots and light
bridges) become a natural consequence of the incomplete
coalescence of the fragments, which allows the field-
free gas to penetrate to the surface.

Fig. 5: Penetrative convection, where hot oscillating
columns of field-free gas get through the interstices
between the bundles of the flux rope.

Certainly Bumba and Suda (19B0) have been able to
show bright dots even inside the dark nuclei of some spots
but those are very dim features which si ould be distin-
guished from the conspicuous ones. These already named
Peripherie Umbral Dots by Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1986)
are the only ones extensively studied and referred to In
the literature.

This result clearly favours the picture of the umbral
dots as the result of penetrative convection (Parker, 1979)
between magnetic fragments. According to this idea,
penetrative convection results from the occasional upward
intrusion to the surface of hot field-free gas, driven into
strong vertical oscillations by the convective forces
(Figure 5).

Some umbral dots show surge-like upward motions.
These were detected by means of H a - 0.5 A observa-
tions, where Doppler blueshifted features are easily re-
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DISCUSSION:

Martres: Concerning the spots with umbral
dots. Are they form with different way if the
collapsing parts are of the same polarity or
of opposite polarity?

Garcia de la Rosa: Although we lack high
resolution information concerning the studied
spots, the low resolution ones (published for
instance in the SCO Bill.) show that all of them
seem to be "well betaved" bipolar active regions,
i.e. without mixture of polarities or delta con-
figurations.



ON THE LONG-LIVED PHOTOSPHERIC GRANULES.

D. Di a let is. Th. Prokakis. E. S a m s , and G. Tsiropoula.

Astronomical Institute of the National Observatory of Athena.
Athens 11810. P.O. Box 20048. Greece.

Abstract

We have studied the spatial distribution of the long-lived granules from
a population of 346 granules located in a photospheric region 37"x37". Our study
is based on an exceptional sequence of photo3 taken by R. Hul ler at the Pic-du-
Midi Observatory on Hay 16, 1979. We have determined the lifetime of all the
granules situated in this rectangular photospheric region. For the determination
of the mean lifetime (15.5 min) we have used a method recently developed (Mis—
sandrakis et al.. 1987). that permits to define accurately the mean lifetime.
Finally we have studied the spatial distribution of the long-lived granules. As
long-lived granules we consider all the granules with lifetime greater than the
mean lifetime of the population. We found that the long-lived granules are not
randomly distributed in the area under study, but they are located in well def-
ined regions with mean length 8"-10" and mean width 2"-4". This result seems to
confirm our suggestion (Dialeti3 et al.. 1986) that there are at least two fami-
lies of granules as for as their lifetime is concerned. We discuss the possible
causes of the existence of regions characterized by slower evolutionary process.

1. Introduction.

Photospheric granules are the visible
manifestation of subphotospheric convection
currents, which contribute substantially to
the outward transport of energy from deeper
layers and thus help to maintain the energy
balance of the Sun as a whole. The determina-
tion from observations of the morphological
properties of the granulation pattern. as
well as of the individual granules, and the
knowledge of their possible relation with the
solar cycle or with their location on the
solar disk are needed in order to understand
the detaiIs of the phenomenon and to check
the theoretical models.

• The lifetime of granules is an impor-
tant observational parameter. We dispose a
large number of mean lifetime determinations
of the solar granules, made by previous
authors by using different methods. The first
adequate determination of the lifetime of
3olar granulation was made by Hacris (1953),
who estimated the lifetime of individual
granules and found *7.5 min. Later Bray and
Loughhead (1958) obtained results in agree-
ment with those of Maoris (>7-8 min). Rosen
and Hugon (1959) gave 10 min, Hacris and
ProkaKis (1963) about 8 min. LaBonte et al.
(1975) *15 min and Mehltretter (1978). 16
min. Recently Dialetis et al. (1985,1986)
gave "12 min for mean lifetime.

It was interesting to consider whether
the observed differences are real or they are
due to the different methods used. In a
recent paper Alissandrakis et al. (1987) have
considered the methods used for the quantita-
tive determination of the mean lifetime and
they have derived a relation between the
distribution of the lifetimes and the sur-
vival function. They have examined the vali-
dity of the methods proposed by previous
authors and they have compared the results.
Finally they have examined the results given
by previous authors and they have shown that
the discrepancies between these results are
mainly due to the methods used. Application

of the proposed method to previous measure-
ments of the granule lifetimes gives a con-
sistent value of "16 min for the mean life-
time. This result does not exclude the
existence of a possible relation of the mean
lifetime with the so lair cycle as it was sug-
gested by Macris (1955) or with the location
of the sample (Dialetis fi£_fl_L.. 1986). The
variability of the morphological characteris-
tics of the solar granulation over the solar
cycle was extensively studied the last years
(Macris and Rosch. 1983; Macris et al..1984).
On the contrary a possible variation of the
properties . and especially, of the lifetime
of solar granules as function of their loca-
tion in quiet areas of the disk, haa not yet
been studied in details up to present. The
necessity of such a study has been pointed
out by Dunn and Zirker (1973) in their study
of the solar filigree. However, their sug-
gestion concerned this kind of granulation
called "abnormal granulation". In a recent
work, based on the analysis of photographs of
the solar photosphere taken at the Sacramento
Peak Observatory by S. Koutchmy, Dialetis et
al. (1985). have pointed out mainly from the
form of the survival curve, the existence of
at least two statistical populations of gra-
nules as it concerns the mean lifetiae. In a
subsequent work (Dialetis et al.. 1986) using
the same observational material they have
suggested that the granules with longer life-
times were not randomly distributed in the
region they studied. Unfortunately, the dura-
tion of the observations has not permitted
the detailed study of this suggestion.

The purpose of this preliminary work
is to examine the variation of lifetime of
solar granules as a function of the location
of the granules on the solar photosphere. The
study is based on a series of photographs of
excellent quality (spatial resolution »0".3 )
taken by R. Mil Her with the 50 cm refractor
at the Pic-du-Midi Observatory on May 16,
1979 (Muller and Roudier, 1984). The duration
of the observational sequence, composed from
the best pictures, was 1 h with a ti«e reso-
lution * 1 min between successive pictures.
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2. The mean lifetime of solar granules.

In order to be able to examine a pos-
sible relation between the lifetime of gra-
nules and their location, we found the life-
time of all granules (no-346) located in an
area 37" x 37". The area was selected in a
"master" frame at the middle of the sequence,
and every granule is traced back to formation
and forward to disappearance. The long dura-
tion of the observational sequence permits to
determine the lifetime of all granules of the
area under study. In figure 1 we give the
histogram of lifetimes. The adopted criteria
for the determination of the "formation" and
"disappearance" of a granule were the follow-
ing (Dialetis et al.. 1986):

A granule is born when:
It is formed in the inv.ergranular

background from a small granular fragment or
a faint patch or a brightening, it is formed
from the splitting of another bigger granule,
or it as formed from the merging of two or
more smaller granules.

A granule disappears when:
It fades into the intergranular back-

ground, it is absorbed by a neighboring gra-
nule and forms a bigger or a brighter gra-
nule, or it splits into two or more smaller
^granules.
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equations:

6 12 18 24 30 36
LIFETIME (IN MIN)

Fig. 1. Histogram of the lifetimes distribu-
tion for 346 granules located in an area
37"x37". The histogram corresponds to a
truncated Gaussian distribution.

There are two commonly used techniques
for the mean lifetime determination of photo-
spheric granules (Alissandrakis et al..
1987) :

a) Directly, as the sum of no determi-
nations of the lifetimes t> . divided by the
number of determinations:

no
Zt. (1)

b) By using the "survival" function
f(t). i.e. the curve of the surviving gra-
nules from the initial population as a func-
tion of time. In that case the mean lifetime
and the variance can be computed from the

— f
no J

—GD

00- I
no J

f(t) dt

tf(t)dt-u

(2)

(3)

where no-346 is the number of gra-
nules .

The first procedure gives as mean
lifetime 14.24 min, while the second 15.37
min. The difference in the values given by
these two procedures was expected and is in
accordance with the results of Alissandraki3
et al. (1987). Thus we have confirmed that
the mean lifetime of the photospheric gra-
nules at the solar maximum is not essentially
different from 16 min, value derived from
observations made.at the solar minimum. We
can conclude that there are not important
differences between mean lifetime determina-
tions during the solar cycle. Small differ-
ences is probable to exist, but it is not
possible to confirm them, because earlier
determinations are based on observations with
relatively short duration, which would lead
to serious underestimation of the mean life-
time (Alissandrakis et al.. 1987).

100 -

z

i
o
z

-30 -10 0 10
TIME (IN MIN)

20 30

Fig. 2. Survival curve of the 346 granules
considered for the mean lifetime determina-
tion.

3. The location of long-lived granules.

It should be remarked that, up to
now, in the studies concerning the mean life-
time of photospheric granules it was consid-
ered that the long—lived granules were ran-
domly distributed on the quiet solar photo-
sphere. In a previous work (Dialetis et al..
1986) we have expressed the idea that there
are at least two families of granules as it
concerns the mean lifetime , but we have not
found any evidence that the granules with
longer lifetime are bigger or brighter than
the other granules. Our first impression was



that the long-lived granules seem to be
located near the limits of a supergranular
cell. We have also expressed the assumption
that the stronger magnetic field in these
locations was presumably the cause of the
longer lifetimes. Later, in an other work
(Dialetis et al., 1986b), based on the
observational material supplied by R. Muller,
we had presented a first observational indi-
cation that the long-lived granules are
located in well defined regions that they do
not correspond to the limits of a supergranu-
lar cell.

In the present work we have examined
all the granules located in a rectangular
region 37"x37". We consider as long-lived
granules all the granules with lifetimes
greater than the mean lifetime of the popula-
tion (i.e. greater than 16 min). For every
granule we have determined the lifetime and
the x-y coordinates of its center, consider-
ing the lower left corner of the region as
the axis origin, and we have construct the
"iso-lifetime" map of the region under study
(Fig. 3). The examination of the positions
of long-lived granules on the "iso-lifetime"
map shows that these granules are not ran-
domly distributed in the area under study;
They show a clear tendency to be grouped in
well defined regions.

Fig.- 3. I so-lifetime map of the 37"x37"
region. The closed curves show the regions
where the granules lifetime is greater than
16 min.

The greater regions are oblong with
mean length 8"-10" and'mean width 2"-4". The
mean distance between them is 12". The
smaller regions seem to be the remnants of
greater ones which fade and vanish. But this
is only an impression caused from the mor-
phology of these regions. We have studied
extensively the granules belonging to these
regions. We have not find any substantial
morphological differences concerning the mean
size or the brightness. Unfortunately we do
not have simultaneous observations of the
magnetic and the velocity field of this
region in order to examine a possible rela-
tion between them and the granules lifetime.

•a Cr>nc)usion.

The excellent quality and the excep-
tional duration of the observational sequence
supplied by R. Muller, gave us the possibil-
ity to make a first preliminary study on a
possible relation between the lifetime and
the position of granules in a quiet solar
region. Simultaneously we had the possibility
to determine for another time the mean life-
time of granules. We have confirmed that the
mean lifetime is * 16 min and not 6-9 min. as
is actually mentioned in the literature.

As it concerns the relation between
the lifetime and the position of granules,
from the analysis of this observational
sequence it is clear that the long-lived
granules show a tendency to form groups. This
result must be confirmed with more observa-
tional data for different time periods and
for different positions on the solar disk.

The physical meaning of this result
is not evident. It is known that the photo-
spheric granules in magnetic regions (i.e.
near sunspots) have different morphological
properties (Macris 1953, 1979: Maoris and
Prokakis 1962). If we accept the hypothesis
that the principal reason for the existence
of regions of long-lived granules is the
magnetic field, it is logical to assume that
these regions are .also characterized by the
existence of a greater number of facular
points. Unfortunately a possible relation
between the existence of a great number of
facular points in a quiet region and the
morphological properties of photospheric
granules of the same region has not yet been
studied up to present. But the exceptional
observations taken by R. Muller at the Pic-
du-Midi Observatory from 1975 (Muller and
Roudier, 1984) gives such a possibility for
the future.
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DISCUSSSION:

Ruzdjak: Have you investigated the spatial
distribution of short lived granules, is it ir-
regular or does it show some pattern?

Prokakis: In a following paper we shall
give graphs having limited lifetime values from
5 - 2 0 min.

Huller: Vou know that Oda (1984) found that
the location of the brightest granules map a
network, which he identified with the mesogranula-
tion pattern. Are long-lived granules also mapping
such a mesogranular-like pattern?

Prokakis: The shown image of the examined
area gives the shape of the position of long-lived
granules. We unforturnately cannot give any infor-
mation on your question because the long-lived
granules pattern is rather irregular. The Athens
Observatory group intends to continue this research.
So I think that it would be very interesting
to investigate your idea.
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MODELLING ACTIVE REGION FINESTRUCTURES FROM OBSERVATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Problems, methods and results are discussed to model finestructures of sunspots, plages and promi-

nences from observed data. The very small scales of those structures prevents so far their full
resolution in a spectrum. Thus, twocomponent models or other indirect methods are used to deduce
model atmosphere, magnetic and velocity field within these finestructures.

1.) INTRODUCTION
The conspicuous structuring of solar active regions

indicates that the magnetic field is highly structu-
red. It is therefore indispensable to consider these
finestructures when modelling sunspots, plages or
prominences. In turn, it seems rather questionable
whether 'mean' model atmospheres which do not consider
the finestructures have any significant physical mea-
ning.
Modelling such finestructures, one encounters the
problem of their very small spatial scale of a few
hundred kilometers which requires a spatial resolu-
tion below 1/4 arcsec. Although such resolution has
been achieved in white light or filtergram pictures
at various sites, it was so far not possible to reach
such a resolution in spectra. A very highly resolved
spectrum obtained at the recently installed spectro-
graph of the evacuated Gregory-Coude telescope at
Tenerife shows a limiting resolution of about 0.53
arcsec (Wiehr, 1987a.) which is by more than a factor
of two too small {or full resolution of individual ac-
tive region finestructures.

The present paper discusses briefly some aspects of
the determination of physical parameters (as tempera-
ture, magnetic and velocity field) in active region
finestructures; it does not consider 'average models'
nor parameters like size, lifetime, development.

2.) SUNSPOT UMBRAE
At sufficiently high spatial resolution, most {prob-

ably all) sunspot umbrae show bright intensity struc-
tures called'umhral dots'.
Attempts to determine their temperature from true in-
tensities strongly depend on the correction necessary
to eliminate influences from telescope and earth's
atmosphere. Among numerous authors applying such a
method, Koutchmy and Adjabshirzadeh (1981)as well as
Hittmann (1983) find that umbral dots are of photo-
spheric brightness.
A quite different method which is much less dependent
on image restoration is the determination of a 'col-
uor temperature' from the brightness taken in (at
least two) different wavelengths. Applying this meth=
od, Beckers and Schroter (1968) as well as Koutchmy
and Adjabshirzadeh (1981) deduce also photospheric
temperatures in agreement with the above results from
image restoration. In contrast, Grossmann-Doerth et
al. (1986) applying the same method find dot tempe-
ratures 1000K below photospheric values at the
peripherie and, resp., 1400K at the center of an
umbra. The time difference of 25 min between the two
pictures (green and red) being of the same order as
the typical dot lifetime, might partly explain that
different result.

In contrast to these temperature determinations, a
complete empirical model of umbral dots (and, of
course, also of the inter-dot background) requires a
detailed line profile analysis. This is best done by
magnetic intensitive lines (as was done by Stellmacher
and Wiehr, 1970b, for a mean umbral model atmosphere)
in order to prevent interfering influences by the
(a priori unknown) magnetic field in the umbral fine-
structures. In turn, the so determined model is

required to convert measured Zeeman polarization into
magnetic field parameters of the finestructures.
Hence, the determination of the empirical model as
well as of the magnetic field requires the spatial
resolution of umbral dots and inter-dot regions in
the spectrum! This, however, has so far not been
achieved. A very highly resolved spectrum investiga-
ted by Adjabshirzadeh and Koutchmy (1983) refers to
a rather broad intensity structure near the outer
umbral border which hardly is one isolated typical
umbral dot.

If the spatial resolution in the spectrum does not
allow the investigation of one single dot, one might
deduce information about a mean dot (and inter-dot)
atmosphere by studying differently excited lines ob-
taining different contribution from the hotter and,
resp., from the cooler parts of the umbra ('two
component models'). From such investigation Mallia
and Petford (1972) deduce photospheric dot tempera-
tures. Similarly, Stellmacher and Wiehr (1987) find
from the Li6708 line a highly variable umbral back-
ground intensity which might considerably deviate
from the empirical model for 'dark umbral cores' (e.g.
Kollatschny, Stellmacher, Wiehr, Falipou, 1980).
These results are in excellent agreement with recent
two component considerations by Sobotka (1987) yiel-
ding also dot temperatures near photospheric values
and inter-dot temperatures of variable amount (see
also Wiehr and Stellmacher, 1984k).

As far as the magnetic field is concerned, Buurman
(1973) as well as Adjabshirzadeh and Koutchmy (1983)
obtain about 10% lower fieldstrengths in dots as
compared to the interdot background. This result con-
flicts with Obridko (1986) as well as with Kneer
(1973) who obtain about half the field strength in
dots as compared to inter-dots. It also conflicts
with Beckers and Schroter (1968) who report a rever-
sed polarity in dots with field strength of about
10% of the inter-dot background.

An attempt to determine both, magnetic field and
brightness differences between dots and inter-dots
fitting a two-component model to observed Zeeman
profiles (Pahlke, 1987J establishes the above results
of a) 10% lower dot field strengths, b) photospheric
dot brightness and c) inter-dot temperatures above the
'darkest umbral core models'; the filling factor for
dots being about 20% in agreement with Sobotka' (1987).

3.) SUNSPOT PENUHBRAE
Penumbrae consist of elongated structures showing

widths of similar scale as umbral dots, i.e. about
1/4 arcsec. Photometric analysis by Huller (1973)
lead to corrected intensities of 0.3 - 0.7 for the
darker and 0.7 - 1.2 for the brighter component, where-
as Krat et al. (1972) found values ranging from G.4
to 0.65 and, sesp., 0.7 to 0.9 of the intensity of
the surrounding photosphere. The mean values of 0.6
and 0.95 for the dark and bright filaments were used
by Kjeldseth-Moe and Maltby (1974) for the deter-
mination of two empirical models; taking Huller's
filling factors of 0.43/0.57 these two models well fit
the average penumbral intensities measured by
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Kjeldseth-Moe and Maltby (1969).
The significance of those averaged intensities for ''

the dark and the bright penumbral structures, however,
is rather restricted, since Grossmann-Doerth and
Schmidt (1981) showed that the histogram of corrected
filament intensities is single peaked. This result
fits the one by Wiehr et al. (1984) who argue that the
appearence 'dark' or 'bright' in penumbral filaments
depends on the local neighbourhood, so that local
minima may well exceed local maxima at some distance.
As a consequence, penumbral filaments have to be
modelled individually, e.g. by using a set of models
with the actual continuum intensity as free parameter.
The finestructure of the penumbral magnetic field

is still rather uncertain: Several authors (e.g.
Beckers and Schroter, 1969; Abdussamatov, 1976) found
higher fieldstrengths in the dark penumbral filaments;
whereas Stellmacher and Wiehr (1981) found no syste-
matic difference between the magnetic line broadening
in dark and bright filaments. The latter authors
argue that probably the magnetic field fluctuations
occasionally observed in penumbrae, actually stam
from disturbed regions such as photospheric intrusions
of small pores, which they also found in their data.
Consequently, the question of possible field fluctu-
ations in penumbrae must be investigated from regions
with a very homogeneous and undisturbed filamentary
structure.

The question whether bright penumbral structures
have a different magnetic field than the dark ones
(or even no field) is of interest with regard to the
picture of bright structures which might reflect the
'undisturbed' photosphere seen through the dark
filaments. Stellmacher and Wiehr (1970a)argue that
the bright filaments can not have a zero magnetic
field, since the high excited Fe 6149 line (obtaining
most contributions from the bright structures) shows
a significant splitting. Beckers and Schroter (1969)
found a smaller and less inclined field in the bright
filaments. However, the field inclination can only be
determined from the transvers Zeeman effect if, for
the individual filament, the model atmosphere is
known which itself may depend on the filament's inter-
nal field. This strong coupling between model atmos-
phere and field vector makes the investigation of
both very problematic (Wiehr, 1974;§6).

The situation is somewhat clearer for the Evershed
effect which is known to be more concentrated to the
dark filaments (Beckers, 1968; Abdussamatov and Krat,
1970; Mamadazimov, 1972'; - the original idea that the
Evershed effect might be connected to the penumbral
finestructures stams from Schroter, 1965). The Ever-
shed effect consists of a line core shift and a line
asymmetry, the latter being also located in dark
structures (Beckers and Schrbter, 1969; Wiehr et al.,
1987). Hence, the line asymmetry seems to be spati-
ally (and thus probably also physically) related to
the line core shift. Nevertheless, this asymmetry
is still not understood. An attempt to explain it
either in terms of a two-component model or as a
velocity gradient meets essential discrepancies
(Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1980) which possibly diminish
when considering individual penumbral filaments. The
idea by Maltby (1964) that waves might be responsible
for the line asymmetries has so far not been proved
for the finestructures.

A very interesting question concerns the existence
of vertical motions perpendicular to the Evershed
flow. Wiehr et al. (1987) find no clear relation of
such motions to the penumbral finestructures. Thus
the question remains open, whether the bright pen-
umbral filaments actually reflect the (underlaying)
undisturbed photosphere.

4.) PLAGE AND NETWORK REGIONS
Since the detection of the solar filigree (Dunn and

Zirker, 1973) and that of the dilo-Gauli field strengths
(Stenflo, 1973) the intensity and magnetic field
structuring of solar plage and network regions is
known. Condidering the image degradation of the very

small filigree (< 200 km), Koutchmy (1977) deduced
a continuum contrast of 1.8 Iphot a t 6000 R. A first
empirical model was deduced by Koutchmy and Stell-
macher (1978), its increase of temperature excess
with depth fits the larger blue contrast of plages
and thus removes the former discrepancy of mean
plage models adapted to the observed 'residual
intensity effect' (Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1979). In
this picture the center-to-limb variation of facula
continuum contrasts is a purely 'geometrical' effect
as shown by Spruit (1976) and By Deinzer et al.
(1984).

Much less dependant on image degradation is the
study of Stokes-V profiles from the longitudinal
Zeeman effect; integration of which yields line
profiles exclusively from the magnetic structure. The
so obtained model atmospheres (Solanki, 1986) are
in rough agreement with the above filigree model de-
duced from intensity profiles, however, different
models are obtained for plages and resp. enhanced
network.
Considering the magnetic field structure in plages

and enhanced network this will be discussed in the
review paper by Solanki (1987) in detail.
As far as the velocity field is concerned, FTS data

analysed by Stenflo and Harvey (1985) yield no dis-
placement of the Stokes-V with respect to the corres-
ponding intensity profile (StokesI). In contrast
Wiehr (1985) as well as Scholiers and Wiehr (1985)
find red-shifted Stokes-V. Re-consideration of the
FTS data by Stenflo et al. (1987) yields small red-
shifts of the Stokes-V with a center-to-limb vari-
ation reflecting the known limb effect of the inten-
sity profiles. This result of unshifted Stokes-V in
an absolute solar wavelength scale has been con-
firmed by Wiehr (1987k)for higher spatial and tempo-
ral resolution as well as lines with various limb
shift*. Such absence of gas motions in fluxtubes
conflicts with dynamical fluxtube models (e.g. Ribes
et al., 1985).

5.) PROMINENCES
Spatially high resolved prominence photographs

show a pronounced structuring which has to be con-
sidered when modelling prominences. It was shown by
Engvold et al. (1980) that the width of emission
lines depend strongly on the spatial resolution
achieved. This indicates the relation of the line
broadening mechanism to individual prominence fine
structures, which then have different temperature
and micro-turbulence. Models for individual promi-
nence finestructures have so far not been deduced.
Concerning the magnetic field, Leroy et al. (1984)

using the Hanle effect found variations of field
strength and field inclination through prominences.
However, no-relation to individual finestructures
can be investigated as far as the spatial resolution
is not essentially below 1/2 arcsec. The variations
of the gas pressure within one prominence (Bendlin,
Stellmacher, Wiehr, 1987) may indicate fluctuations
of the (pressure balancing) magnetic field.

The line-of sight velocity field in prominences
is highly structured (Engvold, 1981) indicating a
rather 'chaotic' velocity field in addition to the
generally vertical motions (Engvold et al., 1985).
This, in turn, indicates a complicated magnetic
field, if one considers the motions to be parallel to
the field lines.

CONCLUSIONS
From the former discussion (which actually is not

considered as a complete review!), one can draw the
following picture:

a) For sunspot umbrae a rough agreement seems to con-
sist that umbral dots have almost photospheric inten-
sities and possibly also a photosphere-like atmos-
phere. The inter-dot background seems to be highly
variable within a spot and from one spot to the other.
The dot's magnetic field seems to amount roughly to
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10% less than the inter-dot fieldstrength. The field
inclination in dots remains uncertain as long as the
model atmosphere for dots is not accurately known;
however, a significantly different inclination from
that of the surrounding inter-dot field would be hard
to understand. Generally the investigation of model
atmosphere, magnetic and velocity field must care-
fully distinguish between 'normal' dots and 'conglo-
marates' as e.g. undiscovered light bridges at very
low intensity level ot- penumbral extensions into the
umbra.
b) For the penumbra the picture is much more compli-
cated, since individual filaments show largely vary-
ing intensities which make average filament models
(e.g. two components) rather questionable. Line shifts
and asymmetries from the Evershed effect seem to be
more concentrated in dark penumbral structures; it
remains still uncertain whether bright structures
exhibit only a smaller or even zero Evershed effect.
The magnetic field shows no clear relation to the
filaments when regarding strictly 'undisturbed' pen-
umbral regions. Hithertoo observed field fluctuations
cannot be excluded to refer to penumbral disturbances
as e.g. photospheric or pore-like intrusions.

c) For plages and enhanced network the picture seems
to be much more conform than for spots. Results from
deconvoluted filigree, from highly resolved line
profiles (gaps), as well as from integrated Stokes-V
profiles yield a rather consistent model atmosphere,
which furthermore allows to explain line profiles
observed in spatially unresolved plages. The known
limb brightening of faculae is explained by the
geometry of the 'hot wall'. The magnetic field in the
kilo-GauB range may slightly vary from one fluxtube
to the other. The gas seems to be at rest in an abso-11

lute solar wavelength scale.

d) For prominences very little is known about the
model atmosphere of individual finestructures. At
highest spatial resolution emission lines occasio-
nally are very small allowing for a pure thermal
broadening without ir.icroturbulence. Variations of the
gaspressure across the prominence might indicate mag-
netic field fluctuations. The velocity field is highly
structured.

These considerations show the important role of fine-
structures for the understanding of solar active re-
gions. It makes the significance of 'average models'
rather questionable. In contrast, one can not exclude
that solar active regions are conglomerates of flux-
bundles, their overall appearence 'spot1, 'plage' or
'prominence' then being of minor importance than the
finestructures themselves. Future observations at
best spatial resolution (i.e. significantly below
1/2 arcsec in the spectra!) should help to solve this
interesting question.
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DISCUSSION:

Garcia de la Rosa: I do not think that the
abrupt disappearance of both the Evershed effect
and the magnetic fields at the penumbra border
contradicts the elevated filament picture. The
border exists because the overlaying or floating
structure becomes eventually optically thin and
there the light you are analysing comes only
from the photosphere.

Wiehr: I agree that the sharp edge of white
light penumbra, magnetic field and Evershed flow
might fit both, a geometrical disappearence of
the penumbral filaments below the granules or
an abrupt threshold of the optical thickness
of the filaments.
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Staude: Do you know new data providing infor-
mation on the temperature gradient in the deepest
photospherlc umbral layers and on the temperature
minimum of umbral fine structure?

Wiehr: The deepest umbral layers seem to
be in radiative equilibrium (shown by Stellmacher
and Ifiehr, 1975); this is not the case for the
undisturbed photosphere and thus possibly also
not for umbral dots. Similarly, very little is
known about the temperature minimum of dots.
Since far-infrared observations will not resolve
the dots, only a NLTE analysis of lines from
high layers (e.g. Ca+ lines) may solve this ques-
tion.

Huller: The reality of one-maximum distri-
bution of brightness in the penumbra is as much
questionable as a two-maxima distribution, because
intensity profiles are smoothed and shaped by
seeing. The intensities measured between local
maximum and minimum are strongly affected by
seeing; thus the contribution of the seeing is
very important in shaping a one-maximum distribu-
tion.

Wiehr: May I remember you that Grossmann-Doerth
and Schmidt made a very careful and sophisticated
image restoration, taking into account telescopic
and seeing influences. Nevertheless, they do
not find two peaks in their histogram. Furthermore,
I would not expect two peaks in case of the "neigh-
bouring" effect, I discussed, where brightest
locally down filament may well exceed the intensity
of non-neighbouring locally bright filaments
as was shown hy Wiehr et al. in Astronomy and
Astrophysics.

Kriiger: Do you expect a dependence of the
model of bright plage structures on the filling
factor?

Wiehr: Stenflo and Solanki deduce different
models for plages and for network; this might
be due to both, different "packing" of unique
fluxtubes (i.e. filling) or different fluxtubes
with constant filling; or even a mixture of both
effects.
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SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OP TWO-COMPONENT UMBRAL STRUCTUHE

M. Sobotka

Astronomical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 25165 Ondrejjov

ABSTRACT. On the basis of spectroscopic observations in the lines Pe I 543.5 nm

and Na I D 2 the main characteristics of simple semi-empirioal two-component models

of 11 umbrae differing in size (radii 2"-8") are studied. It is shown that in lar-

ge umbrae (ru>- 4") the individual differences in brightness are mainly due to

fluctuations in temperature of the dark component, while small umbrae ( r u ^ 3")

differ in brightness due to the fluctuations in temperature of the dark component

as well as the considerable changes in the filling factor (5% - 30%). The bright

component is cooler than the undisturbed photosphere and in most cases it may be

described by the temperature down-scaling factor A © •» 0.10.

The photometric structure of sunspot um-

brae haa a very complex character: the dark

cores, brighter regions, extensions of pen-

umbral filaments and light bridges form a

photometrically variable background which is

superposed by bright umbral dots. Speotrosco-

pic observations enable to solve the umbral

fine structure only in extremely rare cases

and in sufficiently large umbrae. By studying

the physical conditions in umbrae we may try

to describe their complex structure by means

of a two-conponent model, which describes se-

parately the bright component (umbral dots)

and the dark background. An excellent review

on the history of two-component models is

given in the monograph by Obridko (1985).

In the case of large umbrae (umbral radius

ru ? 5") the two-component models were alre-

ady published (e.g. Obridko and Teplitskaya,

1978, Adjabshirzadeh and Koutchmy, 1983, Stau-

de, 1986). However, our knowledge remains

poor in the case of small umbrae (ru-«c 4").

As the models of small umbrae seem to be de-

pendent on umbral radius, it would be useful

to know the answers to the following ques-

tions:

1. Is there any relation between the fil-

ling factor of the bright component and the

umbra1 radius (or the phase of evolution) ?

2. Do the temperatures of the dark and

bright components depend on r (phase of

evolution) ?

3. Is there any mutual relation between

the temperatures of the dark and bright com-

ponents ?

4. Are the temperatures of the dark and

bright components influenced by the filling

factor ?

He have tried to answer the questions on

the basis of spectroscopic observations ac-

quired in. the years 1982 - 1983 on the ho-

rizontal solar telescope/spectrograph

(HSPA 2) of the Ondfejov observatory. We

have selected 11 observations of umbrae

with radii 2" - 8" in various phases of

evolution. These observations include pro-

files of spectral lines Pe I 543.45 nm and

Na I D2 589.0 nm, oorrected for stray light.

A detailed description of observational me-

thods and correction for stray light was

published in previous papers (Sobotka, 1983,

1985a,b).

The wings of the temperature sensitive

lines Na I D 2 and Pe I 543.5 nm change con-

siderably from the undisturbed photosphere

to the umbra. The lower the temperature, the

broader and deeper the wings. In the line

combined of profiles of the dark and bright

components the far wings and the general

trend of the intensity distribution are

mainly influenced by the dark component,

while the bright component influences, above

all, the curvature of the central parts of

the wings. Hence, if we do not pretend to a

high accuracy, we can find empirically the

corresponding two-component model by means

of fitting the computed "mixture" of profi-

les of the bright and dark components to

the observed profile.
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As the aim of this paper is neither an ac-

ourate fit of computed profiles nor a rigoro-

us construction of models, a relatively coar-

se grid of basic models is sufficient. Each

aodel in the grid is defined as a "down-eca-

led" photospheric model with the temperature

stratification T(f) determined by one tempe-

rature scaling parameter 4 6 :

5O4O/T(r) = 5O4O/Tph(r) + A& ,

where the temperature stratification T fa(r)

of the undisturbed photosphere waa taken

from Holweger's (1967) LTE model. For the mo-

dele representing the dark component we have

chosen A 6 d = 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5

and for the bright oomponent A S ^ = 0.03,

C.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11.

We have computed theoretical profiles

H^, Rjj (normalized to the continuum) of the

lines under investigation from the models of

the grid and mixed them together according

to the i-ej.ati.on

R =

,.. r 3.

(1-/3)1°

where I, J° are the intensities of radiation

in tue lin-5 and continuum, respectively, in-

dices d,b aariz dark and bright components

and /3 i3 the filling factor. Comparing resul-

ting profiles and continuum intensities with

the observed ones (corrected for stray light),

we found the optimal two-component models

characterized by the parameters 4 9 ^ , ^ 8 ^

and £ .

The results are summarized in Pig. 1,

where the values of these parameters are

plotted versus the umbral radius. Sunapots

in the rising phase of evolution are marked

by open circles, those in the maximum by dots

and old decaying sunspots by crosses. Verti-

cal bars correspond to differences of the va-

lues derived from the Fe I and Na I profiles.

In case of very small umbrae with ru « 2"

(numbered as 12, 51 and 61) the values of

the model parameters are strongly influen-

oed by the stray light. The undercorrected

stray light changes the profiles of spectral

lines in the same way as a bright oomponent

with a nearly photospherio temperature and

a high filling faotor.

Large umbrae with r u > 4" (numbered as

13, 33, 43 and 72) have similar model para-

meters. The filling faotor is practically

constant (2% - 5%) as is the temperature of

i

61#5> fi

\i 6

4- \
r 2- r *- r r r r

Fig. 1; Pilling factor and temperature

scaling parameters of the dark and bright

components versus umbral radius.

the bright oomponent (A6. * 0.09 « 0.11).

Some individual differences appear in the

dark component (A6^ = 0.4 - 0.5). The mo-

dels are very similar to those published

by Obridko and Teplltakaya (1978) and Stau-

de (1986).

The models of small umbrae with r «

« 2.5" - 3" (Nos. 21, 22, 53 and 63) dif-

fer strongly In the filling faotor (536-3036)

and in the temperature of the dark oompo-

nent (aed = 0.35 - 0.5). The models of the

bright oomponent, excepting the umbra No.

63, are similar to the bright oomponent mo-

dels of large umbrae.

With respect to the paper by Wienr and

Stellmaoher (1984) some values of the fil-

ling factor obtained here seem to be unli-

kely high (umbrae Nos. 21 and 63). Accor-

ding to Wiehr and Stellmaoher, high filling

faotor oauses a considerable blue excess In

the continuum, in contradiction to th« ob-

servations. To oheok our rasuits we have

computed spectral distributions of the um-

bra/photosphere continuum intensity ratio

for our two-component models and compared

them with the observational data by Wiehr

and Stellmaoher (1984) and Albregtsen and
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Haltby (1981) - see Fig. 2. No blue exoeas
waa present, even In the oaae of the umbra
lo. 21 with filling faotor 30%.

Fig. 2: Computed relative continuum Inten-
sities together with observational data by
Albregtsec and Maltby (crosses) and Wlehr
and Stellmaoher (dots).

Ho expressive dependenoe of the model pa-
rameters A ed, Ae^ and fi on the phase of e-
volution was observed (see Pig. 1).

Summarizing our results, we must exclude
the observations of very small spots (Nos.
12, 51, 61) influenced by the stray light.
From the remaining observations of 8 umbrae
In the lines Fe I 543.5 nm and Na I Dg we
nay draw following conclusions:

1. The filling faotor of the bright com-
ponent in large umbrae (r u> 4") does not
depend on the umbral radius and does not ex-
oeed 5%. In small umbrae (r u£ 3") the fil-
ling faotor varies from 5% to 30% and In-
fluences their total brightness.

2. The temperature of the dark component
•hows fluctuations (Independent on ru) that
•re the main reason of different brightness
of large umbrae. The temperature of the bright
oomponent is lower than photospherio and may
be mostly deeribed by A ^ - 0.10, indepen-
dently on ru#

3. Ho mutual relation between the tem-
peratures of the dark and bright components
was observed.

4. No dependenoe of temperatures of the
dark and bright components on the filling
faotor was found.
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DISCUSSION:

Solanfcl: Are your models self-consistent,
i.e. do you solve hydrostatic equilibrium for
each temperature etc.?

Sobotka: Yes, they are self-consistent.

Solankl: Do you include molecules in your
continuum opacity?

Sobotka:
included.

Yes, there is a molecule ion H,+



BRIGHT FACULAR POINTS ( FILIGREE ) IN ACTIVE REGIONS

Tb. G. Zachariadis

Research Center for Astronomy and Applied Mathematics,
Academy of Athens, 14 Anagnostopoulou Str.,10673

-Athens, Greece-

Abstract

High resolution observations of the active region MacMath 16315 near the center
of the disk were analysed in order to study the bright points, both below an Arch
Filament system and in two neighbouring regions covered by plagettes.

The average value of the relative intensity of the bright points with respect to
the background in the plagette regions as well asounder the Arch Filament system was
1.13 ± 0.033. This value was the same for Ha-1 .0 A as well as for Hct-0.75 * . The
lifetime of bright points under the Arch Filament System ranges from 3 to 18 min with
average value of 10min. The time evolution of the intensity of bright points under
the Arch Filament system is different from that of the Ellerman bombs under the same
system i The relative intensity of bright points rises to the maximum value within
1 min and remains constant during the rest of its lifetime.0The aveiage size of bright
points at Ha-1.0 A was found smaller than that at Ha-0.75 A.

Introduction

The briqht facular points observed on filter-
grams taken in photospheric lines and the wings of
strong chronospheric lines like Ha,K and H of
Call, are identified with photospheric facu-
lae and solar filigree (Chapman and Sheeley,
1968* Frazier, 1970 Dunn and Zirker, 1973"
Melhltretter, 1974). Melhltretter,(1974)
found that faculae consist either of small
"points " which are round or slightly elonga-
ted and occur isolated or in chains, or in
rincjiike formations called "crinkles". One
year earlier Dunn and Zirker observed in the
wings of Ha and the X 6439 calcium line the
same structure which they named solar filigree.
Wilson (1981) confirmed, from simultaneous
observations of photospheric fine structures
taken in Call, Magb-| +0.35, the raj-wing^ of
Ha and the Ha continuum, that the white light
faculae (facular granules), the Ha filigree
and the calcium bright points are different
manifestations of the same photospheric fea-
ture in different layers. On the other hand
a recent work of Fung et al, (1984) which was
based in observations of K 2,3 and K3 lines
of Call and on the head of the CN band at
X *3883 A , showed that they were vertical
formations which extend from 200km to 1800km
in the model of Vernazza et al. (1981). Con-
sequently the bright facular points or the
corresponding features in the rosettes and
the bright models have their roots between
the photospheric granulation. These structu-
res are associated with concentrated magnetic
fields of the order of 1 KG ( Data and
Koutchmy, 1983).

Kitai and Huller (1983) have classified
the bright features in active regions in the
Ha wing into four classes. The bright facular
points acording to the classification are
the brighter points with size<50 arcsec.
Muller. (1983) found that the facular points
in the quiet photosphere have a mean lifetime
of 18 min. The Intensities measured at the
maximum of the intensity-time profile on
white light pictures have been found to range
from 1.30 to 1.50 (Muller and Keil, 1983).

Observations and Data Analysis

The observations were made at the Pic-du-
Midi Observatory on September 26,1979 with
the 50cm refractor equipped with a 0.5 A pass

band Ha Lyot filter. They consist of a
time series of high resolution photographs
of 80min duration taken at the centre and
the wings <-1,± 0.75,±0.5) of Ha.
The observed area was 230"x170" and in-

cluded McMath region 16315 (N18 E12) with
a large, fully developed Arch Filament Sy-
stem (AFS) (Zachariadis et al.1987). He
have selected the best photographs from a
burst of about eight, almost simoultaneous
pictures. The spatial resolution of most
of the selected photographs was near the
theoretical resolution of the telescope.

In this work we have used the entire time
series at Ha-1A for the study of the
evolution of bright points under the AFS
and some of them with excellent seeing for
the study other properties of Bright points
located under the AFS as well as in some
other regions in the active region.
The measurements were made on the original

film and on intensity maps of selected
areas ; the maps were produced with a Joyce
Loebl microdensitometer with a scanning
aperture of 25" . From these maps we recon-
structed the two-dimensional intensity
profiles.

Results and Conclusions

Photographs of the entire active region
Bave been given by Zachariadis et al(1987).
Photographs of the regions with bright
points are shown in figures 1 and 2, Figure
1 shows a plagette region at the center of
Ha and Ha-1.0 A while figure 2 shows a part
of the region with AFS and plage near the
principal nutral line of the active region.
A large number of bright points appear in
the isolated plagettes. In the plage and
under the A.F S they are less numerous.
In addition bright points form chains which
conect idividual plagettes as well as the
plagettes with the plage. At the center of
Ha fibrils appear to originate in the
plagettes and in the chains. Under the A F S
the bright points are intermingled with
Ellerman bombs forming a cellular pattern
(Zachariadis et all, 1987).

Most bright facular points appear elonga-
ted on the lsodensity contours probably due
to the fact that they are elongated stuctu-
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Location

Plaqette
(figure 1)
Plage and AFS
(figure 2)
Plage and AFS
(figure 2)

Size

O

( A )

-1.00

-1.00

-0.75

T A B L E

of Bright

Bright

170

164

170

I

Facular

Lenght ±

(arcsec)

0.63 ±

0.60 ±

0.80 ±

6

0

0

0

Points

.22

.22

.24

width ± 6

(arcsec)

0.41 ± 0.15

0.39 ± 0.17

0.50 ± 0.15

res, slightly titled with respect to the ver-
tical (Fung et al 1984).

Table I gives the average value of the
length and the width at Ha-1.0A measured at
half maximum from their intensity profiles
for 170 bright points located below the pla-
gette region (figure 1) and 164 bright points
below t-he plage and the AFS (figure 2) . In
the same table the standard deviations for
both lenqht and width are given.

The histogram of the mean size (average va-
lue of,, length and width) shows a sharp peak
near 0.5 arc, while individual values range
from 0*. 2 to 1*. 2 arc. From these measurements
we can derive that there isn't a systematic
difference of the size of bright points among
the areas of active region were these measu-
rements took place. In the same table the
average value of the dimensions of 170 bright
points which are located in the same regions
of the active center measured at Ha-0.75 A
are given. The measurements show an increase
of the size by about 30%.

Additional measurements with a microscope
directly on the film did not give systemati-
cally different results. e

The ratio of the dimensions in Ha-1A and
Ha-0.75 A is 1.3, which is larger than the
value 1.13 given by Dunn and Zirker (1973)
for regions outside active centers. This
indicates a faster increase of the size with
height compared to the quiet regions.

From the isodensity maps we measured the
intensity of Bright points with respect to
the background.Table II gives the intensity
of 170 bright points at Ha-1.oA under the
plagette, (figure 1) 161 bright points at
Ha-1.0 A , under the plage and the AFS, (fi-
gure 2) 170 at Ha-0.75 A under the same re-
gion and the maximum intensity of 38 bright

Figure 1

a) plagette region at the center of Ha

b) the same region at Ha-1.0 A

Relative

Location

T A P L E

Intensity

AX
O

( A )

II

of Bright Points

Number Intensity ± 6

Plagette -1.00
(figure 1)
Plage and AFS -1.00
(figure 2)
Plage and AFS -0.75
(figure 2)
-AFS- -1.00
(figure 2)

170

161

170

38

1.125+0.032

1.13510.033

1 .12710.038

1.123±0.033
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points under the AFS for which we studied
the time evolution. In figure 3 we give plo-
tes of the relative intensity as a function
of time for some of the bright points which
are located under the A.F.S. We have studied
the evolution of 38 bright facular points
located near the Ellerman bombs. Their life-
time is from 2 min to 16min with an average
value of ten minutes. Muller (1983) has
found a mean lifetime of 18 minutes for the
bright points at quiet regions at Ha and
less that 10 minutes on Calcium pictures.
The rise to the maximum of the intensity
last less than 1t5ir.in. During most of their
life the bright points have nearly constant
intensity and disappear in almost the same
time as their rise time. On the contrary
Ellerman bombs located in the same area under
the AFS as the bright points show appreciable
fluctuations of their intensity. In spite
of the existence of that difference in the
evolution of the bright points, their loca-
tion in the same pattern with the Ellerman
bombs and the conclusions of Kitai and Mu-
ller (1983) and Bruzek (1972) support the
view that the two different features are
manifestations of the same phenomenon in
different magnitude.
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VARIATION OF THE GRANULATION WITH THE SOLAR LATITUDE

M. Co 11 ados, I. Rodriguez Hidalgo, M. Vdzquez

Institute* de Astrofisica de Canaries, 38200 - La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain.

Preliminary results of e search for the variation of the solar granulation properties with the heliographic
latitude are presented. Within eirors, no changes are found in the power spectra and sizes between N-S
and E-W scans.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for a considerable time, that the
C-shape of the bisectors of photospheric spectral lines
and t:ie poiitlon of their minima depend markedly on the
heliocentric angle of the observed region (e.g. Dravins,,
1S82).

Moreover, this dependence seems to differ for the
equatorial and polar diameters (Beckers and Taylor, 1980;
Brandt and Schroter, 1982). Explanations such as the
variation of the granular characteristics or the existence
of meridional flows are the most probable to account for
this asymmetry.

Thus, It becomes essential to analyse the properties of
the granulation at different latitudes in order to select
one of these alternatives. Here we present preliminary
results of the comparison of the granular properties along
the central meridian and the equator.

where K = K^* K and P_(K ) Is the "one-dimensional
representation of the two-aimrensiona1 power spectrum.

In Figures 1 to 4 we present the power soectra co-
rresponding to four positions along the N, S, E and W
solar radii. We draw the power multiplied by the mean
wavenumber as a function of wavenumber. These figures
show that there Is no appreciable difference between
the shape and amplitude of the spectra from the centre
to the limb along any of the directions.

In order to complete the study on the differences
between the central meridian and the equator, the limb
to limb variation of the ratio- of the mean wavenumber
at each position and that of the centre of the disk have
been evaluated and are shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen that no variation is detected in any of the two
directions (N-S and E-W). This is a variance with
Schmidt at al . (1979) who found that the mean wave-
number decreased towards the limb.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Bearing this purpose in mind, observations ware
carried out during the Summtrs of 1985 and 1986 at tha
Observatorio del Teide (Tenerife), using the 40 cm
Vacuum Newton Telescope. We took photographs of the
granulation in the continuum (with a filter centered at
550 nm and FWHM 18 nm), at different heliocentric
angles along the rotation axis (N-S) and the equator
(E-W).

For the present work, 188 images have been analysed
corresponding to the positions indicated in Table 1.

In each image a region of 55" x 55" was digitized
using a slit of 20 pm of side (corresponding to 0."11 on
tha solar surface). These Images have been calibrated
and restaured following Collados and Vazquez (1987).

For each position the mean power spectrum in the
direction perpendicular to the solar radius was calculated
(in order to avoid tha effects of geometric perspective)
by averaging all the spectra corresponding to the same
position on the solar disk.

Afterwards, the mean wavenumber in this direction
was derived from each one-dimensional power spectrum in
the following way:

Table 1

I Kj. . Px (K x )

Kj.

Fbsition

K20°
30°
40°
SO

K20l30°
40°
5°o°»
°o°«
°n
°o0°
°o0°
°o0°
°o0°
°l0°

(Long/Lat)

N
N
N
N
N
N
S
S
S
S
S
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

0°
0°
0°
0°
0°

°c0°
°nOn
0°

°?,<
30°.

60°

™l10°
20°
30°
40!
50°
60o
70°

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
Ein

E
E
E
E
E
W
W

w
w
w
w
w

No. of photographs

22
11
9
12
10
5
7
8
7
5
5
6
4
9
6
10
8
7
7
6
7
6
4
3
4

This Is a useful and simple parameter similar to the
mean wavenumber K obtained by Schmidt et al. (1979):

P2(Kr)dKr
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Figures 1 to 4: Power spectra corresponding to the four
positions indicated along the N (1 ) , S (2), E (3) and W
(4) solar radii, for the direction perpendicular to the
solar radius. There Is no appreciable difference between
the spectra from the centre to the limb.
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Figure 5: Limb to limb variation of the mean wavenumber
relative to that at the disk centre for the central meri-
dian (a) and the equator (b).

The size of the granules does not show any variation
with the heliocentric angle in any of the cases.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary analysis of photographs taken at
different heliocentric angles along the central meridian
and the equator has shown that:

(i) The power spectra in the direction perpendicular to
the solar radius obtained for some positions along the
rotation axis and the equator does not present important
differences between them.

(ii) The size of the granules seems to be the same at
different heights of the solar photosphere in both direc-
tions N-S and E-W.

Work is now in progress in order to obtain more
images of high spatial resolution and to extend and im-
prove the procedure of data analysis.
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EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS OP THE SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS
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Simultaneous observations of the &-alpha and Ca II K floccular lines show that du-
ring the first three daya of the newly formed flocculi the temperature grows gra-
dually, while the density is practically constant. During the following days an
increase in density is observed. The phase of increasing density does not occur in
the case of faint flocculi. The K-line analysis of the six newly 1 formed sunspots
indicates that the average cooling upward velocity equals 15 ms . An increase
in sunspot induction was observed at the time of the flares (46 spots, Pig. 5).

The observational results of the two as-
pects of the evolution of active regions are
considered: a) the evolutionary changes in-
dicated in the altitudinal distribution of
temperature and density in active elements,
b) the relation of flares to local and lar-
ge scale magnetic fields on the solar surfa-
ce.

The topics covered are:
1. The evolutionary changes of H-alpha and

Ca II K flocculi
2. The measurement of the cooling upward ve-

locity of a newly formed sunspot
3. The changes of the magnetic induction in

spots adjacent to flares
4. Positional changes of the magnetic neu-

tral line during a flare

5. Morphological types of LDE flares
6. The occurrence of LDE flares from Janua-

ry 1969 to March 1986

1. The evolutionary changes of H-alpha
and Ca II flocculi

The non-LTE profiles of the H-alpha and
Ca II K lines were calculated at the Crime-
an Astrophyaical Observatory beginning with
1975 (Baranovsky, 1975; Baranovsky and Ste-
panyan 1976, 1985). The profiles of both
these lines were calculated for nine levels
plus the continuum of the hydrogen atom and
live levels plus the continuum of the cal-
cium ion (Baranovsky et al., 1985). Ihe ra-

Fig. 1. The calculated dependences of temperature and density
as functions of the optical depth for floccular models
considered.
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diative transfer and statxonarity equations
mere solved using Avrett s and Loeser s me-
thod (1969). The models of the flocculi were
constructed according to these equations. A
grid of floccular model chromosphere is cal-
culated for the simulation of observed va-
lues. The models have different temperature
and density values. The calculated dependen-
ces of temperature and density as functions
of the optical depth are illustrated in Pig.
1 for the floccular models considered. The
computed values of the H-alpha central in-
tensities as function of the K-line central
intensity is given in Fig. 2. The solid li-
nes represent models Moa. 1-4, which are
characterized by a variable values of tempe-
rature. The broken lines represent models
Nos. 5-9i whose densities vary. Ths numbe-
ring of the models is the same in figs. 1
and 2.

Dependences of the H-alpha central inten-
sity as function of the K-line central in-
tensity were observed during 6 days of the
flocculus development (from June 22, 1975,
when the plage McMath 13736 was first ob-
served on the solar disc, till June 28,
1975). The comparison of these dependences
with theoretical ones permits to choose se-
quences of models well describing the flo-

cculus development.
Figure 2 shows the relation between the

observed and computed central intensities
for both spectral lines considered. The
measurements obtained in specific day (the-
re are about 100 measurements every day) a-
re located in an oval.

The evolutionary trend of the ovals,
which represent the situation on consecuti-
ve days, is consistent with the following
interpretation:

a) During the first three days of the newly
formed flocculi begins gradual grow of
the chroraospheric temperature, while the
density is practically constant (slight
increase of the chromosphere density).
During the following days,the floccular
density increases significantly (see the
largest values of the observed central
H-alpha intensity in Fig. 2).

b) The phase of increasing density does not
occur in the case of faint flocculi.

c) It has been proved (Baranovsky and Stepa-
nyan, 1979) that the maximum temperature
values in flocculi are observed synchro-
nously with the largest increase of the
new magnetic flux. The temporal corre-

0.2

0.1

01 02 03

Fig. 2. The comparison of the theoretical and observed dependences of
the central H-alpha and K-line floccular intensities. The so-
lid lines repreaent floccular models Hos. 1-4, the dashed li-
nes floccular models Nos. 5-9. The six-day evolutionary trend
of the observed values is represented by ovals.
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spodence of both the events is probably due
to larger ohmic losses of electric cur-
rents.

c. The measurement of the cooling upward
velocity of the newly formed sunspot

Method of measurement was the following,
i'he Ca II K-line profile of the newly formed
spot is identical with the profile of the
quiet region at the onset time. Both the
profiles (for the spot and quiet region) a-
gree for all AA distances i.e. from the ce-
ntre of the K-line to - 7.0 a in its
wings. Iri the course of time, the point,
where both the K-line profiles differ from
one another, approaches the centre of the
K-line. After about 5 hours, the critical
point is at a distance - 0.5 X from the cen-
tre of the K-line. The distance of the
critical point (4A

BTJ from the K-lina cen-
tre is the quantity, p which defines the
temporal increase of altitude, to which the
spot cooling spreads from visible spot. The
merit of this quantity is, that it does not
depend on the amount of stray light.

Figure 3a illustrates the altitudinal di-
stribution of the spot temperature in some
sunspot models (density of the spot equals
the photospheric density). Figure 3b shows
the ratio of the theoretical K-line profiles
(spot and photospheric) for models conside-
red.

Figure 4 illustrates the relation between
the height in the 30lar atmosphere and the
distance {A A ) from the K-line center,

sp

7000

5000

500 200 h(kM)

20

10

V.
v.

S 10 A A (A)

Fig. 3a. The altitudinal distribution of the
sunspot temperature in some sunspot
models. Density of the spot equals
density of the photosphere.

Fig. 3b. The theoretical ratio of the spot
and the photospheric K-line inten-
sities as a function of the distan-
ce from the K-line center for the
models considered.

(km)
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- \
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Fig. 4. The calculated sunspot height as
a function of the distance from the
K-line center.

The analysis of the six newly formed sun-
spots indicates, that the average cooling
upward velocity equals 15 m/a .

3. The changes of the magnetic induc-
tion of spots adjacent to flares

In general, flares are the basic evolu-
tionary elements of active regions. Flares
are also related to local structures of the
active regions (spot, flocculi) as well as
large-scale structures.

The spectrograms of sunspots obtained
with the BST-2 tower telescope of the Cri-
mean Aatrophysical Observatory with a pola- „
risation analyzer have been examined. Koval
and Stepanyan (1983) have measured the mag-
netic fields of sunspots by Zeeman-splitting
of eight spectral lines (Tab. 1), origina-
ting at different depth in the solar atmo-
sphere (from 60 to 1200 km). The time reso-
lution of the observational data was from
1 minute to 1 hour. The measuring error of
the induction was between 50 and 100 ml.

These eight spectral lines were divided
into three altitudinal groups according to
the depths of their formation:

Group A (4 lines)
the lowest layer, depth from 60 to 300 km

Group B (3 lines)
the middle layer, depth from 400 to 630 km

Group C (1 line)
the highest layer, depth equals 1200 km

Tha fact, that variations of the magnetic
induction of the spots are related to flares
is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The analysis of the observations indica-
tes, that the occurrence of flares coincides
with the increase of the magnetic induction
of close spots (the distance smaller than
5 heliographic degrees).

The first column in Fig. 5 gives the mea-
surements of 46 spots, in which the varia-
tion of the magnetic induction was measured
during or before the flare. The highest rate
of increase of the magnetic induction was
observed in the middle height layer (Group
B), i.e. +36 - 8 mT/hr. An increase in in-
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Pig. 5. The observed variation of the magne-
tic induction of the spots ( in mT/
hr) as a function of the atmospheric
depth (groups A, B, C) and the occu-
rrence of flares. The firat column
illustrates the positive change of
induction of 46 spots during or be-
fore flare. The middle column illu-
strates the negative change B after
the flare. The last column illustra-
tes the measurements of 71 spots wi-
thout flares.

duction was observed in all layers and amou-
nted to several tens ot mT per hour.

The middle column in Pig. 5 contains the
measurements of 36 spots after the flare. A
decrease of magnetic induction, whose rate
was of the same order us the increase during
the flare, was observed in all depth layers.

The last column in Fig. 5 gives the mea-
surements of 71 spots in an time interval
without flares. The observed variation of
the induction of - 5 mT/hr is one order of
magnitude smaller, than in the presence of
flares. The negative value is probably due
to the observation conditions, i.e. to the
deterioration of the image quality in the
first half of the day. Figure 5 clearly il-
lustrates, that the variation of induction
at the time of the flare is substantially
larger than during the quiescent period of
development of the active region.

Table 1

The list of the measured spectral lines

No

1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

6102.72

6108.15

6111.05

6119.54

6128.99

6136.99

6141.72

6151.63

El

Ca
Ni
Ni

V
Ni
Fe
Ba
Fe

I

I
I

I
I

I
II
I

id10

74.1

40.4
46.6

41.6

56.5

75.3

41.4

69.2

9
6
2
1
1

3
7
4

i Isp

25
8

0
8
2

4
12
6

h
(km)

1200

400
60
400
120
200
630
290

Apart from the induction, also the ratio
of the hot and cold components in the umbra
varies ,in close spots during the flare
(Koval' and Stepanyan, 1983;.

The V I line (6119.54 a) is very sensi-
tive to temperature. In the spot its inten-
sity is 8 times higher than in the photo-
sphere. The Ni I line (6108.15 2 ) , which
is not sensitive to temperature, originates
at the same altitude as the V I line. It
has been observed, that the V I line indi-
cates higher values of the magnetic induc-
tion in spots than the Ni I line. In some
cases the difference between the values was
as much as 170 mT. Since the V I line ori-
ginates in the cooler elements of tha umbra,
the increase of induction as compared to
the Ni I line can be explained by the incre-
ase of induction in the cool elements of
the umbra. The induction increase in the
cool elements may be due to two factors:
- either to the increase in the number of

cool elements,
- or to the increase of induction in each

cool element, their number remainning the
same.

4. Positional changes of the magnetic
neutral line during a flare

A change in the position of the neutral
line was observed during a flare of importa-
nce 2N, which occurred on August 12, 1981,
in active region Hale No. 17777. The obser-
vations were conducted at the Crimean As-
trophysical Observatory, trom 05:50 to 07:00
UT, and a,spectrum was obtained every minu-
te (Koval and Stepanyan, 1983).

The method of observation was the follo-
wing:

In Pig. 6, let line 0B represent the
spectrograph slit and line OA the direction

Fig. 6. The altitudlnal changes of the po-
sition of the neutral line (CD..-CD,)
during a flare. The line OB repre-
sent « the spectrograph •lit, the 0A
vertical line, represent* the dire-
ction to the observer. The hatched
oval illustrates the position of
the flare emission. The uabra of po-
larity H is marked by a black spot.
The dashed line represents the pho-
tospheric neutral line.
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towards the observer. The plane of the pho-
tosphere is perpendicular to plane OAB and
is illustrated schematically by a curve. The
umbra of magnetic N polarity is marked by a
black spot, the photogpheric neutral line of
the magnetic field by a dashed line, and its
point of intersection with the speetrograph
slit image C. The measurement of the posi-
tion of the neutral line in the spectral li-
nes generated at various altitudes enabled
us to determine the shift of the neutral li-
ne during the flare. Lines CD1» CD,, CD,

represent the line intersection of the pla-
ne of the neutral line with plane OAB and
correspond to observation times 05:55,
06:20 and 06:30 UT. Towards the end of the
flare (07:10 UT), the point of intersection
of the planes was close to CD. again.

The hatched oval represents the position
of the flare emission as observed in a num-
ber of metal spectral lines.

At an altitude of, 1000 km, the velocity
of the neutral line s motion was approxima-
tely 10 km/s.

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 76

19*9 1970 1971 1972 197J 1OTt ' • «

Fig. 7. The occurrence of the IDS flares in the 20th cycle.
The Monthly numbers of the LDE flares as a function
of their SXR class.
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5. Morphological types of IDE flares

On analysing the H-alpha activity in the
interribbon space of LDE flares it was found
(Antalova and Ogir, 1988) that these flares
could be divided as follows:
a) loop-shape "one ribbon" flares, in which

the long-lived H-alpha emission l o o p s
are arranged along the filament axis, or
along its channel (observed, e.g., in AR
MacMath 10032 and 10035 ; Morijama, 1971)

b) two-ribbon flares, which may display a
long-lived process of energy release (the
flare of May 16, 1981), or a slow decrea-
se of emission)

c) three-ribbon flares, which are a combi-
nation of the first two types (see the
14 cases mentioned in the p«ver of --Jita-
lova .ind <i^±r, U88). Vhe central system
of loops, which is located along the a-
xis of the interribbon space, is a dyna-
mic formation which should not be mis-
taken for the tops of flare loops.
The repeated release of energy, locali-

zed in the bottom part of the interribbon
space indicates that the accumulation of
energy, required to generated the central
system of loops, as well as the triggering
mechanism are concentrated in the lower
structures (lower than about 3.5 to 7.0
thousand km).

N 76 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1963 198' 1965 86

78 1*77 1178 1979 1(80 1981 1982 1983 198' 1985 88

Fig. 8. The occurrence of the LDE flares in the 21st cycle.
The monthly numbers of the IDE flares as the function
of their SXR class.
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6. The occurrence of IDE flares from
January 1969 to March 1986

The LDZ flares for the C.talogue (Antalo-
va, 1987) were chosen on the basis of SXR
continuous daily observations by instruments
installed on Explorer 37, SMS-1, SMS-2,
G02S-1, GOES-2 and GOES-3 satellites. The
SXR observations were published by Donnelly
(1981) and in Solar Geophysical Data.

The analysis of 646 LDE flares, observed
between January 1969 and May 1976, and 1029
LDE flares, observed between June 1976 and
March 1986 (Antalova 1987, 1988), yielded
the following results:

a) The duration of the LDE flares is not s
function of the maximum value of the
SXR emission. There are long-lived fla-
res of all SXR classes (C, M, X ) .

b) The average annual value of occurrence
of LDE flares in the population of » H
flares in cycle 20 was p = 2.0 - 0.2 %.

c) Fluctuations were observed in the occu-
rrence of LDE flares during solar cyc-
les, e.g. in 1971, in second half of
1981 and 1983 a deficit in the occurre-
nce of large LDE flares was observed.

6 <977 197« 1979 1960 1961 1962 1983 1984 1965 66
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4.5 -12.0 HOURS

2.5 - 4.0 HOURS

"<> -977 1976 1979 1960 1981 1962 1983 1964 1«B5 «6

Fig. 9. The occurrence of the LDE flares in the 21st cycle.
The monthly numbers of the LDE flares as a function
of their duration.
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DISCUSSION:

Kriiger: Did you study the relat ion between
the lifetimes of LDEs in H-alpha and in X-rays?

Antalova: Not yet .

Kflvsky: Only short remark. It is possible
that changing of "single" neutral line by starting
of channel type flares is caused by the origin
of complex neutral lines as an effect of rise
of new magnetic fields of opposite direction.

Antalova': It is difficult to say. The basic
magnetic neutral line is in some cases unchanged
in duration of some days (homologous flares).
The changes in small dimensions are naturally
possible.

Fig. 10. Monthly counts of grouped solar f la-
res , LDE flares and monthly mean

.sunspot numbers in the 21st cycle.
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DETAILED PROCESSES ACCOMPANYING THE DECAY OF AN ACTIVE REGION
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1. INTRODUCTION

Photospheric magnetic concentrations (sunspots or
pores) decay via fragmentation and further removal of the
flux from the photosphere. If it were not for fragmen-
tation, the sunspots would endure for hundreds of years,
but similarly the removal of magnetic f lux is equally
decisive to avoid the unobserved accumulation of flux at
the photospheric level (Howard and Labonte, 1981).

Both processes, fragmentation and flux removal, put
forward several questions which are presently being
actively debated. Is the fragmentation the result of an
erosive action of the convective motions (Simon and
Leighton, 1964) or is it produced by convective motions
inside the flux rope (Meyer et a l . , 1974)? Is the flux
removed through reconnection-submergence (Martin et a l . ,
1985; Priest, 1987) or through more complex disappearan-
ces involving unipolar magnetic features (Wallenhorst and
Topka, 1982; Rabin et al . , 1984)?.

With the observations included in the present study,
-although restricted to a single case of a small active
region, we shall try to contribute to the mentioned
debate.

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

They were made at the Sacramento Peak Vacuum
Tower Telescope in 1984 during the period October 30 to
November 4, which covered the decay of the small
active region NOAA4588.

The post-focus instrumentation was a modified set up
of the Universal Birefringent Filter (November, 1984)
producing two simultaneous images. One (A) is made
by the sum of RHC polarized light from the blue-wing
of the magnetic line 6102.7 A with LHC polarized light
from the red-wing of the line. The other image (B) is
also made of a similar sum, but with reversed
polarizations. The addition of both images (A+B) gives
an intensity picture, while their substraction (A-B)
produces a magnetogram.

Two comments are worth mentioning. First ly, the
simultaneity of both A and B images allows their subs-
tract ion without introducing noise due to seeing changes.
Secondly, intensity (A+B) and magnetic (A-B) images are
made from the same raw material (A and B) and it is
therefore easy to superpose them exactly. This possibi-
l i ty is quite appropriate to study the interaction between
granulation and magnetic features. In occasional moments
of superb seeing the short exposures used (0.1 sec)
allowed us to approach the dif fract ion l imit of the teles-
cope ( 0.2"). This high spatial resolution is however
obtained at the expense of a poor magnetic sensitivity
and so only a qualitative analysis was performed.

Data reduction was carried out using the PDS micro-
densitometer and the computer facil i t ies of the Insitituto

de AstrofTsica de Canarias. This is a tedious task invol-
ving the digitization of both images, the cotrelation to
allow an exact substraction and addition and finally their
display on a high resolution TV screen. An improvement
of the signal to noise ratio was performed by correlating
two contiguous magnetograms (5 sec apart) to eliminate
uncommon features.

3. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Al l the following results correspond to data taken
on October 31 when the decaying region showed the most
drastic changes.

Note that the figures of the present contribution are
drawings from the original magnetograms which are
displayed in a paper submitted to "Solar Physics".

The granulation massages the magnetic concentrations
contributing to their fragmentation.

The superposition of intensity and magnetic images
shows us a close correlation between the deformations
of the magnetic periphery of the pore and the changes
in the adjacent granulation. The development of a gra-
nule produces a retraction in the periphery of the pore
which expands along the intergranular lanes and decaying
granules (see Figure 1). Although lacking direct evidence,
it is likely that these strong deformations are able to
induce interchange instabilities contributing to the f rag-
mentation of the pore.

16OOUT 16O5UT

Fig. 1: Intensity images of the granulation (dotted)
where the magnetic image (black spot) of a pore has
been superimposed. Arrows point to the places where
the magnetic periphery is deformed by the convective
action.

Supargranules contribute to the decay of the pore by
removing fragments from their formation site.

Small magnetic features (1"-2") are observed to
drift, radially, away from the pore at typically 0.35km/s
until they reach a stable position where re-concentration
takes place. A probable supergranular cell is identified
both by its size and the location of the ring of non-
drifting features (see Figure 2). The cell center does
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not quite coincide with the pore position, in agreement
with an observation by Walienhorst and Topka (1982).
This suggests that supergranulation plays and important
role in the decaying processes by transporting the frag-
ments far from their origin. This only happens provided
that the mutual location (pore-center) is a favourable
one, as apparently occurs with the off-center location.
However, magnetic concentrations at the supergranular
borders, for instance, cannot be favoured by their
transporting action.

Fig. 2: The dotted circle traces the probable peri-
phery of a supergranule which contributes to the
transportation of the decayed fragments of the pore
(P). Arrows trace the trajectories of some fragments.
Note that the supergranule center (asterisk) does not
quite coincide with the pore.

Subarcsecond magnetic features form a small scale
magnetic network

Those tin/ magnetic bits, probably released from the
decaying pore, are controlled by granulation as is observed
from a high visual correlation between their location and
the dark intergranular lanes. This result is in agreement
with observations by Muller (1983) and Title et al. (1987).

Reconnection-suhmergence is probably removing magnetic
flux near the neutral line.

Both magnetic polarities show fairly well balanced
flux decreases near the neutral line of the active region,
suggesting that reconnection is taking place there
(Figcre 3). According to Priest (1987) the accidental
reconnection of the expanded flux tubes above the
photosphere, followed by the submergence of the lower
portion (Figure 4) is a feasible way of removing mag-
netic flux, which certainly fits with our observations.

This process can only affec' the magnetic flux near
the neutral line, which is a small fraction of the whole.
The remainder, which in subsequent d?ys becomes even
more spread out, can only reconnect with the magnetic
background which is observed to show opposite polarities
to those of the active region.

f? 1
PURE

SUBMERGENCE

RECONNECTION
SUBMERGENCE

Fig. i,: Two possible scenarios for removing magnetic
f lux from the photosphere. Pure submergence is ex-
pected to produce two opposite polar i ty features which
attract each other following f a i r l y straight paths.
The reconnection-submergence is expected to take place
only after the chance encounter of two opposite pola-
r i t y tubes above the photosphere.

Fig. 3: Near the neutral line of the decaying region,
magnetic concentrations of both polarities disappear,
probably due to chance reconnections followed by
submergence.

A pair of opposite polarity features attract each other
and vanish in a probable example of pure submergence.

The opposite polarity features shown in Figure S
follow straight trajectories to meet each other. The
negative polarity one (A) shows a speed of 0.5 km/s,
too high to have a convective origin. After several
hours of close contact both features disappear from both
the photospheric and the chromospheric levels as
observed respectively in the magnetograms and in the
K-Call filtergrams.

This process cannot be explained as a chance
encounter induced by the convective motions and con-
trarily its seems to be driven by subphotospheric
control, in agreement with the predictions of pure sub-
mergence (Figure 4).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The above results, although restricted to ? single
case of a small active legion, can contribute to clarify
the scenario of magnetic decay. The leading role
played by the convective motions, granulation and super-
granulation is emphc 'ed, the former inducing fragmen-
tation and the latter transporting the fragments away.

Further magnetic flux removal from the photospheric
level is apparently taking place through its submergence
either pure or following reconnections.
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DISCUSSION:

Solankt: What evidence do you have for dif-
ferentiating between the two examples of disap-
pearance of magnetic flux which you showed? Since,
with your data, you have no way of knowing how
the different photospheric magnetic features
are connected to each other by field lines, you
cannot say that one event is due to reconnection
+ submergence, while the other event is due to
pure submergence.

Garcia de la Rosa: There is a clear dif-
ference between the two cases. In the disappear-
ances near the netural line, the opposite polarity
features have been carried there by the super-
granular motions and it is difficult to think
that all the colliding magnetic pairs are parts
of the same loop, as required by the pure sub-
mergence. Contrarily, chance encounters between
unconnected opposite polarities are expected
to take place there and therefore reconnection-sub-
mergence have been preferred.

Deubner: Which arguments have lead you decide
there was no reconnection going on in the second
example of flux disappearance you have shown?

Garcia de la Rosa: Note that the two opposite
polarity features start to move to each other
from a very long distance (3 20 000 km), they
follow straight trajectories, in one case without
watching the velocity field. Finally, the speed
of mutual approximation is larger than super-
granular. These facts rather than fitting the
expectations of a chance encounter/reconnection
better agree with a subphotospherically driven
pure submergence.

Krivskf: Does it mean that you have found
very fine structure in many limited regions of
neutral line?

Garcia de la Rosa: Yes, with a high resolu-
tion, the neutral line of this region shows a
clear fine structure.
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DOES THE LOCAL DYNAMO ACT IN SUNSPOT GROUPS?

V. Bumba

Astronomical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
251 65 Ondfejov, Czechoslovakia

We summarize our previous results concerning the local magnetic field formation,
showing that its sunspot groups developing to reach higher typec C, D, E etc. con-
tinue their magnetic evolution during the period of new magnetic flux addition im-
mediately after the first magnetically bipolar balanced stage. It is probably a niag-
netohydrodynamical process of magnetic field strenthening or a new magnetic flux
generation. It is closely related to a specific singularity in the local magnetic
field topology at the inner field boundary not far from the centre of the group,
where the gulf of one polarity is compressed inbetween the boundary curvature of the
field of opposite polarity and where large radial velocities can be observed. This
is the region, where new peaks of both the leading and the following polarities in
a special orthogonal relation of the new to the old tubes of lines of force develop,
where the greatest field gradients are formed. The flara frequencies and their im-
portances correlate well with the degree of complexity of magnetic field topology
in this situation. The important role of the photosphere in all these processes is
underlined.

1. Introduction

About twenty years ago, we demonstrated
on a relatively rich observational material
(about 115 active regions) that solar active
regions with the flare number n •* 10 develop
in a very characteristic magnetic situation
as far as their relation to the background
fields is concerned as well as the behaviors
of their local fields (Bumba et al., 1986a)
are regarded. We found that sudden changes
of the flare activity rates are in a large
number of complex sunspot groups well corre-
lated with a typical magnetic configuration
almost in the geometrical centre of the
group: it develops on the boundary of polar-
ities, it depends on the form of this bound-
ary and on the strength of the magnetic gra-
dient in this region. With a more magneti-
cally complicated situation the flare fre-
quency becomes greater, and vice versa. It
was estimated that this typical magnetic
situation was connected with the increase of
magnetic activity representing a character-
istic process taking part during the phase
of growth or renewal of activity mostly in
the central part of the active region, where
we can observe, on magnetic maps of the mag-
netic field, a longitudinal component of the
formation of a gulf on the magnetic boundary
between both polarity regions or islands of
opposite polarity accompanied by the appear-
ance of new spots, penumbras, etc. (Bumba
et al. , 1968b).

5ince that time we have studied these
processes many times. Since we came to the
conclusion that they might be related to the
action of a local dynamo and as pointed out
by Mogilevskij (1985, 1987), this special
magnetic situation might be the place where
the subphotospheric energy reaches the solar
atmosphere visible layers or, as recently
shown by (Ambroz, 1986; 1987), it might be
connected with the maximum vorticity of the
global circulation, we are trying to summa-
rize all results obtained as yet in the form
of a short communication.

2. Morphology of a "Centre of Magnetic Activ-
ity" Development in the Photosphere

In several papers we demonstrated that

the formation of a new local magnetic field
was a substantial part of the background
magnetic field development (Bumba, 1981;
1982a; b; 1983a; 1986; Bumba and Suda,
1984b; Bumba et al. 1982a; b): Active re-
gions and their local fields are formed on
the background field sector boundaries. As
shown by Ivanov (1986), the Hale boundary
is more important. At the same time, the
boundary plays the most important role dur-
ing the active region development, it be-
comes its central part forming in the prac-
tically geometrical centre of the region a
gulf or tongue of one polarity. This place
plays the role of the centre of gravity of
active region's magnetic flux and spot for-
mation. In this space, at the very beginning
of active region's appearance, magnetic
fields of both polarities are in close touch
forming the steepest field gradient. All new
main magnetic fluxes seem to originate in
this local magentic field singularity seen
usually as new small sunspots and pieces of
rudimentary penumbra. The active role of
this centre stops with the end of the active
region's magnetic field growth. Soon after-
wards, the field gradients, small spots and
penumbra pieces in this region disappear.

At the same time, the location of the
described process and its progress is
strongly influenced by the hierarchy of
convectional elements, especially by super-
granules and very large cells playing an
important role in the field concentration
and distribution. This influence may be
observed from the first brightening accom-
panying the new active region's magnetic
flux appearance in the ionized calcium lines
H and K emission (Bumba and Howard, 1963;
Bumba and TomSSek, 1980; Bun;b2, 19B1; 1987).

The appearance of new small spots and
rudimentary penumbra is not continuous but
it takes place in portions (Bumba and Suda,
1983a; 1984a; b). The spots originating in
the centre shift to the following and lead-
ing parts of the group. As soon as the new
magnetic flux in the centre and the spot
formation ceases, the whole active region
begins to die and its field starts do dissi-
pate.
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It should be emphasized that many years
ago we made a few visual spectroscopic ob-
servations at the Crimean Observatory of
large (several kilometers per second) and
fast changing radial motions, acting along
a front several thousand kilometers long, in
various places of such an inner boundary re-
gion (Bumba, 1986).

While in small active regions the action
of the centre is observable only during the
first evolutionary stage and then practically
disappears - we do not see any indication of
a boundary gulf and magnetic field gradient
(Bumba and Suda, 1983a; 1984b; Bumba, 19B3b),
in the large active regions ( k C ) , the centre
continues or renews its activity during the
next evolutionary stage, its magnetic bound-
ary displaying the gulfs in their typical
forms, the large magnetic field gradients
and other forms of photospheric and chromo-
spheric activity.

Simultaneously we may observe, with the
active region's magnetic field aging, that
during the growth of its area the form of its
distribution is continuously influenced by
differential rotation acting differently on
its leading and following parts, because the
leading portion shields to a certain degree
the following one against the influence of
the photospheric mass streaming around both
parts (Bumba, 1983b).

3. Development of Two Almost Orthogonal
Magnetic Lines of Force Systems in the
"Centre"

In the photosphere on each side of the
gulf, sunspots and pieces of penumbra are
always located in such a way that the lines
of force of their magnetic fields joining
both opposite field polarities form a sub-
system which is perpendicular to or has a
wide angle with those lines of force connect-
ing the main older magnetic field concentra-
tions of the largest leading and following
sunspots. While the lines of force of the
main leading and following spots run usually
not far from the parallel to the equator, the
lines of force of the new subsystem in the
centre are then almost parallel to the merid-
ian (Bumba, 1983b; Bumba, 1986).

Because of the greater distance and
greater strength of magnetic fields belonging
to the main sunspots in such a group, the
lines of force joining them must run higher
in the solar atmosphere than the lines of
force in the younger almost perpendicular
subsystem connecting much closer lying and
smaller spots with weaker magnetic fields.
The existence of the centre with two almost
orthogonal systems of magnetic field lines
in a complex active region, the interaction
of which does not start with the appearance
of the new subsystem, but only several days
later, is always accompanied by the occur-
rence of a large number often powerful
flares around this region.

4. Forces Taking Part in the Development of
a New Local Field

There are several types of forces taking
part in the formation of a new active re-
gion's magnetic field. First of all it is the
influence of convection and of its cellular
elements of various scales. Convection seems
to play the most important role during the
first stage of active region's field appear-
ance together with the background magnetic

field distribution the reasons of which we
do not discuss here.

Then magnetic or magnetohydrodynamic
forces seem to take over in the course of
the next evolutionary stage of active re-
gion's growth, although their primnry source
might be connected with as yet rarely ob-
served fast motions of the photospheric
plasma (Rumba, 1986"'. During further evolu-
tionary stages, the effect of differential
rotation influencing the field shapes may
be seen not only in their arrowheaded forms
with their elongated north-eastern and
south-eastern tails, but also as the differ-
ence between the figures of the leading and
following fields, due to the shielding
action of the leading field against the dy-
namical forces of the solar mass streaming
firstly by the leading and only afterwards
around the following fields. The mutual
interaction of the photospheric plasma
flowing around the system of strong magnetic
field with its own plasma may be expected
too. And we have to take into account the
forces forcing the individual umbral nuclei
to join in one large umbra (Bumba and Suda,
19B4a; b) and the motions and collisions of
individual large magnetic field blocks in
special cases -of very large an complex,
mostly proton-flare, regions (Bumba and
Suda, 1983b; Bumba and Hejna, 1980; Bumba,
i983 ). We aso have to take into account
the different depth of individual magnetic
field line system roots in the photosphere.

5. Action of the "Centre" in the Upper
Layers of the Solar Atmosphere

It seems that the formation of the
"centre of magnetic activity" in the photo-
sphere is accompanied by the development of
a source of strong radio emission in the
chromosphere and corona above it. In the
case of a complex active region from the
second half of April 1985 growth generating
the proton-flare of April 24, and which,
following the magnetic observations, showed
such a centre, observations with the large
Soviet radiotelescope system RATAN-600 in
the wavelength range from 0.8 till 31 cm
demonstrated the existence of a peculiar
source of radioemission just in the centre
of the group. This emission was dominant
above the emission of the whole region and
its position coincided with the position of
the magnetic field boundary and the place
of the closest neighbourhood of strong
fields of opposite polarities. It developed
two days before the proton-flare and lasted
for about five days. The flare was accompa-
nied by a strong burst of radioemission and
just before the proton-flare development the
spectrum of its radioemission changed sud-
denly, but it recovered next day again (Auras
et al. , 1987).

Similar situation seems to exist above
the "centre" of the very large and complex
active region from July 1984 (AR 3804) the
radioemission of which was observed with the
same radiotelescopic system (Akhmedov et al.,
1986).

6. Discussion of Obtained Observational
Results

All presented observation results lead
us to the conclusion that the solar local
magnetic fields seen on the solar surface
are not only passive objects of various



forces and motions operations, but that they
very actively contribute to the processes of
new magnetic flux induction taking part
during the most lively stage of active re-
gion's development. They do not only dissi-
pate. They get stronger in function of their
topology, of various types of their photo-
spheric plasma motions and of the shifts of
that portion of their lines of force reaching
into the upper layers of the solar atmo-
sphere etc .

All this may mean that although the
formation of a sunspot group in a local mag-
netic field is influenced by many nonmagnetic
forces acting simultaneously with the hydro-
magnetic forces in the upper layers of the
solar atmosphere, such as the convection,
differential rotation and various modes of
motions of the photospheric and chromospheric
mass, nevertheless, the main process whose
action seems to outweigh all other effects
during the main phase of the group develop-
ment, is the hydromagnetic process of field
enhancement and new flux induction, locally
closely related to the curved inner field
boundary not far from the geometrical centre
of the group. This is the space where the
new peaks of the leadinp and of the following
magnetic fields develop in a described ortho-
gonal organization of the old and new tubes
of lines of force, and soon afterwards dis-
appear again, and wher' the strongest field
gradients are formed.

The flare frequencies and importances
are related to the degree of complexity of
local magnetic field topology in this posi-
tion. Tn this connection it is convenient to
mention the results published recently by
Uddin et al., (1986), demonstrating the
association of solar flares with the stage
of the magnetic field boundaries twisting or
as they called them, neutral lines in the
central parts of active regions. Thev demon-
strate that the number of flares in a complex
active region with at least one bright flare
increases with the increasing "twisting
index" .

All these results may lead us to the
assumption that the magnetic flux accumulated
in this region might serve as an energy res-
ejvoir for various modes of solar activity
in this volume of the solar atmosphere within,
and possibly bellow and above the observed
photospheric layer. The fast growth and
almost equally fast vanishing of a large
amount of magnetic flux in this central part
of large active regions should be followed
by some fast and large changes in the chromo-
spheric and coronal structure. But there
might be non observable structural changes
in the unvisible layers of the photosphere
too.

Moreover, as recently discussed by Mo-
gilevskij (1985; 1987), no observations and
no calculations confirm the videly accepted
idea that the source of the flare development
and of its energy is the anihilation of ac-
tive region's magnetic field. He argues that
the changes of local magnetic fields go to
slowly and he concludes that as the flare
and active region's build up energy, as well
as the flare natter, originate in the layers
from bellow the photosphere coming to the
solar surface in the discused centre in form
of, for example, magnetohydrodynamic waves.

There are another observations demon-
strating that the role of photospheric and
subphotospheric layers in the flare develop-
ment might be probably much greater than

accepted as yet. For example, Alikaeva et
al. , (1987) showed that the shapes of many
photospheric lines observed during the time
interval of about two hours before the flare
appearance change considerably in the place
of future flare occurrence demonstrating the
active role of the photospheric layers in
the process of flare preparation.

We may remember also one of our very
old photographic observations made in 1957
at the Crimean observatory, when in one fast
changing complicated sunspots (Ouly 25, Sol-
neshnye dannye No 105) with a very strong
magnetic field, about two hours before the
appearance of a mighty flare when in a few
minutes the spot umbral nucleus below the
flare main knot was divided into two pieces,
we observed in the shift of photospheric
lines the average radial velocities of about
2,5 km/sec, and with actual local velocities
of the order of about 10/sec. (Bumba, 1960).
In our spectra, these fast motions in certain
region of the spot completely overlaped the
normal Evershed effect with its several times
smaller average velocities.

On the other hand we should mention the
results obtained by Ambrnz (1986; 1987) de-
monstrating that active regions are formed
exclusively in places where the global cir-
culation - the vector of which was obtained
from the study of HQ; magnetic synoptic
charts - displays maximum voriticity. The ob-
servational material deals with the upper
layers of the photosphere and the lower
chromospheric levels.

Thus the main question concerning the
re3son or source of the discussed magneto-
hydrodvnamic process strengthening the field
and inducing the new flux, its depth or
height in the solar atmosphere remains as
yet unanswered. We think that the whole
volume of the solar atmosphere from below
the photosphere till the corona must be taken
into account and that the influence of con-
vection with its whole hierarchy of convec-
tive element is more apparent at least at the
beginning of the procsss. If we are to under-
stand the exact causes of the fast motions
and changes of field topology in the centre
and the addition and quantization of new flux,
many more observations, before all of veloci-
ty distribution in local and background mag-
netic fields, have to be obtained and evalu-
ated. Nevertheless, as we tried to demon-
strate above, the role of the photosphere,
including its deeper layers, both in the
production of the described magnetohydrody-
namical processes, and in the supply of vis-
ible and higher layers of the solar atmo-
sphere by energy, even in the case of solar
flares, at least for their certain classes,
is probably much greater than we use to admit
and than the excessively generalized flare
theories are able to accept.
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Figure 1

Series of photoelectric magnetic maps of the magnetic field longitudinal component obtained
at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. for
the June 1963 active region. Positive fields are indicated by full lines, the negative
fields by dotted ones.
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Figure 2
Scheme of lines connecting thu centers of Gravity of old and newly induced magnetic
fields, taken from Fig. 1. i!ie lines connecting centers of gravity of opposite
polarities of old fields are drawn in full lines, those connecting new fields by
dashed lines.



EXTREME SOU ACTIVITY OF EARLY FEBRUARY 1986 AND ITS GEOPHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES

E. MarkovSi
I)

1) ,2) 3) 4)L. Pastorek^ **, F. Zloch-", J. Laštovička*", P. Perglerová

Observatory Úpice, 542 32 Úpice; SÚAA Hurb&novo, 947 Ol Hurbanovo;

r.al Institute, Czech.Acad.Sci., 251 65 Ondřejov; ̂ ^

Sci., Bo^ní II, 141 31 Prague 4; Czechoslovakia

, J . Pycha4'

Astronomi-
Geophysical I n s t i t u t e , Czech.Acad.

During the solar cycle minimum period, a period of a suddenly enhanced solar
activity occurred in early February 1986. Two proton flares were observed during
this period after a long period of a total ly quiet solar activity (R = 0 on most
days in the second half of December and in January). Other f lares, various pheno-
mena accompanying proton flares, like type II and type IV radio bursts and a
large Forbush decrease of cosmic ray intensity were observed as well as an extre-
mely severe geomagnetic storm CKp = 9) and strong disturbances in the Earth's
ionosphere (SIDs and ionospheric storm). Czechoslovak solar and geophysical
observations for this period are presented and interpreted with the use of other
observations. Special attention is given to the flares of February 4 (s tart 0732
and lo;'5 UT) and February 5 (start 0934 UT) because spectrohelioscopic observat-
ions from -he Hurbanovo observatory are available for these events.
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-7 February,
. ." , ne'ar if3 .",V.rl. "'iiis occive region had a
f;.:":oi .'• x n m o t i c /••atr.msi structure with delta
.•;on;'i;-';"r-t ion. 'phe dcve i o;: '̂.'i:t of the flare
activity of th'i;j region is shown in Fip. 2.

r.ev^ra] L«srpt flares oppearod in this
nntivc T'jf-on. The first, was observed on
''; Fehrinry ?037-<-J_04 UT with position 309
:'.>'['., importance .̂B, X-ray classif ication
V. ?.i. n.'hi,s flare was accompanied by types
II anr! IV rijdio dynom-c spectra. Another
lar.'n ^lare occurred on 4 February 0732-
-0S3!; UT, VI): l-^l, imp. 3B, X-ray X 3.0.
It was also accompanied by type II radio
burst. Larr.e flares were observed agsin on
c.i February L'.i iA-lW? UT, SOb E04, imp. 2N,
6 February 0618-C732 UT. S07 W06, imp. 3B,
X-ray .-. 1.7, and 7 February 1014-1035 UT,
S09 V/20, imp. 3B, X-ray M 5.2. The flares
of February 3 and 4 were observed in the
X-ray range by GOES (Fig. 3) .

Activu region MOAA/USAF 4713 occurred
r. the solar disc between February 3-15,

1-86, :v.:p 9.0 Feb., lat i tudes SO5-NO3. I t
-.'."as of the D-type in the Zurich class i f ic-
ation. After thu Ci.'E i t rapidly developed
to typ" F. It wig observed with eyes at
Ondre^c/ on Fehruory 11 end .12. I t s magne-
tic configuration was of the beta-type
chan^in/; to delta on 4 February, resumed
beta on 6 February, and from CPM (9 Feb.)
tr 13 FRbruary changed to deltn. The de-
voiopmor.'. of thu flare activity is charac-
T,J, ize'1 y the siunmaticn curve in Fig. 4.
7"r:<"- nil. '. inioort-nnt flare 'jf this active

Fig. 1. Soinr photosphere on 5 February
1986 (obr.ervritor.y Ondfejov)

region was observed on 4 February 1025-
-1128 UT, position S05 E65, imp. 3B, X-ray
M 6.4. This flare was also recorded by
GOES (Fig. 3) .

Other large flares were observed on 11
February 0330-0440 UT, N00 W78, imp. 2B,
X-ray M 1.1 (4711), and on 14 February
0908-1040 UT, N03 W82, imp. 2B, X-ray M 6
(4713).

The above solar data have been taken
from Soln. Dannye (1986) and Solar Geoph.
Data (1986).

Some flares of 4 and 5 February 1986
were observed by the spectrohelioscope at
the Hurbanovo Observatory. Data on 3 flares
ore given in Tab. 1.

The curve corresponding to the variat-
ions of the width of the H^,- line,
measured in the course of the second flare,
is shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal scale
gives the time in steps of 5 minutes. The
vertical scale corresponds to the width
of the H^ - line in steps of 0.5 A.

However, these observations are not suf-
ficient to indicate an actual shift of the
Ha, emission line centre to the red in
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Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 2 for the active
region NOAA/USAF 4713. The largest energy
release is observed on February 10-14,
1986 (region 2 ) .
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Fig. 2. The summation curve of flare energy
release (index F) of the active region
NOAA/USAF 4711; magnetic configuration is
given below horizontal axis for every day;
arrows indicate the most important flares.
The largest energy release is observed on
February 3-7, 1986 (region 2 ) .
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Fig. 5. Time-development of the width of
the Ho,--line for one flare of 4 February
1986 (obs. Hurbanovo).

Table 1

Dav Beg. End Max. A Wot.

4 0757 0829 - 2n
4 1026 1206 1028 3b
5 0935 0959 0944 In

- 0757 3.9 E.B
8.5 1019 1.9 D
4.1 0935 3.9 D

Mm unm turn
Fig. 3. X-ray flux records from GOES 5

(0.1-0.8 nm) and GOES 6 (0.05-0.4 nm) on
(o) 3 February and (b) 4 February 1986.

I - importance; W - width of the H^-line;
T,A - time and width of H^-line of the ini-
tial point of the curve in the diagram; B -
probably the end of a more important flare;
D - brilliant point; E - two or more brill-
iant points; time in UT.



addition to the possible red asymmetry in-
ferred from the extent of the red and blue
wings (Fig. 6). The H^-line width above
the photospheric background (the sum of the
red wing and the blue wing) attained 8.8 a
for the second flare.

As regards the events given in Tab. 1,
the events of February 4 were accompanied
by Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID) t
which were also observed in Czechoslovakia.
The first event w?s of the highest impor-
tance, 3+, the second event reached impor-
tance 2+ (Table 2 ) . The weak solar event
of February 5 was reported as SID (SEA) of
importance 1 by one observatory only, i.e.
its reality is questionable.

Table 2 shows all SIDs of importance
higher than 1 observed between February
1-10. Two events of February 4 and 6 (both
imp. 2 3) were proton flares followed by
PCA (Polar Cap Absorption) in the lower
ionosphere (penetration of solar cosmic
rays).

Table 2. List of stronger SID events, 1-10
February 1986 (time inUT).

Date

Feb. 3
Feb. 4

Feb. 5

Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb.10

Imp.

1+
3+
2 +
1+
2+
3
2 +
2

Start
2040
0735
1019
0044
1237
0618
1015
0710

Maximum
2108
0744
1033
0102
1245
0630
1034
0723

End
2110
0945
1148
0230
1350
0854
1325
0842

Two geomagnetic crochets (= solar flare
effects - sfe) were recorded on magnetograms
of the Hurbanovo Observatory from 4 February
(Fig. 7 ) . The first crochet at 0736 UT is
attributed to increased XUV radiation due
to the flare starting at 0732 UT (active
region 4711). The other at 1028 UT corres-
ponds to the flare starting at 1025 UT
(active region 4713).

The flares in both active regions were
associated with a considerable enhancement
of solar protons, which started on 4 Febru-
ary at 0900 UT; protons with E > 10 JfeV were
enhanced from 6 February 0823 UT with the
maximum on 7 February 1730 UT and the end
on 8 February near 2000 UT (Fig. 8 ) . The
flare-associated perturbation of solar wind
evoked a strong Forbush decrease in cosmic
rays. It began on 6 February near 1800 UT
and in its maximum on 9 February at 0000 UT
it amounted to 12.5 %.

The sudden storm commencement (SSC) was
recorded on 6 February 1312 UT and then a
well-pronounced geomagnetic storm developed
with rather atypical morphology. Its de-
velopment in Kp is shown in Fig. 9. Another
SSC was observed on 9 February at 1748 UT.

It is difficult to establish the solar
origin of this geomagnetic storm due to a
complex structure of solar fields and the
occurrence of other flares in region 4711
(5 February 1232-1321 S7 E6 2B/H3, 6 Febru-
ary 0618-0707 S4 W6 3BA1, 7 February
0947-1126 S10 W20 2B/M5) suitable from the
point of view of geoactivity. The related
proton event (Fig. 8) was caused by the
flares of February 6 and 7. A coronal hole
occurred northward of region 4713. Only
region 4712 did not manifest any significant
energetic event. The geomagnetic activity

10:20
Fig. 6. Time-development of the width of

the blue and red wings of the I
for the same f l a re .

Fig. 7. Magnetogram (observatory Hurbanovo)
of 4 February 1986 - sfe-events begin at
0736 and 1023 UT.

ssc mm maw. aw WlKMfQK

K/12M 17/MH IVUH N/MN K/UM IMNH
HTRUTt: CKS-N (UN), HIIWTE »T«

Fig. 8. The enhancenent of the high-energy
proton flux as observed by GOES 6 on
6-9 February 1986.

after one solar rotation exhibited a very
similar time-development and the SSC of
6 March at 1044 UT corresponded very well
to the SSC of 6 February at 1312 UT. Thus
the geomagnetic storm of 6-10 February was
likely to be a response to the impact of
a complex geoactive structure in solar
wind on the Earth. This structure originat-
ed as a superposition of individual solar
phenomena in the active regions studied and
it had several discontinuities a.ul maxima
of geoactivity. With respect to 'he recur-
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A = sudden
commencement

PLANETARY MAGNETIC
THREE-HOUR-RANGE INDICES

Kp (after Bartets)
Kp mi 1986 March 31

Ksffrom Wingst and Gdttingen) Ml Apr21

i'i;:-. 9. Planet Try magnetic three-hour range
indices Kp.

rer.ce, we may expecx thTit the pattern of
the r.ctivj regions continued over at least
or.e sol»r rot-'ilion.

The ,'eona-Tnetic storm culminating on 8
"'fjhruary ciuaed a strong ionospheric 3torm.
Its pen?, f.ive part (as observed at Truhonice)
lje,'-:in in the forenoon on February 7 (Fi^.
1C1). .' t obrut lfiCO UT i t was followed by
a .V-icWen decrease or the c r i t i ca l frequency
of the -V layer from 7.5 MHz to 2.3 i.1Hz
w.'hile the virtual heights increased rapid-
ly. Tho ne/'-'ji ive part of the storm charac-
terised l~y spread echoes and very lov/
cri t ical frequencies foF2 lasted until
February 11.

On rebruary 8 between 1600-2200 UT, a
sporadic K layer of a (auroral) type occur-
red. This type of 3s7 which is quite un-
usual in our middle lat i tudes, was probably
caused by strongly increased auroral
activi ty.

Fig, 10. Critical frequencies of the F2
layer, foF2, at Pruhonice, February 1986.
Time m UT; full line - median of foF2
in February; I - 3pread reflections;
V - foF2 less than given value; A - blan-
keting Es layer; S - interference in the
vicinity of foF2.
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SOME EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS OF SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS

M.J. MARTRES

Oboervatoire de Paris - Meudon, 92195 Meudon Principal Cedex FRANCE

The appearance of isolated sunspot groups as well as clustering in large active regions depends
upon a complex dynamo process. Evidence of this dynamo process may be deduced from three different
outstanding studies.
a) The emergence of new fluxes (spots or flares) is preceded by local cyclonic motions, observed at
Che photospheric level, in regions of weak magnetic fields ; for example polarity inversion lines,
gaps between magnetic "hills" or borders of the facula. This velocity structure Is a response with
a short scale in time and space to local subphotospheric perturbation and thus creates currents and
new magnetic flux.
b) Magnetic tracers such as long lived H filaments and sunspots, show that the regions of emer-
gence of new flux (family of sunspot groups, eruptive sites or parasitic polarities) are related to
the existence of limited areas rotating rigidly. These "pivot points" which do not follow differen-
tial rotation, could be anchored more deeply than the active centers themselves.
c) A large scale circulation, tied to the global rotation, reflects the motions of the underlying
fluid (frozen field). Recent results show the existence of azimuthal rolls which transport upward
the deep magnetic field. They move slowly toward the poles, and they appear to govern the cyclicity
and to modulate the observed solar rotation.

These observational results need to be considered to understand the production and the develop-
ment of active regions.

INTRODUCTION

The appearance of Isolated sunspot group
(active centre) depends on a complex dynamo process
as well as clustering in complex, large, ionglived
active regions or active longitudes.

This process does not stop after the birth of
each bipolar magnetic region. The evolution, the
appearance of new pores or spots and the associated
flares are also the result of successive and modest
emergences of new fluxes near to the "magnetic
centre" of the principal formation, or at its peri-
phery (Bumba and Suda, 1983).

This, the evidence of the deep dynamo process
may be found at different stages in a broad range of
scales in time and space. Assuming that this process
is triggered before the first surface manifestation
of the magnetic event and may continue there after,
such evidence may be deduced from three outstanding
studies :

- The emergence inside active regions, or at their
periphery, concerns a time scale of hours or days and
a limited area, some 10^ tan in diameter. We shall
refer to these as "short term evolution". It is not
necesBary to review this well known area of research
here. A summary of some revelant results will be
presented.

- The behaviour of the long lived magnetic struc-
tures, such as spots or filaments, recently suggested
a new time scale of several weeks or months. That is
the "mean term evolution".

The influence of the observed rotation anoma-
lies, the "pivot-points-", on the emergence and global
eruptivity of active regions, is also noted. This
affects a large volume of the solar atmosphere, 3
to 4. 10^ km in diameter.

- Recently the global solar activity study based
upon the production af active centres and filaments
showed the existence of azimuthal rolls which play a
role in the magnetic flux emergence.

These rolls modulate the observed solar rota-
tion and cyclicity. The time scale of the structures
varies from years to cycle and even cycles to cen-
turies. This is termed the "long term evoiutiv>n" of
Lhe solar activity.

These three points are developed later in this
paper.

THE "SHORT TERM" EVOLUTION

The spectroscopic analysis of the whole line
profiles recorded over a large area of the solar
surface (R. MICHARD et al., 1967, M. SEMEL, 1967 and
J. RAYROLE, 1967) gives an accurate simultaneous
measurement of the magnetic and velocity fields of
the active region.

It has been shown that cyclonic (vortex)
motions are associated in time and space with sub-
sequent fast changes in the local magnetic field
such as 1) appearance of a new active centre. 2) the
appearance of new magnetic polarity inside an active
centre or at its periphery and 3) flares. Fig. 1
shows the "vortex configuration".



An empirical vorticity-polarlty law has been
proposed by Martres et al. (1973, 1961) as follows •-
"The growth of the North polarity and the decay of
the South polarity is related to the clockwise vortex
motion, while the decay of the North polarity and the
growth of the South polarity is related to the
counter-clock-vise vortex motion". This rule is inde-
pendent of the solar hemisphere or cycle.

The interpretation of this observation by Unno
et al. (1981) assumes that a faster vortex motion
existB in deeper convective layers and that this
produces an electric current which either enhances or
reduces the pre-existing field.

1. The appearance of a bipolar active centre.

Fig. 2a shows the photospheric velocity maps of a
"quiet" solar region (no spots) in the neigh-
bourhood of an active region one day before the
appearance of a new region.

In Fig. 2b, the vortex motions clockwise and
counter clockwise are visible near the regions where
the main spots ct the group are seen one dav later.

Flgura Z. Vortex configurations associated vltb a M V active region

2. Appearance of a new magnetic element inside
an active centre.

3. The flares

The appearance of these vortex motions before the
onset of a flare is regarded as a necessary condi-
tion. The velocity structure is usually detected by
the crossing of the polarity inversion line and a
segment of velocity inversion line (appropriate to
a vortex motion (see Fig. 1). This crossing is
always located, on our maps, within a few seconds
of arc from the starting point of the forthcoming
flare. The configuration is clearly visible if the
observation is made a few minutes to one hour before
the flare onset.

In Fig. 4, the flare site affects a parasitic
polarity on a following spot of a bipolar "Bf"
active centre. This site provided a series of homo-
logous flares at 7 h 27 and 8 h 30 (rafale). A
aeries of photospheric observations allows us to
follow the evolution of the vortex motion present on
this site before and during the event.

c• • >

The KIBW indicates Ihe location and
of ckculaUon of the vortex eel

• • IO a

M7 post *ore

Figure «. a)teatporal evolution ot Magnetic velocity field during
a flaring period In the l i f t of a parasitic polarity,

b) temporal evolution of photospberlc Magnetic fields.

This structure may or may not be spotted. In Fig. 3a,
the new magnetic structure (island) grows within a
facula ; in Fig. 3b, at the periphery of a preceding
spot (parasitic polarity).

juwr, HSS
17:4S U.T. MTtNHTWVOMTEX M

Figure 3. 1) Vortex observed one day before the eaergence of a new
structure. Heudon Observatory, (field 35 x 50 arc. aac.)

2} Vertical velocity cells observed by H,S,F.C. on a parasitic
polarity, (field 1.67' x 1.67').

The characteristic spatial scale of the "vortex"
velocity configuration in about 2 to 3. 10* km. It
appears predominantly in regions of weak magnetic
fields, such as a magnetic polarity inversion zone,
in valleys between two different magnetic structures
(E.H.F.) of an active centre, or at the border of
the faculae. The vortex is located at the same place
as the magnetic perturbations (emergence or disap-
pearance) and it precedes the perturbations from
few minutes to hours. Its lifetime does not seem to
be longer than a few hours.

The active regions also appear to develop
slowly with a gradual increase or decrease on size
of their constitutive structures. The observational
and statistical properties of the velocities and the
magnetic field in the active regions published by
RAYROLE (1980) and by BERTON (1985) confined that :
1) the velocity vector is predominantly horizontal
(conforming to the vortex motion description)
2) the peaks of velocity and magnetic fields are
negatively related in space. That is, the respective
maxima are located distantly from each other and
are separated as seen in Fig. 4.
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The vortex configuration described above is
only one of a number of possible configuration in
the general B.V pattern. We have seen the relationship
with fast magnetic evolution and we might expert that
the strong flow elements (500 - 700 m/s), which are
observed in the weak photospheric magnetic regions,
would also play a role in the slow evolution of the
local magnetic structures.

"THE MEAN TERM" EVOLUTION

The "Cartes Synoptiques" issued by the Paris-
Meudon Observatory have been used for the study of
mean term evolution. All the long-lived magnetic
structures observed at the photospheric and chromos-
pheric level (spots, active centers, filaments) are
presented here in a schematic form, ready to be used
for a "mean term" analysis.

MOURADIAN et al (1987) compared successive
rotations maps and used the displacement of traces
of long lived stable quiescent filaments fo follow
the local solar rotation.

Several different configurations of filaments are
found. Two classical ones are follows :

a) High latitude filaments which rotate with velocity,
first expressed by d'Azambuja and d'Azambuja (1948)

- l°40 - 1".33

An example is shown in figure 5a.

b) Quiescent filaments crossing the 17° latitude zone
with a life-time of three or more solar rotations and
which follow the mean d'Azambuja law present a parti-
cular configuration that we have called a point-pivot
as shown in Fig. 5b. This configuration is characte-
rized by the existence of a unique crossing of the
successive traces of the filament. The filament,
rotates around the stable point or "pivot11. In the
northern solar hemisphere the filament usually turns
in the counter-clockwise sense, while in the southern
hemisphere the rotation is clockwise.
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Anomalies

The types of long-lived filanent configurations
are frequently observed outside of their "classical"
zone if latitude, showing the existence of impor-
tant local anomalies with respect to the solar dif-
ferential rotation rule. Scoe examples are given in
Fig. 6, with pivot-points located at 10° and 30°. In
the first case (a), the filanent ahould have pro-
gressed westward of to about 16 heliographic degrees
during its entir* life according to the Bean law. In
(b), its should have receded eastward to about 20°.

27^11.699) H

pivot-point

u> | —I r i -r

C A;--
b pivot-point \ \

i i—r
_

-

300* ISO'

F ig .6a -h Examples of atiumalies of filament rotation.

a ) _ a quiencal lilamem (oiled " O is obacrred '"
rolalio. I6»a l 35-N. 120" <Caninj*incoonl«iataM»ll« sub-
sequent rotations. 1700 (2). 1701 (3). 1702 (4). 1703 (5). this lila-
mcnl routes around the pivot point located at IITN. I3T.

b) al ^28"N. Ihc pivol poinl uuls for 5 rotations
(From 1670 to 1674)

Hl.S« «•<• a. bamplcs of Mi merit drift Ilia! agree willi Ibc d'Azatnbuja
ami. d'Azambuja conventional rule oT diOcrcnlial rotation. These are
taken from Mcudon Synoptic Maps cunvcntioiu: a)l'olar crown niHmcnl
(eastward' kltMl ^Equatorial niamcnt l»cilward drift). The numbers
indicated ia parentheses arc the tint Carrinf ton rotation numbers when
the filament is visible. Tlic other figures arc Ihc serial numbers oT Ihc
subsequent rotations

We note that 1) in the ca»e, the pivot-point
rotates at the mean solar rotation velocity of about
13°.3 / day in synodic rotation and 2 the case (a) is
never associated with the emergence of active centers,
while case (b) is characterisstic of the active
latitude zone.

It oust be aaphasized that in these two situa-
tions the pivot-points rotate at the velocity of
13°.3 / day (Carrington velocity), independent of
the latitude. They are in rigid rotation and in
opposition to the differential rotation of their
surroundings. In large scale space, these configura-
tions ressemble to a huge vortex structure.
The number of these pivot-points Bay be 10 to 20 on
a synoptic map near the maximum of the solar cycle.

As in the "short term evolution", three cases of
the emergence of flux will be examined :
1) the appearance of new centers or clusters
(family) 2) the flares In relation with anomalies of
rotation detected by the filament behaviour and 3)
the parasitic polarities, described in the
appendix.
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1) Emergence of active centres and pivot-points

We conclude from the analysis of a large number
of these configurat ions that the solar rotation velo-
ci ty is comprised of large local variations. The
observed association in time and space of the "anoma-
lous" pivot-points with the appearance of new
active centers at latitudes vhere the dispersion of
the activity is relatively large, e1iminates the
random effect. Four examples are given in Fig. 7 :
a) and c) are the same in Fig. 6 but aB those given
with associated active centres indicated.

Our severe criteria for selecting configura-
tion ( a lifetime of more than 2 rotations) does
not allow uj a statistical analysis. It is abvioue
that pivot-points exist at longer ar shorter time
scales, which are clearly associated with the emer-
gence of new flux, as shown by Gesztelyi in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8a shows the drift of a filament during 3 days
(1980 June 21-23) and the emergence of a small
active centre and in 8b the drift of a filament
during five days (1980 April 22-26) ; thereafter the
filament stops and a small active centre appears.

Ln many cases the point-pivot disappears after
the emergence. It is possible to observe a new loca-
tion for the pivot-point if the filament persists,
and the new pivot-point may produce a new active
centre. The appearance of a new group may be unique
or one of many for the sacie pivot-point. We note
also Lliat the filament tends to slow down or even
stops T ot .u ing around the pivot-point befor emergence
has bc>.-Ti ob.se wed .

• i 0 i

* i
%. \ 1

.=o-j-

L .

* i ^ 11703!

_ 1 L . _ . 1 L I i_ .
L I S O *

f i(j.7a-»I- Four cxjmptcs of pivot points and their related Active Ccnlrcs (hatched areas).

The number of the Carnngton rolalion of the occurrence of Ihc Active Centre is

noieil nearby in square parentheses. The arrow indicates the pivot point.

186"

-30" -

180* L 2 40*

Figt" *»i b. Example of short time scale pivot points; a drift of filament
{parallel to the solar parallels) during three days (19K0, June 21-23} and
emergence of a small Active Centre (pores); b drift of a filament (parallel
to the meridians) during five days (1980, April 22-26). Thereafter, the
lilamcnt slops, and a small Active Centre appears
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2) The highly flaring sites In active centres

and the plvot-polnte.

As mentioned above, the basis of the analysis
made by SORD-ESCAUT et al. (1965) is the "Cartes
Synoptiques" of Paris-Meudon Observatory and the dis-
tribution of the flares by heliographic coordinates
given in annex of each issue.

An active centre is considered to be highly
flaring when it is able to produce tens of flares
during its passage in the visible solar hemisphere.
These flares are generally produced by a few very
localized regions called "flaring sites" (1 or 2).

It had been found that the eruptivity of the
active centres over the period 1974 - 1980 was very
much dependent upon the filament history of the
region, as shown in the Pig 9 .

The eruptivity is very low and semi-independent

of the cycle when no filament was observed.

Thus, it is clear that this relationship occurs

whatever the latitude. That is the flaring sites are

always associated with regions in rigid rotation

(Carrington's rotation velocity).
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Ffc9 . Enjplivity (E) of active centres from 1974 lo 1980: a)aswcialcd with
nlaxnenu; b) without filament*

Fis-4^ Location c-rfibments associated with active centres (example of Fig. I)
and of flares under observation. Above: composite picture of the region of six
rotations considered (1696-1701): below: site of2!9 Hares observed throughout
rotation 1701. For 90 flares of Ihe2l9phases the figure centre is in Ihcareawilha
light dashed contour; for 35 of the 219 phases it is at the centre point

Fig. 10 to IX demonstrate the close proximity in

space vhith pivot-point described above and the loca-

tion of the flaring sites, as well as 17° latitude

(Fig. 11), at 10° (Fig. 10) and at 30° (Fig. li) res-

pectively.

Rotation 1620

2 30

1619

pivot-point
25 U:

1618
.*

30

30

30

c examples of "seals" al high latitudes Left column, uipcrposilmn of
ent filaments as well iis phantom ones Ripht column (Wine locations with
mhet contours

Fig. 10. Example of a young unspotted facula region, not very

wide, but flaring (8 flares). Location of pivot of quiescent

filaments (rotations 1619 and 1618) (below left).

Note the flaring location below right.
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"THE LOHC TERM" CHANGES

RIBES (1986) has detected a complex zonal, meri-
dional circulation from the proper motions of young
sunspots - covering sol3r cycle number 20. The analy-
sis of the Meudon spectroheliograms was performed
using a complex digital image processing (MEIN and
KIBES 198?) which allows the detection of velocity
fields down to 5m/sec. This degree of accuracy has
not: been achieved in previous attempts. Moreover RIBES
has determined the large scale azimuthal field by
following the H filaments trajectories through out
the cycle.

The relationship between the meridional circu-
lation pattern and the magnetic pattern suggested the
existence of animuthal rolls. This has now been con-
firmed for cycle 21. The direction of rotation is
related to the magnetic polarity. The roll system
migrates towards the pole in each hemisphere, allo-
wing a new pair of rolls to emerge near the equator
through out the solar cycle (see Fig. 13).

Most active regions seen to occur at the onset
of adjacent rolls.

It has been assumed that the Coriolis force
would dominate over the Lorentz force, in the clas-
sical dynamo theory, thus producing a convective
pattern aligned with the rotation axis "meridional
cells" (Glatzmayer, 1985). The existence of azimu-
thal rolls which appear also to modulate the solar
radius and luminosity outlines the complexity of the
dynamo process. More precise is the question of a
connexion between the large scale magnetic fields
and the pivot-points, indicative of the local dynamo.

I 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 F

J L i I I I I 1 i I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I L
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 71 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 62 83 84 85 86

Max. MID. Max.

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of the roll* during solsr cycles
?0 *md 21.
Ike sorter of roll, (.olid ana daahed llnea) are defined by
following the trajectory of the U fllsaents through the
soler cycle, "a"* and "u" refer to converging (thick lines)
•ae diverging (tain llaea) roll! successively.
!•« dashed llnca rcpressnt weak rolls.
Ike s a x of rotation of the roll la shown by the •eridlonal
circulation of the young sunspots. It Is related to the
large-scale Magnetic polarity (plus or minus)

COItCLOSIOHS

It has been shown by comparing the results of
the mean t e n and short term analysis that the dif-
ferent cases of emergences of flux analysed succes-
sively are associated with points Which do not rotate
with a classical differential rate. This suggest that
pivot-points In rigid rotation must be anchored deep
within the solar atmosphere. They also expand into
the corona through the filaments since they are
always located on the polarity inversion lines on the
•aps of the large scale magnetic fields (Stanford).

Pivot-points may also exist in the "far"
corona.

A pivot-point is similar to a chimney in rigid
rotation since the bottom of convective regions where
is generated the magnetic field. It carries out the
magnetic flux and creates eddies and currents all
around.
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APPENDIX

Parasitic Polarity and Rigid Rotation

MARTRES et al. 1986, selected all of the active
centres which featured a parasitic polarity at least
two consecutive days duration (29 cases on 150 dis-
tinct active centres) from two years systematic
observations of the active centres magnetic field
evolution.

A parasitic polarity appears generally at the
border of a main spot of bipolar group at its matu-
rity. It is usually a highly flaring seat with many
homologous events.

a) It is shown that the location of theBe structures
is related to the trace of a filament which has been
observed in earlier rotations, as shown in Fig.A .
This result supports the observations of S. MARTIN
(1980) who suggested that preexisting filaments con-
tribute to the emergence of new flux.

It is emphasized that the location of the para-
sitic polarity is frequently indicated by the tip of
the filament in the previous rotation as shown in
Fig. 1 and 2. Consequently, thi6 position is very
precisely determined and it is independent of the
latitude. This implies that the point has rotated
rigidly.

b) The parasitic polarity generally appears at the
periphery of the penumbra of a main spot on which it
is highly dependent. Every spot moves by proper no-
tion, rotation, interaction etc...

The observations made were large in number
although they were not highly accurate. It may be said
however that :

- the parasitic polarity appears only when the spot

halts its apparent shift (other spots behave indepen-

dently) Fig- 3.

- the shift ceases at the approach of the tip of the
filament (rigid rotation point)

- the spot stays in rigid rotation as long as the
parasitic polarity lasts or vice-versa.

The parasitic polarities provides the opportu-
nity to study vary precisely the relation between
emergence of new flux, flares and spot motions. It
iB shown that the rigid rotation is indicated here
by two observational elements : the filaments of
earlier'rotations and the lack cf spot motions.

O

1507,

€31

22
32-S

Flf. 2. Location of the parasitic polarity (A) of the Active RcpoD luch as
k is represented on the Synoptic Maps. The filaments from earlier rotations
{F.,.f.,,...) are shown there. E»ch
Active Region is identified by the number of the Calalof ue of Synoptic Maps.
I If.. F.,. F.,.. — F.,. - - - F - .

ROTATION

Fig. I , An example or parasitic polarity pointed
io by • filament from (he preceding rotation.

Map of the corresponding magnetic field on
which the conioun or the spot (coilinuovi lines)
and of ibe parautic polarity (broken liact) have
been drawn. The trace* of Ibe 2 filanKHU from the
preceding rotation are represented by dotted line*.

Flf. 3. , Examples of proper motions of spoil that show parasitic pottvKia
during their lifetime. Ai often as possible, neighborinf spots are tfcowa for
reference purposes. In abscissa: the intervals exprewed in Carringlon loafHvdw
(<4 £ * I*). In ordinale: lime (64 - I day). The date* when the p«r*»kk polarity
exist* are marked by triangles on the path of the spots conocrwd (L •» i
spot; F— following spot, S - secondary spot)
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DISCUSSION:

Staude: Could you tell anything about the
sense of rotation of the local rotations or cy-
clonic motions? Does it depend on the direction
of the magnetic field or on the hemisphere?

dartres: In any case, the sense of rotation
depends on the direction of the Magnetic field
(local). In the cases of vortex configuration
observed at the appearance of new active center
or during the evolution of it, inside the contour
of the facula, the sense of rotation has the
opposite effect on the evolution of the region
according to its polarity (empirical law of vor-
tlcity-polarity evolution; Martres et al. 1973,
1981). In the cases of rotation of long-lived
filaments around a "point-pivot", the sense is
only related to the solar rotation that is to
say that in the northern hemisphere, the sense
is generally counterclockwise, In the southern
one clockwise whatever Is the location of "point-
-pivot".
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SUNSPOT GROUPS AS TRACERS OF RADIAL DIFFERENTIAL ROTATION

L. G e s z t e l y i , J . Pap

* HeliophyBical Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, H-4010 Debrecen, Hungary
** Department of Astronomy, Lonfnd EStoSs University, B-108S Budapest, Xun B6la te"r 2, Hungary

Measurements of the proper motions of young bipolar sunspot groups show that these groups rotate
faster than the surrounding photosphere. The results of the time series analysis carried out on the
irradiance records of the SMM/ACRIM radiometer and on the projected areas of the young, active sun-
spot groups showed a period near 24 days in 1980, the year of the solar maximum. The main period in
the projected areas of the old sunspot groups was 28 days, which corresponded to the mean photo-
spheric rotation. The faster proper motion of the young sunspot groups as well as the 24 days perio-
dicity of the young active spot areas might indicate that the young sunspots are connected to the
deeper regions of the Sun which rotate faster than the photosphere. Thus, the sunspot groups in the
early stage of their l i f e would be an indicator of rotation of the deeper layers of the Sun.

1. Introduction

In this paper we will address the question

why young, active sunspot groups have a high-

er proper motion than older spots and a lar-

ger influence on the total solar irradiance.

In order to study the relation ot the

solar irradiation with various properties of

sunspots, we used the solar constant data

measured by the SMM/ACRIM radiometer and pub-

lished in the Solar Geophysical Data cata-

logue. The projected areas of the sunspot

groups were taken from the Solnechnye Dannye

Byulleten and the proper motions from the

Greenwich Photoheliographic Results as well

as from Debrecen Observatory.
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2. Variation of the total irradiance

Our earlier study has shown that the large
decreases of the solar constant were mainly
caused by young, active sunspot groups /Pap,
1985, 1986/. figure 1 shows the relation be-
tween the solar constant data and the pro-
jected areas of young, active and old, non-
complex sunspot groups for 1980, the year of
the solar maximum. The regression lines of
Figure 1 show a strong negative correlation
between the solar constant values and the ac-
tive spot areas and a weak positive correla-
tion in the case of the old, non-complex

PASSIVE AREA

Fig. 1. The solar constant values Measured by the
SKH/ACRIM radlmeter In 1980 versus the active and
passive spot areas, together with the regression line.

Fig. 2. Power spectra of the StM/Acrin data and
pro1«cted areas of active as well as passive sunspot
groups In l$80.
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spots. The correlation coefficients were

-0.83 and 0.32, respectively. Figure 1 also

shows that the scattering of the data is much

larger in the case of the old groups than of

the young groups.

In Figure 2 results of a Fourier transfor-

mation of the solar constant data and of the

projected sunspot areas are shown. This anal-

ysis refers to 1980, the time interval of the

normal operation of the SMM satellite. The

main periodicity in the SMM/ACRIM data and in

the projected areas of the young, active

spots was 24 days in 1980, which increased

gradually to 28 days approaching the solar

minimum. The dominant periodicity of the old,

non-complex groups was 28 days in 1980 aid it

fluctuated from 28 to 31 days in other years

until the minimum /Pap, 1986/. We would like

to mention that this 24 days periodicity in

the SMM/ACRIM data and in the active sunspot

areas was also found by a method of maximum

entropy. This method gave 28 days period for

the old spot areas /Kurths and Pap, 1987/.

Obviously, the 28 days period corresponds

to the mean photospheric rotation. However,

the origin of the 24 days periodicity remains

unclear, but might be related to the larger

rotation velocity of young sunspots.

3. Proper motion measurements

It is well known that the activity, struc-

ture and proper motion of sunspot groups

changes with their age; i.e. younger groups

have considerably higher proper motion than

older ones /e.g. Waldmeier, 1941/. Figures 3

and 4 show that 1./ leader spots rotate

faster and tracers slower than the local

photosphere, as a result of buoyancy of the

magnetic flux tube; 2./ this differential

rotation is asimmetric, i.e. leader spots

have larger relative velocities; and 3./

treacer spots reach corotation with the

photosphere after 5 days, leader spots after

7 days. The latter indicates that the centre

of gravity of very young sunspot groups ro-

tate faster than the local photosphere.

At Debrecen Observatory several observa-

tions were taken every day in order to pre-

vent the misidentification of sunspots in
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Fig. 4. Histograms show the velocity distribution
of the main leader (p) and tracer (f) spots as a
function of age of the sunspot groups.
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Fig. 3. An example of proper Motion of the main spoti of an old (o) and a new (o) bipolar aunspot group given
In Carrlngton coordinates. The old spots did not show considerable motion parallel to the equator. The new
spots appeared In the vicinity of the old ones and showed fast'divergent notion. As a result of the faster
westward Motion of the leader apot the centre of gravity of the new group shifted In the direction of the solar
rotation. Small numbers show the date of measurements. (Cesztelyl and Kondas, 1983)
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Table 1.

Data of quasi-bipolar groups studied in Debrecen Observatory

Interval

6-12 June 1969
13-17 Oct. 1969
9-12 Aug. 1972
3-10 Sept. 1973
11-15 July 1975
13-18 May 1979
20-24 June 1980
22-28 June 1980
29 Aug.-4 Sept 1980

Region

McMath 10130
McMath 10361
McMath 11987
McMath 12513
McMath 13750
McMath 15999
Hale 16918
Hale 16931
Hale 17098

Mean Carrington
L (p.f)

119°, 112°
242°, 236°
345°, 340°
138°, 133°
303°, 297°
136°, 128°
187°, 182°
161°, 152°
300°, 293.5*

Table 2.

coordinates
B (p.f)

9°, 9°
-5°,-6.5°
15°, 16.5°

-13°.- 13°
5.56, 5°
16°, 16°
-10°,-11°
-24°,-22°
11.5°, 12°

References

DezsB et al., 1971
DezsB et al., 1972
Gesztelyi, 1988
Lindeisz, 1978
Nagy and Ludmany, 1981
Gesztelyi, 1988
Martin et al., 1982
Dezsfl et al, 1984, Kovacs, 1978
Gesztelyi and Kondas, 1983

Proper motion data of Debrecen measurements

I. Velocity of the main leader spots (km sec ) as a function of age of the group

Region

McMath 10130
McMath 10361
McMath 11987
McMath 12513
McMath 13750
McMath 15999
Hale 16918
Hale 16931
Hale 17098

mean

II. Velocity

Region

McMath 10130
McMath 10361
McMath 11987
McMath 12513
McMath 13750
McMath 15999
Hale 16918
Hale 16931
Hale 17098

Age (days)
1st

0.29
0.37
0.32
0.17
0.21
0.25
0.24
0.27
0.22

0.26

of the main

Age (days)
1st

-0.04

-0.05
-0.07
-0.05
-0.05
-0.10

2nd

0.05
0.19
0.26
0.05
0.18
0.21
0.18
0.19
0.08

0.15

tracer

2nd

-0.09
-0.01
-0.10
-0.07
-0.05
-0.05
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03

3rd

0.02
0.09
0.12
0.05
0.15
0.31
0.12
0.17
0.16

0.13

spots (km

3rd

0
0.08

-0.09
-0.05
-0.06
-0.03
-0.02
-0.05
-0.01

4th

0.12
0.08

0.02
0.07
0.33
0.06
0.06
0.12

0.11

sec ) as

4th

0.01

0.06

-0.01
-0.03
-0.05

5th

0.03

0.04

0.21

-0.01
0.06

0.07

6th

0.07

0.05

-0.03
0

0.02

a function of age

5th

-0.01

0.03

-0.03
-0.06

6th

0.04

0.01

7th

0.04

0.01

of th

7th

0

-0.06 -0.05 -0.03

consequent days. However such errors might

be possible in the Greenwich data using one

observation per day. Also, it is not always

clear that the used Greenwich groups have a

simple bipolar structure.

The Debrecen data /Table 2/ show a better

defined smoother relation than the Greenwich

data, with somewhat higher velocity of the

group's centre of gravity. It decreases from

0.1 km sec" on the first day to O.O5 km s .

The velocity of the first day corresponds to

a rotation period of 26 days, 5% higher than

the mean photospheric rotation rate.

4. Discussion

We have shown that the large dips in the

total solar irradiance were caused by young,

active sunspot groups, which have a higher

rotation rate than the old groups. This dif-

ference could be explained by the assumption

) -0.02

of radial differential rotation of the Sun.

The possibility of the solar radial differ-

ential rotation was suggested earlier by

several authors /Deubner et al., 1979; Zwaan

1977, 1981; Beckers, 1981; Willson, 1982;

Pap, 1985/.

The formation of sunspot groups and the

decreases of the solar constant might be

caused by a common physical process in the

convective zone. Namely, strong magnetic

fields could stop the convection in the

fast-rotating deep convective zone and di-

minish the energy transport into the photo-

sphere.

The shorter periodicity /24 days/ of young

active spots and the solar constant values

might originate from those regions where the

magnetic fields interact with the convection

When the spots get older the zone of Inter-

action would shift towards the photosphere.
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This interpretation seems to be in agreement

with recent results of helioseisir.ology /Hill,

1987; Tuominen, 1987/, which show that the

deep layers of the convective zone have

around 11% higher rotation velocity than the

photosphere.

Note that our period analysis shows a 13%

increase in velocity while the proper motion

data show only 5% difference. However,

emerging magnetic fluxes could be slowed

down, implying that we could measure a slower

rotation than that of those of the deep

layers from which they originate. Further-

more, the magnetic fields of sunspots might

be connected to different layers during the

solar cycle. Thus, it could be explained why

the 24 days periodicity of the young, active

spots increases to 28 days during the solar

cycle.

However, a decisive answer to the above-

mentioned questions will have to wait for the

highly accurate irradiance data of the Phobos

and Soho Missions, which will be suitable for

very precise helioseismological measurements

from the space /Delaboudiniere and Vial,

1984/.
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DISCUSSION:

Deubner: In the context of this discussion
I should like to ask a question to Dr. Bumba
- how the rotation periods mentioned here compare
with the rotation law he has determined for "active
longitudes"?

Buaba: These periods concern the fine struc-
ture of our magnetic active longitudes. In histo-
grams of rotational periods obtained from the
analysis of our magnetic active longitudes such
maxima may be found.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUNSPOT GROUPS RELATED TO THE SOLAR DIFFERENTIAL ROTATION

DURING THE EARLY PERIOD OF A NEW SOLAR CYCLE

L. D e z s o , A. K o v a c s

Ueliophyaioal Observatory, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, H-4010 Debrecen, Hungary

The 'Debrecen Photoheliographic Results' beginning with the year 1977 gives various kinds of posi-
tion and area data of sunspots daily for a single moment, including a l l spot groups vis ible at least
on two days.In addition, this catalogue also indicates the magnetic spot polarities and for each sun-
spot, wherever reasonable, a special number as a mark of identification. By these means special fea-
tures of the spot activity of 1977 have been studied. So, diverse spot distributions and the princi-
pal spot notions within the groups, as well as the local solar rotation in several regions of spot
groups by means of tracers of spot positions have been determined. The most important characteris-
t ics found are presented.

1. Introduction

It has some advantage to study the sunspot

groups observed in the early period of a new

solar cycle, when the spot activity is s t i l l

quite low since at such times the spot groups

in the greatest number of cases can develop

unhindered and are not disturbed by any

neighbouring ones.In addition, there is a

possibility to make also a comparison between

groups of the old and the new cycle observed

simultaneously. We studied the 1977 year's

spot groups of the transition period between

cycles 20 and 21 right after sunspot minimum.

In the present paper we use from the Debre-

cen Photoheliographic Results for the year

1977 (Dezso et a l . , 1987) only those data of

measurements which relate to spot groups ob-

served within 60° of the central meridian

(more exactly, within 0.867 radius of the so-

lar disc).In this way, out of the 150 groups

only 5 small ones (but no one of the old

cycle) have had to be neglected entirely and

not less than 100 groups, among those 6 (out

of 8) belong to the old cycle, are represent-

ed with 3 to 9 days of observation; 40 groups

even have observations over 8-9 days within

our restricted limit.

I t is indisputable that on account of their,

magnetic polarities and low heliographic la-

titudes 6 spot groups in 1977 belong to the

previous cycle. But we also considered one

small 4-day group at +19.6° latitude of ' re-

versed' polarity distribution as an old cycle

group, as well as the tiny 2-day group close

to the solar equator (at +1°), which presu-

mably was somehow a remnant of the old cycle

of the other hemisphere.

2. Multiple bipolar groups

Table 1 and Figures 1-2 offer a brief sur-

vey of the spot activity over 13 synodic ro-

tations, from January 1 to December 21,1977.

This period covers the rotations nos. 1650-

1662 (commenced at 1976 Dec. 31.84d) in con-

tinuation of Carrinqton's series.

Table 1

Distribution of sunspot groups
according to the umbral area of their largest spot

Cycle

NEW

OLD

Hemi- I
sphere

N

S

N

S

3

3

1

> 45>U>30

4

9

1

30>U>15 1

18

5

1

5>U£

46

22

3

2 2>U

17

10

1

1

(U : f.lven in 10"« solar lwnisph.)

In the course of our earlier studies we

became aware of the fact that most large sun-

spot groups can be considered as being made

up of several simple bipolar spot pairs, i.e.

in reality they are "multiple" bipolar groups

(cf. Kovacs and Dezso, 1986). Therefore, we

tried to recognize the individual connected

pairs of spots of different magnetic polar-

ity. Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen

at a glance that the number of such pairs,as

a real physical quantity, characterizes more

truly the activity than the number of groups

does.

The groups consisting several bipolar pairs

have, as a rule, the possibility to turn most

easily into magnetically complex and large

groups.
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3. Migration of spot activity

We have picked out al l the 45 groups having
at least one large umbra (0>15) (cf. the
first three columns in Table 1). in addition,
in 12 other groups the sum of umbral areas
also exceed 15 areal unit ( i . e . E(7>15). The
longitudinal distribution of these 45+12
groups are shown in Fig.3. It is surprising
to see that a high percentage of the groups,
altogether 14, form 7 recurrent pairs beyond,
all question and having s t i l l large umbral
areas even in their second appearance. These
recurrent pairs are marked by curved arrows.

n
20-

15-

10-

N hemisphere
S hemisphere

Rot. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Fig.2. The number of spot groups (o,Q) and the number
of bipolar spot pairs within these groups (•,•) are
given for each rotation.
Quadratic symbols are for the old cycle and N hemi-
sphere.

6rf

O--O.

300

OLD cycle • NEW cycle o

-»-i\ *? o

Rot. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 12 13

Fig.3. The longitudinal distribution of the aost im-
portant 57 spot groups versus time. Next to each sym-
bol the mean hellographlc latitude 1* also given.The
curved arrows Indicate the recurrent groups.
A supposed longitudinal migration of spot activity is
indicated by the solid and dashed lines for the N and
S hemisphere, respectively.
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We should like to call particular atten-

tion to some of the peculiarities of the

distribution shown in Fig.3 concerning the

57 important spot groups, i.e. more than the

third that have been observed during 13 ro-

tations. Firstly, it Ccin be seen at a glance

that the groups are not randomly distributed.

In fact, the majority of spot groups can be

well arranged along the dotted and solid

lines indicated in the figure. Our interpre-

tation of the consecutive positions is that

here we observe the migration of certain

deep-seated disturbances which are respon-

sible for the formation of sunspot groups.

This is in accordance with our earlier stat-

istical results (Dezso et al., 1968), ob-

tained on the basis of Greenwich observa-

tions of a 67-year period, confirmed also by

recent studies according to Guo (1987).

It must be mentioned however, that in

Fig.3 we see directly the motion of the

groups only in the case of reccurrent groups.

By way of illustrations the group observed

at L = 20°, B =-21° toward the end of rota-

tion 5 died out on the solar disc, and so

after one period of rotation the group at

L = O",B = -2O° is a newly formed one.

4. On the problem of measuring

solar rotation

Various observational results indicate

that there are systematic differences be-

tween the rotation rates of sunspots of dif-

ferent areas. In general larger spots rotate

slower than smaller spots. It was suggested

by Gilman and Foukal (1979) that these dif-

ferences are due to different rotation rates

at the different depths at which the spots

of different sizes are anchored. Consequent-

ly it should be important to determine solar

rotation rates of individual spots of vari-

ous sizes one by one.

Previously we have already pointed out

(Dezs6 and Kovacs, 1981) that sunspots could

only be reliable tracers of solar rotation if

they had no intrinsic proper motion relative

to their surrounding solar regions. Nowdays,

it is already quite firmly known that the

development of spot groups, as well as the

growth of single spots generally takes place

through motion and the highest speed values

are almost at the first onset. (Debrecen ob-

Table 2

Daily sidereal solar rotation rates((•)
calculated
Date

1977

Jan.1-3
Apr.14-22
Hay 11-15
June13-17
June2D-26
June24-29
June27- 3
June27-30

July 9-12
Sep.11-17
Oct.2-5
Oct.20-24
Nov.2-7

Dec.2-8

U1

24

20

13

33

8

32

48

27

17

54

31

31

26

40

fro» tracers of spot position
u n

20

3

0

32

1

15

48

11

10

43

25

39

16

33

B

-19.9
-19.8
-20.9
-21.5
+ 19.4

-20.5
+14.6
+15.9

-19.9
+ 8.4
+14.8

-23.6

-22.9

-22.2

u
°/d

14.24
14.17
14.25
14.07

14.21
14.16
14.30
14.39

14.22

14.51
14.44

14.16

13.99
14.07

SD

0.04

0.11
0.02
0.09
0.06

0.03
0.07

0.03
0.04

0.06
0.04
0.14

0.06

0.15

A|*H6-
°/d

+ 0.01

-0.02
+0.09
-0.07

0

-0.01
-0.04
+0.08

+ 0.02

+ 0.05
+0.10

+0.10
-0.10

-0.05

A£*NN

°/d
+ 0.15
+0.11
+ 0.22
+0.06

+ 0.13
+ 0.12
+0.10
+ 0.21

+0.16

+ 0.19
+ 0.24

+ 0.23

+0.03
+ 0.08

SD: standard deviation

I)-, and U are the unbral areas on the f irst and last
day, B~ Che mean of latitude over this period,

E* ~ ̂ *HG an<' ^*NN*^*~E*NN w n e r e

14.522-2.840 sin*B deg day"1 and

= 14.38 -2.77 sinaB deg day"1

given by Howard, Glloan and Gilman (1984) and Newton
and Nunn (1951), respectively

Table 3

Daily sidereal solar rotation rates (J).)
calculated fr • recurrent individual spots

Date
1977

Apr.

Hay

June

July

June

July

Sep.

Oct.

Sep.

Oct.

18

15

13

10

29

26

11

8

1S

11

U1

24

33

51

54

11

U n

13

11

13

4

7

B

-19.6

-21.0

-21

-20

.4

.0

• 14.4

+15.4

• 8.

+ 8 .

+ 6 .

+ 7 .

2

4

4

2

t
15.94

14.03

14.16

14.52

14.65

AU

-0

- 0

(HC

. 2 5

.14

-0.17

+0.

+0.

06

17

-0

0

- 0

• 0 .

• 0 .

KIN

.11

.04

20

31

/Explanations cf. under Table 2.1

servers have given several examples display-

ing such a feature.) Consequently, it stands

to reason that for rotation studies we should

look for old stable spots in its phase of de-

cay. (It should be mentioned that shrinking
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of a large spot sometimes also proceeds

through motion, however, the separated frag-

ments receding rather slowly and usually do

not alter much the position of the spot

centre.)

We tried to find some adequate spots to cal-

culate solar rotation rates. In Table 2 we

give the results when using tracers of spot

position on successive days. On the other

hand, we found some stable spots in a few re-

current spot groups, which could be identi-

fied in two successive rotations and tried

to find solar rotation rates also in this

way, which are given in Table 3. In Tables 2

and 3 our data are shown next to those calcu-

lated according to Howard et al.(1984) and

Newton and Nunn (1951) for comparison.

It is easy to see that there does exist the

possibility of determining the reliable rate

of solar rotation of individual single spots

by means of tracers of spot positions using

only a single daily observation.

5. Conclusion

Some results of observation are given to

support the view that sunspot activity has

indeed a migration in longitude and that

with the tracer method it is possible to

make reliable studies concerning the solar

rotation of individual spots.
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SOLAR 530.3 nm CORONA IRRADIANCE VARIATIONS IK THE CifCLE 21

Rybansky M., Rusin V., Dzifcakova E.

Astronomical Institute, Slovak Academy at Sciences,
059 60 Tatranska Lomnica, Czechoslovakia

It is generally known that intensity of the 530.3 nm coronal line depends on
the solar activity. The proposed coroiial index /CI/ represents the.530,3 nm line
irradianee from the whole corona as it seen from the Earth in Wsr~xzl0 . The CI
is derived from daily measured intensities around the diac of the Sun. Maximum
values of the CI were observed in the second half of the year 1981, just before
a deep decrease in the Wolf's number. Monthly average values of the CI in the
cycle 21 vary from 1.64 to 16.93. The rough comparison of the CI with similar in-
dices of the UV emissions shows a relative good agreement.

1/ Introduction

The Sun is a magnetically variable star
with period ot about ii years. This varia-
bility, represented by different features,
is recognized both at all layera of the at-
mosphere of the Sun and at all wavelengths
of solar spectrum.

A level of solar activity, Is determined
with the aid ot different indices, «.g.
Wolf number, plage area, the 10.7 en radio
flux ate. Despite of that some of them,
e.g. Wolf number, have no physical sense,
we use them because of • simple way ta ob-
tain them or we have not another indices
for using.

A development of observations by satte-
lites from space provided additional indi-
ces, mainly in the UV, EOV and X-ray of so-
lar spectrum. They are baaed on the flux
from the full solar disc. Similar indices
are obtained from ground-based observati-
ons. There are the full disc Ca II A 2 / e-
mission at 393.4 nm /White and Livingston,
1976, 1981/, the Hal 1083 nm equivalent li-
ne width integrated over the full disc /Ha-
rvey, 1964/ and th» total magnetic flux
/Howard and LaBonte, 1981/.

Rybansky /1975/ have suggested a proce-
dure to obtain the total flux- power emitted
by the 530.3 nm coronal emission line to-
wards the Earth from standard ground-based
observations. The value of this total irra-
diance was called "coronal index of solar
activity" /CI/.

In this contribution we shall show how
to obtain CI, results over cyale 21 and a
comparison of CI with similar full disc in-
dices. CI for cycle 20 was published by Ry-
bansky /1979/ and Rybansky and Rusin /1983/.
CI for cycle 21 is ia press /Rybansky, Ru-
sin and Dzifcakova, 1987/.

2/ CI and its variation in ayele 21

Intensity of the 530.3 nm coronal line
from the standard observations is derived
at definite height above the solar limb by
the step of 5* around the disc of the Sun,
I .. In order to derive the intensity a-
boti the solar limb at arbitrary place, we
can de-termine in both by linear interpola-
tion and by the aid ot the average value of

intensity gradient /Rusin, 1973/ :

/I/

The total flux above the limb, E. we can
obtain by integration /I/ :

/a/ Ej.

By solution of an integral equation

we can obtain the volume luminous intensi-
ty. We are used the same assumption than in
analysis of total eclipse observations.

By extrapolation of the limb observa-
tions on the solar disc /for the east half
of disc from the preceding E-limb days, for
the west half of the disc from the follo-
wing W-limb days/we obtain a network points
where £(r) is known. The volume luminous in-
tensity at arbitrary place above the hemi-
sphere of the Sun, which is directed to-
wards to the Earth we can determine by in-
terpolation, and than the total power flux
above this hemisphere is given by integra-

EARTH

H

Figure 1. The computation of the CI.
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The total power flux from the whole corona
as is seen from the Earth than is given by
relation

CI = 0.5 E L.

•a is shown in Figure 1.
The data fro* different coronal stations

were converted to photometric scale of the
Losmicky Stit coronal station. After this
procedure we have had for every year in
cycle of about 270 days. Hissing data have
been computed by interpolation.

In the visual region of spectrum one can
see several tens of. coronal emission lines.
At least for two reasons however the beat
one is 530.3 nm coronal line, emitted by
ion Fe XIV. These reasons are:
a/ it is seen at every time over the cycle

and
b/it has a maximum number of observations.

So far a study of the green corona deve-
lopment during the solar cycle has been ma-
de in such a manner that as a measure of
green coroma activity has been accepted the
average intensity of the green line using
daily observations during of one year or
half a year. See for example Waldmeier
/1957/, Trellis /1965/, Billings /1966/ and
others.

A course of monthly averaged values of
CI and their maximum/minimum daily values
in every months is given in fig« 2. The ma-
ximum value, 18.93x10 War" was observed
in November 1981, the minimum value was ob-
served just at the beggining of cycle 21 on
July 1976. While the minimum value lies
just in the minimum according to the Wolf
number, the maximum occured in the second
half Of 1981, i.e. nearly two years after
the Wolf number maximum /the end of 1979/.

76* V81 '801 '821 '84' '86'

Figure 2. A course of monthly averaged va-
lues, of CI in the cycle 21 /points/and the-
ir maximum/minimum daily values in every
months.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the CI with others
indices.

It was in the second maximum of activity
established by Gnevyshev /1967.1977/. We
like to add, however that it would he bet-
ter to use "impulse of Fctivity,". From Fi-
gure 2 we can aee that during tha cycles
several impulses could be establish. More-
over, as were shown by Rusin et al. /1979/
for the cycle 20 and similar situation is
for cycle 21 in the north hemisphere, en-
hancement during this impulses may be ob-
served in all heliographic latitudes not
only at low ones as state Gnevyshav /1977/.

As has been pointed out in the previou
section, CI represents full-disc index. Re-
cently Lean /1987/ grafically published
such indices from sattelites and ground-ba-
sed observations. Comparison of CI with
Lean*8 indices is given in Fig. 3 and 4 for
the years 1979 and 1982. It could be seen
that apart short variation modulated by ro-
tation there are other short variations as
well with a slow rise and fall. Among all
such periods we can note a complex starting
in July/August 1979 and ending in March
1980. As was showed by Donnely et al./1986/
nearly the same course was obtained in ano-
ther indices of solar activity. Some more
cases would be poited out /see Fig.2/ and
we believe they will be interesting for
studies in connection with other features
of solar activity. These episodes of solar
activity will be undoubtedly connected with
development of the complexis of activity as
defined by Bumba and Howard /1965/.We would
like to add that modulation by solar rota-
tion is over all cycle 21.

We can uss CI not only for study of so-



lar activity in the corona but for cometarj
planetary and terrestrial studies as well.
Apart from this, stability of photometric
scale of CI for a long time could perform
to check of the indices in UV from aatteli-
tes, where as pointed out by Lean /1987/
are great discrepancies.
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DISCUSSION:

Garcia de la Rosa: Do you think that your
maximum in the CI could be related with the second
maximum proposed by Gnevyshev?

Rybansky: Yes, but the enhancement ffy be
observed in all heliographic latitudes and not
only at low ones as Gnevyshev states.

HulJer: I would be interested to measure
the variations of the 5303 CI in the quiet corona
only, because it is known that the number of
X-ray bright points and the magnetic flux in
the quiet Sun are anticorrelated with the Wolf
number.

Rybansky: Such correlation analyses have
not been made.

Antalova: From the analysis of the list
of observations of yellow coronal line at Lomnicky'
Stft, occurence of which is density dependent,
a temporal and spatial coincidence with ARs pro-
duced LDE flares was found. Hence the comparison
of the time profile of CI with the LOE flares
during all the 21st cycle would be very interesting.

Figure 4. Comparison the CI with others in-
dices.
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LONG-PERIOD COMPONENTS IN SOLAS WIND VELOCITIES

L. Kulcar1 ' and V. L e t f u s 2 '

1) Astronomical I n s t i t u t e of the Slovak Academy of Sciences
059 60 Tatranska Lomnica, Czechoslovakia

2) Astronomical I n s t i t u t e of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
251 65 Ondrejov, Czechoslovakia

In the present contr ibut ion we applied several s t a t i s t i c a l methods of time s e r i e s ana lys i s
(Fourier transform, least-squares fitting etc.) to the time series of solar wind velocity data
to search for hidden periodicities. The solar wind data we analysed were obtained on probes at
the distance 1 AU from the Sun and stretched over the 17 year interval from 1963 to 1980. Be-
cause of investigating long-period components on time scales of 0.5 to 15 years in variations,
we processed daily solar wind velocity values averaged over each Bartels rotation Nos. 1784 -
2006, i . e . 223 data. The analysis showed periods of 14.9-13.7, 7.2-7.1, 3.6-3.1, 2.8-2.6, 2 .1-
2.0, 1.7-1.4, 1.3, 1.1, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6-0.5 years. Short preliminary comparison i s given
with periods found in various solar and geomagnetic indices.

1. Introduction

The solar wind variations have been investiga-
ted by many authors and from various aspects (e .g . .
Gosling and Bame, 1972; Diodato et a l . , 1974; Chii—
kov, 1979; Geranios, 1982). Early searches for so-
lar wind variations, especially for 11-year cycle,
indicated similar character of solar wind and sun-
spot activity variations (Intriligator, 1977). Sub-
sequently, several authors (Hirshberg, 1973; Croo-
ker et a l . , 1977; Peldman et a l . , 1978) showed that
there i s a marked phase shift between the sunspot
cycle activity and solar wind velocity maxima. Se-
veral papers have appeared in which the lack of so-
lar cycle variation in the IMP intensity has been
stated (Feldman et a l . , 1977; Svalgaard and Wilcox,
1978). On the other hand. King (1979a) demonstrated
that a modest, but statist ical ly and physically
significant decreases in the IMP intensities occur-
red at the solar activity minimum periods.

In the present time there are solar wind data
available almost for two solar cycles, which i s
sufficiently long time interval to study long-term
variations of the solar wind. The present work i s
concerned to determine all significant periods
within a broad range by using various statist ical
methods of time series analysis, then to compare
them and find their counterparts in solar and geo-
magnetic variability.

2. Data and methods of processing

The data we used for investigating long-term
variations were solar wind velocity values as the
parameter characterizing solar wind properties. As
the input for computations we used magnetic tape
record of King's (1977, 1979, 1983) catalogues ob-
tained from NSSDC/TOC-A, Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter, Greenbelt, Maryland, USA. The full period in-
terval available for investigation, ranging from
54 days to about 17 years, i s determined by data
spacing aai by the length of data set. Values for
Bartels rotations, covered by less than 13 daily
values, were estimated by linear interpolation bet-
ween two adjacent full-covered rotations. The total
number of interpolated data i s 21.

One of the most frequently used techniques of
time series analysis i s the spectral analysis via
discrete Fourier transform. The use of this method
is limited by low frequency resolution at low fre-
quencies. More appropriate and advantageous mainly
for long periods, which are the main aim of our
study, seems to be the Ieast-square3 fitting which
we consider as the basic method.

The used least-squares method for detection
of hidden periods was described by Vondrak (1977).
The method i s based on finding the least-squares
f i t of sinusoidal components in a form of

cos(2jlt±t) (1)

to the measured values of the function x(t) for
any frequency f, where the coefficients a, b. and
c. are constants. The coefficient a represents the
data mean and the amplitudes A. and phases (0. of
the periodic components are defined as

,1

and

arctg

(2)

(3)

In the computer program a quantity G, ranging from
0 to 1, was computed, which i s a function of fre-
quency and amplitude and which served for detecti-
on of period with maximum amplitude. When more
than one significant frequency i s present in the
data, iterative procedure i s used, by which the
components with maximum amplitude are successively
removed from the data to search from the series of
residuals for further frequency with maximum ampli-
tude. The results given by this method we accepted
as the basic ones also because of great f lexibi l i ty
of this method in the sense of required frequency
resolution.

The other methods mentioned below were used
as subsidiary second-order ones to prove and ref i -
ne the results obtained by the least-squares me-
thod.

Bloomfield's (1976) method of optimalization
was used to prove and optimalize the frequencies
and amplitudes found by the least-squares method.
For verification in the next step was applied a
correloperiodogram used by Kopecky and Kulclin( 1971)
and also briefly described by Vitinsky et al.(1966V

The results of methods we used vary in a small
range and that i s why the resulting periodicities
are given as certain period intervals.

3. Results and discussion

Using the above described solar wind data and
methods we obtained several period estimates which
were grouped into the following intervals: 14.9 -
13.7, 7.2-7.1, 3.6-3.1, 2.8-2.6, 2.1-2.0, 1.7-1.4,
1.3, 1.1, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6-0.5 years. We jud-
ge these estimates as significant because:
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Pig. 1. The peaks of periods found by least-squares method in solar wind ve loc i ty
value of G see the explanation in text .

data. For the

1. close peaks in posit ion fa l l ing into those pe-
riod interval? were given by majority of methods,
and, 2. the signal to noise rat io was suf f ic ient ly
high. Pig. 1 displays the peaks of periods found
by least-squares method.

The longest acd the second s ignif icant period
estimates are those ones from the interval of 14.9
-13.7 yr, which do not coincide with the length of
solar sunspot cycle of about 11 years. I t has be-
ccme common practice to use the variations of the
sunspot numbers as the standard for the solar cyc-
l e and to compare the changes in other relevant
quantities to the sunspots. Although the length, of
solar sunspot cycle varies from about 7.5 "P to 16
years and the pariod range of 12.2 to 9.5 yr i s
usually directly connected with the 11-year period
of solar a c t i v i t y , while the period of 11.1 yr i s
the most prominent, the length of the 20 and 21
cycles was approximately 11 years. I t i s possible
that the found solar wind period length i r not the
accurate one because of comparable length of ana-
lysed data and the length of the period, and the
actual length of the period may be a l i t t l e shif-
ted.

The raost probable explanation of that, in our
opinion, i s that the solar wind ve loc i ty behavi-
our, on the contrary, for example, to I n t r i l i g a -
tor 's (1977) conclusion, i s in accordance neither
with phase (as has already been stated by Hirsh-
berg (1973) and others) nor with the length of so -
lar Bunspot cycle . Our result seems to be in ag-
reement with the findings of Kotov (1982), Legrand
and Simon (1981) and Leroy and Hoens (1983). who,
dealing with time variations of the IMP and sear-
ching for the lat i tude variations of coronal a c t i -
v i t y , respectively, found that the duration of an
ac t iv i ty cycle i s much longer (up to 17-18 yr)
than the time interval between two consecutive
cyc les .

The most s ignif icant period peaks from the
range of 7.2-7.1 yr and the next ones from 3-6-3-1

yr found in solar wind data have been detected in
various solar and geomagnetic parameters, as wi l l
be shown below. On the other hand, i t i s in teres -
t ing to note that no s ignif icant periods about
5-6 yr were detected in our data in spite of the
fact that the l a s t ones are often present in solar
and geom&gnetic parameters (see , for example, Fra-
ser-Smith, 1972; Ejurovic and Staj ic , 1985; Kuk-
l i n , 1976).

As to the periods from 2.8 to 1.4 yr we can
consider a l l of then as a manifestation of quasi-
biennial osc i l la t ions in solar wind ve loc i ty f i e l d ,
because quasi-biennial osc i l la t ions with dominant
period of 2.1 yr are stable neither in phase nor
in period length on a long time interval (Nuzhdi-
na, 1986). The occurrence of quasi-biennial o s c i l -
lat ions has been found in various parameters e i -
ther in solar or in geomagnetic and atmospheric
a c t i v i t y , for example, in sunspot data, emission
green corona, solar neutrino and radio f luxes, ge-
omagnetic f i e ld components and indices , zonal wind
in stratosphere, temperature anomalies in tropo-
sphere, African ra in fa l l , southern osfcillation i n -
dex and in many others. A review of quasi-biennial
osc i l la t ions can be found in papers of Apostolov
(1985) and Nurhdina (1986).

The smaller peaks of periods ranged from 1.3
to 0.5 yr gradually merged into the noise back-
ground, so that no posit ive interpretation of some
of them i s possible . The periods of 1.1 and 1.0 yr
and 0.6-0.5 yr are very probably connected with
annual and semiannual e f f ec t s .

The annual variation of solar wind data has
been target of several papers. A natural explana-
tion of this variation i s the observed increase in
the mean solar wind ve loc i ty with increasing he l io -
magnetic lat i tude , which i s caused by regular chan-
ges of the Earth's position in space during i t s
revolution around the Sun. Hundhausen et al . (1971)
and Oksman and Kataja (1986) have shown that the
average solar wind ve loc i ty around highest (north-
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err.) heliographic latitude exeeded that at the lo-
west lat i tude. Hakamada and Munakako (1983) have
compiled observational evidence of this increase
with increasing distance from the current sheet.
Currie (1966), Oka man ar.d Kataja (1986) and others
found annual variation in standard geomagnetic re-
cords.

Semiannual vai-iati on which i s evident, for e-
xample, in seasonal variations of the mean values
of geomagnetic elements, in frequency of occurren-
ce of magnetic disturbances, has been studied in
many papers (see, for example, Russell and McPher-
ron, 1973; Green, 1984; Hobinson, 1985). The semi-
annual variation is usually explained by the dip
of the Earth s magnetic dipole. However, Ichimoto
et a l . (1985) examined the time variation of the
occurrence frequency of flares for solar cycles
20 and 21 and they found a remarkably periodic be-
haviour of flare occurrence with periods of about
0.5 and 1.4 yr. I t is known that sporadic compo-
nent of sclar wind velocity field i s also influen-
ced by solar f lares, mainly during solar cycle ma-
ximum. This implies that the cause of the found
semiannual solar wind velocity variation can l ie
in physical processes on the Sun.

In the next are given the results of other
authors to compare the periods obtained by them
in solar, geomagnetic and other related parameters
with ours. Very good reviews of periodicities pre-
sent in various solar phenomena are given in pa-
pers of Kuklin (1976) and Vasilyev and Kandaurova
(1981 ).

Currie (1973) analyzing the Zurich relative
sunspot numbers found significant power from 8 to
'•5 years with weak lines at 8.3. 9.9 and 14.7 yr
and he interpreted them as the solar cycle multi-
plets. He also found that the lines in spectra
from 49 magnetic observatories clustered at 5*2,
4.4, 3.7, 3-4, 2.7, 2.4 and 2.2 yr. These periods
correspond to the series of harmonics associated
with the fundamental solar cycle line (11.1 yr)
and double cycle line (23.6 yr).

Rao (1973) used the method of power spectrum
analysis to study the periodicities in annual Wolf
numbers and found the peaks at 5-5 and 3-5 years.
Kane and Trivedi (1985) found snail peaks at 4.8
and 5.8-5.7 yr, medium and major peaks at 7.4, 7.9
and 8.3 yr and additional small peak at 16.8 yr.
They stated that in sunspot data the periods close
to 5 yr are probably not significant.

Langel et a l . (1986) found groups of periods
of 16, 13-9, 4.6-4.2, 4 .0 ,3 .8-3-6, 3.4, 3.0, 2.8-
2.6 and 2.2 years in Earth's magnetic field, while
the most commonly occurring period was 2.8-2.6 yr
followed by 13-9 yr period. Fraser-Smith (1972)
reported that in the geomagnetic Ap index were fo-
und the distinct lines with periods of 16.1, 7.0,
4.1 and 5.1 and 0.5 years. The lines with periods
of 16.1, 7.0 and 5.1 yr are not considered to be
fundamental; they appear to be either harmonics
or side frequencies of two other strongest lines
(35-2 and 10.2 yr) . A possible origin in the solar
corona i s indicated for the 4-1 yr l ine , which, on
the contrary, is not present in our solar wind da-
ta. Currie (1976) computed line spectra from the
aa magnetic index and noted harmonics of the sun-
spot cycle (11 yr) and double sunspot cycle (22
yr), namely the periods of 22.9, " L 5 . 6-9, 5.6,
4.4, 3-8, 3-4, 3.1, 2.8, 2.4, 2-3 and 2.1 years.

The existence of period about 2.7 yr has been
detected in Ca+ K plage areas (Singh and Prabhu,
1985) and in 2800 MHz solar radio flux (Hughes and
Kesteven, 1981). An another peak of the period at
0.9 yr has been reported by Wolff (1983) in the
spectrum of Zurich sunspct numbers computed from
monthly averages.

4. Conclusions

In the analysed solar wind velocity data we
were able to detect:
- long-period component of the length of about 14

years. We concluded that this length of period
is far from the period of sunspot cycles Noa.
20 and 21. This results in the fact that solar
wind behaves in different way than solar sun-
spot activity cycle both in phase and in length
of period. On the other hand, periodicity of a-
bout 11-yr was not present in the solar wind ve-
locity data.

- periodic component of the length of about 7 ye-
ars which was the most dominant component in the
analysed data. This period is often detected in
various solar and geomagnetic parameter var ia t i -
ons. On the contrary, the period of about 5-6 yr
which is also often present in solar and geomag-
netic parameters, was not detected in our solar
wind data.

- quasi-biennial oscillations that have been de-
tected not only in solar tut also in geomagne-
t i c , atmospheric and other related Earth s pa-
rameters.

- annual and semiannual variations which seem to
be obviously caused by regular changes of the
Earth's position in space during i t s revolution
around the Sun and by the dip of the Earth s
magnetic dipole, respectively.
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MAGNETIC FIELDS: OBSERVATIONS AND THEORY
S.K. Solanki

Institute of Astronomy, ETH-Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract: Theoretical model calculations of magnetic elements in the photospheric layers of solar active regions are compared
with the result* of observations. Emphasis is placed on small scale magnetic elements and an attempt is made to provide an
overview of the contributions that the current state of theory and observation can make to answering the following questions:
What is the field strength and the magnetic field structure of a magnetic element? Are magnetic elements inclined with respect to
the vertical? Do magnetic canopies exist and how can they be explained? What are the diameters of magnetic elements? What
kinds of mass motions are present in magnetic flux concentrations and what role do they play for their structure and energetics?
How high is the temperature in magnetic elements and what are the underlying heating mechanisms?

1. Introduction

The investigation of solar magnetic fields is particularly dependent on a
strong interaction between observations and theory. Observations have
so far been able to give us only an inadequate amount of information
on the important small scales, due to the limitations imposed by finite
spatial and temporal resolution, and often also due to the lack of "dean'
diagnostics. Theoreticians have been hampered by having to deal with a
complex, highly non-linear physical system. The respective limitations
of theory-and observations have in the past forced solar physicists of
both breeds to restrict themselves to a simplified and idealized picture of
the small scale structure of the magnetic field and of related structures
and processes.

Today we stand at the threshold of a new age in the exploration
of magnetic fields in solar active regions. We a n witnessing the birth
of truly self-consistent models of small magnetic elements which take a
proper energy equation into account. For the observers new horizons
have been opened with the installation of three new telescopes on the
Canary Islands and with the advent of new diagnostic techniques and
advances in radiative transfer. Now appears to be a good time to review
the past before plunging into the exciting future.

For lack of space and due to my limited knowledge this does not
pretend to be a complete review of the topic. intftH I shall concentrate
on only a tew selected areas in which the interaction between theory and
observations has been particularly interesting and fruitful and which lie
within my experience. Those interested in more details a n referred to
the host of often excellent reviews on the subject. Some examples of
reviews on various aspects of photospheric magnetic field concentrations
a n : Harvey (1977, 1986), Nordlund (1966), Sehuasler (1986, 1987),
Solanki (1987), Spruit (1981,1983), Spruit and Roberts (1963), Stenflo
(1976, 1978, 1984). A few specialised reviews will be mentioned in
connection with the topic which they cover. Often I shall not go into
details concerning the techniques employed by both theoreticians and
observers, but shall concentrate mainly on the respective results and
on their comparison with each other.

2. Basic Picture

Hale (1906) first established that sunspots wen magnetic phenomena.
He measured their field strength and arrived at a value of 2900 G, which
is quite acceptable today. Magnetic fields outside sunspots wen also
dicovered by Hale (1922a, b) in what he termed "invisible sunspots".
The detected (average) field strengths were 200-300 G, a lower limit
of 200 G being set by the limited sensitivity of his equipment. The
increase in sensitivity resulting from the introduction of photoelectric
detectors and the Babcock type magnetograph (Babcock and Babcock,
1952; Kicpenheuer, 1953) revealed that the non-eunspot field could have
values as small as 2 G (averaged over 5-10") (Babcock and Babcock,
1955). A major theoretical step towards the description of solar mag-
•etic eiamsaU was uderUbtn by Parker (1955) when be assumed that
the field strength B is related to the gas pressun by

£-<•-«. »
where P. is ths external and Pt the internal gas pressun of the magnetic
element.

However, he initially applied this approximation to sunspots, at
that time the only known structures with strong fields. The field outside
sunspots was supposed to be mostly weak and homogeneous, a view
supported by magnetograph observations with low spatial resolution.
The idea that the field in plages and the network could exist in a more
concentrated form was suggested by the observations of Sheeley (1966,
1967) and Beckers and Schroter (196S). It was firmly established when
Stenflo (1973) showed that the field was concentrated into bundles of
magnetic flux with field strengths of about 1 kG at the height in the
atmosphere at which spectral lines are typically formed. Finally, Spruit
(1976) presented a first model which attempted to give a reasonably
complete description of a fiuxtube and established gas pressure as the
confining mechanism.

What are the main features of the basic picture we have today of
the magnetic field structure in the photospheric layers of active regions?
First we have the highly visible sunspots and pores, which a n darker
than their surroundings, i.e. cooler than the quiet photosphere at optical
depth unity. These have observed field strengths of about 2000-3500 G
in the umbra, 1000-2000 G in the penumbra, and 1500-2000 G in pores
(e.g. Zwaan, 1978). Then we have the small and bright fluxtubes or
magnetic elements, which have field strengths of approximately 1000-
1500 G, cover a few percent ( & 25%) of the surface of an active region
and contain at least 90% of the magnetic flux outside sunspots (Howard
and Stenflo, 1972; Frazier and Stenflo, 1972). The surrounding medium
is almost field free and the field is confined mainly by the external gas
pressure [Eq. (1)).

With increasing height the external gas pressure decreases and the
fiuxtubes expand until neighbouring fluxtubes come into contact with
each other and merge. A little above that height the magnetic field
completely dominates over the rapidly decreasing gas pressure.

3. Magnetic Fields: Strength and Structure

S.I Field Strength

Observationally, little has changed since Stenflo (1973) introduced the
line ratio technique and discovered that the field has a true strength of
approximately 1000 G, if we assume it to be horizontally homogeneous
wit Am a magnetic element. In the mean time other, partly independent,
methods have been developed and have given values between 1000 and
2000 G in reasonable agreement with Stenfio's result (Harvey and Hall,
1975; Tarbell and Title, 1977; Wiehr, 1978; Kcutchmy and Stellmacher,
1978; Robinson et al., 1980; Solanki and Stenflo, 1984, Stenflo and Har-
vey, 1985; Rachkovsky and Tsap, 1985; Stenflo et al., 1987b; Sun et al.,
1987; Solanki et al., 1987). Part of the difference between the results
of the various techniques stems from the fact that they measure the
field at somewhat different heights in the atmosphere. Also, they have
not always been applied to exactly the same structures. However, a
part of the difference may also be due to a horizontal distribution of
field strengths. Stenflo et al. (1987b) noted that each a component of
the Stokes V profile of the infrared f = 3 line Fe 115648.5 A is much
broader than its mostly non-magnetic / profile. Radiative transfer cal-
culations carried out by 1. Zayer in Zurich have ruled out the possibility
of the extra width of the V profile being due to velocity broadening.
A horizontal distribution of field strengths (e.g. a Gaussian distribu-
tion peaking at 1500 Gauss with a half width of 500 G), on the other
hand, can reproduce the V profile. Such a horizontal distribution of
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field strengths could either be due to a radial magnetic geld gradient
within each individual fluxtube or it could be due to a distribution of
field strengths among different fluxtubes. In the former case fiuxtubes
would not satisfy the thin tube assumption even at relatively great
depths in the photosphere, while in the latter case the range in field
strengths may be the consequence of overstable oscillations (e.g. Hasan,
19S5). Small pores have a strong radial variation of the field as has been
measured by Steshenko (1967).

Let us turn to theory. Naively, i.e. considering only Eq. (1), the
field can be supported in a stationary state at many values of the field
strength. By evacuating the fiuxtube we not only increase the field
strength at a certain height according to Eq. (1), but due to the de-
creased gas pressure we see deeper down into the fiuxtube, so that we
see a layer with even stronger field. However, if we consider that the
temperature increase towards the solar interior, and that the opacity
(H~ bound-free in the visible) increases dramatically with tempera-
ture, then we do not see so deep down after all and the increase in
field strength at the observable layers of small fluxtubes remains within
limits. All the same, we are still left with a considerable range of pos-
sible field strengths. We can select between the different possibilities
either by investigating how stable a given field strength element is, or
by seeing if there is any natural field strength which results when the
formation of a fiuxtube is modelled.

The so called "convective collapse1* mechanism for the concentra-
tion of the field has been very popular for explaining the creation of
strong field magnetic elements. The following is a somewhat simplified
sketch of the process. If we start with an initially relatively weak field
then just below the photosphere the gas in the magnetic region may
satisfy the criterion for convective instability. If the convection starts
out as a downfiow, then the magnetic element will become evacuated
in its photospheric and slightly sub-photospheric layers as the temper-
ature in the downfiow drops below the ambiant value. The magnetic
field suppresses lateral convective heat exchange and effectively insu-
lates the downflowing material against the super-adiabatically stratified
surroundings. The decrease in gas pressure in the magnetic element is
due to the fact that the pressure scale height is approximately propor-
tional to the temperature

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, RQ a the so-
lar radius, G is the gravitational constant, mp is the mean particle
mass (which is somewhat temperature dependent due to ionization ef-
fects), and MQ is the solar mass. The external gas pressure will then
force the field to contract, thus increasing the field strength. Since
a stronger magnetic field greatly inhibits convection (e.g. Gough and
Taylor, 1966), the new state (which has a lower energy than the old
one) can be stable.

Convective collapse has been investigated by e.g. Parker (1978),
Roberts and Webb (1978), Webb and Roberts (1978), Spruit (1979),
Spruit and Zweibel (1979), and Unno and Ando (1979).

Spruit and Zweibel (1979) investigated if a critical field strength
exists which can ensure the convective stability of fluxtubes. They find
that fluxtubes are convectively stable for 0 = SrP./B1 & 1.8 if 0 is
independent of depth. This corresponds to a minimal field strength of
1350 G at the solar surface. Spruit (1979) found that the collapsed state
possesses a field strength in the range 1280-1650 G at the surface, which
is in excellent agreement with the observations. The field strength of the
end stale depends on the strength of the initial field (with 0 < 1.8); a
weaker initial field gives rise to a stronger final field. He also suggested
that the end state may be one of overstable oscillations. Fully non-
linear calculations have been carried out by Venkatakrishnan (1985) and
Hasan (1984, 1985). Hasan's calculations, which include lateral radia-
tive exchange, achieve a final state with a time averaged field strength
of approximately 1250 G at a level 50 km below r = 1 in the external
medium (initial field strength — 800 G). A fixed field strength cannot
be defined, since the fluxtube oscillates overstably, with temperature
and magnetic field oscillating along with the velocity.

Convective collapse has also been studied in three dimensions by
Nordlund (1983, 1986). However, due to the limited horizontal res-
olution of his grid (corresponding to 190 km), he cannot follow the
collapse to the fully concentrated slate and the field strengths do not

correspond to the observed ones when integrating over a realistic resolu-
tion element. The main reason for the limited grid is limited computer
lime Nordlund's models actually start a step earlier than the other

calculations of convective collapse, since they also show how the field is
first swept together into the narrow downflow regions between granules
before the final convective instability occurs.

S.2. Vertical Gradient of the Field and Fluxtubc Expansion

Due to the decrease in gas pressure with height the field is expected to
expand. The rate of expansion depends on a number of factors, mainly
on the magnetic flux of the tube at some reference height. Since in the
thin tube approximation the fluxtube expands to, for example, twice
its surface radius at a certain height irrespective of initial radius, this
means that the absolute expansion of larger Suxtubes is considerably
more rapid. On the other hand, the larger the tube the greater will be
the influence of magnetic tension, which tends to decrease expansion.
However, for magnetic elements it generally plays a secondary role, as
has been quantitatively shown by Pneuman et al. (1986) and Kndlker
et al. (1987). The expansion rate also depends on the temperature,
which determines the pressure scale height, Hp [Eq. (2)]. If Hr in the
magnetic elements is larger than in their surroundings, it determines
the expansion of the field above a certain height'. We shall return to
this point later in this section in connection with canopies.

Observations of vertical field strength gradients are rare. They
have been usually limited to comparing observations of field strengths
in the transition region or the corona to strengths in the photosphere.
In the transition region over sunspot umbrae Henze et al. (1982) have
measured a field strength of up to 1200 G (UV data) and have deduced
a vertical gradient of 0.4-0.6 G km"1 by comparing with photospheric
field strengths at the footprints. Hagyard et al. (1983), applying slightly
different techniques on similar data, obtain gradients between 0-1 and
0.4 G km"1. In general agreement, Akhmedov et al. (1982) derive a
vertical gradient of 0.25 G km"1 from polarized radio data. Of course,
such average gradients give only a rough picture of reality, since the true
gradient will be a function of height. Outside sunspots radio observa-
tions (e.g. Habbal et al., 1986) give minimal field strengths between
50 and 200 G in coronal bright points. Another approach ha* been
to compare the field strength deduced from lines in the visible spec-
tral range with that from lines in the infrared (near I.6/1). Due to a
minimum in continuum opacity at these infrared wavelengths the latter
lines are formed deeper in the atmosphere than thr former. Stenflo et
al. (1987b) find that the lines in the visible give approximately 1150 G
(5250/5247 line ratio), while Fe I 15648.5 A line in the infrared gives
an average field of <a 1450 G which is also consistent with a decrease
in strength with height. A quantitative gradient cannot be derived aa
yet due to the badly known heights of formation of the line*; particu-
larly, since these heights also depend on the thermal structure of th*
magnetic elements in a complicated manner. Solanki et al. (1987) have
combined observations of the 5250/5247 line ratio with the thin-tube
approximation model to deduce the field strength in th* lower layers of

fluxtubes. They find that the thin tube approximation is compatible
with the observations (although these are not very sensitive to mag-
netic field gradients). They deduce from it that th* field strength near
the r = 1 level inside the fluxtubes is close to 2000 G. In contrast
to the other measurements of vertical magnetic field gradients in the
photosphere Gopasyuk (1985) finds from a study of lines of different el-
ements and with different excitations, strengths and Zeeman splittings,
that the field initially increases with height before decreasing above a
certain level.

Another indication for a strong vertical magnetic field gradient is
provided by the observations of magnetic canopies in active regions
(Giovanelli, 1980; Giovanelli and Jones, 1982; Jones and Giovanelli,
1983. See also Jones, 1985 for a review). The area over which a magne-
tograph signal is observed increases with increasing heigth of formation
of the line. Giovanelli and Jones interpret these observations a* showing
that the field fans out very rapidly and becomes almost horizontal at a
certain height in the atmosphere, with a magnetic 'canopy' overlying a
non-magnetic atmosphere. In active regions such canopies are observed
to lie close to the height of the temperature minimum.

Canopies were first proposed by Gabriel (1976), but much higher
in the atmosphere, namely at the base of the transition zone. More
detailed potential field calculations by Anzer and Galloway (1963) for
whole network regions also produce a canopy near th* transition re-
gion. Since their magnetic field fills the whole atmosphere, they define
the canopy base as the height at which the magnetic energy begins to
dominate over the thermal energy, i.e. 0 < I. Finally, Pneuman et al.
(1986) have calculated the heights at which individual fluxtubes merge
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for a given filling factor. They include magnetic tension up to second
order in an expansion according to fluxtube radius. They find that
as long as the temperature in the fluxtubes is not higher than in the
surroundings at equal geometrical height the tubes merge above the
temperature minimum for reasonable filling factors.

The easiest way of producing a low lying canopy is to increase
the temperature inside the fluxtube. A higher temperature inside the
fluxtube than outside at equal geometrical height will lead U, a larger
pressure scale height so that at a certain level P, it P, and the tube will
"explode", i.e. neglecting tension the field will become practically hori-
zontal here until it encounters the neighbouring fluxtubes, thus forming
a canopy at this height. The variation of the merging height with the
ratio of fluxtube to external temperature is illustrated in Fig. 1, taken
from unpublished calculations of O. Steiner of Zurich, based on the
fluxtube models of Steiner et al. (1986). The question therefore ii, can
a fiuxtube become sufficiently hotter than its surroundings at equal ge-
ometrical height? This may be possible in the lower chromosphere but
it would probably require considerable amounts of mechanical heating
(cf. Hasan and Schussler, 1985).

800

1.0 2.0
Hint/Hext

3.0

Fig. 1: Merging height as a function of the ratio of internal to external
pressure scale heights. Three models of Steiner et al. (1986) are shown.
Their radii at rext = 1 are given in the figure, a = 0.1 for all three
models. (Steiner, private communication.)

5.5. Inclination of Fluztubei

Let us turn to the question: How vertical are fluxtubes? from a theoret-
ical point of view Schiisiler (1986) has discussed how strongly fluxtube*
can be inclined by external photospheric Hows. Assuming a horizon-
tal flow velocity of 1 k m j " 1 he finds that the evacuated fluxtube*
(B = 1500 G) are kept within 1° of the vertical by buoyancy. He ar-
gues that smaller fluxtubes may be more strongly inclined. Theoretical
models of fluxtubes also generally presuppose vertical fiuxtubes (e.g.
Spruit, 1976; Dcinjer et al., 1984b; Pneuman et al., 1986; Steiner et
al., 1986) Zahringer and Ulmschneider (1987), on the other hand, find
from non-linear wave calculations that over short periods of time flux-
tubes can get considerably tilted higher in the atmosphere through the
action of transverse or kink waves.

A number of authors have presented observational evidence, mostly
of quite indirect nature, for inclined non-sunspot fields. Early indirect
measurements were carried out by Stoyanova (1970) and Krat (1973).
Later Schoolman and Ramsey (1976) and Tarbell and Title (1977) pre-
sented some indirect and inconclusive evidence for almost horizontal
fields in what they called the 'dark component of the network'. From a
companion of rnagneu.gtams with Ca II plages Wiehr (1978) concluded
that HiMiubcs are inclined by So' towards the west. Brants (1985),ob-
serving »m> rping tlux regions, assumed that slanted fields are present
wlicn the u!;fi<-iari7P'i Stokes / profile has a large width, but the circu-
larly |>ui,irizi'.l .-tnke5 V profile l.aa only a small amplitude. However,
alt.erny'ive «•-.; !ana;''':.s can be proposed which are equally valid. For
example -i ;>,irT.ml c;in"']!at ion of opposite polarities in the resolution
eii'i.;(m , i j/.c"'^-!.' .riv Urge velocity broadening.

Tl'i •>• i- i !"^ !.••''. detTininations of the magnetic field direc-
tion >;o•-. .-••• . ••• •;•••• jf 3 i.r all 4 Stokes pararm-'ters. Thus Deubner
II'JT"'.' • .•'• ' •• ' T .!• •igiiFtojrar.hdataas suggesting an isotropic

distribution of the inclination of field lines in faculae. In a regular
sunspot House et al. (1975) have found the Geld to be highly inclined
and not to deviate too strongly from the radial direction in the penum-
bra. Hagyard et al. (1984) have used vector magnetograph measure-
ments to determine the amount of shear in an active region (the shear
is defined as the difference between the azimuth of the measured field
and a potential field). They find that Saxes tend to occur near places
of maximum shear. Finally, Solanki et al. (1987) have found from a
detailed analysis of Stokes V and (linearly polarized) Q profiles, involv-
ing radiative transfer calculations, that in 4 out of 8 observed active
region plages the fields are inclined by at least 10°. Stenflo (198S) has
pointed out the need to take proper field strength* into account if field
inclinations are to be determined with any measure of accuracy (see
also Solanki et a)., 1987).

This is one area where theory and observations seem to contradict
each other, and it require* further investigation. More measurements
with full profile vector magnetographs should therefore be given a high
priority.

4. Fluxtube diameters

Structures with concentrated magnetic fields seem to come in a wide
variety of sizes, ranging from sunspota with diameters of ten* of thou-
sands of km down to the smallest magnetic elements which are smaller
than the beat presently achievable spatial resolution of approximately
0.25"-0.3" (180-220km). What does theory tell us about the diameters
of magnetic elements? What detail* can observations reveal?

Piddington (1975) and Parker (1975) first pointed out that flux-
tubes, with the field expanding with height, are liable to the interchange
or fluting instability by which a given fluxtube fragments into smaller
tube*. The stability of fluxtubss to interchange has been more quanti-
tatively studied by Meyer et al. (1977) and Schussler (1984).

Meyer et al. (1977) showed that buoyancy (for tubs* expanding
rapidly enough with height) can stabilize the fluxtubss. They derive a
criterion stating that an axiay mmetric fluxtube is stable if at it* bound-
ary the radial component of the field decrease* upward*. But buoyancy
work* only for tube* with fluxes larger than 1-0 x 101* Mx (magnetic
knots, *mall pore*). The exact value of the limit depends on the details
of the assumed model. Schussler has shewn that small fluxtubea with
fluxe* less than l -5x lO i r Mx a n also stable, provided they a n sur-
rounded by a whirl flow (inverse tornado flow) of approximately 2 km
a~*. Fig. 2 show* the region of instability of fluxtubes (to the left of
the curves) as a function of flux and of whirl velocity. The two curve*
correspond to different models of the aolar convection zone. As a re-
sult of the bathtub effect the presence of auch a flow is probable due
to the position of fluxtube* in the intergranular lanes, when they a n
surrounded by downflowing material (e.g. Nordlund, 1983). A minimal
diameter of intense magnetic fluxtube* may result from the increasing
inefficiency of the convective collapse mechanism with decreasing *ize of
isolated weak magnetic field patches (e.g. Nordlund, MM). A« such a
patch becomes so small that it become* optically thin and achieve* the
same temperature a* it* surroundings by radiative exchange, it becomes
increasingly resistent to the convective instability.

From an observational point of view only very few direct measure-
ments of small fluxtube diameters exist. Ramsey et al. (1977) have
obtained very high spatial resolution magnetogram*. They *ee mag-
netic structures with sizes comparable to their effective resolution of
0.3"-0.5". This means that the diameter of the smallest magnetic ele-
ments is < 0.3".

The most common indirect method is to assume that photospheric
bright points ("filigree") are fluxtubes (e.g. Dunn and Zirker, 1873;
Mehltretter, 1974; MuIIer, 1983; Muller and Keil, 1963). Muller and
Keil (1983) find an average size of bright points close to their resolu-
tion of 0.2" outside of active regions, so that fluxtubes smaller than this
may easily exist. Spruit and Zwaan (1981) have found sixes between
their best resolution of 0.3-0.4" (bright facular points) and 4" (dark
pores) in active regions. However, there is a gap in their observed dis-
tribution between 0.5" and 1.4". Whether there really are no fluxtube*
with such diameters (in accordance with the predictions of theoretical
stability analysis of Schussler), or if fluxtubes in this size range have
approximately the same continuum brightness as the quiet photosphere
(as assumed by Spruit and Zwaan) we cannot decide.

We also wish to caution, that although Schussler and Solanki (1987)
have shown (from a comparison of fluxtube, average plage and quiet sun
line profiles) that magnetic elements are on the average very bright and
will therefore often (but not necessarily always) appear as facular bright
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Fig. 2: Magnetic flux $ as a function of whirl velocity vg. To the left
of the curves (one for the convection zone model of Spruit, 1977a; the
other for the model of Meyer, Schmidt and Weiss, 1977) the fluxtubes
are interchange unstable. Since vg is realistically expected to be 1-2
km s"1, small tubes may be stable. (After Schussler, 1984.)

points, we cannot say the reverse: not all bright points on the sun need
have a magnetic origin, although Mehltretter (1974) did find a rough
correlation between magnetic flux and the number of bright points in
a given surface area.

Another indirect method is to search for a lower limit to the mag-
netic flux. Wiehr (1979) has found some evidence for such a lower limit
of 2.4 x 1 0 " Mx, which corresponds to a diameter d: 390 km < d < 550
km if we assume the true field strength to be 1000 G < B < 2000 G.
More recently, Wang et al. (1985) have carried out similar observations.
They follow elements of magnetic flux which are disappearing through
interaction with elements of opposite polarity. In general the observable
flux reaches a minimum shortly before complete disappearance. They
find minimum values between 1.0 x 1 0 " and 1.4 x 10IT Mx, which corre-
sponds to sizes i f 35-130 km. Such investigations are rather unreliable
(as is illustrated by the different results in the two investigations) due
to the following reasons. They are carried out at the very limits of the
'instruments' capability (noise!). They do not take into account line
weakenings and different continuum levels in the magnetic elements,
which distort the measured flux values considerably (cf. Groumann-
Doerth et al., 1987). Furthermore, Wang et al. only consider bipolar
regions, so that a too small flux may be seen due to the limited spa-
tial resolution. A similar technique is to look for a "quantization* in
the magnetic flux. Livingston and Harvey (1969) found some evidence
for such "quantization", but this has never since been reproduced, and
must be considered to be spurious.

5. Temperature, Heating Mechanisms, and Internal
Man Motions
There are basically two mechanisms for heating fluxtubes to the ob-
served temperatures: radiation and mechanical heating. Mechanical
heating itself can be of quite different types and one of the main open
questions is to deduce the relative importance of the different mecha-
nisms, i.e. to find the relative importance of the various possible terms
in the energy equation for fluxtubes as a function of height in the at-
mosphere, radius of the fluxtube, field strength, etc.

Both radiative and mechanical heating are challenging to calculate.
In the former case we can use the diffusion approximation in the deeper
layers of fluxtubes, but have to solve the proper radiative transfer equa-
tion higher in the atmosphere. Since fluxtubes cannot be considered to
be plane parallel, the radiative transfer must be carried out in at least
2-D cylindrical geometry. The discussion of radiative heating is further
complicated by the fact that the magnetic elements also affect their en-
vironment, so that, strictly, the radiative transfer cannot even assume
a plane parallel atmosphere (e.g. quiet sun) outside the fluxtubes. It is
therefore not surprising that only greatly simplified treatments of the
radiative heating in fluxtubes have so far been published. The situa-
tion is not much better as far as mechanical heating mechanisms are
concerned (i.e. wave heating, convection, stationary flows). For exam-
ple, wave heating often involves energy dissipation by shocks, which are
notoriously difficult to treat properly, or by radiative damping which
poses the same problems as direct radiative heating.

I first briefly review the theoretical models which do not consider
waves or stationary flows within the magnetic elements and shall com-
pare these with empirically determined fluxtube properties, mainly the
temperature. Then a connection is sought between the observations of
mass motions in fluxtubes and the theoretical picture we have of such
mass motion.

5.1. Stationary Fhxtube Models with an Energy Equation

A first comprehensive model of magnetic elements was constructed by
Spruit (1976). The magnetic field was assumed to be a potential field
with a bounding current sheet and pressure balance was only approxi-
mately satisfied All energy transport (radiation and convection only)
was supposed to be diffusive and the change in convection near the mag-
netic elements was treated in a rather ad-hoc manner. Despite these
simplifications and assumptions this mode] was by far the most sophis-
ticated one to have been proposed until then and it has had a profound
influence on the development of the field. It showed, for example, the
important role played by the hot walls in determining the continuum
intensity of the fluxtube.

Spruit (1977b) improved on his initial model, in particular how he
treated the convection near the obstructing fluxtube, and considered
some effects in greater detail. Foremost of all the effect of the presence
of a small fluxtube on its surroundings. He showed that since the r = 1
surface in a fluxtube lies deeper than in the surroundings, it serves as
a heat leak and the surroundings are consequently cooled.

Another model considering energy transport in fluxtubes has been
published by Ferrari et al. (1985) and Kalkofen et al. (1986). They study
very thin fluxtubes and neglect their influence on their surroundings.
They solve the radiative transfer for a grey opacity in the two stream
approximation. Radiation is assumed to be the only energy transport
mechanism in the fluxtube. As intuitively expected for such very thin
structures, for which the photon mean free path inside the fluxtube
is large compared to the fluxtube radius, the internal temperature is
almost equal to the external temperature at equal geometrical depth.
At equal optical depth the fluxtube is 2000-2500 K hotter than the
surroundings (>" = 1). In their second paper they consider the effect
of changing the radius of the tube on the axis temperature and also in
a rough manner the variation of the temperature across the fluxtube
cross-section. Interestingly they find that for these very thin fluxtubes
the axis temperature increases with increasing radius. A possible reason
is that their approximation of very thin fluxtubes breaks down quite
soon. E.g. the mean free path of photons in the external atmosphere at
Z = -100 km (i.e. near r = 1 in the fluxtube) is 700 m, and even in the
fluxtube it is not more than 30 km (Schussler, private communication).

The most comprehensive two dimensional fluxtube models are those
of Deinzer et al. (1984a, b) and Knolker et al. (1987). They solve the full
non-linear MHD-equations for a compressible medium. The radiative
energy transport, however, has remained in the diffusion approxima-
tion (although a proper radiative transfer has been developed and is
at present being implemented), while the convection is treated with
the mixing length formalism. The models are in slab geometry. Al-
though the capability of solving fully dynamical problems is present,
so far only stationary solutions have been presented. Detailed T(T)
and T(Z) structures for fluxtubes of various sizes have been calculated.
One of the important results is that as expected intuitively T decreases
vith increasing radius of the fluxtube, thus showing the transition from
bright magnetic elements to dark pores to be mainly a direct effect of
the increase in the diameter and in its ratio to the Wilson depression.
Another interesting results of this model is the presence of a baroclinic
flow surrounding the magnetic elements. It is driven by the gradient in
pressure near the magnetic element, which is itself a consequence of the
decreased pressure scale height (i.e. temperature) due to the influx of
heat into the fluxtube. The more realistic treatment of the surround-
ings in this model also leads to a considerably lower temperature of the
fluxtube walls than in Spruit's model.

Other very comprehensive models are those of Nordlund (1983,
1985,1986). These are further developments of his granulation models
(see Nordlund, 1982,1984 for details). They are three dimensional, timt
dependent, treat convection by solving the complete mHD aquation*,
and include radiative transfer explicitely. Unfortunately, the resolution
of the grid is of approximately the same order as the expected diame-
ter of the magnetic elements. Therefore, these model* are not suitable
for studying the internal structure of flux concentrations, but a-e ex-
tremely useful for the illustration and comprehension of the interaction
of magnetic flux with the convection.
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Fig. 3: NLTEeffects: Alogf = loggfeNLTE-
loggf(LTE vs. equivalent width W\. Alogc
is a measure of the strength of ionization de-
partures from LTE. Upper figure: for a quiet
sun atmosphere (HSRA, Gingerich et al., 1971).
Lower figure: for a network model of Solanki
(1986) with a particularly high continuum con-
trast: ;M«»»y/<J»>«« = 1.63. Dots: Fe I lines
with x« < 3.5 eV, circles: Fe I lines with x« >
3.5 eV, crosses: Fe II lines. Fe II departures in
NETW2 are of the same order as in the HSRA.
Note the generally larger NLTE effects in the
fluxtube model. (From Solanki and Steenbock,
1987.)
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S.t. Empirical Model*

Some of the more recent empirical models of the temperature in the
photospheric layers of magnetic dementi are those of Hirayama (1978),
Chapman (1979), Stellmacher and Wiehr (1979), Solanki (1986) and
Walton (1987). Each of these models is based on different types of Hat a
and makes slightly differ* nt assumptions and approximations. For more
details see also the review by Solanki (1987). The models of Solanki
have the advantages that they are the only ones of the above models
based on Stokes V data, which contain information exclusively on the
magnetic concentrations even when these cover only a small fraction
of the observed areas. They are compatible with well over a hundred
Fe I and II Stokes V profiles observed at various postions on the solar
disk (cf. Pantellini et al., 1987). They also satisfy the constraints set by
the best presently available continuum contrast observations near disk
centre (Muller and Keil, 1983 for the network, Fraiier and Stenflo, 1976
for active region plages) and take the velocity broadening of the Stokes
profiles into account, as well as the difference between the properties of
network and active region plage fluxtubes. We shall therefore use these
empirical models to compare with the theoretical ones.

However, before proceding with this we wish to point out that these
models also have disadvantages, the main of which are that they are
one-dimensional (plane parallel atmospheres) and the lines are all cal-
culated in LTE. Also, the reliability of even the best continuum contrast
measurements is not beyond doubt, due to the extremely small size of
the magnetic elements and the probable presence of a dark ring around
them. Finally, such models give some kind of (spatial and temporal)
average of the properties of the fluxtubes in the resolution element and
individual fluxtubu may differ considerably from this average at a given
time.

The problem of whether 1-D (planu parallel) radiative transfer is
adequate for the diagnostics of solar magnetic elements has been ad-
dressed by e.g. OwotVi anH *uer (1980), Van Ballegooijen (1985a,b)
and Solanki and De Martino (1987). Using profiles calculated in a
plane parallel atmosphere not only has an influence on the determined
magnetic field, the filling factor and to a smaller degree the angle of
inclination of the field, but it also tends to give incorrect results for the
fluxtube temperature. In general, the assumption of a plane parallel

110

atmosphere for the fluxtubes will underestimate the fluxtube tempera-
ture. The error in the temperature increases considerably towards the
limb.

The influence of NLTE on the diagnostics of fluxtubes has been
investigated in detail by Stenholm and Stenflo (1978) and Solanki and
Steenbock (1987), while the more basic problem of a consistent NLTE
description of the radiative transfer of polarized light has been ad-
dressed by e.g. Domke and Staude (1973a, b). The former two investi-
gations are complementary to each other. Stenholm and StenBo (1978)
have been most interested in how the cylindrical geometry of fluxtubes
can change line profiles. They use a full 2-0 radiative transfer code,
but consider only a 2-level atom and a rudimentary temperature model
of fluxtubes. They show that the field strength, as determined by the
line ratio technique, is independent of the magnitude of NLTE effects.
Solanki and Steeobock, on the ether hand, consider only 1-D radiative
transfer, but a very extensive iron model atom (79 Fe I levels, 20 Fe II
levels and the Fe III continuum) and a number of different temperature
models, including the empirical models of Solanki (1986). They concen-
trate on the influence of departures from LTE on the determination of
velocity and temperature in fluxtubes. These two investigations show
that NLTE effects, although not invalidating previous investigations,
cannot be ignored. Both, the presence of hot walls and of a higher tem-
perature in the interior of the fluxtubes (at equal optical depth) lead
to NLTE induced line weakenings of the often used Fe I lines, due to
the over-ionisation of iron. This is the same effect as is responsible for
departures from LTE of Fe I in the quiet photosphere (Athay and Lites,
1972), but is considerably stronger in the typical fluxtube atmosphere.
Fig. 3 illustrates this difference.

Let us now return to comparing theoretical with empirical models:
Fig. 4 shows T vs. log r (the logarithm of the continuum optical dspth
at 5000 A) for two empirical (plage and network models of Solanki,
1986) and two theoretical models (models A and C of Deinzsr «t a l ,
1984b). The agreement between the two is quite gratifying if we con-
sider all the simplifying assumptions made. The very thin fluxtubes
of Ferrari et al. (1985), on the other hand, are considerably hotter
than the empirical models. It appears that such very thin fluxtubes do
not provide a significant contribution to the observed radiative flux in
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Fig. 4: Comparison between two empirical models (solid lines, from
Solanki, 1986) and two theoretical models (dashed and dot-dashed,from
Deinzer et al., 1984b). Temperature vs. logarithmic continuum optical
depth at 5000 A. A quiet sun model (HSRA) is also plotted for com-
parison. (After Schiissler, 1987.)

active regions and the enhanced network. This may have to do with the
effect described by Van Ballegooijen (1985b) whereby Suxtubes with a
very small diameter are less visible, except when looking almost straight
down the throat of the fluxtube.

5.S. Mass Motions in Magnetic Elements: Theory and Observations

Stationary motions in magnetic elements are restricted mainly to the di-
rection parallel to the magnetic field lines so that we can roughly speak
of upflows and downflows. The widely observed downflows within flux-
tubes (e.g. Harvey, 1977; Giovanelli and Slaughter, 1978; Wiehr, 1985)
have always been problematic for theoreticians to explain, since they
seem to contradict the conservation of mass (density increases more
strongly downwards than the fluxtube cross-section decreases, and dif-
fusion across the field lines is very small) so that it becomes a problem to
replenish the downflowing material in the upper atmosphere. Ourrant
(1977) has argued against their presence, as have Hasan and Schiissler
(1985). The latter authors have used new and realistic diffusion coeffi-
cients to show that diffusion at the temperature minimum is insufficient
to replenish a downflow stronger than approximately 10 m »"' at the
r = 1 level. A downflow of 0.5-1 km »"', as sometimes observed, would
drain the corona within a matter of minutes. As pointed out by Webb
and Roberts (1978) and others a downflow may well be a transient fea-
ture of the birth of fluxtubes, associated with their convective collapse.

Observational evidence has lately been increasing that the observed
downflows are spurious. Recent measurements which are inconsistent
with strong downflows have been published by Stenflo and Harvey
(1985), Brants (1985), Solanki (1986), and Stenflo et al. (1987a). Fur-
thermore, Solanki and Stenflo (1986) have been able to show that the
observations showing downflows are compatible with the newer ones
showing no downflow, if we take into account that the downflow ob-
servations have much lower spectral resolution. The spectral smearing
induces a spurious downflow signal. We can therefore safely conclude
that stationary downflows are not a major heating source in the photo-
sphere.

Waves have been the non-stationary motions within fluxtubes stud-
ied in greatest mathematicaldetail, usually in a linearized approach and
often neglecting atmospheric stratification (no gravity). Waves involv-
ing the bulk of the fluxtube are generally divided into three catagories
illustrated in Fig. 5. In addition, surface waves at the boundary of the
fluxtube are also possible (e.g. Edwin and Roberts, 1983).

Recent reviews on the subject of fluxtube waves have been given
by Roberts (1984,1986), Thomas (1985), and Ulinschneider and Much-
more (1986). I shall not attempt to review the considerable literature

Longitudinal
(Sausage)

Transverse
(Kink)

Torsional
(Alfve'n)

Fig. 5: Wave modes in a thin cylindrical fluxtube. n denotes the order
of the Bessel function solution for the radial dependence of the wave.
(After Thomas, 1985.)

on wave calculations in fluxtubes, and refer to these reviews for more
details. The heating of the chromosphere and transition region by the
dissipation of waves (among other mechanisms) has been recently re-
viewed by Hammer (1987). Heating of the lower chromospheric layers
of thin fluxtubes by longitudinal tube waves and acoustic tube waves
(which are the same as longitudinal tube waves, but with rigid fluxtube
walls) has been investigated by Herbold et al. (1985). They carry out a
non-linear calculation which explicitely takes shocks into account. They
start with an atmosphere with asymptotically constant temperature at
large heights, and can produce a qualitative temperature increase cor-
responding to a chromosphere with their calculations at the cost of
reducing the temperature deeper down in the atmosphere.

Let us now turn to the observations. Until recently the evidence
for non-stationary mass-motions in magnetic elements was restricted
to low amplitude 5-minute oscillations (Giovanelli et al., 1978; Wiehr,
1985). However, such observations, which look for periodic motions in
the Stokes V profile, are only sensitive to oscillations and waves which
are in phase in the majority of fluxtubes in the resolution elements.
Due to the limited spatial resolution this is usually a large number, rul-
ing out the discovery of waves excited locally in individual fluxtubes.
Therefore, only line broadening observations can presently give us in-
formation on the velocity amplitudes in fluxtubes. Solanki (1986) has
analysed the line widths of a few hundred line profiles at disk centre
(derived from Stokes V, cf. Solanki and Stenflo, 1984, 1985) and finds
that rather Urge amplitude (vertical) mass motions are required to re-
produce the observations. If the velocity is described by a mixture
of macro- and micro-turbulence then we have rms amplitudes ranging
from 1 km s"1 to 3.5 km s"1. For medium strong lines these velocities
are considerably larger than on the quiet sun. Possibl. Fourees of such
line broadenings are motions along the field lines, like overstable oscilla-
tions and longitudinal tube waves. Stationary velocity gradients along
the line of sight can also produce line broadenings, but the profiles they
produce come into conflict with other observations, namely the absence
of a shift in the zero-crossing wavelengths.

We can also test for the presence of horizontal motions by observing
near the limb. Pantellini et al. (1987) extended the analysis of Solanki
(1986) to the solar limb. Surprisingly, the velocity amplitude does not
decrease when approaching the limb, rather it even increases slightly.

Fig. 6 shows the macroturbulence velocity as a function of line
strength, derived from about 150 Fe I lines. Stars and the dashed curve
represent the macroturbulence for regions with it > 0.6 (/i = cosine
of the heliocentric angle, fl) while the open circles and the solid curve
represent the macroturbulence for regions with /i < 0.3. The Simmons
and Blackwell (1982) quiet sun microturbulence relation is used.

At first sight these strong horizontal motions may appear contra-
dictory to physical intuition, since one would expect flows, oscillations
etc. to be mainly parallel to the field lines. Htw«v«, » liUAe mote
consideration shows a number of possible mechanisms to explain these
observations. Transverse waves are obvious candidates, as are Alfven
waves. Not so obvious are longitudinal waves, since their main velocity
component is along the field lines. However, the associated "breathing"
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Fig. 6: Macroturbulence velocity in magnetic elements f j ^ (derived
from Fe I lines) vs. line strength St. Stars and dashed curve: average
curve for regions with ii > 0.6 circles and solid curve: average values
for regions with n < 0.3. (From Pantellini et al., 1987.)

of the fluxtubes, also results in a small transverse component. Finally,
the mechanism by which transverse waves may be excited, the jiggling of
the magnetic elements by the surrounding granulation is itself a possible
source of at least a part of the observed line broadening. Parker (1983,
1986) roughly estimates the magnitude of this jiggling to be 0.5-1.0
km s~'. This estimate appears realistic in the light of the finding from
Spacelab 2 (SOUP, Title et al., 1987a) that the centres of individual
granules have an average horizontal velocity of approximately 1 tar1.

6. Concluding Remarks
A brief overview has been given of a few aspects of the theoretical
and empirical study of solar magnetic elements. Emphasis has been
laid on the comparison of theory with observations, so that the many
theoretical studies of highly idealized situations, which are quite basic
to our understanding of the physical phenomena associated with solar
magnetic fields, have not been included. There are also a host of highly
interesting topics which, due to lack of space, could not be dealt with
here. An example is the influence of magnetic elements on the solar
convection, where exciting new results from white light movies (SOUP
on Spacelab2, Title et al., 1987a), from magnctograms (Title et a].,
1987b) and also from conventional line bisector studies (Brandt and
Solanki, 1987; Immerschitt and Schriter, 1987) have recently become
available. Another exclusion is the discussion of recent advances in the
radiative transfer of polarized light which will have a profound influence
on our empirical knowledge of magnetic structures in the future.

When writing this review I was struck most of all by how much
more strongly theory and observations interact today than say a decade
ago. The reason lies partly therein that observers have improved tech-
niques and instrumentation to observe quan .̂̂ ies not earlier possible,
but I think mainly in the giant strides which the community of theo-
reticians has been making in producing models which can be directly
compared to observations. This increasing cooperation and interaction
should make us confident of future strides in our knowledge of the fine
scale structure of the solar magnetic field.
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DISCUSSION:

duller: Usually fluxtube models are computed
assuming a "standard" surrounding quiet atmosphere.
In fact, flux tubes are embraced in dark inter-
granular spaces, so I think that the surrounding
atmosphere should be cooler. This might have
a non negligible effect on flux tube models.

Solanki: The model calculations of Nordlund
produce fluxtubes in the dark intergranular lanes.
The models of Deinzer et al. assume a quiet atmo-
sphere only far from the magnetic structure to
obtain a cool atmosphere in the immediate surround-
ings of fluxtubes. For the empirical models of
Solanki, this problem plays no role, since they
are based on a comparison of Stokes V data with
quiet sun Stoke I profiles.

Muller: In overstable models like those
of Hasan, what is the oscillation of the field
strengths associated with overstable oscillations?

Solanki: If I remember correctly, the ampli-
tude of the oscillation of the field strength
found by Hasan (1984, 1985) was approximately
200-300 gauss.

Staude: Are there real differences between
the structures of flux tubes in facular regions
and at supergranular boundaries? How could they
be explained?

Solanki: Our data require that different
models be made for fluxtubes In active and quiet

solar regions. We found that fluxtubes in the
quiet network are generally hotter than in active
region plages by a couple of hundred degrees,
particularly in their lower layers. One possible
reason for this difference may be that fluxtubes
are larger, on the average, in the active regions
than in quiet regions. Another possibility is
that fluxtubes are simply more densely packed
in active regions, so that the energy transported
by the granulation between the fluxtubes must
be distributed among more fluxtubes. Furthermore,
the connection is inhibited by the presence of
the magnetic field, so that less energy is trans-
ported in the first place. Probably, the true
reason for the difference is some mixture of
the two.

Muller: You have been speaking of fluxtubes
models associated with the photospheric network
and faculae. What about flux tube models in
sunspot umbra which is commonly believed to be
made of clusters of flux tubes?

Solanki: It is difficult to define "flux-
tubes" in a sunspot umbra, where the magnetic
filling factor approaches unity In the observed
layers. The clusters of fluxtubes required by
Parker's "spaghetti model" can only be resolved
into individual fluxtubes in the solar interior,
where it cannot be observed. However, if we keep
in mind the presence of umbral dots, then we
certainly require two component models of sunspots
as have been presented at this meeting by Drs.
Wiehr and Sobotka.
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ELECTRIC CURRENT DENSITY IN THE SUNSPOT PHOTOSPHERE DERIVED PROM VECTOR MAOIETO GRAMS

A. Hofmann and J. Staude

Central Institute of Astrophysics, Solar Observatory Einsteinturm, DDR-1560 Potsdam

We present observational results from which we can determine azimuthal currents
flowing across the magnetic field. Simple relations between the vertical current
densities and the inclinations of the field are used to separate from each other
the field-aligned component and the azimuthal component of current density. For
a relatively isolated flux bundle we obtain a total azimuthal current density of
(7.8 - 3.6)-1O~2 Am"2 and an azimuthal current of (6.5 - 3.0)*10''A. The density
of the Lorentz force acting amounts up to 1.1- 10""-* NnT^.

1. Introduction

In quasistatic structures like sunspots Lo-

rentz forces caused by azimuthal currents

balance the horizontal pressure gradient in

so ensuring the equilibrium with the sur-

rounding undisturbed photosphere. The force

balance is given by

where ̂ , ji, p, and £ are the current densi-

ty, magnetic field, pressure, and the gravi-

tational acceleration, respectively.

Therefore the problem of determining the

currents and magnetic forces from measure-

ments is fundamental for our understanding

of the structure of Bunspots.

Electric current densities ̂  can be derived

from the vector magnetic field J3, by Amperes

law:

rot B. = M J . (2)

where fk «1.2 10~2 OnA""1 is the permeability

in free space. With vector magnetographs we

measure the horizontal distribution of the

magnetic field vector (g, • J^(x,y,z0)) and,

in principle, the vertical current density

0z can be calculated from the horizontal

distribution of the transverse components

B_ and B,, by

• <3)

We want to investigate to which degree the

line-of-sight component of the current den-

sity calculated by (3) is influenced by

azimuthal currents and to estimate these

currents and the connected Lorentz force

density.

2. Method

Let us regard a flux bundle with a perpen-

dicular (azimuthal) current Ij, and a paral-

lel (field-aligned) current IM . By obser-

vation strongly inclined(> 45°) against the

bundle (Figure 1) on one side of the bundle

Fig. 1: Magnetic field and current configuration for a flux bundle inclined against the
line-of-sight. left: flux bundle (&) with a field-aligned (In) and an azimuthal(Ij,)
current; middle: observed current density ($z) as resultant of the field-aligned
(j") and the azimuthal (j-4 current density; right: pattern of the observed j -
isolines (qualitative).
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the line-of-sight components of the azimu-

thal and the field-aligned current densi-

ties are parallel and add, and on the other

side they are antiparallel and subtract. If

the inclination of the bundle is large

enough and the bundle is sufficiently iso-

lated from other ones we should observe two

separate jz-contours dominated by the azi-

muthal currents. The total current densi-

ties J j and £. j~ in both contours can be

expressed in terms of the total field-alig-

ned and the azimuthal current densities by

(4a)

(4b)jj = ZJ"COBVJ/+

where the sums are taken over all pixels of

the corresponding contour. Assuming that

the inclination*^ of the single pixels can

be substituted by the mean values of incli-

nation^? ,\J7 in the corresponding contour

the total field-aligned and the azimuthal

current densities can be estimated by

Eqs. (4).

If the measured distribution of j is domi-

nated by the azimuthal component we can

assume that the distribution of j*1 is

similar to that of j, and that the degree

of similarity is determined by the incli-

nation Vp. By means of these assumptions the

azimuthal component in each pixel of one

contour is given by

!£ dz(k)-sinV|/(k)

where the sum is taken over all pixels of

that contour which contains the pixel i.

Than the Lorentz force density can be

estimated by

F(i) = B(i).jl (i) (6)

where B(i) is the measured total field

strength of the magnetic vector.

3. Observation and Analysis

The magnetogram shown in Figure 2 was ob-

tained with the code-impulse vector magneto-

graph at the Potsdam Solar Observatory

•Einsteinturm1, measuring the four Stokes-

parp.meters in the red wing of the line

Pe I 5253«5 &• The spot investigated was the

leading spot of the active region NOAA 4216

(Solnechnye Dannye 164/83). A study in detail

of that measurement and the magnetic

field structure of the spot was made by

Hofmann et al. (1987). Heliograms and Hot-

filtergrams (not shown here, splitted

umbra) as well as the magnetogram reflect

a tendency for the magnetic field lines to

concentrate into several flux bundles

apparently connected with different parts

of the active region.

POrstWH HHGNETOGIUM JUNE 2 4 , 1 9 6 3 6 . 0 7 - 6 . 2 U UT
ISOLINC LEVELS

IOUIET SUN-10001

300
GOO
900

SPOT CONTOURS UNO RZIHUTH OF TfMNSVEftSRL FIELD LAHBDf) 5259 0- NIB HO9

Pig. 2: Contour map of the sunspot and di-
rections of the transverse magnetic
field. The length of the line seg-
ments corresponds with the- trans-
verse field in a logarithmic scale.

This is most distinctly marked in the

northeast of the spot where the segments

are nearly parallel in a broad sector which

is relatively isolated. The mean inclina-

tion of this bundle amounts to about 72°

against the line-of-sight. The map of

current density (Figure 3) shows two iso-

line contours of opposite sign, (marked by

A and B) symmetrically located on both

sides of the bundle axis.

MM.TSIS Of POTSWM MKKT0CMW JW* 2H.IM3 t .2 i -9 .« t UT
ISOLINE LEVELS

1000- 0.01B/K..J

»EHTIC*L CUMCHT MNSIlr JI

Pig. 3: Vertical current densities. The
size of the map is the same as gi-
ven in Figure 2. The curved arrow-
indicates the azimuthal current
discussed flowing around the in-
tense flux bundle (straight arrow).
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This bundle fulfils the criteria mentioned

In Section 2, and we interpret the two con-

tours A and B as areas dominated by an

azimuthal current flowing around the bundle

in accordance with the right-hand rule. The

total current densities in the contours

amount to 2 j*̂  = (8.6 - 1.8)- 10~2Am""2 and

2: i\ = -(7.9 - 1.4)-10~2Am~2, f\nd the mean

inclinations in the contours amount to

^pA=58° and"^=87°. Using this parameters

in Eqs. (4) we calculnte a total azimuthal

current density of^oJ-= (7.8 ± 3.6)- 10"2Am"2

and a total field-aligned current density

ofZo"= (3.9 - 6.7)»10"2Am~2. The calcula-

tion of the field-aligned current density

is uncertain (error of 170 percent) be-

cause of the large inclination of the bund-

le and the small strength of this current.

This situation can be different in flare-

active bundles where the field-aligned

currents are probably distinctly higher

than the azimuthal ones. Prom the azimuthal

current density and the mean area of both

isoline contours we obtain P. current

strength of (6.5 + 3.0)»1011 A for the

azimuthal current.

0NSLTSI5 OF POTSOHM HUGHETOGftHH JUNE ?H. I9B3 VU7-6.2U UT
ISOLINE LEVELS
IONMI-SI N/HI>3

540
1P80
2560

s
LOREKTZ FOKCE OENSITT JKB

Pig. 4: Distribution of Lorentz force den-
sities on both sides of the intense
flux bundle (straight arrow).

By means of Eqs. (5) and (6) we obtain the

distribution of the Lorentz force density

shown in Figure 4. The maximum values of

Lorentz force density ore located on the

outer boundary of the bundle and amount to

about 1,1«10~3 Nm~3 (1.1•10"*dynes/cm).

Reference

Hofmann,A., Grigorjev,V.M., Selivanov.V.L.,

Klvana.M.: 1987, Astron. Nachr.,in press.



SURGES AS TRACERS OF MAGNETIC LINES

Schmieder B.*, Mein P.*, Martres M.J.*, Simnett G.**, Tandberg-Hanssen***

* Observatoire de Paris-Meudon - 92195 Meudon Principal Cedex France
** University of Birmingham - Birmingham - England - UK

*** MSFC - NASA - 35812 - AL USA

During the maximum activity year 1980, chrome-spheric mass ejections were observed with the Multi-
channel Subtractive Double Pass Spectrograph operating at Meudon (MSDP), while the UV and X ray
emissions were observed respectively with Ultra Violet Spectrograph (UVSP) and HXIS instru-
mentson board the SMM satellite. These ejections are not related directly to flares but are loca-
ted in active regions near sunspots. As the magnetic field is frozen in the matter, the stjdy of
the velocity field leads to the geometry of the magnetic structures and to the temporal evolution
of the magnetic field lines. Ejections of matter recur often with a period of 10 to 20 minutes.
In CIV, the bright loops coincide with the Ha surge but are more extended. Associated with the
events are either X ray emission or type III bursts. We interprete these signatures by invoking,
respectively closed or open structures. The estimate of the energy involved gives constraints on
the mechanism responsible for the surge.

Introduction

Through the solar atmosphere we observe many
different dynamical structures, related or not to
solar activity. They are responsible of the trans-
port of energy.

We focus our study to ejecta of cool material
visible in H a and occuring, with or without any
flare. The origin of these events are not well
known ; two kinds of mechanisms are possible ther-
mal or magnetic. As thermal mechanisms, piston mo-
del accelerated by pressure or hot plasma bullets
(Karpen et al 1982) or thermal condensation in a
loop (She et al 1986) have been proposed. Some au-
thors investigated magnetic mechanisms such as magne
tic spring (Carlquiat 1979) or plasmoid (Raadu et
al 1987) or emerging flux and current sheets
(Sturrock 1972). From the evolution of the chromos-
pheric velocity field we deduce the geometry of the
magnetic loops. With coordinate observations made in
different wavelengths.(transition zone lines - X
rays - Radio emissions) we can follow the ejected
material and know the preexisting coronal structures
The association with type III burst might be rele-
vant to open magnetic structures, the association
with X ray emission, to closed structures.
Ha surge characteristics

The main results obtained from the observations

made with the Multichannel Subtractive Double Pass
Spectrograph of Meudon (MSDP), the magnetograph and
the 3 A heliograph of Meudon can be summarized as fol-
lows :

1 - A parasitic polarity in the magnetic field
is generally located at the basis of the
surges (Figure 1 - Schmieder et al 1983).

2 - The radial upward velocity of the surge is
of the order of +40 to +601008"! (Figure2).
Material reaches altitudes hA/105km. The
upward acceleration is generally smaller
than the gravity.
VD km s"

Magnetic field map, see the parasitic
polarity (10G) at the basis of surge on
October 2 1980 (The axis x is drawn
along surge axis).

10 20 30 40
variation of the Ha radial velocity along
the x axis of the surge (see Figure 1)
during 7 minutes. (1 to 10 curves).
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3 - AC the basis o' th
velocity (-4O.m " '
to bright, regions.

surge preexists downvard
which corresponds often

4 - After or during upward motion, downward ma-
terial is observed plong the same trajectory
projected on the disk (Figure 3 - Schmieder
et al 1984).

5 - The surges are generally recurrent with a
period of 10 to 20 minutes (Figure 4),

6 - The energy budget that we deduce from the
observations is dominated by the magnetic
energy (10^0 ergs) compared to the potential
and the kinetic energy (5.1028ergs). Such
energy corresponds to very faint flare.

figure 3 : Ha intensity ( — dark, bright)
and Dopplershift ( red shift,
blueshift) observed on September 1
1980 at two times.

Figure 4 : Recurrence of surge observed on Sep. 1
1980.

Ha brightness at the surge basis
CIV intensity of the surge

. Type III
^ Inversion of sign of the velocity gradient

Geometrical structure of a surge

The geometrical structure of the loops along
which material is ejected is not well defined.
From dynamical observations, and under some

assumptions, different models are proposed.

1 - If we suppose that ejections occur in magne-
tic tubes, the following model is proposed :
- Material goes up and down using the same channel
having not enough energy to reach the top of the
loop. (Schmieder et al 1983).

2 - If we suppose that ejections occur in evol-
ving loops, that can occur in a surge related to
flare, dynamical observations fit well with a free
fall inside a variable magnetic dipole (Mein and
Mein 1983). The material is trapped in moving
lines of force (Figure 5).

A model called surging arch is proposed (Mouradian
et al 1983). The material moves up in one leg of
the loop and down in the other one. The two legs
are anchored parallely in the chromosphere ; the
top of the loop becomes invisible if it reaches
high level in the atmosphere. The temperature of
the loop material is increasing.

to tl:c M r i/l

Figure 5 : Extension of magnetic loops during ejec-
tion on September 29 1980 - The material
motion from M^ to M2 is interpreted by
a free fall along a magnetic line moving
from Li to L2.

Transition zone and coronal signatures of Ha surges

Using observations made during the solar maxi-
mum year 1980 with different instruments (UVSP and

HXIS instruments an board the SMM satellite -
Radio heliograph of Nancay) we have found sone as-
sociations of events with chromospheric ejecta.

1 - In UV lines (CIV and OV around 105°K) we
observe emissions co-spatially with dark Ha features,
more extended generally (Figure 6). But the simpli-
fied model where a hot sheet around a cool surge
moves at the same speed does not fit with the obser-
vations. (Schmieder et al 1983).

Figure 6 : CIV intensity (a) and velocity (b). The
box indicates the Ha field of view of
Figure 3 ; notice the large extension of
I and V conpared vith Ha surge.

2 - Type III bursts are associated to the maxi-
mum of the radial velocity observed in Ha (Chiuderi
et al 1986).

As material is frozzen in magnetic field, surges
are tracers of the magnetic field lines.

The existence of type III seems to indicate open
structures.
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3 - If there are closed coronal structures such
as coronjl loops, enhancement in X ray emission have
been noticed and related in time and in location
with Ha surge ( Figure 7).

Using potential assumption, the 3D magnetic
field can be built up (Machado et al 1985) but ma-
gnetic field line of low level does not appear. It
would be interesting to use other codes such as
Berton (1987) or Wu et al (USA Avril 1987) taking
into account the existence of current.

(d!

Time U.T.

12:30 36 55 13:00

Figure 7 : Simultaneous maximum of the intensity
pointed by the arrow observed in Ha (a),
0 VI (b) and X ray (c and d) in the
surge on November 12 1980).

Conclusion

We have shown that the observations of the dyna-
mics of surges lead to the knowledge of the magnetic
field lines of force in the chromosphere and in the
corona under some assumptions.

Several questions remain :

- Why are surgeB often recurrent ? The question of
the preexisting loops or magnetic tubes is clearly
asked. How long is their existence stable ? and
what can destabilise them ?

- Are there reconnections of magnetic lines in
surge events as in flares ?

We need observations in Ha with better spatial
resolution, for example in order to discrininate
between the two models of loop or tube.
With the observations aade at Fic.du Midi and fur-
ther on with Thesis at the Canary Island Observa-
tory, we could expect a spatial resolution better
than 0.5"

We :.eed also theoretical models which can ex-
plain the observations in Ha , and in radio wave-
lengths. How are the electrons accelerated ?
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DISCUSSION:

Heinzel: Did you consider possible rotational
motions within the surge caused by twisted magnetic
field?

Schaleder: Yes, blue and red shifts observed
along a flux tube can be interpreted by twisted
magnetic field. Such surge could be due to a
magnetic mechanism such as magnetic spring.

Kriiger: You observed and increase of the
magnetic field. Do you have an explanation for
such behaviour?

Schaieder: The velocity study of matter
ejection observed on Dune 29, 1980 resulted in
interpretation of the evolving loop by a magnetic
dipole. The magnetic field strength is increasing
by a factor 1.4 within 10 min. We have ho explana-
tion of that.
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MAGNETIC TURBULENT DIFFUSION AND THE PROBLEM OF SOLAR SURGE FORMATION

V. N. Dermendjiev, G. T. Buyukliev

Department of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
72 Lenin Boulevard, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria

The proces of solar surge formation is studied by means of computer simulations
on the basis of a two-dimensional MHD model. It is assumed in the model that a
small-scale magnetic field is penetrating in a compressible plasma medium with
physical parameters near to those of the lower chromosphere. Computer simulations
ahow that nonlinear effects lead to formation of relatively denser and hotter
structures. This phenomenon is discussed as a link unifying the magnetic and non-
magnetic mechanisms of surge formation proposed by various authors.

Key words: Solar surge: magnetohydrodynamic - numeric simulation

1. Introduction

The increase of the magnetic field energy
in the solar atmosphere is an object of con-
siderable interest both from observational
and theoretical point of view, and it is
usually studied in conection with the prob-
lem of solar flare formation. However, this
process ia accompanied also by the generati-
on of surge and spray prominences, chromo-
apheric and coronal oright points, etc. The-
refore, it ia of independent interest in re-
ference to the problem of the mechanism of
creation of these phenomena.
Our report concerns more concrete the pro-

blem of surge formation. This type of promi-
nences can be defined as a colimate artearn
of chromospheric plasma ejected along the
magnetic lines of force of an active region
from those places, where no prominences have
been observed before the ejection. After re-
aching the maximum height, they fall back
into the chromosphere, usually along the sa-
me trajectory by which they rose (Zirin,
1978; Tandberg-Hanasen, 1974).
A theoretical model of surge prominence

must provide a physical mechanism, i.e. the
driving force and the manner of acceleration
of a plasma volume with macroscopic dimensi-
ons to considerable velocities in a short
time. A number of mechanisms have been pro-
posed (Schluter, 1957; Sweet, 1958; Altachu-
ler et al., 1968a, 1968b; Platov et al.,
1973; Carlquist, 1979) each of them having
its own advantages and faults.
Depending on what kind of driving force is

proposed, magnetic or gaadynamic, these me-
chanisms could be divided in two categories:
magnetic and nonmagnetic. The observational
studies, for the present, cannot explicitly
decide what is the initial cauae for surge
formation, although the rec^t observations
(Schmieder et al., 1983) are consistent with
the hypotesia that a pressure gradient dri-
ves the surge.
The present investigation treats the prob-

lem of the nature of the surge driving for-
ce. On the basis of a number of observatio-
nal results we suppose that the turbulent
diffusion of small-scale magnetic fields in
the lower solar chromosphere plays the main
role in surge driving force generation. He
studied this process by means of computer
numeric aimuiations.

2. Observational and Theoretical
Considerations

It is considered at present that surge
formation is closely related to the struc-
ture and dynamics of the solar local magne-
tic fields. As far as surge localization is
concerned, this problem has been studied by
many authors over the last decades and its
picture has been more precisely drawn.
Still Koval (196?) comes to the conclusi-

on that surges are formed in the cloae vi-
cinity to the sunspots as a result of chan-
ges, mainly increase, of the magnetic field
during the phase of sunspot groups growing.
Later, it was shown by Rust (1968) that the
so-called satellite spots are the places
from which surges are ejected.
By comparison of high-resolution on-and-

off-band H^ filtergrams of disk solar sur-
ges and magnetic data, Roy (1973) showed
that the surges are formed in regions of
evolving magnetic features. He noticed that
the surge is actually a cluster of fine
jets each connected at its lower end to an
Ellerman bomb brightening.
The process of surge formation and the dy-

namic of the surge have been studied also
by means of numerical computer simulations
which are an important link between theory
and observations. Different physical mecha-
nisms have been proposed to simulate the
surge phenomenon: magnetic force (Dermendji-
ev. 1982, 1983b), pressure gradient (Stei-
nolfson et al., 1979; Dermendjiev, 1981) and
shock waves due to a rapid enhancement of
the pressure (ShiData et al., 1982). Such
investigations indicate that it is more pro-
bably gas-pressure force to be sufficient to
drive surge. The evolution of surge promi-
nences and its dynamics, examined as the
plasma raking-up process (Platov et al.,
1973; Dermendjiev et al., 1985), can be di-
vided into two stages: direct formation and
acceleration, and material movement along
the force lines. However, the mechanism res-
ponsible for surge formation regulates the
plasma motion only during the first stage.
The fact that surge prominences occur at

places where the magnetic flux increase and
Ellerman bomb brightening is observed, sug-
gest that these two processes are responsi-
ble to a great extent for the generation of
surges. Recently Zachariadis et al. (T985)
showed that the behaviour of Ellerman bombs
in VLj. suggest their association with bipo-
lar emerging magnetic flux tubes. Muller



(1981) pointed out that strong magnetic fi-
elds concentrated in small flux tubes are
associated with photospheric bright points.
Consequently, it is very probable that the
original cause for the generation of surge
prominences is hidden in the behaviour of
the small-scale magnetic fields.
Nowadays it ia generally accepted that ma-

gaetoconvection (Weiss, 1985) leads to the
concentration of the magnetic flux at the
edges of the covective cells in the form of
magnetic flux tubes. The magnetic flux of an
active region emerges concentrated as a lar-
ge-scale structure which afterwards under-
goes fragmentation. However, theoretical
studies of the three-dimensional turbulent
convection in imposed magnetic field (Knob-
loch, 1981) have shown that the small-scale
magnetic flux tube would be the first to
form in an incipient active region.
The photospheric fine structure implies

such physical picture. According to Karpin-
aky (1985) all the photospheric levels are
strongly inhomogenious. The regularity is
very sharply broken in the very thin (20 -
50 km) transition stratum at a height of ab-
out 300 km above tg* 1 level, and It seems
that the conception of convective overshoot
is not constructive explanation of the major
observing facts.
As the observations show (Stenflo, 1976),

the magnetic flux emerges in the photosphere
concentrated in bunches of intense tubes of
magnetic force lines with induction of 1,500
to 2,000 gs and diameter of the tubes 100 to
300 km. They appear mostly between granules
at the supergranule boundaries and are asso-
ciated with HU filigree and small-scale fa-
culae. According to Wilson (1981) the white
light faculae, the Ĥ . filigree and calcium
bright points are various manifestations of
the same photospheric features. In addition
to Wilson, Kitai and Muller (1984) suposse
that faint moustache* (ELlermen bombs; and
filigree have a common physical origin.
These observational and theoretical re-

sults suggest, in our opinion, that the pro-
blem of the driving force mechanism of the
surges is closely connected with the problem
of interaction of a plasma media and a mag-
netic field penetrating into it where the
role of the ohmic heating is very important.

3« Magnetohydrodyna"'' c Model

The model in cartesian coordinates descri-
bes a bipolar magnetic field supposed in the
upper solar photosphere linearly growing
with time. In this maner we simulate the in-
crease of a magnetic flux through the photo-
sphere. Due to the symmetry, only the right-
hand part of tht magnetic arch ia considered
which ia expressed by equations /I/

where I* is ths size of the region of inte-

rest, B»is the initial value of magnetic in-

duction, dIVdt is ths growth of the magnetic

field and X is the duration of the magnetic

emergence.
Wa describe the behaviour of the plasma

medium of ths upper photosphare and lower
chromosphere during tha panatration of tha

magnetic flux by the equations of two-di-
mensional magnetohydrodynamica of a compre-
ssible medium /2 - 8/ taking into account
the following assumptions: I/the investiga-
ted medium is a complete ionized hydrogeo
plasma, 2/the Joule heating is limited to
the electrons only, 3/viscosity and radia-
tion are neglected, 4/thetransport coeffi-
cients are isotropic and 5/the theraodyna-
mic properties of the medium are described
by the equation of the ideal gas. The time-
dependent equations written in modified SI
are as follows

where Y 3 5/3 is the ratio of specific he-
ats, $ is the magnetic turbulent diffusivi-
ty (Priest, 1982), X is the electron ther-
mal conductivity, B is tba gas constant and
g_ is the gravity acceleration for the sur-
face of the Sun. The independent variables
X and Z coordinates are directed tangent
and radially upward to the solar limb res-
pectively. The dependent variablea are tha
density $, gas pressure P, horizontal U and
vertical V velocities, the components of
the magnetic field induction Bx and B(, and
temperature T.
The main difference of this model in com-

parison with similar two-dimensional MHD
models used in other our studies (Deimeii-
djiev, 1983; Dermendjiev and Zahariev,
1985) is that we assume magnetic turbulent
diffusivity ?»VfcLe where Vfr is the velocity
of small-scale eddy, and he is its scale-
length.

4. Results and Discussion

We arrange a two-dimensional 80x80 net-
work with a step Ax x A z = 10km in a aolar
atmosphere stratum in such a way that the
lower end of the network is located at a
night h,* 400 km above the level Vs «1. The
initial atmosphere ia assumed to be motion-
less with temperature and density satisfy-
ing the empirical H.S.E.A. atmosphere (Gin-
ger ich at al., 1971). On its lower boundary
we set magnetic field perturbationa /I/
which simulates the magnetic flux emergence.
Set in such manner, the network and the ini-
tial conditions reatriet our investigation
in a region of 800x800 km, enveloping • put
of the upper photoaphere and the lower chro-
mosphere up to a height h« * 1,200 km.
According to Meaia (1985), in the heights

above 150 km there are secondary (not an
overshoot) motions induced by convective mo-
tion either directly or indirectly, with
vertical velocities greather than 0,2 km/a.
If we adopt Vt» 0,2 km/a, the turbulpnt (or
eddy) diffusivity will be f * 1,6.1(7****
and this will produse a characteristic time-
scale £ * L«/f * 4.10 a. Evidently, magnetic
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diffusion cannot be neglected.
tfe adopt %M - 10 s , the plasma beta is

accepted />£ 1, i.e. the magnetic pressure
predominates insignificantly the plasma
pressure. Computer simulations have been
made using the same finite-difference me-
thod and the manner of extrapolation of the
independent variables at the boundaries an
in Dernendjiev and Zahariev (198$). The per-
turbations are continuously maintained
throughtout the computer simulation.
Four consecutive sets for the temperature
and dencity profiles (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) and
for the vectors of magnetic and Telocity
field profiles (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) have been
selected to illustrate the results of the
response of chromosphere plasma to the tur-
bulent diffusion of the small-scale magnetic
field with induction BQ = 400 gs. The profi-
les are normalized to the corresponding ini-
tial density % , temperature To , sound speed
C« and lower boundary magnetic induction Qo•
Due to the continuous presence of magnetic
field gradients the Joule dissipation in-
crease and within 25 s a relatively hotter
(T/T, /v 1,39) and denser (P/J>0~ 6) zone in
the lower chromosphere is created (Fig. 1
and Fig. 2).

1000!

400

Fig. 1. Density profiles for four consecu-
tive times t * 5» 10, 20 and 25 a.

Fig. 2. Temperature profiles for four con-
secutive times t * 5, 10, 20 and 25 s.

1000

-p* 600]

A.

,rt-

l°*o ~£P&"«V

Fig. 3. Magnetic field profiles for four
consecutive times t = 5, 10, 20 and 25 a.

Fig. 4. Velocity field profiles for four
consecutive times t * 5, 10, 20 and 2$ a.

How could these results ba interpreted T
Recently Kitai (1983) obtained froa ana*

lyses of apectroacopic obaervationa of Bal-
mer and Call H and K linea under a good see-
ing condition that moustache emission* ( H -
lerman bomb brightening*} are emitted when
dense and hot regions are formed in the
chromosphere (h * 700 - 1,2000 ka). The
temperature enhancement required ia about
1,500 K, and density must be increased by a
factor of about 5 relative to the undistur-
bed atmosphere. The matter of such dense
and hot region ia in motion (V « 6 ka/s)
generally directed upward in the chromosphe-
re layers of the moustache point. According
to Kitai (1983), the line broadening is nei-
ther due to the electron soattesing nor to
the expanding motion but aimply due to the
heating with some coapressiou at the lower
chromosphere.
Our opinion baaed on these observational

reeulta ia that the denaer and hotter some
in the density and temperature profiles
(Fig. 1 and Fig. 2} gives a reasonable simu-
lation of a moustache phenomenon, also cal-
led Elleraan bomb or chromospheric bright
point.
As one can trace on Fig. 4, the pise—

shows movement similar to that off the matter
in an expanding arch system with a vertical
velocity up to t4ka/s. On the temperature
and density profiles, however, one earn
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that the hotter and denser zone raises with
a velocity of 8 km/s, in good agreement
with Kitai'a (1963) observational results.

Is the temperature and density increase
sufficient to create a gaadynaaic driving
force for a surge-like jet of chromospheric
plasma?
Nakagawa et al. (1975) have pointed out by

means of hydrodynamic numeric simulations
that the surge-like phenomenon forms when a
short-lasting temperature pulse (T * 1,25T0,
5T = 5 min) is applied upon the chromosphe-
re. Later, Steinolfson et al. (1979) have
shown that surge-like plasma jets from the
upper chromosphere form when the thermal
pressure pulse (P/Po) is in the range from
5 to 20. They suppose that such a pulse can
arise during a small flare event.
Our numeric simulations show that in the

lower chromosphere there can arise a tempe-
rature pulse T/T <" 1,35 or a thermal pressu-
re pulse P/P *" 8 during the turbulent diffu-
sion of magnetic field with induction
Bo = 400 gs.

Conclusion

Me studied an idealized picture of the
fast increase of the magnetic flux in the
upper solar photosphere and lower chromo-
sphere. In the MHD model, radiation and vis-
cosity were neglected. The results obtained
show that during the turbulent diffusion of
the magnetic field a hotter and denser zone
formed. The temperature and pressure gradi-
ents created in this zone are sufficient to
drive a surge-like jet. Reasonable results
were obtained when initial magnetic field
induction 400 gs was assumed.
The results do not contradict the univer-

sally accepted opinion that the fast changes
of the magnetic structures provide the ener-
gy required for chromospheric plasma jets.
In our opinion, they also present an oppor-
tunity to make some conclusions concerning
the problem of how this energy is supplied.
The results throw also a light in the prob-
lem of the surge's driving force. The diffe-
rentiation of magnetic and nonmagnetic me-
chanisms of surge formation is, to our opi-
nion, somewhat artifical. It simply reflects
two phases of the process of penetration of
the magnetic field into the solar chromo-
sphere.
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OISCUSSION:

Vial: How do you interpret the observed
large increase of emission at T 10s K?

Deraendjiev: We studied only the effects
In the lower chromosphere. We did not obtain
such a temperature there.
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77i« paper characterizes ihe evolution, structure and areal distribution of the large-scale background
magnetic fii.-lti.-i m the zulcr photosphere. The direction of the horizontal streaming of the solar photospheric
plasma uas found. .Utive regions are formed mainly in places where the global circulation displays maximum
vfiriWtty. Filaments occur in the areas with a high value of velocity gradient perpendicular to the filament
axis, ihc relationship between the weak background and the strong local magnetic fields is documented.

The relation between Hie development of

large-scale background magnetic fields and the

origin of active regions with strong local mag-

netic fields and sunspots is extremely Important

for understanding of forming mechanisms of the

active regions in particular and solar activity

in general.

In interpreting the evolution of the large-

scale background magnetic fields in the solar

photosphere, we come across two principal mechanisms

whose effect has usually been considered as proven.

One of them is the differential chracter of the

solar rotation, the other is the origin of sunspots

and sunspots groups in consequence of the buoyancy

process (Parker, 19^5) of different flux tubes

of the enhanced toroidal magnetic field in the

solar convection zone. The background magnetic

fields themselves feature in this concept, as

a consequence of the "random walk" proces, which

is - according to Leighton (1964) - affected

by differential rotation and by the diffusion

of the magnetic field due to the erosive effect

of the convective processes of the granular and

supergranular type of motion.

which we have probably misunderstood. Both the

equatorial rotation rate, differentiality and

meridional flow along latitude are evidently

longitudlnaly and time-variable values.

On the basis of the evolutionary changes

of the neutral line position of the background

magnetic field in the solar photosphere, the

present paper tries to demonstrate a possible

interpretation of these changes by two-dimensional

horizontal circulation and to investigate relations

to solar activity, differential rotation and

meridional flow.

Our further analysis follows the global

evolution of the longitudinal components of the

background magnetic fields. For cur st'jrfies.

we have utilized H-alpha Synoptic Charts regularly

published in Solar Geophysical Data. We assume

that the changes in the distribution of the opposite

polarities of tlv background magnetic field ar<

exclusively due to the vertically divergence-free

and the purely horizontal circulation. We assume

the magnetic flux for the whole Sun within one

rotation as constant or only negligibly changing.

As the present rwper is goincj to demons tr.iir

furt'ie* on, we consider as useful to view the

ew,J .ition of the largp-scale distribution of

the bv.Vyrounri -̂ .ignf' ic ficJds not as a process

of disintcjrati-Tt '.' !h.e local magnetic fields

of the active region? but as a mechjnisrv connected

with the large-scale velocity field and, if ne<-<J

be. with itr? rff«r' c" 'arming the new octiv

r•jions.

Tlif- p*. • jrements jf the velocity fifids

on Hi- sour •.'! f.•.:•-• carried out '..-> far indicvi.e

--.J: .. .; ••• , •j.-.iiv. v e l o c i t y f i e l d i i t h e > i ' a r

[•"••'ifc'V-n! r?r •: *••:• '.:•": • " . - • i i i r a t j - d s t r u c : ' - i r e

The present study in the evolution of the

distribution of the opposite polarities of the

mao.riet.ic field is not based on any specific as-

'umption concerning /onality or meridionality

of the horizont.il flow and on any other assumptions

relating to its structuring.

Fig. 1 presents -'-c svnoptjc charts illustra-

ting the distribution of the polarities of the

background magnetic fields in the period from

April ?S, 197? to September 9, 1979. The evolu-

tio^sr\ changes ir. thcr distribution of both the

polarities frrjni r.nc rotation to the next ar?

very sirikinq. If or the b.i'.is oi mon- detailed
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Fig. 1. The set of five synoptic charts of the
distribution of the polarities of the background
magnetic field compiled on the basis of H-alpha
synoptic charts for Carrlngton rotations Nos 1681 -
1685. Vertical hatches indicate the regions of
negative polarity. Dashed oblongs in the northern
hemisphere show the regions for which a special
study was made In Fig. 9.

observation we have to study any part of the

synoptic chart, we will see that fpr the evolution

of the background magnetic fields solely the

zonally flowing plasma Is not sufficient, as

can be observed in numerous evolutionary changes

taking place also in the meridional direction.

The analysis of the time evolution of dif-

ferent latitude zones in the distribution of

the background magnetic fields was first carried

out graphically. The Inclination of the longitudinal

displacements of the mutually corresponding struc-

tures In the successive rotation makes it possible

to determine the mean value of the longitudinal

displacement of such a pattern in relation to

the Carrlngton coordinate system. As Figure 2

shows all the latitude zones studied display

both zonal and meridional displacements. We may

conclude that the principal mechanism in the

evolution of the background magnetic fields in

the solar photosphere is the horizontal flow.

This can be seen from the horizontal displacement

of the regions taken up by the different polarities

of the magnetic field. Consequently, if a region

of one polarity of the background magnetic field

expands in the photosphere in any direction,

then the region of the opposite polarity is sup-

pressed by it and retreats. This process possesses

a global character and takes place on the whole

solar surface but most distincly in the active

zone up to +M)° of latitude.

Detailed studies in the character of this

flow have shown that there is no purely zonal

flow in any heliographic latitude in the range

+ go0 ant) tnat a displacement relative to the

Carrington coordinate system in heliographic

longitude cannot correspond to the strictly constant

angular velocity. Figures 3 graphically show

dashed lines for different heliographic latitudes

following the changes in the heliographic positions

of the neutral lines of the longitudinal components

of the large-scale magnetic field in the helio-

0- M* 1M- " V 1 M >

CAKRIHOTOM LONGITUDE

Fig. 2. Analysis of the zonal evolution of 'the
distribution of the polaritlel of the background
magnetic field. Vertical hatches indicate the
regions of negative polarity. Different latitude
zones 20 hellographlc degrees wide display a dis-
placement both In heliographic longitude and
latitude.
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Fig. 3. Analysis of the changes in the boundary
positions in Carrington longitude for different
selected heliographic latitudes in the northern
and southern hemispheres. A single heliographic
latitude displays a difference In the angular
rotation rates for different heliographic longi-
tudes and the time-variability of this value.

graphic longitude depending on time. If a purely

zonal flow were the case - and some approach

the solar- differential rotation this way - the

dashed lines would have to be straight with an

inclination corresponding to the angular rotation

rate at the given heliographic latitude. But

these curves are neither straight nor parallel

lines at different heliographic longitudes. This

fact contradicts the concept of a purely zonal

flow and of a purely latitude-dependent differen-

tial rotation.

For a more detailed description of the global

horizontal flow we have chosen the following

treatment of the charts of the solar background

magnetic fields.

Having compared two successive charts, we

are able to indicate the displacements of the

neutral line between the two polarities" in the

horizontal direction and we can also say which

of the polarities expanded at the cost of the

opposite one. Fig. * shows the chart concerning

rotations Nos 1681 and 1682. Vertical hatching

covers the regions where the negative polarity

expanded, suppressing the positive one. The dotted

regions indicate where the positive polarity

expanded and where the negative one was suppressed.

The evolutionary tendencies may be described

by a vector which starts at an arbitrary point

of the chart of rotation 1681 and - with an esti-

mate of the direction of the displacement of

this point during one rotation - has its end

point in the corresponding position of the neutral

line, which Illustrates the situation of rotation

1682. The system of these testing vectors can

be seen as full arrows in Fig. 5. The direction

of the testing vectors distincly show that the

purely zonal flow probably prevails solely at

heliographic latitudes over + 50°- The lower

latitudes, including the zone round t . ilar

equator, clearly displays the meridional flow

component.

In the regions of the displacement of the

neutral line of the longitudinal component of

the magnetic field, the tendency of evolution

suggests a likelihood of horizontal streaming.

In the region where the polarity of the magnetic

field has been preserved during the two rotations,

we are forced to Interpolate the most likely

streaming. The arrows in Fig. 6 show the most

probable system of global flow In the period

between rotations Nos 1681 and 1682. This chart

entirely agrees with the structure of the testing

vectors from Fig. 5 and interpolates the streaming

in the immediate neighbourhood of the partial

flow systems determined in this manner. From

this chart follows that in the active zone around
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ROTATCN Wt-62 SCUCE DATA FROM APR 2&«7STO JUN -B-B79

a » si zi i33Bi 3BB

C A R R I N B T O N L O N B I T U O E

Fig. 4. The dotted line indicates the boundaries of the polarities for rotation 1681, the dashed line for
rotation 1662. Vertical hatches show the expansion regions of the negative polarity, dotted areas the expan-
sion regions of the positive polarity.

BDTATON -EB1-B2 SOURCE OATA FROM APR 2 S C 7 9 T 0 JUN B.1379

C A R R I N 6 T O N L O N G I T U D E

Tig. 5. Full arrows illustrate the vectors describing the evolutionary tendencies of some regions on the
solar surface in consequence of the changes in the boundary positions of the polarities of the large-scale
magnetic field. The vectors represent the structure of the large-scale velocity field. The dashed vectors
at higher latitudes show the variant II neglecting the meridional component.

RQTATON TSBHE SOURCE OATA FROM APR 2&B79 TO JUN S1979

60N

•HE

a 12B « 2S 24fl 3BB 330

C A R R I N B T O N L O N G I T U D E

Fig. 6. A schematic Il lustration of the structure of the large-scale horizontal flow.
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Fig. 7. A schematic illustration of the structure
of the large-scale horizontal velocity field in
the period of Carrington rotations Nos 1681 -
1685. The structure of flow in the active zone
suggests the existence of vortlcity patterns with
a distinct horizontal turbulence. Vorticlty pat-
terns consitently change their positions, become
newly formed and extinguish.

the solar equator in the range of + *0°» the

global circulation in the solar photosphere assumes

a structure which is very different from purely

zonal flow.

The meridional flow component is quite dis-

tinct here. Several large-scale paterns are formed

on both sides of the equator with a predominantly

cyclonal horizontal flow. Such vorticity patterns

have their characteristic mean size of 30°-W°

both in heliographic longitude and heMographic

latitude. In the immediate neighbourhood of the

equator, streaming from the lower heliorjrjphic

longitudes towards the higher prevaiJs but flotv

in both the hemispheres usually interacts. This

is reflected in the origin of distinct streams

transporting the photospheric plasma from one

solar hemisphere to the other, mostly in the

meridional direction.

In order to judge the extent of the horizontal

displacement during a longer interval, we have

analyzed in a similar manner the material of

rotations Nos 1681 - 1685 from April 26, 1979

to September 9, 1979.

As Figure 7 shows, several charts illustrate

the schematic character of flow patterns, vor-

ticity patterns displaying indistinct displace-

ments in the holographic longitude and latitude.

But this is a process which can be observed global-

ly all over the Sun. This means that the character

of the horizontal flow is not strictly defined

by such dominant boundaries like the equator,

a fixed sector distribution in the direction

of the heliographic longitude or a given latitude

dependence. The process, in the horizontal di-

rection is not limited and its energy budget

within the whole solar body, is likely to be

only assuming a constant value.

The relation of the determined global hori-

zontal circulation to solar activity is studied

in Fig. 8. The chart of circulation indicates

schematically the position of sunspots and their

groups as they are given in H-alpha Synoptic

Charts in Solar Geophysical Data for the specific

couple of rotations. If we compare the character

of the global circulation with the occurrence

of sunspot activity, we can observe a remarkable

agreement of the presence of sunspots and the

regions with a distinct circulation of the hori-

zontal velocity vectors. The concentrated occur-

rence of sunspots and their groups and consequent-

ly of the active regions agrees very well with

the positions of the central regions of vorticity

patterns. But this relation is not quite uniform

and total. It appears that for the occurrence

of sunspots is more substantial some change in

the direction of the horizontal flow and so the

curl of the horizontal velocity vector field

has a high absolute value. Fig 9 demonstrates

the relation of the global horizontal circulation
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to the occurrence of the active regions, filaments

and the neutral lines between the polarities

of the large-scale background magnetic field

for four selected regions (dashed oblong bounda-

ries in Fig. 1) during rotations Nos 1681 - 1664.

Dashed are here the boundaries of the polarities

of the backgroud magnetic field, bold full lines

indicate the positions of filaments, while circles

represent distinct sunspots in their groups and

cross hatches illustrate the positions of the

active regions. The velocity field is described

by unit vectors in the rectangular heliographic

coordinate system with 10° intervals. The velocity

field for rotation 1682 is inferred from the

evolution of the background magnetic field between

rotations 1681 and 1682. An analogous way has

been chosen for the following rotations too. As

stated above in connection with Fig. 8, also

here we can see well the characteristic relation-

ship between the occurrence of sunspots and the

presence of high values of vortlcity of the large-

scale horizontal flow. Figure 9 makes it obvious

that for the formation the active region in such

a vorticity pattern a necessary condition is

the presence of the boundaries of the opposite

polarities of the background magnetic field.

Development in time clearly illustrates the inter-

action between the structure of the magnetic

field and the velocity field. Filaments occur

on the boundaries of the opposite polarities.

For the plasma flow along the filament axis a

higher velocity gradient perpendicular to the

boundary nay be expected. This conclusion is

supported by the characteristics of flow In all

cases studied.

The studies carried out so far do not explain

if the "embryo" of a vortlcity pattern arises

in a -specific solar region becouse of the emergen-

ce of one or several flux tubes of the strong

magnetic field or because the strong magnetic

field originates there in concequence of the

high absolute value of the curl of horizontal

velocity vectors. In any case, our investigations

suggest that in the centre of vortlcity patterns

arise very advantageous conditions for an extra-

ordinarily intensive turbulence. This could be

a mechanism, which - together with the background

magnetic field - affects the enhancement of the

magnetic field in the active regions. For this

process, power may be gained at the cost the

kinetic energy of the global circulation. The

regions with horizontal vortex and velocity vector

a
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Fig. 8. A comparison of the schematic structure
of the large-scale horizontal flow and the regions
of the occurrence of sunspots in the period of
Carrington rotations Nos 1681 to 1685. The sunspots
have been transferred from the H-alpha synoptic
charts and from groups of black points. Host sun-
spot groups are formed in the regions with In-
creased vorticity, i.e. near the centres of the
vorticity patterns or in areas of sudden change
In the direction of the horizontal flow.

gradient are in the presence of the magnetic

field an 'optimum media for. the origin of the

shearing structures in the chromosphere and coro-

na, usually associated with the process of ac-

cumulating magnetic energy and consequently the

flare processes In the solar atmosphere.
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The structure of the global circulation

in the solar convectlve zone represents a funda-

mental question both for the origin and evolution

of solar magnetic fields and active processes

and for the solar body composition and rotation.

The derived system of the horizontal velocity

flow in the solar photosphere must in its mean

value satisfy the knowledge gathered so far con-

cerning solar rotation.

SO" 90* ISO" 150" 1«0" 2KT 2t0-

W SO" 120' 150* 180- 2KT J W

C A R f l i N G T O N L O N G I T U D E

Fig. 9. A comparison of the distribution of the
boundaries of the background magnetic field po-
larities (dashed), solar filaments (bold black),
active regions (crosshatchesing) and different
sunspots (white circles) with the structure of
the large-scale horizontal flow Illustrated by
unit vectors. The relationship between the vector
rotation and the presence of the active regions
is typical.

In order to understand better the process

of differential rotation in the solar photosphere,

we used testing vectors, illustrated in Fig.

5 by full arrows. We assume that the set of these

vectors is representative enough for character-

izing a typical distribution of the global horizon-

-150

-60' -3tV 0* 30*

L A T I T U D E

Fig. 10. The dependence of the meridional velocity
of the testing vectors illustrated in Fig. 5 by
full arrows on the heliographic latitute. The
lenght of the horizontal bars corresponds to the
latitude interval from which the value of velocity
was Inferred.

tal flow at the level of the solar photosphere.

For the purpose of quantitative evaluation, the

starting and end points of all vectors and their

heliographic coordinates have been determined.

This pair of values provides us with the shortest

distance of the two points on the great circle;

from the time difference of the two rotations

is inferred the mean surface linear velocity

of the horizontal flow represented by the respect-

ive vector. The values of the vectors of the

zonal and meridional components of the linear

velocity have been given separately In order

to enable their separate investigations.

Fig. 10 graphically indicates the dependence

of the vector distribution of the meridional

component of the horizontal flow upon the hello-

graphic latitude determined according to the

evolutionary tendency of the background magnetic
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fields between the rotations 1681 - 1682. The

positive direction of meridional velocity is

oriented from south to north. The graph character-

izes the meridional component of velocity showing

that for the rate within the range * 40 m/s the

occurrence of these velocities at latitudes + 60°

is equally frequent for all latitudes of the

two hemispheres. For the velocities with higher

absolute values of the vectors up to + 100 m/s,

there is a" difference between the two hemispheres.

Ir the northern hemisphere prevails flow from

south to north, in the southern hemisphere from

north to south. This means flow towards the poles

of each hemisphere. This group of velocities

displays a decrease of velocity from the equator

toward the poles. The maximum values of the meridi-

onal component of the velocity vector have been

found in the zone round the equator delimited

at latitudes + 30°. The values of these velocities

go up to + 150 m/s. The zero values of the meridi-

onal component of the horizontal flow may be

expected in the heliographic latitudes over

+ 70° where the flow is probably purely zonal,

as stated above.

The zonal component of the horizontal veloci-

ty vector is for the same sample of the vectors

as was the case of the meridional component pre-

sented in dependence on the heliographic latitude

in Fig. 11. The values of the zonal component

of the vectors are illustrated by the bars paral-

lel to the latitude axis. For each latitude zone

0° - 10°, 10° - 20°, etc. and for the two hemi-

spheres have been given the mean values of the

zonal velocity and their standard deviations.

The fitting analytical curve, symmetric to the

equator, is represented by a full line. The set

of all realized zonal velocities of this first

variant depending on the heliographic latitude

is bordered by a thin broken line with longer

dashes.

Figure 5 shows that the other variant at

high latituteds may be interpreted as displace-

ments of the boundaries of the polarities of

the background magnetic field during one rotation

as purely zonal displacements. With this assump-

tion the meridional component is zero and on

the contrary the zonal component usually increases

its value. Fig. 5 Indicates this second variant

by dashed arrows. Only a small number of such

testing vectors have been found and, therefore,

all values measured have been in the graph of

Fig. 11 for illustrating this variant. The values

of the zonal velocity range from -60 m/s to -160 m/s

which are the data of the relative linear velocity

in relation to the Carrington coordinate system.

It is obvious that accepting the variant with

the suppression of the meridional velocity at

higher latitudes Immediately substantially in-

creases the differenciality of the mean value

150

100-

'u> 5 0
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o

5 -50

-100-

-150

-60* -30" 0* 30* 60*

L A T I T U D E

Fig. 11. The dependence of the zonal velocity
of the testing vectors on heliographic latitude.
The length of the horizontal full bars is propor-
tional to the size of the Meridional component
of the velocity vector; their vertical position
in the graph corresponds to the magnitude of the
zonal component. The full black circles with error
bars correspond to the mean value of all vector
In the range + 5° round the respective point and
the length of* the bar represents the value of
the standard deviation of this arltmetic mean.
The full line indicates the analytical curve fit-
ted by applying the least-squares method to these
points (Variant I). The dotted circles in the
lower part of the graph represent the values of
the testing vectors at higher latitudes on the
assumption of purely zonal flow. For the dashed
analytical curve (Variant II), these points re-
placed the original mean values at heliographic
latitudes over + «(o. The thin dashed lines in-
dicate the boundary of the dispersion of the meas-
ured values for both variants.
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of the solar rotation In dependence on the hello-
. graphic latitude.

For evaluating the relations of these results

to the generally applied expression through the

sidereal rotation rate, we have converted the

zonal relative linear velocity to the sidereal

rotation rates and presented the result graphical-

ly in Fig. 12. Horizontally hatched is the region

corresponding to the set of all the realized

zonal velocities in dependence on the heliographic

latitude, which has been described in the text

as the first variant and in Fig. 11 was illus-

trated by the thin dashed broken line with long

dashes. Vertically hatched is the region corre-

sponding to the zonal velocities at higher lati-

tudes on the assumption of a purely zonal flow.

In Fig. 11 this was desribed as the second variant.

The other symbols of illustration correspond

to those in Fig. 11. For the sake of comparison,

the dotted line with white circles represents

the curve that was Inferred for the differential

rotation of the background magnetic fields by

Hejna (1966) on the basis of an autocorrelation

-60 -30" 0* 30*
LATITU 0 E

60*

Fig. 12. A comparison of the results inferred
from the zonal components of velocity in Fig.
11 with the curve of differential rotation inferred
for the period 19«* - 1979 - the dotted line with
white circles. The horizontally hatched area cor-
responds to the dispersion of the zonal velocity
vectors in Variant I, the vertically hatched areas
represent an extension of the dispersion area
by the values of the purely zonal flow in the
polar regions in Variant II. The remaining details
are marked as in Fig. 11.

analysis of a large data set from the years

1964 - 1979 with an a priori assumption of purely

zonal flow. The graph shows that between mean

curve and the curve Inferred from the zonal compo-

nents of the global atmospheric circulation vec-

tors in the solar photosphere - if the second

variant, i.e. the purely zonal flow at high lati-

tudes - there is a minimum difference and the

two results correspond to each other very well.

In relation to some display of solar activity,

the global horizontal circulation at the photo-

sphere level reacts in the following way:

The global horizontal circulation cr; the level
of the solar photosphere has a distinct vorticity
character.

Numerous patterns with a distinct cyclonal

flow are formed in the active zone. Cases have

been' found of an intensive flow across the solar

equator both to the northern and to the southern

hemisphere.

There have been found evolutionary changes

in the character of flow in different .• parts of

the active zone, namely the local changes In

the direction of flow, the origin and extinction

of circulation patterns. The centres of some

vorticity patterns slowly change their position

in relation to the Carrlngton coordinate system.

Sunspot groups are formed in the active zone

in the regions with maximum vorticity; these

are usually the regions near the centres of vor-

ticity patterns or in places of sudden changes

in the flow direction. The material used so far

for the construction of the velocity field does

not yet permit - due to the low time resolution -

the causality between high vorticity patterns

and the origin of sunspots to be determined.

Dark solar H-alpha filaments are formed in

the region of quasi-laminar flow where we can

assume a relatively high gradient of the horizontal

velocity along the filament axis In the direction

perpendicular to the filament. These are usually

the regions at the pheriphery of the circulation

patterns, in the contact area of two circulation

patterns and along the boundary between the circu-

lation in the active zone and polar zone where

the polar vortex dominates.
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The characteristic size of the vorticity pat-

terns in the active zone is in the range of 30° -

40° in heliographlc longitude and latitude. Their

lifetime cannot be given exactly as the time

interval used is too short but the close relation

to the existence of sunspot groups suggests that

the lifetimes of circulation patterns and those

of sunspot groups correspond to each other.

The proposed concept of the global atmospher-

ic circulation on the Sun and its relation to

the origin and evolution of the active regions

and processes in them enables a new approach

to the interpretation of numerous facts and some

apparent contradictions resulting from the prac-

tice in determining the parameters of the solar

rotation.

Large-scale vorticity patterns have been

derived in the previous analyses (Amoroz 1986,

1987) from H-alpha Synoptic Charts illustrating

the positions of the large-scale magnetic fields

neutral lines. Areal resolution of these, charts

is relatively high and detailed structure of

the neutral lines distribution can be well

compared with the structure of top resolution

charts as obtained at the Kltt Peak magnetograph.

A comparison with charts obtained for the same

period with a much lower resolution at the

Stanford Solar Observatory or with charts to

be constructed on the basis of the published

harmonic coefficiens by Hoeksema and Scherrer

(1986) with a principal index of n = 9 and an

even lower areal resolution shows that Information

about the detailed structure of the large-scale

velocity field gets lost together with the de-

creasing areal resolution. This fact Is very

important for further investigation since the

selection of the basic observational materials

is a matter of primary significance.

The above mentioned results were derived

by means of qualitative comparison of changes

in the large-scale magnetic fields distribution.

It is, therefore, important, to compare them

with the results derived from direct radial

velocity measurements. Hendl (1975)' used the

data from Mt. Wilson. He applied the method

proposed by Cllman (1971). In that way he obtain-

ed the sequence of daily charts of stream func-

tion isolines. The synoptic ordering of the

segments of these charts is Illustrated In Fig.

13. Our previous results are, In fact, confirmed:

the stream function isolines and the flow di-

rection are not quite zonal; we can observe

a clear-cut tendency to form large-scale flow

patterns with eddies structures or with obvious

vorticity patterns.

One question remains open: that of the

direct connection of the global atmospherical

circulation on the Sun with the local Horizontal

velocity field and, In the active region, with

the proper motions of individual spots In the

group. Several experiments were made to charac-

terize the overall development of active regions

40-
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Fig. 13. Synoptic chart of stream function isolines for Carrlngton rotation Mo. 1616 from the year 1974
mounted from the materials prepared by Hendl (1975). The chart indicate the presence of large-scale flow
patterns.
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from calculations of Integral magnetic configu-

ration above the group at an altitude of 20

to SO 000 km assuming current-free approximation

and Including the geometry of spot groups as

well as the magnetic field intensity distribution

in the individual spots. Preliminary results

show that in more complex groups his approach

can show a very complex process of horizontal

rotation of opposite polarities round about

one common point. Recently, results have been

published of the Meudon group (Soru-Escaut et.al.,

1985, Martres et.al., 1986, Houradian et.al.,

1987) where results very similar to those published

in this study were obtained. Their "pivot point"

is probably such a point on the Sun around which

forms a vortlcity pattern. These points are

accompanied by a turbulence motions in the solar

atmosphere. In their vicinity we can observe

enhancement of local magnetic fields. Moreover,

the environment is suitable for deformation

of the chromospherlc configurations to apply

the shearing effect and for the origin of the

magnetic configurations which are not current-free

and a certain part of the free magnetic energy

can be deposed into them. Such patterns are

highly hopeful for sudden energy releases and,

consequently, for solar flares forming. The

papers of Unno et.al. (1981) or of Henoux and

Somov (1987) show that several preliminary studies

are at hand which do not exclude the possibility

of a relatively shallow forming of local magnetic

fields based on the local dynamo in the upper

layers of the convective zone due to vortical

horizontal flow.
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DISCUSSION:

»oyk (Chvojkova"): The boundary between quiet
polar and the very active equatorial zones is
given by the plane at which the field line lies
in the plane of constant differential rotation.
For a dipole-like field, it is about 25° in lati-
tude. One can deduce from this report how m e n
the global magnetic field differs fro* the dlpole
field.

It looks that there exist giant "magnetic
tubes" which do not diminish for many cycles.
Is it so?

Aabroz: My results refer only to the relative-
ly short time interval of some solar rotations.
I am afraid that for time interval of one or
more solar cycles I could not yet give an answer.

Poletto: With reference to the maps obtained
by Hoeksema at Stanford, do you know how they
are sensitive to a change in the source surface
height?

Aabroz: All our calculations are made for
a standard radius of the source surface 2.5 Ro.

Statute: I have a short remark to the last
part of your talk related to the potential field
approximation of the magnetic field. In our contri-
bution we have shown measured azimuthal currents
flowing around a penumbral flux bundle at photo-
spheric levels. These data demonstrate the non-
-force-free character of the magnetic field.
Nevertheless, I think that an extrapolation of
the magnetic field to larger heights assuming
a potential (current-free) structure is a good
first approximation until better information
is available.
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HIGH FLARE ACTIVITY AND REDISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR GLOBAL MAGNETIC FIELDS

V. Bumba and L. Hejna,

Astronomical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
251 65 Ondfeiov, Czechoslovakia

L. Gesztelyi,

Heliophysical Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
H-4010 Debrecen, Hungary

We demonstrate that both in the global scale and in the scale of large and complex
active regions the high flare activity is closely related to the changes in the
whole background magnetic field distribution.

We found that the disturbances of the normal course of MALs during the years 1965
-1980 correlated with the maxima of flare activity and the mode of MALs distribution
with the mean level of solar flare numbers.

We showed that the development of activity during the last two submaxima of the
21st cycle of solar activity, especially the formation of the white-light flare
region of April 1984, were parts of global processes in the solar atmosphere. They
were accompanied by a complete reorganization of the MALs patterns, background field
sector structure and restructuralization of coronal holes.

In both cases, in the global and in the local scales, we could follow the geo-
physical consequences of the entire reconstruction of global solar field amplified
by the direct influence of many large flares.

1. Introduction

Regularities in the longitudinal dis-
tribution of solar magnetic fields may be
very useful for various kinds of solar ac-
tivity forecasts, especially if they last at
least for ten or even more rotations. Recent-
ly, we have investigated the reality and be-
haviours of the so-called "Magnetic Active
Longitudes" (MALs) and their changes in time
and in the level of solar activity, as well
as the relation of different kinds of solar
and even geomagnetic activity to their posi-
tive and negative polarity patterns (Bumba
and Hejna, 1986; Bumba and Hejna, 1987; Bum-
ba and Gesztelyi, 1987; 1988a; 1988b). We
used two methods of investigation: in the
first, which was in fact statistical, we used
a rough mathematical integration of magnetic
synoptic charts for a long period of time,
while in the second one we investigated low
resolution synoptic charts the field of which
has been integrated by the instrument during
the measurements and concerns only two rela-
tively short impulses of activity.

In the first method we used the
Mclntosh's (1975) H^ magnetic synoptic
charts covering the time interval: end of
1964 till the beginning of 1980 (Carring-
ton's solar rotations Nos 1488-1691) as the
main observational material. The area whose
polarity was dominant in a particular square
was estimated from the magnetic data in every
rotation for every 10 of the heliograpbic
latitude at |«f| sS 60° and for every 10 of
the heliographic longitude (on the time scale
this represents 0,7576 of a day). Every
square was then assigned the sign of the po-
larity whose area was larger (see also:
Stepanjan, 1982; 1983; Hejna, 1983). In this
way, we obtained 12 time series (-60 * <f
* +60 ) of 36 values in +1 or -1 for each of
the studied Carrington's rotations. These
series were processed further in the graphs
for several latitudinal intervals (for exam-
ple the equatorial one ( 1</1 & 20°) etc.). In
each of the latitudinal intervals, the data
were printed separately for each polarity.

In every graph, each rotation having 4x36
values was repeated four times to emphasize
the regularities. The consecutively arranged
rotations form a continuous time sequence
about one and half solar cycles long (See
Fig. 1).

In the second method we used mostly the
magnetic synoptic charts from the 3.M. Wil-
cox Solar Observatory of Stanford (published
in "Solar-Geophysical Data promt reports"
and by Hoeksemo and Scherrer (1986)) which
we successively mounted into time series for
Carrington's rotations Nos 1733 (March 1983)
till 1758 (February 1985) in different lati-
tudinal strips ( \<f\ & 20°, fvPf * 40°, whole
maps, mean field etc.). The studied time
interval included the last two large activi-
ty impulses of the 21st cycle.

•2. Magnetic Active Longitudes, Their Rotation
and Relation to the Geomagnetic Activity
During the 20th and the First Part of the
21st Cycle of Activity

The most characteristic features in our
graphs (Fig. 1) are the concentrations of one
polarity areas in several intervals of helio-
graphic longitude, about 20 - 60 wide, one
of which is usually much more distinct. In
the subsequent rotations, these intervals of
field concentration are repeated in the same
longitudes, or they are slightly shifted
east- or west-ward. Thus, in our graphs (Fig.
1), long strips of MALs become visible (Dod-
son and Hsdeman, 1968; Bumba and Howard,
1969; Bumba, 1976; Sykora, 1969; Ambroz et
al., 1971; Mclntosh, 1980; Bumba and Hejna,
1981; Gaizauskas, 1984; Gaizauskas and
Mclntosh, 1986). They persist usually for
8-30 consecutive rotations, displaying very
often in spite of their high degree of field
integration their own distinct internal struc-
ture.

If we compare the morphology of the lon-
gitudinal distribution of solar magnetic
fields and geomagnetic disturbances and its
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development in time, we are convinced that we
see a coincidence of the MALs characteristic
distribution with the large-scale patterns of
geomagnetic disturbances. This subjective
feeling was confirmed by a more objective
method - through a correlation of both kinds
of data (Bumba and Hsjna, 1986).

3. Changes of MAL Patterns with Flare Activi-
ty During the 20th and the First Part of
the 21st Cycle of Activity

If we compare the course of the obtained
MAL patterns representing the integrated so-
lar magnetic field data for the whole one and
a half cycle long series with the frequency
of solar flare occurrence in more active
centers (with the number of flares in one
active region n * 10) during each Carring-
ton's rotation for the equatorial solar zone,
we obtain the following result: Practically
every significant maximum in the flare fre-
quency distribution is reflected in a certain
change of the course of MAL strips, i.e. in
the restructuring of the global magnetic
field distribution (Fig. 1). If we study
these relations more in detail, we see that
to a given mean level of flare activity a
certain mode of MAL distribution belongs. It
is possible to follow this fact most clearly
during the first half of the 21st cycle.
During this period of time, this mode changes
after every 7-9 rotations, going successively
from a very coarse form of MALs to their
finer form. Similar effect, but less pro-
nounced, may be found during the previous
20th cycle of activity (Bumba and Hejna,
1987).

Thus, we may conclude that the enhanced
flare production which indicates the very
high level of magnetic and other energies
supply into the upper levels of the solar
atmospHere seems to be very closely connected
with the global background magnetic field
changes.

4. Changes of MAL Patterns Depending on the
Dynamics of Magnetic Field Sources During
the Two Last Large Impulses of Activity
of the 21st Cycle

We obtained the same results from the
study of occurrence of the large complex
active regions, their relations to the back-
ground magnetic fields and to the redistri-
bution of their sector structure during the
two last large impulses of activity'in the
21st cycle (Bumba and Gesztelyi, 1987; 198Ba;
b).

The detailed study of this last phase of
the 21st activity cycle allows us to draw
some conclusions about the time and space
dependence of the magnetic flux input into
the visible layers of the solar atmosphere
of the formation of very complex active re-
gions, of their flare-production and of
consequent redistribution of patterns of
local and background magnetic fields and
their impact on the field strength, age and
highly probably also on the depth or height
of the roots of its lines of force in the
solar atmosphere. The main forces whose
action could be followed seemed to be the
rotation, its differentiality, probably
convection and vorticity of solar plasma
motions. The main problem which still remains
to be solved is the region and mode of local
magnetic field generation.

During the investigated time interval of

about 25 Carrington's rotations of the Sun
(rotations Nos 1733 - 1758) representing a
period of about two years (March 1983 -
February 1985), the distribution patterns of
the local and background magnetic fields and
large activity sources on the solar surface
were very simple, as it used to be during
every declining phase of the solar cycle:
the magnetic fields and the activity were
concentrated into two almost opposite posi-
tive polarity and two negative polarity
MALs, forming in this way the four sector
structure of the background fields during
the period of the largest activity (fig. 2).
The main sources of activity - the strong
magnetic fields creating the internal struc-
ture of positive polarity MALs, eastward
from the longitude L = 180 , were situated
mostly on the northern hemisphere, westward
from it on the southern hemisphere of the
Sun, shaping in this manner a specific bi-
polar form from the global solar magnetic
field (again see Fig. 2; Bumba and Geszte-
lyi, 1987a; 1988b).

The strong magnetic fields rotated rig-
idly in Carrington's network without being
influenced by the differential rotation
which acted only on their weak remnants
shifting them westward in the equatorial
zone and eastward in higher latitudes. This
fast shift of weak old magnetic field areas
separated from their original sources caused
reorganization of the four sectors into the
two sector structure, just after the devel-
opment of maximum activity in rotation No
1748 (April 1984), accompanied by the occur-
rence of a white flare. Following the period
of strong field decline, with the beginning
of a new, although much weaker activity, the
four sector structure was reinstalled again.
The change of the sector structure was cha-
racterized also by the restructuralization
ol the coronal holes (Fig. 2).

The strong fields (the strength of
which was fe 5,00 microTesla on Stanford's
magnetic charts appeared always practically
simultaneously with the maximum value of the
sunspot relative numbers. Two - three rota-
tions past the phase of maximum activity
development in the given MAL, the morphology
of the background field distribution dis-
played the regular cellular-like structures
(Fig. 2) for the time of several rotations.
These structures may be hypothetically re-
lated both to the action of the large ele-
ments of convection, and to the maxima of
vorticitv in the photospheric plasma flow
(AmbroS, 1986; 1987). But in any case, the
dynamics of their formation and dependence
on strong field sources demonstrate the
globalitv OJ. the mutual interconnection of
all activity processes in the whole photo-
sphere.

5. Discussion of Results

As we can see, the results of both
time-scales of our investigation demonstrate
a good correlation of enhanced, especially
flare activity with the global redistribu-
tion of solar magnetic fields following the
appearance of strong magnetic field sources-.
They confirm the earlier demonstrated rela-
tion of global changes of solar magnetic
fields to the long-lasting development and,
before all, to the fast disintegration of
large proton-flare regions (Bumba, 1960;
1986; Bumba and Hejna, 1981; Bumba et al.,
1982). This could mean, first of all, that
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the production of solar f lare and other ener-
gies is direct ly related to the input of mag-
netic f ie ld energy into the solar atmosphere
and that the accumulation of magnetic energy,
following the f ie ld cosmology changes, plays
smaller role than is usually accepted. The
immediate relation of solar act iv i ty to the
processes of magnetic f ie ld generation seems
to be more underlined by these results.

The dependence of the mode of the back-
ground f ie ld distr ibut ion on the mean level
of act iv i ty (or vice versa), the existence of
individual act iv i ty impulses during the cycle
of ac t i v i t y , with own distr ibut ion and devel-
opment of magnetic f ie ld sources, the r ig id
body rotation of these sources, the occur-
rence of regular morphological structures in
the background f i e ld d ist r ibut ion following
with certain time-lag the maxima of ac t i v i t y ,
a l l this may help us to understand better
the physics of solar act iv i ty formation.

The obtained results might have impor-
tant consequences also for the solar-terres-
t r i a l relationships. Oue to the demonstrated
correlation of solar act iv i ty to the mode of
the solar global magnetic f ie ld d is t r ibut ion,
occurrence of each larger solar ac t i v i t y ,
especially of f lare act iv i ty must display
double geoactive influence: the direct i n f l u -
ence of i t s wave and part ic le emission and
the influence on the distr ibut ion of inter-
planetary magnetic f ie lds changing with the
redistr ibut ion of solar global f ie lds .
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DISCUSSION:

Kriiger: Old you make subdivisions into dif-
ferent classes of flare importance, radio burst
association, etc.?

BuMba: No, we did not. We only count the
number of all flares in active regions «rl'ch total
number of flares greater or equal than 10. The
only subdivision we aade was the separate correla-
tion of geoactive (particle emitting) flares
with magnetic field changes. But the number of
such flares per rotation is too small.

Hartres: The "point-pivot" which has been
detected where a large active region is formed
after, is also at the origin of the Increase
of eruptivlty. After the decrease of general
activity, two situations may be observed: the
"point-pivot" has disappeared or it is greatly
displaced. In the two cases, the local differen-
tial rotation reappears. To confirm this result.
It is necessary to mention that the same conclu-
sions have been found independently by L. Cesztelyi
from the Debrecen observatory.

Bumba: We studied also the behavior of pivot-
-polnts during the Investigated time Interval
of two last Impulses of the 21st cycle. We publish
our results in a separate paper, but we did not
have enough time to speak about the during this
communication. Our results agree with those pre-
sented by Hme Nartres.
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Figure 1
Comparison of integrated solar magnetic field maps with the frequency of solar flare occurrence

for Carrington rotation in active regions with number of flares * 10. The numbers of Carrington
rotations and the years are written on the figure.

In th upper part of figure the flare number in each Carrington rotation in more active centers
is given. Bellow the integrated solar magnetic background field maps of the equatorial region
(l«fi^ 20°) repeated four times are shown in the middle part for the negative and in the lowest
part of the figure for the positive polarity fields. The lines connecting the rotations with
numbers ending on ten show the time succession. For the growing phase of the 21st cycle the medium
values from three rotations of flare numbers are demonstrated to show the connection of the node
of MALs distribution with certain levels of the f]are activity frequency.
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Figure 2

Comparison of series of parts of Stanford magnetic synoptic charts Nos 1733-1758 (March 1983 -
February 1985) constructed for heliographic latitudes |(f| £ 40° (to the right) and/«f>J * 20u

(to the left). On synoptic charts demonstrating the equatorial regions only (the left part of
the Figure) the whole areas of the positive polarity are hatched. On synoptic charts covering
the larger interval of heliographic latitudes (the right part of the Figure) the areas of fields
of both polarities are hatched starting from the izogauss line ±100 microtesla, the minus
polarity in the opposite direction.
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VELOCITT FIELD AND SOME ASPECTS OF SOL1B ACTIVITY

S. I. Gopaayuk

Crimean Astrophysical Obaervatory, 334413, Nauchny, Crimea,

Some general charakteriotics of the observed plasma motions in the active

region are described. The data concerning the birth and evolution of sunspots,

iatrineic internal motions, the balance of plasma fluxes in individual sunapote

and in the active region as a whole are presented. Special attention is paid to

rotational plasma notion in sunspots and torsional oscillations of the spots. The

importance of data on torsional oscillations of sunspots has been established for

the study of the magnetic field structure and plasma convection in eubphotosphe-

ric layers of the Sun.

1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fields have bean found in

sunspots in the early years of our century

(Hale| 1906) and only about five decadee

later it became clear that they determine

the structure .of active region* completely.

The magnetic field emerged on the surface

of the Sun produces the active region. The

idea of rising and descending of a magnetic

field suggested by Cowling (1946) appeared

to be excessively fruitful. It has bean

further developed in the investigations of

Parker (1995) where the importance of

Archimedes force for magnetic tubes emer-

sion in atratifieated atmosphere has been

stated. The idea ia quite comprehensible,

if convection ia abaent. The situation

turne altogether different with the con-

vection. Corrective features being small

relative to the length of the magnetie tube

but compatible with its width lead to da-

formation and tangle of tubes. Simultane-

ously a supergranule with the sise exceeding

the length of magnetic loop transfers it as

a whole*

Plasma density in the magnetic tube

is lower than in the surrounding etmoephere.

Under Archimedes and centrifugal forces, the

magnetic tubes in a giant vortex being

lighter, would emerge and transfer toward

the axia of vortex. Besides, on the boundary

of two giant vortexea with raspsct to their

velocity direction either the rise or

descent of magnetic tubea would occur*

Probably the appearance of the active regi-

ons at some definite longitudes is due to

the effects mentioned above. The longitudes

•s • result of different velocities in vor-

texies should not bs the same: more intense

active regions must appear on the longitu-

dea, where the velocities on the boundary

of vortexes are directed upward. The analy-

sis of motive longitudes peculiarities

allows to obtain information about the

orientation of giant vortexes.

2. TH1 STAG* OF ACTIVX FKJIOK BIRTH

The birth of an active region starts

as a result of a new magnetic field appea-

rance in between extended weak field (Buaba
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and Howard, 1965; Bappu et al., 1968). The

magnetic field is intensified with time,

new magnetic features of both polarities

become evident. K_ Ca II emission occurs at

the same time when the magnetic field fea-

tures (Bumba, Howard, 196?), a system of

fibrils appear in Hoc (Weart and Zirin,

1969) and the brightness in photosphere in-

creases (Vasiljeva and Korobova, 1967). The

direction of lines of force of transverse

magnetic field (Bappu et al., 1968) and

orientation of fibrils (Weart and Zirin,

1969) point out to the connection of magne-

tic features of opposite polarities.

Loughhead and Bray (1961) and Bray and

Loughhead (1964) have noticed dark lanes in

the photospheric granulation pattern between

two developing aunspot pores: they regarded

them as evidence of rising loops of magnetic

flux.

In foot points of magnetic loops the

material is moving downward and the tops of

loops riae (Weart, 1970).

Two or three days later after the emer-

sion of a new magnetic flux, pores and small

aunspots appear (Bumba and Howard, 196?).

The critical value of magnetic flux in pores

is 10 Ux. Further increase of flux leads

to formation of a penumbra and a spot (Simon

and Weiss, 1970). Sometimes a penumbra is

formed in one hour. A few hours prior to the

appearance of pores and spots at the area

covered by weak magnetic field (on the

boundary of active region) plasma at the pho-

tospheric level begins to flow upward. At the

same time at the area with the intense mag-

netic field the flow of falling material be-

comes stronger (Pig 1; 2). The downward

velocity in photosphere and chromosphere

increases with the growth of a spot. At the

6
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Tig. 1. The maps ahowing the change of the
photoapheric velocity field (FelA 5250 i)
in the active region during the spots birth
of 31 October, 1964. (a) was obtained at
07.45 - 08.20 OT and (b) at 11.11 - 11.40
UT. The leading spot labeled by cross A has
appeared just before the start of the ob-
servations. The following spot labeled by
cross B was detected about 1Q00 UT. Areas
of downward velocity ara hatched. Contours
V # refer lo 0-16 fcm.a-* (2 units);
0,40 km.8-1 (5) and 0,80 la.arl (10). Jfc.
dots outline the areas of a strong magnetic
field. 3he places of the fast variations of
an amplitude velocity with time are labeled
C, D, B and P.

Fig. 2* The photoepheric velocity field
(Fel A 5250 X) is the I I M I I that in
Fig. 1 active region but on the next day
(1 November 1964, at iqP5-lQ35 UT) when
it has developed. She conventions arc
the same as those used in Fig. 1.
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tfhromoepheric level (observations with mag-

netograph in H^ -line) during the apot birth

the aattar is deaeending almost all over the

active region (Fig. 3) (Gopaayuk, 1967).

fig. 3. The chromospheric velocity field
(H4 -line) in the aajw as that in Fig. 1
active region, (a) The observations war*
carried out at 06.50 - 09.20 UT on 31 Octo-
ber, 1964 just before the following apot has
appeared, (b) The obaervationa were carried
oat at 10.55 - 11.20 UT on 1 November. 1964.
Contour* V« refer to 0-17 km.a-l(2j; 0,425
km.a-M5); 0,85 fcm.a-l(10) and etc. The
reat conventions are the same as those used
in Fig. 1.

the gaa downflow velocity in chromos-

phere and photosphere ia the highest in the

region of the appearing apot. The velocity

of photoapheric gaa downflowa into the apot

ia not leas than 1 km.a"1 (Bumba, 1967; Oo-

pasyuk, 1967) it ia about 1,5 km.a"1 in the

Ka Dl-line (Kawaguchi and Kitai, 1976). From

H^ obaervationa the plasma ia falling into

the appearing apot region at 4-5 fcm.s

(Gopasyuk, 1967)* The anomaloua downf ailing

gaa in the chromosphere of an active region

ia being observed during several hours even

after the sunspot formation (Gopaayuk,

1967). The strong photospheric downflowa

in an emerging flux region have been obser-

ved also by Zwaan et al. (1985).

Kawaguchi and Kitai (1976) and Shiba-

ta (1980) have suggested that the strong

downdrafta are due to the sliding matter

along the rising magnetic flux tubes that

emerge from the subphotospheric layer and

penetrate the photosphere and the lower

chromosphere. Shibata (1980) carried out

the numerical solution of non-steady hydro-

magnetic equations in one dimension along

the rising magnetic flux tube, and found

that the maximum fluid velocity along the

tube can be about 6 lorn, a .

3. MOTIONS IN SUNSPOTS

With the appearance of penumbra the

gas motions in the apot are found to con-

sist in the photosphere predominantly of

a radial outflow parallel to the solar sur-

face - the Everahed effect (Everahed, 1910;

St John, 1913). Excellent account of early

work on the Sverahed effect waa given by

Bray and Loughhead (1964). This velocity

component increases with the distance from

the center of a sunspot up to a maximum of

about 2 km.a"1 (Kinman, 1952) and sometimes

6 - 8 km.s'1 (Abetti, 1929; Halt by, I960;

Qopaayuk, 1977) near the internal boundary

of penumbra; zero velocity ia reached well

out in the photosphere. At higher photosphe-

ric levels the velocity decreaaaa (St John,

1913) and the maximum is shifted to the

outer boundary of penumbra (Gopasyuk, 1977).

The Everehed motions have fin* struo-

ture. It waa found first by Bumba (1960) and

confirmed later by many inveatigatora. The

photospheric matter outflows from the apot
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in the dark filamenta of penumbra (Becksre,

1962; Baokara and Schroter, 1969; Mamadasi-

aov, 1970). The aurrounding photoapharic

gaa movea towarOB tha spot (Irgaahev, 1976).

Bright penumbral dots ara moving towarda the

umbra. Tha maximum horizontal velocity

reaches sometimes 5 km.a'1 at tha edge of

the umbra (muller, 1976).

On the photoheliograma taken above

ground level (Sanielaon, 1961; Krat and

Kotlar, 1972) tha penumbra ia reaolved on

tha fine structure filaments about 5000 km

long and leas than 300 km in diameter. Their

life time ia about 0.5 hour (Danielaon,

1961).

Thua, the hot matter of the aurroun-

ding photoephere flowe into a apot and at

tha aaaa time cool matter outflowa from

a apot. The flow of matter carried away by

Bvershed motions by tha order of magnitude

iat

B * 4.1O
39 at.a"1.

'̂  velocity T« v 2 km. a iaTha

reached at B * 2.10* km from tha centre of

the apot. Toe difference of height in the

photoaphere where tha Iverahed motiona are

observed ia taken aa ^ h * 3.1O2 km and

n•« 5.1O16 cm"3.

The temperature in penumbra dark fi-

laments ia lower than in the aurrounding

photosphere of magnitude A T 2 " lÔ JC.

The deficit of energy flux is

A W, * TM k 4 T * 6.10
26 erg.a"1 or the mean

flux density A t f M
 A W B v 1Q9 erg.csf^s"1

At the level of continuum formation

^wf
Q'1010org.cmr2.s'*1, that ia about 20% of

tha deficit of emission flux of the spot

umbra surface.

Abetti (1929) found also in aunepot

vertical motiona directed downward. Accor-

ding to Kinman (1952) and Servajean (1961)

a downward component in tha photosphere ia

about 0,3 km.a and sometimes its amplitu-

de reaches 1 km.a (Oopaeyuk, 1966). Cfaro-

moapheric matter inflows into the apot in

separate velocity channels. The width and

extent of these channels increasea with

height (Beckera, 1962; Haltby, 1975). She

mean amplitude of downward component ia

about 7 km.s in H^-line (Haugen, 1967;

Bray, 1974). Downwards plasma fluxes were

found by Brueckner et al. (1977) and Nieko-

las and Hoe (1981) in lines formed in the

transition region from chromosphere to co-

rona.

The flux of matter directed into the

aunspot at the photoapheric level is

Tv ^STBo
2 n VB * 10

4 0 at.s"1 (Bj, is the

outflowing matter aa Bvershed motions

(^/4.1O39 at.a"1).

At the level where the Cverahed moti-

ons change direction to the opposite, the

velocity field in a apot ia practically the

same, as it is in quiet region (H.g. 4).

The obaervatione in the core of Fel A

5269,? i formed at this level do not exhi-

bit any significant downward velocity in

the spot (Oopaayuk, 1983). It complicates

the interpretation of plasm* circulation in

a strong magnetic field of the Sun.

Zt is far from being clear in what re-

lation ara Bvershed motions and downward mo-

tions. It is not clear either whether a cool

plasma ia circulating always in individual

magnetic tubes, or cools down during the

motion. Possibly the cool matter is being
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A heavy line outlinea the outer boundary of a penumbra.

heated in Magnetic tubes in the course of

outflow from the spot and then the direction

of plasma motion changes to the opposite.

It can be in some analogy of oscillatory

convection which waa studied by Syrovatskii

and aragzhda (1967) and Obridko (1979).

A long period (about 8 hours) velocity

oscillations were observed in sunapota (Qo-

pasyuk and Xartashova, 1970).

4. BKLATION B H M H N PLASMA TL09S

The flows of vertical motions in acti-

ve region are not coapenaatadt the downward

flow ia larger than the upward one about

factor 2 (Stepanov, 1960; Gopasyuk, 1967).

3hia difference depends on the magnetic

structure of spot group (Irgashev, 1978).

In an active region there are large areas

with systematic downwards motions. On these

areas the moat intensive changes are abeer-

ved in active region. 9>ere the sunspots

and tha penumbra disappear and the magnetio

field intensity decreases. 3he excess of the

gaa downflow in a complex large active re-

gion reachea 5.1O41 at.a"1. As mentioned in

Section 3 the dominant downward motions wa-

re observed in chromosphere and corona.

Evidently, there must be a balance of

matter flows. Matter outflow io rather high

magnetic loops with hydrostatic density

distribution is improbable. Simple estima-

tes show that in the topa of tha loop* tha

velocities should be incredibly high - of

the order of 10 - 100.103 km. a"1. n*esumab-

ly tha density of moving matter in the

tops of fine loops ia compatible with tha

photoapherio one. Here the obaervatioaa

with high spatial resolution are needed to

tie up the conservation of mass in up-and-

down flows. It will be helpful ua to dear

up the property of a circulation of etrati-

fieated plasma in tha intense magnetic

field.

5. SUNSPOfS BOZATIOW; T0BSI01UL 08CIUTI0W

On the basis of speotrosoopie obser-

vations tverahed (1910) notiees a vary weak

asimuthal component which indioatea tha gaa
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rotation in the spot. Abetti (1929) not only

confirmed theae results, but also found that

the azimuthal component of velocity waa

always in sunspota - although extremely

irregular.

At preaent there is a number of pa-

pers dedicated to the study of sunspota ro-

tation. Some of them have been baaed on the

photoelectrical or spectral obaervationa

and the othera - on photoheliograms.

The maximum velocity of the gaa rota-

tion waa found to be about 1 km.a on the

boundary umbra-penumbra (Abetti, 1929;

Kuklin and Stepanov, 1963; Lamb, 197?; Oo-

pasyuk, 1977; 1981). The aunapota rotation

velocity found from heliograma can reach

3O°-4O° per day (Gopaayuk, 1965) aometimea

it exceeda 60° per day (Miller, 1971). The

velocity of aunapota rotation derived from

the velocity field and photoheliograne were

compared (Gopaayuk, 1981). Quantitatively

the difference appeared to be great: the

aunapota rotation velocity derived from

velocity field waa by a factor of 5-6

higher than the aunapot rotation determined

on the basis of photoheliograma. However,

the qualitative agreement between theae

two data was good and it confirmed the re-

liability of aunapota rotation aa determi-

ned from photoheliograms.

Fig. 5 shows in four days the varia-

tion of the azimutal velocity component

with the radius of the preceding (top) and

the following (bottom) apota of the active

region crossing the central meridian on

1974 October 4. It seems poaaible to con-

clude that a pair of aunapota waa formed by

a single magnetic flux tube where toraional

oscillations occurred. The period of obser-

ved oacillationa waa about 6 days (Gopa-

ayuk, 1981). The statistical study of

sunspots torsional oscillations was enlar-

ged by using photoheliograms. Fig. 6 shows

the distribution function of periods V

(top) and amplitudes jo# (bottom) of tor-

sional oscillations of simple apota and
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Fig. 5. The aiimuthal component of the photoaphorio velocity variations
with the radius of preceding (top) and following (bottom) spots.
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Fig. 6. 9ie distribution function of periods
(top) and amplitudes (bottom) of torsions!
oscillations aunspots.

spots in groups. We see that the period of

spota oscillations varies from 2 to 25 days.

There are two maxima. The main maziaun cor-

responds to the period of about 6 days and

the secondary maximum to the period of about

13 days. She amplitudes distribution func-

tion has a maximum at fm ~ 1 2 ° , the range

of amplitudes is within 4°-68°. All selected

sunspots for which rotation could be stated

showed the presence of torsions! oscilla-

tions. It means, that torsional oscillations

are not unique, but rather an intrinsic

feature of sunspots state.

There is a correlation between the

period and the amplitude of oscillations:

the amplitude increases with the period

(the correlation coefficient is 0,60).

Fig. 7 shows distribution function of

period torsional oscillations of spots for

the minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) of

the solar activity. At the minimum of the

solar activity about 75 % of spots had osci-

llations with the period falling in the ran-

ge 2 - 10 days. The number of spota with

16
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Pig. 7. The distribution function of pe-
riods torsional oscillations of spots for
the minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) of
the solar activity.

periods greater than 10 days significantly

increased to the maximum of the solar acti-

vity ( ~ 5 1 % instead of 25%).

In the magnetic flux tube located

under the surface of the sun and making

a significant angle with the solar radius,

the torsional wave having the period of

several days encounters strong gravitatio-

nal damping (Cowling, 1957; Gopasyuk,

1984). But since the torsional wave is ob-

served long enough, it was concluded, that

the magnetic flux tube must be located in

deep layers of the Sun along the solar ra-

dius mainly. The length of the magnetic

flux tube is about 1O5 km (Qopasyuk, 198"4).

Thus, the increase of the period means the

increase of the magnetic flux tube length

or depth, on which the foot points of the

loop are located. Consequently, in the mi-

nimum of the solar activity aunspots are

formed due to the uprise of magnetic loops

from higher levels. As the maximum of the

solar activity approaches the magnetic

loops appear from ever deeper layers.
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The uprise of magnetic tube to the

surface of the sun ia caused by extensive

connective motions. In the solar maximum

the magnetic flux tube rises up from deeper

layors and amplitude of oscillations ia

higher than the one in the minimum. 3hia

seems poaaible if the convective motions

during the solar maximum become more inten-

se (Gopasyuk and Lyamova, 1987). It is no-

teworthy however, that if this viewpoint is

accepted, the convection was very weak du-

ring the Maunder's minimum.
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DISCUSSION:

Henoux: Are the spot torsional oscillations
associated with magnetic field variations?

Gopasyuk: Yes, we have found the association
of magnetic field variations with spot torsional
oscillations.

Henoux: Do the magnetic field variations
satisfy Mrs Martres' "vorticity-polarity rule"?

Gopasyuk: We did not study the association
of these magnetic field variations with magnetic
field polarity of spots.

us/
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Abstract.
We have studied the height dependent characteristics of the Evershed flow

in the photosphere, chromosphere and chromosphere-corona transition region. We
have used the Multichannel Subtractive Double Pass Spectrograph (MSDP) to
obtain line of sight velocity maps in Ha, the Meudon magnetograph for mapping
the photospheric velocity field and the Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polariree-
ter (UVSP) on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) spacecraft to obtain line of
sight velocities in C IV, in sunspot regions. Our emphasis was on the large
scale, quasi-stationary characteristics of the flow. In the photosphere the
velocity is low above the umbra and shows a maximum above the penumbra. In
addition to the reversal of the flow in the chromosphere both the characteris-
tic scale of the flow and the velocity are larger; the velocity maximum is
located outside the photospheric penumbra. In the chromosphere-corona transi-
tion region there is a clear tendency for a chromospheric-type Evershed effect
with a predominantly horizontal flow. The velocity is greater than in the
chromosphere, but the characteristic scale of the flow is about the same. In
addition to the Evershed flow, C IV observations show upflows above the umbra
with a velocity of about 15 km/sec.

1. Introduction.
The term "Evershed flow" refers to the

material flow in sunspot regions. This
motion is deduced from the wavelength dis-
placement of spectral lines in the spectra
of sunspot regions, usually interpreted as a
Doppler shift.

The flow is more evident at the photo-
spheric and chromospheric levels (see Diale-
tis et al.. 1985, for a brief review). The
phenomenon has the general characteristics
of an horizontal outflow in the photospheric
penumbra with a maximum velocity above the
penumbra, near its boundary with the photo-
sphere. In the chromosphere the direction of
the f low is reversed but the pattern has
similar characteristics with a horizontal
scale almost twice as large. The general
characteristics of the flow are consistent
with a predominantly radial, axially symmet-
ric inflow.

For the solar chromosphere-corona tran-
sition region (TR) there is not a clear
picture of steady or quasi—steady flows yet.
A chromospheric type inflow surrounding
large relatively isolated sunspots has been
reported (Nicolas and Kjeldseth-Moe, 1981;
Athay et al. 1982), but we do not have a
clear picture of the flow above umbrae. In
some spots subsonic upflows (20 kms-1) have
been observed (Lites, 1980; Nein et al..
1982), while in others subsonic and super-
sonic downflows are present (Nicolas et al.
1982; Klimchuk and Rottman 1982). According
to observations with the Ultraviolet Spec-
trometer and Polarimeter (UVSP), many (but
not all) sunspots in one data set (Athay aL
al.. 1982) showed evidence of downflows.
while one spot studied by Kingston et al.
(1982) and few spots examined by Athay al.
a_Lu.(1983) displayed weak upflows. The evi-
dence for a predominance of downflow in C IV
is consistent with the results of Feldman fit

al. (1982) who noted that transition region
lines are almost always redshifted relative
to chromospheric lines.

Although the Evershed effect involves
the entire sunspot atmosphere from the pho-
tosphere up to at least the chromosphere-
corona transition region . there has practi-
cally been no simultaneous study at differ—
ent layers other than the photosphere and
the chromosphere. In a previous paper
(Dialetis et al. 1985, referred as Paper I)
we have studied the steady-state charactei—
istics of the Evershed flow in the chromo-
sphere and in the photosphere.

In this paper we present and analyze
simultaneous observations of the Evershed
flow in Ha, Fe I and C IV lines. The simul-
taneous observations of the notion from the
Photosphere to the chromosphere-corona tran-
sition region provided, for the first time,
the opportunity to study the motion of
plasma along the line of sight over a large
range of temperatures.

The observations of the chromoapheric
velocity field were obtained with the Multi-
channel Subtractive Double Pass Spectrograph
(MSDP, Mein. 1977) operating on the Neudon
Solar Tower. In addition to the Ha velocity
field we obtained observations of the photo-
spheric magnetic and velocity field made
with the solar magnetograph of the Meudon
Observatory (Rayrole, 1981). Observations of
TR velocity field in the 1346 A* C IV reso-
nance line were made with the Ultraviolet
Spectrometer and Polarimeter (UVSP) aboard
SMM spacecraft (Woodgate *£_»JJ.. 1980) .

The observations are practically simul-
taneous in the three atmospheric levels awl
cover one active region (Rale Region 17167)
during the period September 28 to 30. I960 .
The region contained a bipolar sunspot
group, relatively stable during the period
of observations.
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Figure 1. Lino of sight velocity maps for
September 29, 1980 in the photosphere (A),
chromosphere (B) and chromosphere-corona
transition region (C). The shaded region
shows the extent of the leading sunspot of
Hale region 17167 which was located at
S17-E05. Solid contours represent positive
and dashed contours negative velocities.
Contour labels are in units of km/sec. The
direction of the limb is indicated on the TR
nap.
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Figure 1 shows contour maps of the line
of sight velocity for the photosphere, chro-
mosphere and transition region on September
29. I960. The maps have similar large
scale morphological structures. with a
change of the direction of the flow between
the photosphere and the chromosphere. In the
vicinity of the spot two well defined
regions are observed, one with positive line
of sight velocity and the other with nega-
tive. The two regions are separated by the
velocity inversion line which is almost a
straight line (especially in photospheric
observations ), approximately perpendicular
to the direction of the center of the disk.
Such a structure, characterized by the pres-
ence of the negative and positive velocity
regions and an inversion line parallel to
the limb, is expected for a velocity field
with a predominant radial component and
azimuthal symmetry (see Paper I).

The presence of positive velocities in
the direction of the disk center shows that
the flow is directed away from the spot in
the photosphere, while the opposite is true
for the chromosphere and the TR. Deviations
of the velocity inversion line from the
direction parallel to the limb indicate the
presence of an azimuthal velocity component.
The regions of positive and negative velo-
city are not equally prominent in the photo-
spheric map; this asymmetry is the manifes-
tation of the existence of a vertical compo-
nent.

The maps reveal the existence of varia-
tions of the velocity field in the radial
direction, deduced from the presence of
peaks in the line of sight velocity. In the
photosphere these maxima are located almost
at the penumbra-photosphere boundary, while
in the chromosphere and the TR they are
located outside the photospheric penumbra.

3. Reconstruction
under the at

of the velocity vaetoi-

It is evident that we need further
assumptions in order to determine the velo-
city components from line of sight velocity
observations. We have used the assumption of
an axially symmetric velocity field (see
Paper I). The effect of existing deviations
from the assumed azimuthal symmetry is a
smoothing of the radial variation of the
computed velocity components. Since only
small variations were observed during the
thee days of observations, the results pre-
sented in this section are averages of all
observations. The superposition of photo-
spheric and chromospheric observations was
made from the comparison of continuum inten-
sity maps (obtained simultaneously with the
photospheric velocity maps) and the inten-
sity maps in the continuum near Ha. Simi-
larly the superposition of Ha and C IV maps
was made from the comparison of the network
structure in the intensity maps at the cen-
ter of the two lines.

In Fig.2 we present plots of the aver-
age values of the radial, vertical and azi-
muthal components of the velocity as well
as of its magnitude as a function of dis-
tance from the spot, computed under the
assumption of axial symaetry. The plots of
Fig.2 reveal several general characteristics
of the Evershed flow. The magnitude of the
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velocity vector in all three atmospheric
layers shows an important variation with
distance from the spot center. The most
prominent characteristic is the existence of
a maximum near the edge of the photospheric
penumbra. This maximal is located at a dis-
tance of ~13" from the center of the umbra
in the photosphere. ~17" in the chromosphere
and -19" in the chromosphere-corona transi-
tion region.

The radial component is the most promi-
nent. It has small values near the spot
center and it increases outward until it
reaches its maximum absolute value (1.5
kmsr1 at photospheric level, 3.1 fens-1 at
chromospheric level and 15.5 kms"1 at
transition region level). It is clear that
the flow does not stop abruptly after the
maximum . The inversion of the flow in the
chrompspere and the TR is also apparent. The
similarities between the morphology of the
chromospheric and the transition region
components are obvious. The only difference,
apart from the value of the velocity and the
characteristic scale, is the increase of the
vertical component in the TR near the spot
center.

4. The Velocity Field Above the Sunspot
Umbra.

As we mentioned above, sunspot observa-
tions in the chromosphere-corona transition
region are infrequent, and so far show some
contradictions. This discrepancy on vertical
sunspot flows may indicate that there is a
wide variation in both the sign and the
magnitude of the velocity above individual
spots.

According to Lites (1980), who analyzed
OSO-8 data with a resolution of 5", there is
a persistent upflow over the sunspot in
different atmospheric layers. In the lower
transition region levels where the lines of
C IV and Si IV are formed, the blue shift is
typically about 20 kms"1. In the low and
middle atmosphere the blue shift is still
apparent but it is reduced in magnitude to
1-4 kms"1. In the upper chromosphere where
lines of C II are formed, the blue shift
over sunspot is approximately 10 kms~*.
Hicolas et al. (1982), using HRST data with
a resolution of 1", found two distinct types
of flow in the same line of sight, both from
the appearance of the spectral lines and a
quantitative study of their shifts. The
first type of flow is a subsonic downflow
and has its largest velocity at the tempera-
ture where 0 V emission occurs, T.-2X103 K.
The velocity decreases systematically for
emission lines formed at lower temperatures.
The second type is a supersonic downflow
wjth a velocity near 90 km s"1 which remains
constant for the transition region emission
lines formed from 2x10= to 3x10* K. Finally
according to Gurman and Athay (1983), who
analyzed UVSP C IV data with a 3" resolu-
tion, the ensemble mean velocity is consis-
tent with the absence of any vertical mass
flows over sunspot umbrae, relative to the
mean transition region flow of «4 kms-1

downward. However individual spots display
relative flows of 4.5 kms"* upward to 7.2
kms~* downward.

In our observations, as well as those
of Mein et al (1982), it is clear that over
the spot center there is a consistent verti-
cal upward mass flow, agreement with Lites
(1980). This upflow is too close to the
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Figure 2. Average values of the radial,
azimuthal and vertical components of the
velocity as a function of distance from the
center of the spot, for the photosphere (A),
chromosphere (B) and TR (C). The computation
was done assuming azimuthal symmetry.
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center of the spot to be part of the
Evershed flow. The line of sight velocity
in this region varies in the three consecu-
tive days from 15 km/sec to 25 km/sec.

5. Dincuasion and conclusions.

In the present paper we had the oppor-
tunity to make a comprehensive study of the
steady-state characteristics of the Evershed
flow in different atmospheric levels.

Our analysis of simultaneous photo-
spheric and chromospheric observations con-
firmed our previous results (see Paper I).
In addition to the reversal of the flow
between photosphere and chromosphere the
velocity shows maxima which are located
toward the penumbra in the photosphere and
outside the penumbra in the chromosphere.
This displacement of the location of maximum
velocity is accompanied with the increase of
the velocity which is 5-8 times greater in
the chromosphere. In the photosphere as well
as in the chromosphere the behavior of the
flow is imposed from the dominant radial
component but at chromospheric levels a
substantial vertical component exists,
directed predominantly downward inside the
spot and upward in the superpenumbra.

The new observations gave us the possi-
bility to complete the study of steady-state
characteristics with the analysis of TR
velocities. At the TR level the morphology
of the flow is similar to the chromospheric
flow but the velocities are much larger
(8-10 tines greater). The naps of TR line of
sight velocity are consistent with an
axially symmetric inflow, with a velocity
maximum outside the penumbra at the same
location with chromospheric maximum. But at
this level the flow is characterized by a
large vertical component directed upward
inside the spot. In addition to the vertical
component of the Evershed flow it is clear
that over the spot center there is a consis-
tent vertical upward mass flow.

Various efforts have been made for the
theoretical interpretation of the observa-
tional results (Danielson, 1961; Galloway,
1975; Meyer and Schmidt, 1968, Dialetis and
Alissandrakis, 1984). It is reasonable to
assume that the steady-state flow patterns
in sunapots are closely coupled with the
steady-state magnetic field patterns. Thus
we consider any steady-state flow pattern as
indicative of a magnetic field pattern at
the saae atmospheric level. Our analysis is
based on the examination of the characteris-
tics of the solution of Bernoulli's equation
for a model magnetic field of a dipole
Placed vertically below the photosphere. The
solutions are similar to those obtained by
Cargill and Priest (1980). The conclusions
of this analysis are in qualitative agree-
ment with the observed large scale proper-
ties of the Evershed flow . For subsonic
velocities the absolute value of the Mach
number increases with distance from the axis
of symnetry and reaches a maximum shortly
before the location where the magnetic field
becomes' horizontal. The distance of the
maximum from the axis is larger in the
higher layers of the atmosphere, which is
consistent with the observation that the
maximum is located beyond the penumbra1
boundary in the chromosphere and above the
penumbra in the photosphere.

In addition to the magnitude of the
velocity we computed its vertical component

as a function of distance from the axis. The
comparison of the computed and observed
curves shows a satisfactory agreement for
the temperature range considered here, in
spite of the simplifications involved.

In spite of tho simplifications in our
treatment of the plasma flow we have been
able to reproduce the general characteris-
tics of the Evershed flow. In addition to
the variation of the velocity with distance
from the spot center, our model explains the
larger extent of the flow in the chromo-
sphere and chromosphere-corona transition
region compared to the photosphere as well
as the outward shift of the position of the
maximum velocity in higher layers in atmo-
sphere. Furthermore, for the same value of
the initial velocity the maximum velocity
will be larger for a flux tube reaching a
larger height, which explains the observed
increase of velocity with height of the
observed 1ayer.
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DISCUSSION:

Huller: You reported a photospheric Evershed
flow, extending much away from the penumbra-photo-
sphere boundary. On Monday, Wiehr reported that
the Evershed effect vanishes exactly at this
boundary. How could you explain it?

Slaon: This discrepancy may be explainded
by the smoothing effect of seeing (2" for the
photospheric data) and of our analysis procedure
(based upon the mean values of the velocity field
obtained during 3 days), that give a smoothed
radial distribution. However, that does not affect
the relative radial positions of the velocity
extreme for the 3 levels involved.

Garcia de la Rosa: Do you think it may be
reasonable to expect a relation between the ob-
served chromospheric infalling material and the
urabral dots observed there?

Siaon: I have now no idea about such a relat-
ion.

Visa.



SUNSPOTS ROTATION AND ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN A FLARING ACTIVITY COMPLEX

J.C.Henoux" and B.V. Somov"

•Observatolre de Paris. 92195 Meudon Principal Cedex. France.
"Lebedev Physical institute. LeninsMl Prospekt 53. Moscow 117924. USSR

Assuming the existence of organised photospherlc velocltly fields in an active region, we study the
creation of photospherlc and coronal D. C. currents by vortex motions. Vortex motions leading to opposite
temporal evolutions of the magnetic flux In old and new centres of activity create two systems of coronal currents
flowing along the lines of force which. In the active region complex, connect the old centre of activity to the new.
The magnetic energy stored In these currents is higher than the energy of the largest flares.

The two systems of coronal currents are Inside two different magnetic cells. They interact along the
separator which Is the intersection of (he magnetic line surfaces that separate the magnetic cells produced by
the photospheric magnetic sources. Due to source motions and electric current evolution, the separator may be
the location of reconnectlon of the magnetic field. This reconnection would affect the magnetic field of the
various loops of the two current systems and could lead to an Interruption of the currents that would release
quickly the stored magnetic energy. The separator crossing the two current systems.these liabilities could
affect all the loops and produce ribbon flares.

1. Introduction

Space and ground bated observations unambiguously
relate flare loop* to magnetic fields which, in the first
approximation, are mainly potential fields. The flare energy la
accumulated In the non-potential part of magnetic fields.
This "free magnetic energy* (Syrovatakll. 1979) Is associa-
ted with electric currents flowing In the solar atmo-
sphere, and fast variations of these currents correspond to
the flare process. Direct observations of the magnetic
fields, related to currents flowing from the photosphere to the
corona, quantitatively agree with the preflare accumulation of
energy in the form of non-potential magnetic fields (Moreton
and Sevorny.1968 :Gopasyuk et al . . l982; Krall et
a l . . 1982). It Is. sometimes, also possible to recognize *omm
non-potential structures In soft X-ray Images of active
regions where flares occur CRust. 1976: Berton and
Sakural.1985).

Motions of the photospherlc sources of magnetic field
continually change the potential magnetic field In the solar
atmosphere and may lead to the appearance of certain
topoioglcal features which preclude the further continuous
evolution of the potential field. A well known example Is the
formation of a separator Sweet. 1958. 1909: Syrova-
tskil. 197S: Baum et a l . . 1978; Somov. 1985) which separa-
tes Interacting magnetic fluxes. In high-conductivity plas-
ma, as soon as a separator appears, the electric Held
Induced by magnetic field changes sets up a current along
the separator. This current may take the shape of a thin
current sheet. As a result mn energy accumulation occurs in
the form of magnetic energy of the current sheet. The energy
stored may be high enough for flare occurence.

As stated above the models of current sheet formation
that have been set up assume that the electric currents in the
active region are localised In these sheets. The fnteractlng
magnetic fields are supposed to be current free (see. how-
ever. Syrovatskll. 1978). Yet observations Indicate that
electric currents flow In active regions along force free
magnetic fields. Then the aim of this P»p*r Is to study how
electric currents circulating along the magnetic field lines
can be generated by a dynamo effect in the weakly Ionized
photosphere and low chromosphere, and to discuss how they
may affect the circulation of currents In current sheets and
modify the storage and release of energy. We consider here
the effects of pure photospherlc vortex motions. The role of
radial velocities on the electric current system Is discussed
In Henoux and Somov (1987).

2. Observed caracterlstlcs of the magnetic field 8
and velocity field V In flaring active regions

in active regions horizontal photospherlc velocities
dominate over the vertical ones (Qopasyuk and Taap. 1971;
Martres et al. .1971 .-Harvey and Harvey. 1976:Rayroie.
1981). There are many indications that organised velocity
fields determine the evolution of active regions and their flare
production. Martres et al. (1973) found that when a certain
type of velocity configuration.different from the classical
Evershed flow, appears In the photosphere it Is accom-
pagnled by large changes in the magnetic field. From the
study of 'evolving magnetic features* they derived a vorticlty-
polarlty rule which states that:
- clockwise horizontal vortex motions of the photospherlc
plasma are associated with the development of north polarity
magnetic fields or with a decrease of south polarity.
- counter-clockwise motions are associated with Increase of
south polarity or with decrease of north polarity.
This vortlclty-polarity rule was confirmed by the analysis of a
few emerging flux regions during the solar cycle following the
Initial publication of the rule (Martres et a l . . 1982).

Flare occurence was found to be also associated with
photospheric vortex motions (Martres et al. .1973). More
recently vortex motions were observed at the time of
occurence of four consecutive homologous flares. These
motions started before the first flare and ended after the last
flare (Martres et al. .1983).

Activity complexes where old sunsoots and new
•merging flux are present are highly flare productive.
Martres et al. (1968). Ribas (1969) and Martin et al. (1984)
found that 'evolving magnetic features* In which 'an Increase
in magnetic flux occurs on one side of a polarity Inversion
line while a decrease occurs In the adjacent opposite polarity
field* lead to high flare Incidence. Me Intosh (1981) and Me
intosh and Wilson (1985) found that an observed boundary
botwoon Jargo scalo magnotic fiofd patterns, that was a
privileged location for magnetic flux emergence and for
enhanced shear and enhanced convergence and diver-
gence.

The observed association between the existence of
vortex motions In a complex active region ano flare
production may be the consequence of the two other
associations l.e appropriate large scale photospherlc vortex
motions may produce opposite evolutions of evolving
magnetic features that follow the empirical polarity vortlcity
rule. Then these evolving magnetic features would satisfy the
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conditions or evolution quoioo above mat load to nare
occurence.

3 Modal of photoapftertc dynamo In flaring active
regions and associated photoephertc currents

The three empirical relationships between the
direction of rotation of photospherlc vortex motions, active
region evolution and flare production, presented In section
2. are qualitatively coherent. Then our aim. In this paper. Is
to put these relationships on a firm physical ground.

A theorltlcal Interpretation of the rule that relates the
growth and decay of different magnetic polarities to the
direction of rotation of associated photospherlc vortex
motions was attempted by Unno et al. (1981). These
authors based their Interpretation on the mecanism that
creates electromotive forces and electric current circulation
from plasma motions perpendicular to the magnetic field in a
weakly Ionized plasma (Sen and White 1972). in the active
region model of Unno et al. trie electric current circuit was
limited to the convective zona and upper photosphere
regions. No current was flowing toward or from the corona.

Fig. l . Model of tne pnototpnono velocity field in old
and new centres of activity In an active region. The
neutral magnetic field Una and the line of zero
longitudinal velocity mn represented respectively by
heavy and dashed lines . Coronal and photospherlc
currents created by vortex motions are represented by
double line arrows.

In order to reproduce the main features of an active
region group that may lead to flares we used the model
represented In Fig. 1. This model includes both a new
bipolar emerging flux region and an old bipolar flux region.
The directions of rotation of the vortex motions In each region
have been selected In order to produce a decrease of the old
magnetic flux and mn Increase of the new magnetic flux. For
simplicity tbe magnetic field, in the photosphere, is supposed
to be vertical. In a cylindrical system of coordinates, the
radial and azlmuthal velocities of electrons <Vr # ; v e # ) and
ions ( V r > l : V e > l ) satisfy. In the photosphere .'the following
equations of motion (Alfven and Fatthammar. 1963):

(E r +«VO. t

-<E r •«V

"i= 0.

v#x o.

i'-t* 0.

^ x o.

where V r n and V e n are the radial and azimuthal
components of the velocity of neutral atoms. v\ and vm
are. respectively, the collision frequencies between Ions and
neutrals and electrons and neutrals. Er and E^are the radial
and azlmutal components of the electric field in the
"laboratory* system of coordinates. The contribution of the

friction term between electrons and ions and the effects of
both electron and Ion pressure gradients have been
neglected. « is equal to +1 for the north polarity magnetic
fields and Is equal to -1 for south polarity magnetic fields. B
is the amplitude of the magnetic field.

in the steady case the horizontal electric field is
continuous from the photosphere to the convection zone:

E = Ec . (2>

where Ec Is the electric field In the convection zone
(Quantities without upper Index refer to the photosphere). in
the convective zone the conductivity Is assumed to be infinite
and the electric field acting on particles Is null:

Ec (3)

Equations (2) and (3) give the radial and azimuthal
components of the electric field In the photosphere.
Therefore from equations (1) (2> (3).and from the
expression of the electric current density, and taking into
account that at photospherlc level a[/vi < 1 < ue/vQ (Sen
and White 1972) .the electric current densities and the Ion
and electron velocities can be written as

i r =>neC(Vr n-v>)+e(Ve n-V

i© =net (V e n -v | ) -« (V r n-v
(4)

and

ve.e

- v e , n>.

- V r , „>.

-Ve . n> -

-v>. n> •

(5)

Equations (5) show that the Ion photospherlc velocity
Is close to the velocity of neutrals and that the electron drift
velocity Is close to the velocity of the particles of the
convective zone. From the frozen-ln concept (Alfven. 1950)

in a fully Ionized medium, the same velocity V° can be
ascribed to the plasma and to the lines of force.
Consequently equations (5) show that the electrons ar« tied
to the lines of force. Ions are more affected by collisions with
neutrals than electrons lui/v{<V and their velocity is close
to the velocity of neutral atoms. Indeed electrons and ions
can move also along the lines of force. The velocities of
motion along the field lines are not computed here.

When the azimuthal velocities dominate over the
radial ones the azimuthal and radial components of the
current density vector are. respectively

le -"•<ve,n-ve,

<oo)

Equation (6a> gives the Hall current. This equation is
identical to equation (26) of Unno et al. (1981) and shows
that .in order to account for the polarity-hellclty rule.the
amplitude of \l% has to be larger than the amplitude of Ve n .
This Is consistent with the concept that the convective zone
drives the motions of the upper photosphere.

Equation (0O) shows that the vortex motions also
produce a radial Pederson current. Clockwise vortex motions
satisfying | v£ | > | Ve, n | will produce inward flowing ra-
dial currents In south'polarity regions (««-l) and outward
flowing radial currents In north polarity regions (« -+ l ) . The
direction of the radial current circulation would reverse with a
change of the direction of the azimuthal velocity. The
directions of current circulation are Illustrated In Fig. 1

In order to cancel the divergence of the current
density vector, vertical currents must flow. The radial
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oioatriotleid. induoea by vortex motions, produoes apposite
radial variations of the potential In magnetic: regions which
differ either by the magnetic field polarity or by the direction
of azimutat rotation. Electrons which are less affected by
collisions with neutrals than ions, will move along the
coronal magnetic field lines (Splcer 1982). Thereforo tno
difference of potential between regions of opposite magnetic
polarity and with the same direction of vortex rotation will
drive coronal currents. These currents will flow from the old
magnetic flux region to the new magnetic flux region as
shown In Fig. 1.

Assuming that the angular velocity of vortax motions n
Is constant from r=0 to r»R. where r Is the radial distance and
R Is the radius of the region where vortex motions take place.
The Intensity J? of the coronal current Is given by:

-2ffftAh|r<r=R) (7)

Here Ah Is the height of the atmosphere where the
dynamo effect occurs. Taking ne=i011crn~s.| Ve n - v e : *
10* cm a"1. R = 10* cm and ah = 5 107 cm. J z Is'equal to 2
TO1* A. The magnetic energy W stored in the two current
systems Is U z

z where L is the self-Inductance of each
circuit. Assuming L - 10 Henry (Alfven and Carlqulst 1987).
W Is equal to 4 1O*Z ergs. The magnetic energy stored is
comparable to the energy released In large flares.

4 interaction between the Currents flowing
along the lines of force and the Separator Current Sheet

Current sheets may arise In the magnetic field of
active regions as a result of the motions of magnetic field
sources In the photosphere. These motions are not limited to
the 'emergence* of a new magnetic flux. They Include all
horizontal motions of sunspots. As a result a continuous
change of the magnetic field-line configuration may lead to
the appearance of certain topologlcal features. A well known
example Is a potential magnetic field with more than three
sources(Sweet. 1958.1969: Syrovatskll. 1973.1961: Priest
and Raadu.1975: Baum and Bratenahl.1960: Hu and
Low. 1982: Low and Hu. 1963) like the magnetic field created
by two pairs of opposite polarity sunspots.

Four cells (four different magnetic fluxes) can be
distinguished In the magnetic field-line configuration above
the photosphere in the vicinity of a group of two opposite
polarity sunspots. These cells differ by the connectivity of the
magnetic field lines. The two separatrlces. which are the
magnetic field- line surfaces that separate different magnetic
cells, have the shape of 'domes'. They Intersect each other
in the corona along a limiting field line called separator (see
Fig. 2 ) . Along the separator, which Is a singular line
(8yrovatskll.1981> .an electric field can be created by the
motions of the sources and mn electric current may flow.

As shown In the preceedlng section there exist
another system of coronal currents which are created by the
photospherlc dynamo process. The model of vortex motions
used In section 3 (In order to produce simultaneously the
decay of an old magnetic flux and the growth of a new
magnetic flux ) leads to the circulation of coronal currents
from the old magnetic flux region to the new one.

The Fig. 2 shows that each sunspot Is divided In two
regions belonging to two different magnetic cells separated
by a separatrlx. Each cell contains a fraction of each of the
two opposite polarity sunspots. Then the coronal currents
that flow f-om one magnetic flux region to the other are Inside
two different cells. The geometry of the magnetic field lines
and coronal electric currents Is illustrated In Fig. 3. Here the
old and new bipolar magnetic flux regions are supposed to be
aligned.the new magnetic flux region being outside the two
polarities of the old one. in the cells containing each current
system, on each side of the separator opposite potential
fields perpendicular to the separator and fields created by
the currents will be present. These fields add to the potential
magnetic fields and are also antlparallel.

Fig. 2. Model of the coronal magnetic field In an active
region complex with four magnetic sources : (N.S) Is
an old active region and <n.s> Is a new one (see
Fig. l ) . Two field lines (1.2) and (3 .4 ) . belonging to
different fluxes and connecting the old and new centres
of activity, are shown as example.

Fig 3. Two oppositely twisted bundles of current
systems (double line arrow: electric current: single
line arrow: magnetic field) and detail of the two right
handed and left handed magnetic field spirals In the
force free approximation. Bpi. Bp* and B& and Bfk are
respectively the potential and azlmuthal current
originating magnetic fields.

On one hand the reconnection of the lines of foroe
due to the transfer of magnetic flux from one cell to another
will be affected by the presence of the additional field
component created by the currents parallel to the field.
These currents flowing In the same direction on each side of
the separator will attract each other, modifying the equili-
brium conditions in the sheet along the separator. It Is out of
the scope of this paper to make a quantitative study of the
-•connection in the separator region in the presence of two
'parallel* currents Ji and Ji(they are not parallel In the more
general case shown In figure 2) • Here we only note that the
current Induced fields can also reconnect Inside the current
sheet. Current disruption along the separator, due to
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magnetic field lines recortnection.wiii DO associated witn an
Intaruptlon of the currents along the magnetic field lines that
reconnect. As a consequence the magnetic energy stored In
the global current system will be released.

S Discussion

We have shown how organised photospherlc velocity
fields lead to the circulation of D. C. currents. In an active
region.from one centre of activity to another one. Vortex
motions such as the ones described In section 3. produce
two main systems of coronal O. C. currents flowing, along the
lines of force, from the old to the new centre of activity. The
associated azlmuthai photospherlc currents, perpendicular to
the lines of force, lead to a decay of the old magnetic flux and
to a growth of the new magnetic flux. This temporal evolution
Is the evolution of active regions that has been observed to
be necessary for flare production (Martres et al.1973>.

A circulation of coronal currents from one centre of
activity to another may also be produced by different radial
velocity fields In the old and new centre of activity. Because
of the observation of vortex motions prior to flares, we favour
the model of vortex motions for the origin of the circulation of
coronal electric currents along the magnetic field lines (see
Henoux and Somov. 1987).

The structure of the coronal currents Is not uniform.
The field lines along, which the currents flow are located In
two separate cells, separated by two dome shaped aeparc-
trlces. The currents of one cell ar« attracted by the currents
of the other cell, and both ctirr«nj» systems may Interact In
the eaparaior region where Instabilities may Man. When
there Is f variation of the niagnaWo flux across the surface
defined by the intersection of two separatrlces. an electric
«e«# «s eet-up vtong the separator and reconnecHon may
takes place. This reconnectlon may. In turn, perturb the
coronal currents and lead to local current disruption. Not
only the magnetic energy stored in the separator current but
also the magnetic energy stored in these loops may then be
released and two-(or four-) ribbon flares may be produced.
Continuous motions of the photosphere may restart the
circulation of currents along the main magnetic field and
lead to homologous flares.
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DISCUSSION:

Gesztelyl: How high rotation velocity you
supposed for sunspots?

H£MUR; 1/10 turn/days = 36°/day.
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P&0PE8 MOTIONS OP THE NOAA/USAF 38B5 AND 3886 REGIONS

( 1 - licSEPTEMBER 1982 )

"• 6. Csepura, I. Nagy

BttiopttjHcal
- • • • • •

, Bmgaricin Academy of'Saiences, B-4010 Bfi>vaagn,,Bungaiv

In this article i» present. —«j>. «f p»op«r notions of the flare active regldas
HAA/Uatr 3S8&,' a * '3B. f ^ « ' o f . ^ - j i SfjJ«p^ar. 1982 (HOAA 3886) appeared
to th»T«latiy» «oa|on%»i ^^^W»it'mminfc>t--)w<t>'-of opposite polarity.

•--Owing t&npMS^T
X«a<Jer iJtral *. - > . ; r - ' ? ^ r *

and

"1.

region of the Sun qtf could ob-
fousr fptaticnosy

»'•*red

In the

serve

earlier. The NOAA, 3.88S

preceding part af *-auxispot -group, developed
• W " . • - „ • - . "* • ' •*•" ' " ' • - .* - ^ » - - ' : '

• ' • •'-** . ^ .._•'•. - a » . ^ - . _ . _ . . _ - _ • " * ' s »

three

the

group, which developed on the'.oittar .side of'

the Sun, and when *< rotated on«*.the disc it

even in developing

rere connected by a

A.'great flare (lmport̂ anc* » ) ' 4 ^ etMMMMvVJte

the younger region on 3 Sept. 23 OT, which

also seemed to influence the older group.

2. Observations

He used nearly 200 heliograms which were
taken at Debrecen Heliophysical Observatory
and its Gyula Observing Station. The photo-
hellograms were taken on plates of ESTAtt base,
through a 10 nm half passband metal' interfer-
ence filter (Asax - 550 nm). The diameter of
the solar image is 11 cm. He used the magnet-
ic spot polarities determined at the Ht.Wil-

y-
son observatories. He determined the posi-
tion of the geometric centers of umbrae in
the Carrifigton system talcing into account
the syst-*m«tic wcrore which occurred during
the observation (*Lg« plat* tilt, distortion
6t tti4 •atftlfying- system, z*ro position °
angle error, differential refraction).

3. Discussion

The development of the NOAA 3885 region is

shown in Fig.l (1-11 Sept. 1982). Note that

all spots have leader (N) polarity. The mo-

tion of the umbrae is shown in Fig.2.

It is clear that betwee

spots 1 and 2 essentially didn't move. But

after the great flare ocouyrenoe-in-the

younger grô p'cin'3j;>»ept. mk.Xf 0$, tfcey movisd

considevably. -•- - • - ''

. The. line connecting umbrae 1 and-2>rotated

, about 26 deg/day i»r (̂ Mt caf̂ JTftgtoh aysteoi ̂

While the distance b^twe** U>e two spots re-

mained practically constant. <

we fitted an ellipc* aroiin̂

spot no. 2 in the Car

gtttar velocity of the iM^Or axis

lips* was about 12 deg/day ̂ »ig,4

Note that the direction of these rotation*

were the same.

Between 7-9 Sept. umbrae no.2 and 7 col-

lided and later umbra no.2 was fragmented

(2,,2a).

The development of region NOAA 3886 is

shown in Fig.5 and the proper motion of its

umbrae in Fig.6. -

As pointed out by Kovacs and DezsS (1986)

big flares are usually caused by the relative

motion of unconnected sunspot pairs of oppo-

site polarities. These bipolar pairs have

been marked by the same numbers (e.g. 2R-2S,

3N-3S) in Fig.5-6.

On 2 feptv the umbra* 2N and 3N.wera al-

ready visible on the plates, and on } Sept: ~

the opposite polarity pair of, spot -tU ;ap—" . •

peared(2S)which had a high velocity and

passed close to 3M.

On 3 Sept. around midnight a large flare

was observed in the vicinity of the uncon-

nected pair 2S-3N. More details, on this

flare are given by Morishita (1985).
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1982 NOAA 3885

1 Sept. 12:01:53 g Sept

10:11:13 9 Sept. 16:43:50

2 i
2i

7 Sept. 10 Sept. 1*30:20

A^7

2 t 2 1

Fig. 1. The development of the region NOAA 3885 from 1-11 September 1982

1-11 a«pt 1982 NOAA 3885

844* 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 L

Fig. 2. The average principal spot motions from 1-11 September 1982
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M

1982

I
V

2 Sept.

NOAA 3886

^ " ~ ^ > 3 N »

•

U M U W M fcOUT

Fig. 3. Rotation of umbra 2 around umbra 1 of the old
group

U U 4J) M UUT

Fig. 4. Rotation of umbra no.2 of the old group
Fig. 5. The development of the region NOAA 3886 in

the period of 1-11 September 1982

2-11 Sept. 1982 NOAA 3886

aar sar 329" aaor 331" 332" ssaf 334* 338X
Fig. 6. The average principal spot motions in the period of 1-11 September 1982
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Fig. "main l**d«* .7. Rotation of the fullyA
spot of the younger group'

On 4 Sept. the opposite polarity pair of

3N appeared (3S). These two bijpiolar pairs of

sunspots showed the normal divergent motion

of developing groups, except for. the movement

of spot 3N, which moved eastward until the

appearance of its pair of opposite polarity.

DISCUSSION:

Antalova: On Hay 1960, during SHY an example
of fast rotating spot was observed^without ac-
companying flare activity. I agree that large
changes in proper motions and in rotation of
spots indicate non-stationary kinematical and
magnetical conditions in the respective region,
which are needed for flare build-up. On the other
hand, I want to stress that rotation of spots
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for producing a flare.

Henoux: Photospheric vortices and sunspot
rotation have not been shown to be a sufficient
condition for flare occurence, but a necessary
condition. Indeed, we need in the most favorable
case that something else, like reconnenction
and interruption happen in order to release the
stored energy. Moreover, a single vortex in an
unipolar region may just lead to magnetic field
decay as you said.

Martres: The abrupt change In spot motion
direction observed is an example of the behaviour
of the local solar atmosphere after the displace-
ment of an important "point-pivot" located at
or about at same coordinates that the eruptive
site (cf. disussion about Bumba et al's contribu-
tion "High flare activity ..." in this volume).

At this time it turned westward, and di-

verged as a result of buoyancy.

We also investigated the rotation of umbra

IN by fitting ellipses in the Car.rington sys-

tem, and found that the angular velocity of

the main axis of the ellipse was 33 deg/day

(Fig.7).

The rotating umbrae which we studied had

north polarity. The umbrae in NOAA 3885 re-

gion umbrae were very old, so their magnetic

field was decreasing. In the case of the

younger region (NOAA 3886) we could only ob-

serve the umbral rotation from the time when

the big leader umbra was already fully devel-

oped, and we have no information about the

sense of the possible former rotation. We

found the sense of rotation to be counter-

clockwise in each case.
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Henoux: (to Martres) What is the relation
between "pivot-points" and photospheric vortex
motions?

Martres: The relation between the "points-
pivot" and activity (active centers and flares)
has been deduced from the long-lived filaments
i.e. they concern a large scale in time (larger
than 3 solar rotations) and in space (300 000
or 400000km). The photospheric vortex structures
concern very different scales in time (hours)
and space (10 000 km). They affect, however, the
evolution of active centers and appear inside
the facula. The direct relation between "points-
-pivot" and vortex motions is, at this moment,
at our level of Investigations, difficult to
put evidence.

Kriiger: Evidently, there are different ways
of energy storage either by torsion of flux tubes
or by potential energy of distant magnetic field
structures which also refer to different scenarios
of flare energy release as it will be briefly
considered tomorrow once more.
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r . j p WAVES IN-I

.•••:•- J . Staude <e) , Y.in&igSfda ( b ) , an* V. Local*i- («)

(e) Central institute of Astrophysics.,,.5plar pbeerVatbry• •»netei»turml
J(

lite
"in

ttaBfe'^eatures of 6^cilla*ii«fe«|bi^re4h,at "different height le«fis •
' 'aitmbBphere, moreo ve"r, y a / l ^ M ^ f l ^ ^ t i r s ^ f o r .a theoretlcal' iii- •

«re discussed. In-HIie. jjjiifljra oscill*ti«» power is.concentrated" ini*-^
X^DAB X3 min., 5'ffiin., «nd*2Q,'ttfS'.T «iiieh?on--ttieir part are Composed

of «l*t(*$y>9w<s*ed peaks. The "observed ampliiydes-and- phaaee^Qf velocifjr"fJ&h3 of ,
int«HBliy %'Bdi'llat^op.s depend Hn a"icnferaGteristic;#fty!'Onth«^pieriocl "aW on th~e

i f i f are used to l&k for .t^e.,irtj[i'prbiJ9.We physixial ine'chaniBms
the different mod©«*,.At sjji]^|j^jifrj.c depths, two irfdeifett-

dent rescnatora are acting. A resonator^forBlow, jiuesir-transyeroe waves can ex-
plain tK« life-times of umbral dots (jt.20 min. j-,;,^fttHe a resonator T
(acoustic), qttasi-longitudinal wjajit|ŝ  po.\iid reerdij-intne tanbral 5-min. ^^
•tldns. The acoustic resonator strongly couples irith' the slow-mode longitudinal
resonator at •photospheric and chromospheric heights, the la t ter produce's'the re-
sonane«'j(e«ks~in the 3-min. band.- Hunning penumbral-wavfe can be explainedby
tlie transformation of 5-min. waves from the Gonvective zone in'the almost i»ori-'
zontaf j|agi^ejic field. . **-. - ' "'"''.^S-t'^'f-K-' '"'"' _ •-,***•
The interpretatiou of oscillations provides a new^»th&i^Of probing not only
subp)i9iosphericr!.bjaib also atmospheric layer*.of s^aispolWwiS**'' o f determining

li& thus completing customa^p'^(^*|!q8ft«fcic diagnostics.

' * * " " • . - . - - < . •

1 .

Magneto-Ptmospheric waves are likely candi-

dates for energy transport and heating in

stellar atmospheres, moreover, they provide

means of sounding the structure of atmo-

spheric and subphotospheric layers. How-

ever, the fundamentals for a satisfactory

theoretical treatment of the generation,

propagation, transformation, and dissipa-

tion of such waves are not yet completely

available. Sunspots, on the other hand,

provide a unique example of a magnetized

stellar atmosphere where up-to-date obser-

vational techniques enable us to resolve

many details of such periodic disturbances

and of the basis atmospheric structure as

well, thus models of both waves and atmo-

spheres can be tested. Therefore we focus

our interest on sunspots.

The present paper cannot give an ex-

haustive review of ell aspects of waves and

oscillations in active regions or sunspots,

neither of observations nor of theory. In-

stead of it we intend to outline some spe-

cial aspects of the theme selected from the

current discussion but, of course, also de-

termined fro«r*the ̂Individual interests and

the point of view of the authors. For in-

stance, the thin flux tube approximation

(see, e.g., Spruit, 1981, 1983; Roberts,

1983, 1985; Ryutova, 1986) proved suitable

for treating important aspects of hydro-

magnetic waves, including nonlinear and

nonadiabatic..processes, and analytic solu-

tions could be obtained in spe'cial cases.

However, such an approach is not possible

if we wish to consider waves under the

simultaneous influence of compressibility,

magnetic field, and gravity in a realistic

model of the convective zone and the atmo-

sphere of a large sunsppt.umbra. Therefore

we will skip studies of "thin flux tubes and

place emphasis on attempts to explain the

observed features of sunspot oscillations

by comparison with detailed model calcula-

tions.

2. Observations

Observational work on oscillations in sun-

spots has been summarized in several excel-

lent reviews (see, e.g., Moore, 1981 a, b;
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Thomas, 1985; Moore and Rabin, 1985) which

we needn't repeat completely. Interest in

sunspot oscillations started with the dis-

covery of umbral flashes in the Call reso-

nance lines (Beckers and Tallant, 1969;

Wittmann, 1969) and of running penumbral

waves in H« (Giovanelli, 1972; Zirin and

Stein, 1972). Velocity oscillations are

also present at photospheric sunspot levels

(umbra: Beckers and Schultz, 1972; Bhatnagar

et al., 1972; penumbra: Musman et al., 1976)

but the amplitude's are much smaller here

than in the chromosphere. Nevertheless the

kinetic energy density of the photospheric

oscillations can be larger than the energy

density in the chromosphere, because the

mass density^ is much larger at photosphe-

ric levels (Abdelativ et al., 1986). Abde-

lativ et al. (1986) published for the first

time a diagnostic (& - k. ) diagram for an

umbra showing some interesting features,

e.g. an attenuation of oscillatory power

for larger values of frequency to and hori-

zontal wave number kj_ to right hand of a

line corresponding to ti>Aj_*» 25 km/s. Some-

times the velocity oscillations are connec-

ted with oscillations of line intensities

at both levels, but the velocity oscilla-

tions appear as the more fundamental pheno-

menon. While the umbral chromospheric oscil-

lations are mainly restricted to a narrow

band of periods P around 3 min (100 s^P£

j£ 200 s), the range of periods is much

broader in the umbral photosphere (2 min^

£?£8 min). Strictly speaking, bands of

closely packed narrow resonant power peaks

around 3 min and 5 min are included. Also

in the penumbra the range of significant

periods at photospheric levels is much

broader.than that in the chromosphere. Some

authors found oscillations of the photosphe-

ric magnetic field (Hogilevsky et al.,

1973; Gurman and House, 1981), others did

not (Schultz and White, 1974).

Observations from space, with the UVSP

instrument on the SUM.apacecraft, discove-

red oscillations in velocity and partly in

intensity in lines formed in the chromo-

sphere-corona transition region, but only

above umbra* (Gurman et al., 1982; Henze

et al., 1984). The data clearly show a num-

ber of closely packed resonance peaks in

the 3 min band. Exactly the same behaviour

is observed at chromospheric heights of the

umbra: The oscillations in the transition

region appear as a continuation of the

chromospheric umbral oscillations.

Simultaneous measurements in several

lines are very important because they pro-

vide information on the height dependence

of amplitudes and phases of both velocity

and intensity oscillations. Such data are

required in order to test detailed model

calculations and to identify the effective

wave modes. Giovanelli et al. (1978) were

the first to obtain such simultaneous mea-

surements in two or more lines. Later,

Kneer et al. (1981), von Uexktill et al.

(1983), Lites (1984, 1986 a,b), Lites and

Thomas (1985), and Thomas et al. (1987)

observed umbral oscillations in combinations

of lines formed at different heights. The

data show characteristic dependences of

both amplitudes and phases <f on the geome-

trical height zQ and on the frequency «v

(P " 1/"» • 2 w / « ). In particular this

remark also refers to the difference

between the phases of vertical velocity u,

<fu , and of intensity oscillations I',

<f ip, I1 being produced by oscillations of

thermodynamic quantities such as temperature

T' and mass density 0 '. For instance, Lites

(1984) measured » u for the photospheric

line Pel 5434 £ and 9i^ for the chromosphe-

ric line 8498 ft of the Call IR triplet; the

resulting 4 <2> (V ) is shown in Figure 3

(space between the two dashed curves). The

various data are compatible with the assump-

tion of waves propagating upwards in the

chromosphere with a phase speed close to the

sound speed Cg, but the detailed behaviour

of amplitudes and phases is rather complex,

suggesting the existence of several modes

with different, nodes across the height ex-

tent of the umbral atmosphere. Coherence

between the oscillations in the lower pho-

tosphere and the lower chromosphere haa

been found for the umbral oscillations in

the 3 ffl"ip and 5 min bands. The 3 min oscil-

lations form a vertically standing wave in

the photosphere, while the 5 min oscilla-

tions show a small positive phase difference

between both heights (Idtes and Thomas,

1985). First simultaneous measurements in

the photosphere, chromosphere, and transi-
tion region of an umbra (Thomas et al, 1987)
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show oscillations at P**2.2 min which are

strongly coherent over the whole range of

heights, but also horizontally coherent

across the entire umbra. Only the power at

chromospheric heights is reduced, indicating

the presence of a node. At P» 3 min the os-

cillations are coherent in chromosphere and

transition region, but rather weak in the

photosphere. At lower photospheric levels

the oscillations in the 5 min band clearly

dominate over those in the 3 min band, the

latter are hardly to detect with increasing

depth (see also Balthasar et al., 1986).

The horizontal extent of an oscillating

element is not yet completely clear. Some

authors observed coherent oscillations

across the whole umbra (Thomas et al., 1984;

Lites and Thomas, 19855 Thomas et al., 1987

- see above); other data seem to indicate a

subdivision of an -umbra into several (2-4)

resonators (Turova et al., 1983; Lites,

1986 a); Kneer et al. (1981) argued in fa-

vour of coherent oscillations across the

entire umbral chromosphere, notwithstanding

the observed horizontal inhomogeneities of

the atmospheric structure. In any case it

has now been proved by Lites (1986 a) that

the closely packed multiple peaks of velo-

city and intensity power in the 3 min band

are indeed cospatial modes with different

resonance frequencies.

Lites (1986 a) found an absence of spa-

tial correlation between the oscillations

in the 5 min and the 3 min bands which

seens to point out different physical me-

chanisms or modes for the two period ranges.

His data also show an attenuation of higher

frequency modes in the chromosphere. In the

upper chromosphere the oscillations are

sometimes nonlinear ("sawtooth" shape of

the waveform at large amplitudes: Lites,

1986 b); the same ie valid for the transi-

tion region, where sometimes sinusoidal

waveforms exist (Gurman et al., 1982), in

other cases shock-like disturbances are

observed (Shine and McWhirter, 1986).

So far we did not consider oscillations

with periods larger than those in the 5 min

band. In the lower photosphere there seems

to" exist a deep minimum of power around

?«500 sec (Balthasar et al., 1986), but

again some power for Pi 20 min. Such a time

scale points out that umbral bright dots

could be representatives of oscillations

with so large values of P and form a third

band of umbral oscillations. Berton and

Rayole (1985) as well as Gopasyuk (1985)

independently from each other discovered a

torsional oscillation of umbral flux tubes

with a period of F» 40 min. Gopasyuk (1982)

also gave evidence for a torsion-like oscil-

lation with a much larger period of P«» 6

days.

3. Interpretation of umbral oscillations

The majority of hitherto existing observa-

tions of periodic phenomena in sunspots re-

lates to umbral oscillations, therefore we

will place emphasis mainly on the modelling

of waves in a realistic umbral atmosphere

permeated by a vertical magnetic field B.

Two basic nodels have been developed to ex-

plain the observed features of such umbral

oscillations: Following an earlier work by

Uchida and Sakurai (1975) for pure Alfven

waves, Scheuer and Thomas (1981) and Thomas

and Scheuer (1982) proposed a model for the

resonant trapping of fast-mode, magneto-

-atmospheric waves in the photosphere and

below in the subphotosphere, while the pre-

sent authors (2ug£da et al., 1983, 1984)

and Gurman and Leibacher (1984) discussed a

model for the resonant trapping of slow

magneto-atmospheric waves in the chromosphe-

re of an umbra. Subsequent discussions of

these models, including comparisons with

new observations (Thomas, 1984; £ug£da et

al., 1985; Lites, 1986 a) have demons-tra-ted

strong points, but also shortcomings in

both types of models. Generally, there was

agreement that both types of resonators

should be excited and interact within a

more complex system of coupled resonant

layers in the umbra (ZugJEda, 1984; Thomas,

1984). Recently, an attempt has been made

to approach the problem of developing a

model for such a more general system of re-

sonators (£ug2da et al., 1987). In the pre-

sent chapter we will largely follow this

approach.

3.1. MAG waves in a vertical magnetic field

For simplicity we consider only small adia-

batic disturbances in a stratified atmo-

sphere permeated by a uniform B_, assuming

the latter parallel to the gravity g (z0-
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direction in a Cartesian coordinate system).
Prom the linearised hydromgne.tic equations
the equation for pure Alfven waves la then
decoupled{Alfven waves in an umbral atmo-
sphere ia \e been investigated, e.g. , by Hye

'(t962). The remaining two-equations" descri-
'ws "Mgiieto-atmospheric (or Wk&j waves miller
the influence of gravity^jCbuojfangTjt pjfee- •
sure.-(compressibility)^.wriittagnetic' forces

' (Thomas, -1963). The "<squat±oiW Binp^jjj^for
vegrt^eae values of

•J5 VogA^ (y^ is the
for a strong magnetic field,/9*).-which is '
valid in the chromosphere and in tbe.grea-.

-*e»t part of the photosphere. -A--. •.•***»-?* • •
Scheuer and Thomas (1981) used a straight-

forward numerical integration of the 2 coup-
led MAG equations for special 'boundary con-
ditions. Such a solution exactly takes into
account the relation between the fast-mode
and the slow-mode waves., er i>etwen-the • *
longitudinal and- transverse oscillations.

' and- i t s mutual transformation. (In the -pre-
sent paper the notation 'longitudinal wa\re •
will be used i f the plasma displacement.
caused by the wave will take place
in this caee the wave is not hound to ifkkr
pagate along B becausegenerally kx + 0.)
Transformation i s effective around the l e -
vel ^ *&H/v.« 1 (H i s the pressure scale
height) which is situated in the deepest
photospheric layers (here also (9*1 is va-
lid) or in the uppermost subphotospheric
layers of an umbral model. At larger heights
or depths the different modes are decoupled
and can be considered separately. In the '
greatest part of the umbral atmosphere
fl« 1 is satisfied; moreover, k, /k 4T1
¥ -*t Z

(̂ 2 *<to/cs) is valid for the observed 3 min

or 5.min oscillations. In this case the

slow mode degenerates to a pure sound wave

propagating parallel to B, while the fast

wave exists only as an evanescent mode. At

larger subphotospheric depths we have B& 1.

Here the fast waves propagate similar to

usual sound waves, that is as a quasi-longi-

tudinal mode. The slow wave, however, is

now a quasi-transverse mode. An analytic

theory for linear coupling of modes in an

isothermal atmosphere has been developed by

2ugi"da and Dzhalilov (1982, 1984a) for ver-

tical and for inclined B, respectively.

In our approach we have used this theory

for calculating local coefficients of trans-

formation -and reflection of ware*, incident

from below onto the level |«»1} in tKi» way

we have justified our simplified treatment

which considered the longitudinal mode se- .

paretely from the other node. Indeed,-̂ Jor-

calculations have shown that the fast Tacou-

stic) mode from subphqtospheric lay*r» ±e

almost completely .'transformed1 into th»

longitudinal slow mode in the .umbral atmo-

sphere above, .JjChat means,

cftaracter of waves i '

whole range of heights, without being dis-

turbed by interaction with, the trwhWftJffe

mode (£ug£da et al,, 1987). The tr«d**orma-

tion decreases for larger values of«»anS k^,

this could explain the observed attenuation

of oscillatory power^to the right hand of a

line «> /k± m 25 km/a mentioned in Section. 2

(2ugXda et al., 19.87).

3.2. .Model assumptions and thei of
-calculations .- *:"' ":"

For a realistic treatment of the uabral

atmospheric structure we used eemirejnplri-

'^cai'modelsi the procedures for constructing

¥uch modeie, .have been described in. papers

by Staude (1981, 1982, 1985) and summarised

in earlier work on umbral oscillations

(Zugifda et al., 1983, 1984, 1987), The model

, atmospheres are based on self-consistent

solutions of the equations of state, of

non-LTE radiative transfer and statistical

equilibrium for hydrogen, and of hydrosta-

tic equilibrium. The code gives the height

dependence of all required thermodynamic

quantities. Subphotospheric layers are cal-

culated by treating conveetive heat trans-

fer by means of a generalized version of

Opik's mixing length theory of cellular

convection as described by Staude (1976,

1978). For example, Figure 2 shows T(zQ)

for * grid of umbral model atmospheres. 24

different umbral models have been construc-

ted (£ug?da et al., 1984) in order to study

the influence of atmospheric structure on

the oscillations.

Each model describes the basic state of

a considered atmosphere (corresponding

quantities are indicated by a subscript 0)

which has subsequently been subjected to

periodic disturbances as described in the
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preceding subsection. We investigated

the behaviour of longitudinal waves in

Buch a model by studying the resonant

transmission or the filtering of a broad-

band flux of wave energy FQ incident from

deeper convective layers. That is, we cal-

culated the coefficient of transmission D

of FQ from the convective zone up to the

corona above the umbra, taking into consi-

deration partial reflections at all inter-

mediate heights depending on the atmosphe-

ric structure (see Figure 1).

The resonance frequencies <a^ =

= 2*-/P^ correspond to the maxima in Dfe)

(Figure 4). Moreover, the method provides

information on the real positions of the

boundaries of each resonator and on the

height dependence of amplitudes and phases

of oscillations of u, T1, gas pressure P'r
h, etc., thus enabling a direct comparison

with observations (h is the vertical plasma

displacement, z • z + h the Iiftjjrangian co-

ordinate). ficanplea of such calculation*

Jivan in the.Figures 2-5, and the"*•.-»

will be discussed in the following '""

subsections.

3.3. The two subphotospheric resonators

In the convective zone below the umbral

photosphere two resonators are acting al-

most independently of each other. The qua-

si-transverse slow wave appears as oscilla-

tory convection (overstability) along B

(Kato, 1966; Meyer et al., 1974). Such a

type of convection is possible, if jc>^ m«

where x and v m are the thermal (radiative)

and magnetic diffusivities, respectively.

The layer X - V m completely reflects the

slow wave upwards and forms the lower boun-

dary of the resonator, while the upper

boundary must be assumed at tin 1. Our mo-

del calculations (Zugz'da et al., 1987) re-

sulted in a depth extent of 4 z* 2000 tan

for the resonator and a period of P * 20

min (*r twice the Alfven travel time across

4 z). The value of P is close to the ob-
o

served lifetime of bright umbral dots, the-

refore we tentatively identify this mode

with umbral dots. Nonlinear calculations

(Knobloch and Weiss, 1984) result in some-

what larger values of PQ which could Btill

be compatible with observed lifetimes of

dots.
The fast wave in the subphotosphere with

weak B (fi» 1) is converted into a quaai-

longitudinal acoustic wave. The resonator

for this wave differs only slightly from

that in the convective zone of the quiet

sun with its trapped p-modes. The differen-

ces are limited to the upper boundary layer

where fijii, where the Wilson depression is

active, and the atmospheric structure in

the umbra clearly differs from that in the

quiet sun down to a depth of 4zo*» 10-
3 km.

For jLJt 10 km the acoustic resonator ex-

tends to depths of4zo*»10* - 10
5 km, for

X. ** 4 x 10^ km and P • 3 min even up to

the bottom of the convective zone (2ug&da

et al., 1987). the corresponding harmonics

have 5 - 10 or even more nodes over this

height distance. Our simple calculations

have shown that the observed peaks in the

power spectrum of observed photospheric um-

bral oscillations in the 5 min band can be

identified with the response of the lower

photosphere to the lowest harmonics Plt

i-1, Z,,}t^/>,., of the subphotQBpheric

acoustic resonator. In the 3 nia%nnd, how-

ever, the Pi of the fast-wave resonator are

so closely packed that they approach.,the

appearance of a continuum; the same ia va-

lid for the higher harmonics of the slow-

wave resonator. This property disagrees

with the observations of umbral oscilla-

tions in the 3 min band showing several

significant and clearly separated peaks at

all atmospheric heights. In our opinion,

this feature can be ascribed to the action

of another resonator, namely the photosphe-

ric-chromospheric resonator (see the fol-

lowing section). Only the 'fine structure'

splitting of single resonance peaks some-

times observed in the umbral chromosphere

(e.g., lites and Thomas, 1985) could be ex-

plained by the combined effect of both re-

sonators; formally the spectrum will be de-

termined by the spectrum of the acoustic

resonator, multiplied by the coefficient of

transmission D(a> ) through the atmospheric

layers.

3.4. The chromospheric and the photoapheric

-chromospheric resonator

The existence of a resonator in the umbral

chromosphere has been demonstrated by model

calculations of 2ugzMa et al. (1983, 1984,

1985) and Gurman and Leibacher (1984). It

is formed by the strong reflection of waves
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from the temperature minimum T j ^ and the

chromosphere-corona transition region. The

thin transition region is a free boundary

which practically oscillates as a whole. At

the lower boundary near Tjnin we have tunne-

ling at the acoustic cutoff frequency

& -JTg(2c_r1 (T is the ratio of specific

heats): for frequencies 6>>&c we have little

reflection, therefore a bad cavity, for

O<U». decreased transmission from below.
C

Bodes exist at T^^ and at the lower boun-

dary of the photosphere, where the strong

gradient of temperature forms a third level

of reflection.

The described scheme outlines the mecha-

nism of the fundamental chromospheric reso-

nance P1. Besides this basic period of the

chromospheric resonator there exists also a

resonance with larger period PQ of the who-

le system photosphere + chromosphere, with-

out a node at T ^ , moreover, there are

further resonances Pt (i«2,3,...) with ad-

ditional nodes. Por instance. Pigs. 1a,b

show the positions of the nodes of the

first harmonics for two umbral modela, one

with a shallow chromosphere and the other

with an extended chromosphere, respectively.

Obviously, the whole umbral atmosphere com-

prises a system of two resonatore, the pho-

tospheric-chromospheric resonator and the

chromospheric resonator, where the latter

forms a subsystem of the other.

The values of F> and the height depen-

dences of amplitudes and phases, including

the positions of the nodes, depend on de-

tails of the umbral models. In this way we

get a method of probing the atmospheric

structure. For instance, the periods P^ for

each subscript i become larger if the ex-

tent of the chromosphere increases. The

interaction of resonance oscillations in

both resonators will influence the posi-

tions of nodes which can be shifted from

the levels of reflection in some cases (see,

e.g., Pig. 1b). At larger Tfflin the reflec-

tion from this intermediate level is less

important and the quality of the chromosphe-

ric resonator decreases (Fig. 4). In our

earlier papers it has been shown that it is

always possible to select an umbral model

atmosphere which can explain a given set of

observed oscillatory data. Especially um-

bral models which do not differ very much

from our 'standard1 model S05 (Staude,

1981; Staude et al., 1983) are able to ex-

plain the majority of measurements. Oscil-

lations observed in lines from the umbral

transition region can be explained by as-

suming a concentration of such oscillations

in cold fine structure elements which occu-

py only a few percent of the volume in the

transition region (Staude et al., 1985).

3.5. Excitation and coupling of the diffe-

rent resonators

On principal we should distinguish between

two different types of resonators: An

•ideal' resonator with complete reflection

from both boundaries can only be excited

from inside. For example, Scheuer and Tho-

mas (1981) considered such a -mechanism by

assuming a common lower boundary of total

reflection or oversfable convection for

both subphotofjpheria resonators; its cor-

responding depth has been arbitrarily pre-

scribed in such a way that a fundamental

period P s* 3 min results. Larger periods

or closely-packed peaks in the 3 min band

as described in Section 3.3. are then im-

possible, and the physical mechanism which

is responsible for such a lower boundary

remains unclear. Our transmission-type

longitudinal resonators, on the other hand,

are analogous to a Pabry-Perot interfero-

meter. Reflection from the boundaries re-

mains incomplete, it is determined by the

structure of the atmosphere or subphoto-

sphere,and we are free from additional as-

sumptions about the driving mechanism for

the oscillations and about the boundaries.

The probability for excitation of such a

•realistic' resonator is much higher be-

cause both inside and outside sources are

possible.

nevertheless, considerations about the

source of energy are of some interest for

completing the specification of our model.

In the earlier papers by SugSda et al.

(1983, 1984, 1985) or Gurman and Leibacher

(1984) a broad-band ('white') flux of wave

energy has been assumed falling on the dee-

pest subphotospheric layers which are still

treated in detail in the model of resonant

transmission. The subphotospheric acoustic

resonator can be excited by variouB mecha-

nisms which could produce such a broad-band
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flux, similar to those which are under dis-

cussion for the p-modes of the quiet sun.

The strong coupling of the acoustic resona-

tor and the photospheric-chromospheric reso-

nator (see Section 3.1.) results in a sys-

tem of coupled longitudinal resonators over

a large range of heights, from the convecti-

ve zone up to the base of the corona. If we

are interested only in the chromospheric 3

min oscillations it is even a good approxi-

mation to consider separately the atmosphe-

ric umbral layers and to assume a white

flux falling on the base of the photosphere

(£ug£da et al., 1987).

The subphotospheric slow wave resonator

is nearly independent from the longitudinal

oscillations. It could be excited by over-

shooting from the region of overturning con-

vection, 2000 km to 20000 km below the um-

bral photosphere where * < V n (Meyer et al.,

1974; Staude, 1978).

4. Penumbral waves

Penumbral waves permit us to investigate

wave propagation in a stratified atmosphere

permeated by an almost horizontal magnetic

field, thus completing our information on

waves in the vertical field of an umbra.

While we considered umbral waves at some

length, only a few remarks will be added

here on penumbral waves. Xugjfda and Dzhali-

lov (1984b) proposed a model which is based

on their theory of linear transformation of

HAG waves. All observed types of penumbral

waves can be explained by the transforma-

tion of the subphotoepheric p-modes (trap-

ped acoustic waves) under the influence of

the almost horizontal magnetic field, if the

Evershed shear flow is taken into account

(the latter effect has already been consi-

dered by Cally and Adam, 1983). For in-

stance, the running chromospheric waves

could result from the transformation into

slow waves in well-defined points of the

(ca-kj^ ) plane] moreover, surface fast wa-

ves are produced which are similar to tho-

se in the model of Hye and Thomas (1974,

1976). Generally speaking, the development

of models for penumbral waves in realistic

model atmospheres has not yet achieved a

high level comparable with that for umbral

wayes. Because also observations of oscil-

lations in the inhomogeneous penumbra are

complicated, hitherto comparisons between

theory and observed data are less reliable

than those for umbrae.

5» Conclusions

Our information on oscillations and waves

in sunspots, especially in umbrae, has

greatly improved by recent measurements of

high quality. These new observations inclu-

de data with high resolution and broad cove-

ring in space and time, thus comprehending

a large part of the (k, -<a) plane, but al-

so simultaneous measurements in spectral

lines which are formed at different heights

from the deepest umbral photosphere up to

the transition region. The extended know-

ledge stimulated the development of theore-

tical models of waves propagating under the

influence of buoyancy, compressibility, and

magnetic forces in realistic models of sun-

spot atmospheres, thus enabling detailed

tests by comparison with observations. The

good agreement achieved by such comparisons

points out that hitherto developed models

for the structure and dynamics of sunspot

umbrae seem to reflect essential features

of the nature of sunspots, notwithstan-

ding the various simplifying assumptions.

In this way we could improve our knowledge

on wave processes in stellar atmospheres

permeated by a magnetic field. Moreover, we

got an important tool for sounding subpho-

tospheric and atmospheric layers of sunspois

and completing customary spectroscopic dia-

gnostics by such a type of seismology. Fu-

ture observations rf" oscillations should try

to improve further the resolution and cove-

ring of the data in space and time. Model

calculations should abandon the restricting

assumptions by considering nonlinear and

nonadiabatic processes such as radiative

dissipation of waves, moreover, the varia-

tions of all thennodynamic quantities and

of the magnetic and velocity fields should

be considered in more detailed line profile

calculations. Some of these improvements

are being prepared by the present authors.
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Fig. 1; Scheme of the photospheric-chromo-
spheric resonator in two different umbral
model atmospheres: (a) 'thin* (shallow),
(b) 'thick' (extended) chromosphere. Short
arrows indicate the direction of velocity
in a given phase for each mode P^, encoun-
ters of triangles represent nodes, double
errorB describe energy flux.
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Fig« 4t Transmission of longitudinal waves
for umbral models with different Tmi^.
Tm-tr, » 3000 K is the 'standard' moael S05
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model S15.
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Pig. 2: Example of a grid of umbral
model atmospheres.
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Pig. 3; Difference of jhases »r in the
chromosphere (full curve 1 for T«12000K,
2 for 9000 K, 3 for 6700 K) and m^ in the
photosphere (1 for 4500 K, 2 and 3 for
4000 K), umbral model S12. Dashed curves
comprise the observed data by Lites (1984;
see Section 2).

Pig. 5: Kinetic energy density of oscil-
lations in model S05 for different modes
Pi. The ordinate scale relates to Po, while
the curve for each following P^ hao been
shifted downwards by one order of magnitude
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DISCUSSION:

Caapos: I would like to comment on the suit-
ability of Alfv£n waves to explain umbral oscilla-
tions. They cannot be ruled out just by arguing
that there Is no sub-photospheric reflector:
If one assumes that magnetic field lines are
anchored in the convection zone, this provides
a lower reflector. Together with the increase
In Alfvln speed with height acting as upper reflec-
tor, this leads to a resonant cavity. The fundamen-
tal periods specify the depth of the lower reflec-
tor, i.e. where magnetic field lines are anchored.
It is found to be in agreement with the depth
of origin of ephemeral magnetic regions, as calcu-
lated by Parker by and independent method. The
vertical velocities in the chromsphere would
have to be explained as acoustic modes, excited
non-linearly by the Alfvin waves.

Staude: This is an interesting idea which
should be elaborated in more detail. CLV observa-
tions of photospheric umbral oscillations could
help to distinguish between both modes, because
the velocity oscillations are transverse for
the Alfven mode, contrary to the quasi-longitudinal
mode.

Vial: How do you explain the observed varia-
tion with time (some hours) of oscillation periods
in the range of 3 - 5 minutes reported by Zhughzda
and Hakarov?

Staude: Of course, the most simple explana-
tion would be a variation of the chromospheric
height extent (as also assumed by the mentioned
authors), but this is probably and unrealistic
assumption because the required quasi-periodic
change in atmospheric structure within some hours
is too large. A more realistic explanation could
perhaps be the interaction (beating) of different
resonators or resonant modes.

Garcia de la Rosa: Referred to the question
of Or. Vial on period changes with time, I think
tnat an easy and natural explanation would be
to look for evolutionary changes in the sunspot
(i.e. in the resonant cavity). There is, for
instance, one observation Made by Lites and Thomas
(Ap3 29*, 682) where the predominant period shifts
from 6 to 3 min when a spot evolves from respec-
tively fragmented structure to a compact one.

Staude: Yes, but the period changes under
discussion occur in rather short time intervals
(hours), moreover, the 3 mln oscillations have
their largest amplitudes in the umbrae of older
and stable sunspots. The oscillations seem to
be suppressed in the chromopheres of flare-active
sunspots; this has been found by Dr. Turova from
SiblZMIR (Irkutsk, USSR).

Caapos: I have a comment on the question
of variability of periods. The ready explanation
is that the size of the resonating cavity is
changing. In the case of compressive modes (slow
or fast) this requires relatively large changes
in atmospheric extent, difficult to reconcile
with experiment. The difficulty is that compres-
sive modes spend most time in the atmosphere.
With Alfven modes, the reverse happens: they
spend most time in sub-photospheric layers, where
Alfve'n speed is small. The variability of periods
can be explained by small changes in the depth
of anchoring of magnetic field lines. These can
occur as the magnetic field is re-structured
over the sunspot life.

Oeubner: Let me add a remark with regard
to "changes" of oscillation frequencies with
time. It is well known from the early (single
point) observations of the five minute oscil-
lations that period changes often appear as a
consequence of the beating of various resonant
modes and the limited length of the time series
used for the spectral analysis. These changes
do not indicate any changes of physical structure
whatsoever.

But I have still a question. How did you
model the vertical variation of the magnetic
field in your one-dimensional calculations and
how does it affect the results?

Staude: We assumed a purely vertical magnetic
field in the umbra, without any variation in
field strength between photosphere and transition
region. Having in mind the rather strong magnetic
field strengths (some kG) measured in the transi-
tion region from SNH and in the corona above
the umbra in the microwave range (e.g. Celfrelkh
et al.), a constant field seems to be a good
first approximation for the umbral atmosphere.
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ON THE COHBINED EFFECTS OF aUID VISCOSITY
AND ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE ON ATMOSPHERIC ALFVEN WAVES

BY L.M.B.C. CAMPOS

Instituto Superior Tlcnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
(also C.A.U.T.L., Instituto de Ffsica-MatemStica, I.N.I.C.)

Abstract: We consider the general problem of linear Alfven waves propagating in a dissipative
atmosphere [13, and obtain an exact solution of the wave equation with double diffusion, i.e., by
fluid viscosity and electrical resistance. This solution includes, as particular cases, non-
dissipative Alfven waves in an isothermal atmosphere, with a vertical [2,33 or oblique [4 3
magnetic field, and the case when resistive dissipation alone is present [5,63. This solution may
be relevfint to a variety of solar atmospheric problems in which dissipation is an essential
element, e.g., atmospheric heating C73 or resonances [83, which have been modelled using the
undamped solutions of the Alfven wave equation. The present, exact solution, can be used to
assess the domain of validity of the RLC-analogy [93,and of the phase mixing approximation [10-
113. An exhamination of the effects, on wave amplitude and phase, of changing wave frequency,
horizontal wavenumber, magnetic field inclination and viscous and resistive damping scales
(Figures 2 to 6) , shows that intense, localized dissipation can occur generally at an
intermediate altitude; this mechanism of atmospheric heating by propagation-diffuse coupling is a
spatial analogue of some properties [123 unsteady magnetic fields.

§ 1 - Introduction

Alfven waves [133 have been considered in
connection with a variety of phenomena in the solar
atmosphere [13, e.g., heating, for which dissipation
is an essential aspect; thus heating [73 and resonant
[83 models based on undamped Alfven waves should be
revised using solutions of the dissipative Alfven
wave equation. The latter has been considered in the
RLC-analogy [93, which neglects variations in the
wave speed and damping rates with altitude; this is
questionable, since the Alfven speed changes by over
three orders of magnitude accross the solar
chromosphere. The non-uniformity of wave speed and
damping scales is an essential element in the phase
nixing approximation [103; its domain of validity has
not been fully clarified, and a comparison with an
exact theory would be useful1 in this respect. The
aim of the present work is to present an exact
solution of the Alfven wave equation in a doubly-
-diffusive atmosphere (12), for an isothermal layer
with constant static viscosity and electrical
diffusivity (f3). The exact solution includes (14),
as particular cases, earlier results in terms of
Bessel [2-43 and hypergeometiic [1,5-63 functions. It
shows the inadequacy of the RLC-analogy with constant
parameters (J6) and does not support the phase mixing
approximation ({5). Our results show that intense,
localized heating of an atmosphere is possible, due
to a coupling of propagation and diffusion effects
(16).

§2 - Alfven wave equation with viscous and electrical
dissipation

An Alfven wave is a linear perturbation of
parallel velocity v and magnetic field h,
transverse (Figure 1) to an external magnetic field
B. Since it is an incompressible motion, to a linear
approximation, there is no dissipation by thermal
conduction and radiation. The mechanisms of damping
of linear Alfven waves are the kinematic viacosity v
and electrical diffusivity x» respectively in the
momentum (la) and induction equations (lb):

3v/31 - (u/Uirp) I (S. V)h - V ( t . it) }

3h/3t + 7A(S Av) - 7 A (x VAK);

(la)

(lb)

mean state density and u the magnetic permeability.
The linearized induction equation (2b), reads:

3h/3t + V A (B A v) - x V2h + Vx A (V A h), (2)

where the last term is sometimes overlooked in the
literature [10,113 claiming to apply to non-uniform
electrical diffusivity X. We assume an uniform
external magnetic field B making an arbitrary angle
6 to the vertical z-axis, and lying in the XOZ-plane
(Figure 1):

B-B(sine,0,cose)-B(m,0,n), (3a,b)

and denote by A the Alfven speed (3b). The velocity
v and magnetic field h perturbations in the y-
-direction, satisfy (la,b), viz:

(4a)

(4b)

3h/3t - B 3v/3£ « x 'Zh - X1 3h/3z,

3v/3t - (A2/B) 3h/3£ - v V2v,

where 3/3JI is the derivative along magnetic field
lines:

3/3Jl=m 3/3x + n 3/3z - sin6 3/3x + cos8 3/3z, (5a)

V 2 ;3 2 /3 x
2 + 32/3z2, x'Sdx/dz, (5b,c)

and V2 the two-dimensional Laplacian in the XOZ-plane
and x' the rate-of-change of magnetic diffusivity
with altitude (Sc). Eliminating between (4a,b), we
obtain the doubly-diffusive Alfven wave equations:

32v/3t2-A2 3 2 v/3i 2 -v V2(3v/3t)+A2x V2(A"2 3v/3t>-

-A2X V2(A~2 V V2v), (6a)

in the linearized momentum equation (la) all
compressive terms have been omitted, so that p is the

32h/3t2 - 3/3Jt(A2 3h/3t) - (v • x> v"2 (3h/3t) - vx V2h,
(6b)

for the velocity (6a) with constant B,x and non-
-uniform A(z), v(z), and for the magnetic field (6b)
with constant B.v.x and non-uniform A(z). The linear
wave equations (6a,b) for the velocity v and magnetic
field h perturbations coincide:

{32 /3t2-A2 32/3d2- (v+x) V2 3/3t + vx V*} v,h(x,z,t)-0
(7)

only if B,A,v,x are all constant.
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§3 - Atmospheric prof i les for wave speeds and damping
rates

Alfven waves in the solar atmosphere have been
studied using single [23, double [3], triple [8] ov
multiple [13] isothermal layers; when energy
dissipation is estimated, the diffusivities are
assumed constant [133 in each layer. The latter
references calculates wave dissipation from undamped
waves, which is inconsistent. In the present work we
solve the dissipative Alfven wave equations, and thus
have to specify the atmospheric profiles, as concern
both wave, speeds and damping rates. In an isothermal
layer of a perfect gas the mass density p(z)-p e"2/L

decays exponentially on the scale height L from a
value p at z » 0 , and thus the Alfven speed (3b), for
an uniform external magnetic field, increases
exponentially on twice the scale height:

z/2L
A(z) , a2 SUBZ/4TTPO, LERT/g, (8a,b,c)

where (8b) is the Alfven speed at 2=0, and the scale
height (8c) is calculated from the gas constant R, the
atmospheric temperature T and acceleration of gravity
g. The static viscosity V depends mainly on
temperature [143, and thus is approximately constant
in an isothermal layer; the kinematic viscosity v-v/p
appearing in equations (la) to (7) is obtained dividing
the static viscosity by the mass density, and thus
increases exponentially on the scale height (9a), from

a value v at z*Q:
o

v(z)-vQ e
z/L; X(z)-X0. (9a,b)

the electrical diffusivity would be constant (9b) for
an isothermal layer with constant rate-of-ionization.
Since all atmospheric properties depend only on
altitude z, the wave field nay be represented by a
Fourier decomposition in norizontal coordinate x and
time t, viz.:

+00

v(x,z,t) - / / V(z;kru>) exp{i(kn-wt)} dkdw, (10)

where V(.x,z,ty is the velocity perturbation at position
(x,z) and time t, and v(z;k,u>) is the velocity
perturbation spectrum for a wave of frequency u> and
horizontal wavenumber k at altitude z. Substituting
(10) and (8a;9a,b) into the dissipative Alfven wave
equation (6a), with the last term supressed, the
velocity perturbation spectrum satisfies the second-
-order differential equation:

lnz-i(S + c e'z

+ {K2(i6-m2)

LZV" + 2i(Kmn• c

l)) e~ z / L

> L V +

) V-0, (11)

where prime denotes derivative with regard to altitude
V EdV/dz, and four dinensionless parameters appear,
namely, the dimensionless frequency (12a) and wave-
number (12b), and viscous (12c) and resistive (12d)
damping:

KikL, (12a-d)

The last tern in the wave equation (6a) for the
velocity perturbation, which lead to a fourth-order
differential equation for the spectrum, can be omitted
if the diffusivities are small e z ,62«L.

§4 General solution and particular cases in the
1i terature

The fourth-order wave equation (6a) with
coefficients (8a;9a,b) which are either constant or
exponentials of altitude can be solved by a general
method [15], which in the second-order case, i . e . , for
weak diffusivities, leads to solutions C13 in tenrj of
hypergeometric functions. The differential equation
(11) has singularities for the initial z«-<= and
assimptotic z« + °° wave field, and also at an altitude

for which the coefficient of V" vanishes (13a):

n2-i6)} C = (ie/(n2-i6)} e" z / LIog{ie/(n2-i6)}, C = (i , (13a,b)

which corresponds to a cr i t ical level [163 at non-
-real altitude zA such that £«1 in (13b). Thus the
change of variable (13b) maps the singularities
z •=+=>,zA,-<» in the z-plane to the points 5-0,1,-H"
in the £-plane, suggesting that (11) becomes an
hypergeometric equation in terms of £. The velocity
perturbation spectrum is given by:

V(z;k,lo)-C F(a,8;Y;C) F(l+a-Y;l+B-Y;

where C^.C, are arbitrary constants of integration,
u is a rooE of:

(n2-i6) u2-2iKmnU + K 2(m 2-i5)-0,

and the parameters a,6,Y of the hypergeometric
functions of first kind F are given by:

(15)

a,6 = Y-l+2u-2iKmn/(n2-i6). (16a,b)

The exact solution (14;15;16a,b) of the doubly-
-diffusive Alfven wave equation (ll;12a-d;13b),
includes, as particular cases, earlier results in the
literature [2-5]. If we assume vertical propagation
K*>, neglect viscosity and consider only resistance
6-0)t£, we have 0-0 in (15) and Y-l in (16b), so that
the particular integrals in (14) coincide, i.e., the
solution is a linear combination of hypergeometrie
functions of first F and second G kinds:

V(z;O,co)-C1 G(ot,B;Y;C), (17)

in agreement witn [5,173. If we neglect dissipation
altogether e*0 , then a,(3-*±/-iflVt •» in (16a), ana
the hypergeometric functions of the first F (second
G) kind are replaced by Sessel J (Neumann Y) functions
[183:

lim e"z/L) -
e*o

«Jo,Yo(/2(-ifi
2/£)(ie e~z/L))-Jo,Yo(2f2 e "

z / L ) ,
(18)

and the solution (14) reduces to a combination of
Bessel J and Neumann Y functions of order zero:

o o

V(z;0,u))-C1 J ((2uL/a) e"z/2L) • C, Y ((2o)L/a) e"z/2LX1 0 2 o

in agreement with C2.33, which concern the siaplcst
case: non-dissipative Alfven waves propagating
vertically in an isothermal atmosphere. In the case
of oblique propagation Kf'O without dissipation 6-0
we have o-iKm/n in (15), and the solution (19) is
•odified by the insertion of an extra factor in (14),
viz:

f (

where 6 is the angle of the magnetic field to the
vertical, in agreement with [1,43.

§5 - Comparison with RLC-analogy and phase Mixing
approximation

_The present exact solution of the doubly-diffusive
Alfven wave equation can be compared with the
simplifications known in the literature as the RLC-
-analogy [83 and phase mixing approximation [10,113.
The RLC-analogy neglects the variation of wave speeds
«nd doping rate* with altitude, and would lead Co
velocity perturbation of exponential form V'^euc^'x<
^5 U, which is only the leading term of (14) for small
C. The deficiency lies not so much with the KIC-
-analogy itself, but rather with the assumption of
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constant parameters; a better analogy for atmospheric
waves would be an RLC-circuit with inductance L,
resistance R and capacitance C varying with altitude
z, as stated in the coefficients (L,R,1/C) of
respectively V",V',V in (11). The assumption of
constant parameters replaces waves in an atmosphere by
waves in an homogeneous medium, e.g., in acoustics it
would correspond to replacing sound in a horn [19] by
a tube of uniform cross-section [203; in both cases
a number of important physical effects are suppressed
[213. The phase mixing approximation CIO,113 is rather
more ingenious, and relies on a set of assumption? and
approximations, namely: (i) the assumption that the
wave field can be represented by an horizontal wave-
number k(z) varying in the direction of non-uniformity

v(x,z,t)-// W(x,z;iu) exp{i{k(z)x-ut}} dkdu), (21)

where the amplitude W is a slowly varying function of
z; (ii) the approximations k"1 3/3x « 1 and (z/k) dk/
/ d x » l , which depend on the non-uniformity of the
wavenumber k(z). The Fourier representation (10) for
the velocity perturbation, which can be formally
justified, involves a constant wavenumber k,
independent of the coordinate z, and the spectrum
V(z;k,(u) is strongly dependent of z, and generally not
of the form W(x,z;b>) ̂ exp{i k(z)x}; thus a phase
mixing representation of the wave field (21) does not
exist generally, and may be valid only in particular
conditions. The approximation (ii) k"1 3/3x » 1 are
incompatible with a constant wavenumber, because
3k/3x-O and 3/3x-vik imply that Ik"1 3/3x| -1,
(z/k) 3k/3x»O. The phase mixing approximation assumes
weak damping of high-frequency waves and leads to the
wave field:

-V(0;z) exp{- (k'2/k5)x3} (22)

V(z;z,o>) -v(0;k,0))

where k' Sdk/dz. If we make the approximations
62,e2,(z/L)2 « 1 and Q2 » K 2 , e in the exact solution,
we obtain for the velocity perturbation the expression:

2 3/2 . "5/2,
- 4i *W(V +v ) L (1-z/t) ' },

3 ° ^ (23)
which is distinct from (22). Thus we are unable to
substantiate, on the basis of exact solutions, the
existence of a representation (21) of the wave field,
which is assumed in the phase mixing approximation;
also, broadly similar assumptions, applied to the
exact solution, do not quite yield the phase mixing
result (22).

§6 - Effects of frequency, wavenumber, obliquity and
damping scales

Since the approximations in the literature do not
give a reliable description of the physics of
dissipative Alfven waves in an atmosphere, we proceed
to analyse the exact solution obtained in S3, without
making any further restrictions, beyond those in its
derivation. The solution (14) in terms of hypergeo-
metric functions of variable 5, is valid for |cl<l
in (13b), i.e., in the high-altitude range z>\zi!\
above the critical level; using hypergeometric
functions of variable 1/5, we obtain the wave field:

V(z;k,ii>) -5° {(^(-5)"° F(a,l +a-y;l + a-B;l/5) +

• interchange (a,8)}, (24)

for |c| >1, i.e., in the low-altitude range z<|zft|,
below the critical level. Bearing in mind that (13b)
implies |l-5| >1 for all 5, the solution in terms of
hypergeometric functions of variable 1/(1-5), viz.:

v(z;k,u>) ;)^* F(a,Y-B;l +a-B;l/(l -5)) +

+interchange (a,6)}, (25)

converges at all altitudes 0<z<"», including the
critical level \zt\ -zj'z^, which is a singularity
away from the real axis. The first (second) term in
(24,25) decreases (increases) in amplitude as 6
increases, and thus, the damping condition [1,63,
stating that an increase in diffusivity should
reduce wave amplitude, implies that we select the
first, and omit the second term, by setting Cg-Q.
The other constant of integration CQI^O, is
determined by the initial velocity spectrum V(0;k,u>)
used to normalize (26a) the velocity:

U(Z) =V(z;k;(i))/V(0;k,w), Z=z/L, (26a,b)

where the altitude was also made dimensionless, by
dividing (26b) by the scale height. The propagation
of Alfven waves in a doubly-diffusive atmosphere, is
specified by five parameters, namely the dimension-
less frequency (12a), horizontal compactness (12b),
inclination 6 of the magnetic field to the vertical,
and viscous (12c) and resistive (12d) damping
scales, to which we give the basic values:

K«l,6 -45°,e «0.1 -6. (27a-e)

In the Figure 2 to 6, we show the effects of changing
each parameter in turn, by giving it five values:

fl-1,.5,1.,2.,5. -k, 8 -0°,15°,30°,45°,60°; (28a,b)

6 -.01,.03,.1,.3,.4; e -.01,.03,.1,.3,1; (38c,d)

the amplitude |u| and phase arg(U) of the wave are
plotted as function of dimensionless altitude,
showing that: (i) the amplitude has a maximum at
intermediate altitude; (ii) the phase is bounded, i.
e., tends to a finite value at high altitudes.

§7 - Discussion

In order to understand why the phase of the wave
is bounded, we note that the exponentially increasing
wave speed (8a), leads, in the ray approximation, to:

OO GO

A$ -/ {u/A(z)} dz - (oj/a ) / e" z / 2 L dz-2toL/a -2fl,
o ° o ° (29)

a finite value for propagation up to infinity. The
ray approximation is not valid for long waves, or
low-frequencies; in the latter case a propagating
wave is represented (19) by an Hankel function, and
the phase shift between z -0 and z--°° is arg{Ho(2!J)l
This phase shift is further modified by dissipation
arg{V(z;k,u)} in (14), but it remains bounded in
all cases. Note that the RLC-analogy C8-93, which
assumes a wave equation with constant coefficients,
leads to an exponential solution e l O Z and hence to
a phase A(f> «z Re(u) diverging linearly; the phase
mixing approximation C10-113 requires large phase
shifts, to produce steep waveform gradients, and
hence significant dissipation, even for small
diffusivities. The Figures 2 to 6 show no evidence of
large phase changes, because the phase is bounded.
Thus the exact theory of Alfven waves, does not
support atmospheric heating theories based on
resonances [7,83 or phase mixing [9,103. Dissipation
associated with large phase shifts would apply to
magnetosonic waves near a critical level [1,151.

The exact theory shows that intense dissipation
of Alfven waves, by fluid viscosity By and electrical
resistance E^, can occur where:

|3v/3i |3h/3z| (30a,b)

are large, i.e., in the region near the maximum in
Figures 1 to 6, where amplitudes and phase* of the
wave field vary more rapidly. The maximum of the
amplitude occurs at an intermediate altitude because:
(i) at low altitude, before dissipation has had time
to damp the wave, it increases in amplitude, as it
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propagates upward into less dense layers of the
atmosphere; (ii) at high-altitude, dissipation 'las
extracted most of the energy from the wave, which has
a small amplitude. Since the Alfven speed (8a)
increases with altitude, propagation is fast at high
altitude, there less time for amplitude growth; in
order that the total dissipation over a column of
fluid 0 < z < » be finite, the dissipation per unit
volume (30) must tend to zero, so that 3v/3z+0,
3h/3z-»-O as z •*«, i.e., v,h-•constant. At low
altitude the Alfven speed is small, and diffusion
helps the unsteady velocity and magnetic field to
spread [12] away from the initial generation region
z *0. In conclusion, the combination of propagation
and dissipation effects, for Alfven waves in a doubly_
-diffusive atmosphere, can lead to intense localized
heating, near the region of faster amplitude and
phase change, the viscous and resistive dissipation,
opposing gradients of velocity and magnetic field
waveforms.
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LEGENDS TOR THE FIGURES
Figure 1 - Model geometry: velocity v and magnetic
field h perturbations transverse to an oblique
external^magnetic field B and to the acceleration of
gravity g.
Figures 2 to 6 - Alfven wave propagating in viscous
and resistive atmosphere: (l.h.s.) ratio of amplitudes
z and 0; (r.h.s.) phase difference between altitudes 0
and z; (abcissa) altitude z made dimensionless -
dividing by the scale height. Basic values of
parameters (27a-e), and effects of changing in turn
wave frequency (Figure 2), horizontal compactness
(Figure 3), inclination of the magnetic field to the
vertical (Figure 4), viscous damping (Figure 5) and
resistive damping (Figure 6).
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DYNAMICS OF THE SOLAR GRANULATION

R. MULLER arid Th. ROUDIER

Pic du Midi Observatory

J.M. MALHERBE and P. MEIN

Heudon Observatory

High resolution (O'.'5) two-dimensional spectra performed with the Multichannel Soustractive Double
Pass (MSDP) spectrograph of the Pic du Midi Observatory, were analysed. An adapted image processing
provides two-dimensional intensity and velocity maps of the solar granulation at two intensity
levels of the photospheric line NaD2> filtered for the 5 min oscillations. An inspection of such
maps confirms that the bright granules at the continuum level are well correlated with rising mate-
rial as well as the dark intergranular spaces with falling material, and that the velocity fluctua-
tions penetrate much high into the photosphere than the intensity fluctuations. The one-dimensional
power spectrum has a slope close to - 5/3, characteristic of a turbulent medium, in the size range
of the granulation. It is suggested that the convective energy is supplied by the mesogranulation
and the supergranulation; this energy is then cascading toward the smaller scales through the gra-
nulation, which thus appears to be turbulent.

1. Introduction

From the narrow range of granule sizes and the
intensity-velocity correlation, the solar granulation
is understood as a convective phenomenon (Bray et al.,
1984). This is somewhat trouDlesome because the top
of the convection zone, having a high Rayleigh number,
is expected to be highly turbulent. However, a recent
investigation of the size distribution and of the
shape (fractal analysis) reveals that the granulation
has some turbulent properties (Roudier and Muller,
1987). In order to understand the origin of the solar
granulation, convective or turbulent, in this paper
we report results about the intensity-velocity corre-
lation and the energy power spectrum derived from the
Dopplsr shifts measurement on two-dimensional high
resolution spectrograms.

2. Observations

The observations were performed with the Multi-
channel Soustractive Double Pass (MSDP) spectrograph
installed at the focus of the 50 cm refractor at the
Pic du Midi Observatory, on October 12, 1985. The
photospheric line NaD2 5890 A was observed. A 40 mm
high spatial resolution time series was obtained, the
spectra being taken every 30 sec. The resolution of
the best frames is estimated to be 0'.'5 from the half
width of the smaller visible granules. The available
observed field of view is 4' x 15".

3. Image Processing

Every MSDP spectrum, once being properly processed,
provides suitable two-dimensional intensity and velo-
city maps at several wavelengths in the line, which
means at several heights in the photosphere (Mein,
1977). Because we are mainly concerned with the gra-
nulation velocity field, the observed field has to
be filtered for the 5 min. oscillations. This was
done by summing two spectra taken 2.5 min apart. In
this way. the S min. oscillations are, of course,
only partially filtered. We derived intensity maps
at the continuum level (Ic), in the wings at the
intensity level 0.54 (I5,,) and near the core, at
the intensity level 0.33 (I 3 3). In our reference
system, the continuum intensity level is 1, the back-
ground intensity level is 0, and the line core level
of NaD2 is.0.04. Velocity patterns at the 0.54 and
0.33 levels, V5l4 and V3 were also derived.

4. Intensity-Velocity Correlation

From an inspection of the partially filtered (for
5 min-oscillations ) .intensity and velocity patterns,

it is concluded :
- the intensity granular pattern is disappearing near
the core of the line, i.e. in the upper photospheric
layers;
- the bright granules at the continuum level are well
correlated with rising material as well as the dark
intergranular spaces with falling material;
- the same granular velocity cells are visible in
both layers, V51( and V33, which means that the velo-
city fluctuations penetrate higher in the photosphere
than the intensity fluctuations.

These results are well known from statistical
analysis of one dimensional spectra (see Muller,
1986), but they are nicely confirmed here, visually.

5. One Dimensional Velocity Power Spectrum

This power spectrum E^j is shown on Figure 1. A
noticeable change of slope occurs at 3". In the
range 3"- 0'.'5 the slope is - 1.6, close to the
value - 5/3 expected for a Kolmogoroff turbulent
medium, in which the kinetic energy cascades down
to the smaller scales; this range is known as the
"inertial domain". It is tempting to believe that
the convective energy is injected at scales larger
than 3", that is by the mesogranulation and the
supergranulation. The energy is then cascading
through the granulation, which appears to be turbu-
lent in this scenario. However the spectrum is not
corrected for blurring, which means that the slope
of the real spectrum may be slightly different from
5/3. Therefore, in order to be fully conclusive, our
result should be confirmed from observations of still
higher resolution, or from a spectrum properly cor-
rected for blurring.

6. Conclusion : The Solar Granulation as a
Turbulent' Phenomenon

The convective interpretation of the solar granula-
tion was based on two observed properties : the
velocity-intensity correlation (hot granules are
rising, dark material is falling) and the narrow
range of granule sizes. In total disagreement with
such a size distribution Roudier and Muller (1987)
have shown that the size histogram of granules, as
derived from higher resolution photographs, is con-
tinuously increasing toward the smaller scales. Such
a property is characteristic of a turbulent medium.
Another turbulent property of the granulation,
reported by Roudier and Mul.ler (1987), is that the
fractal dimension of granules smaller than 1V4 is
characteristic of turbulent eddies. The fractal
dimension D is a parameter characterizing the shape
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of a granule (or of any other feature), through a
perimeter (P) - area (A) relation : P ̂  A°/ 2. Put
together with the - 5/3 slope of the velocity power
spectrum reported here, the solar granulation appears
to have several turbulent properties. Therefore
there are strong indications that granules are of
turbulent origin, as expected at the top of the con-
vection zone where the Rayleigh number is very high.
However they do advect heat in their vertical dis-
placement, as revealed by the correlation between
temperature and velocity, resulting from the super-
adiabatic gradient in the convection zone.
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Figure 1. One-dimensional power spectrum of the solar granulation
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DISCUSSION:

Oeubner: Apart from effects of seeing which
affect the observed slope of a spatial power
spectrum as it is used in your analysis, one
needs to take into account al least two more
dynamical effects which modify the flow field
and its relation with the intensity distribution,
namely the overshoot of granules into the stably
stratified layer, which is certainly important
in the line forming layer of NaD, and internal
gravity waves, which are very important at high
wavenumbers.

Duller: Concerning the overshoot I do not
understand the question. Concerning the gravity
waves and their contribution to the velocity
power spectrum I am affraid that my knowledge
in this field is low.
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ABSTRACT

Despite theoretical predictions on the existence of solar gravity oscillations (g modes), their
detection is still marginal. The main reasons are their frequencies, v<0.2 mHz, and amplitudes of
less than 10 cm/s. However, because these modes are extremely sensitive to the physical conditions
in the very deep sun, they can give us detailed information on the physics of the core.

Using a resontant scattering spectrophotometer we measured the radial velocity of the Sun at
the Kl 769.9 nm. line with very high resolution and temporal stability. The observations carried out
at Izana (Tenerife) continuously for the last three years, have been used to search for solar g mo-
des. Analysis of the whole lot of data as one single time series provides a spectral resolution of
12 nHz, and signal with amplitude above noise level, * 1 cm/s. Several techniques are used in order
to find the signature of g modes and calculate the parameters P and v . Individual peaks, well
above noise level, are identified and their frequencies are likely to correspond with g modes.

1.- INTRODUCTION

Up till now, a great deal of the information on
the inner solar structure has been obtained using the
whole observed range of acoustic modes (p modes). It
is now possible to test the solar models over more
than 60% of the outer solar radius. The lack of infor_
mation, mainly on the inner 40%, is accurately cover
ed by the knowwlegde of the solar g modes since theTr
frequencies are very sensitive to conditions in the
core of the Sun, to the chemical composition, amount
of mixing and to rotation rate.

from a observational point of view, their detec-
tion is very difficult; they exist in a spectral re-
gion (v < 0.2 mHz) where the noise is very high;
their densities also increase at very low frequencies
and, finally, their amplitudes are very small in the
photosphere due to their evanescent nature in the con_
vection zone.

First claims of detection of solar g modes in sô
lar velocity measurements (Isaak et al., 1984;
Del ache and Scherrer, 1983) show serious discrepan-
cies, not only in the amplitudes of individual peaks
(a factor of 3 to 4 higher than in the latter referen_
ce), but also in the determination of the parameter
P (41.3 and 38.6 minutes in both works respectively).
Farther, solar intensity measurements with ACRIM, ha-
ve been analyzed to look for g modes. The parameters
P and the rotational splitting v_ were fitted to
tne data showing ambiguous results as a consequence
of the difficulty in the analysis (Frohlich and
Delache, 1984; Frohlich 1986). When similar techni-
ques were used in the solar velocity data over 4 in-
dividual years of observation (Pall§ and Roca Corte's,
1986) the results showed different values of P along
the years (41.1 to 35 minutes) and similar ones for
the splitting (1 to 1.3 M H z ) .

Up till now, although the existence of solar si_g_
nal above the noise level at low frequency ranges
seems well established, their indentification is not
easy because of the density of peaks and also because
the asymptotic theory is not fully developed.

2.- OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The observations were carried out without inte-
rruption at the Observatorio de Izana (Tenerife) over
the period 1984 to 1986, using a resonant scattering
spectrophotometer (Brookes et al., 1978), which measjj
res the solar line of sight velocity by measuring the
shift of the Fraunhoffer line at KI 769.9 nm, relati-
ve to the one produced in the laboratory by means of

a stable vapour of potassium4+The period of observa-
tions, 1 6 W April 1984 to 31 5 1 December 1986, was
selected amongst others (observations began in 1975
and are still continuing), because it is the longest
stretch without interruptions, other than thouse due
to atmospheric conditions. From a total of 989 pos-
sible days of data, 665 of them are available, which
represents 35% of the duty cycle (each day has a ma-
ximum length of 12 hours of observation).

Since we are interested in very long period so-
lar oscillations, it is important to select for the
present analysis those days with very good atmosphe-
ric conditions (Figure 1-b), otherwise tansparency
fluctuations would introduce a lot of noise in the
g modes region. Table 1 shows the data available for
each year and the selected days in each one.

YEAR

1984
1985
1986

TOTAL

LENGTH
(days)

259
365
365

: 989

AVAILABE
(days)
196
216
253

665

(%)

76
59
69

67

SELECTED
(days)
145
143
204

492

{%)

56
39
56

50

Table 1: Summary of data available used for this
analysis.

The recorded daily solar signal is a distorted
sine wave (Figure 1-a) that must be properly detren-
ded. Thus, taking into account the overall response
of the instrument and the KI 769.9 nm line shape
(van der Raay et al., 1986; Palle\ 1986), the basic
signal is fitted and calibrated, which provide the
residuals (Figure 1-c) with data points space 40 se-
conds, and which contains all the information on so-
lar velocity fields with characteristics times shor-
ter than 1 day.

Since the expected lifetime of the solar g mo-
des is of the order of 10 years, a unique timetse-
ries is formed with the same time reference, 1
April 1984 at 0n GMT. In addition, this series was
resampled at intervals of 14 minutes, so that comput
ing time decreases without losing any information on
the g modes region (periods greater than 40 minutes).
Because of the way this process is performed (Palle
et al., 1987a) data is no longer equally spaced in
time, which will have consequences in the power spe£
trum evaluation.
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Figure 1: Diurnal variation of the line of sight vel£
city (curve a).
Curve b) is the solar intensity and c) the
residuals.

The final time series covers a length of 23721
hours which provide a intrinsic resolution (1/T) of
12 nHz.

3.- ANALYSIS

3.1.- Power Spectrum.

The information on solar oscillations in this tj_
me series can be extracted by analysing their power
spectrum. Because data points are not generally equa-
lly spaced, FFT alghorithms are not directly applied
and therefore an Iterative Sine Wave fitting procedure
is used, producing a "amplitude square" spectrum which
can be made equivalent to the Power Spectrum. The cal-
culation extends in the frequency range of 25 to 325
vHz, well above Nyquist frequency ( ̂ 560 P H Z ) at
steps of 4 nHz, which represents an oversampling fac-
tor of 3. Figure 2-a shows a sample of such spectrum
where daily harmonics are most important feature. Al-
so, each signal present will have associated sidebands
displaced at intervals of ± 11.576 p Hz due to the day-
night data gaps. Therefore, at the daily harmonic fre-
quencies there is a high dregree of interference which
produces spurious features that can mask solar infor-
mation. Then the first stage of power spectrum analy-
sis consists of cleaning it to such effects but taking
care not to introduce other artificial signals. Then
a proper algorithm (Palle et al., 1987a) was developed
to ensure the acomplishment of these two requirements.
The results is shown in Figure 2-b, where signals have
a maximum amplitude of less than 10 cm/s.

3.2.- Noise level estimation.

To calculate the probability distribution of any
signal in the presence of noise, a technique proposed
by Groth (1975) was used. As described elsewhere
(Oelache and Scherrer, 1983), the analysis of the cumu
lative power distribution of the spectrum in a log dia
gram (Figure 3) will show a departure of linearity be-'
yond a certain power if any signal is present. From
this graph, it is possible to calculate the noise va-
riance and the number of peaks in the spectrum expected
to have certain power.

This techniques has been used on a clean spectrum
over successive intervals of 5 uHz (1250 bins)2from 25
to 325 Hz. In each one, the noise variance {» ) is
obtained showing in the interval 50 to 325 uHz (Palle
et al., 1987b), a very high correlation with the esti_
mated solar continuum (Harvey, 1985). This is so far
the lowest noise level achieved at such a low frequen_
cy region.

50 52 62 64
H z

66 68 7054 56 58 60
F R E Q U E N C Y (^ H z . )

Figure 2.- In a) sample of the original power spec-
trum.
In b) power spectrum of the same data were
daily harmonics have been removed.

The region 25 to 5D uHz is rather complicated
since the daily-detrending procedure introduces a
high-pass filter which affects it. Knowing the depen-
dence of a with frequency, the effect of such a fil-
ter can be calculated and removed. From Figure 2-b,
what we will call "noise level" (o), appears to be a
slight over-estimation of the real noise and it varies
from 1.8 cm/s at 50 uHz; 0.8 cm/s at 100wHz and 0.4
cm/s at 300 pHz. It must be emphasized that these nqi^
se levels are lower by a factor of 20 than the ones
reported by Del ache and Scherrer (1983).

(3 or

i i i i
2 4 S t 10 12 14 IS 1* 20

POWER (Cn/S)»2

Figure 3.- The cumulative distribution function of a
sample of the spectrum, from 50 to 60 MHz.
The variance (o ) is deduced from the slo-
pe of the linear part and the (3 O ) level
is shown for comparasion.
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4.- GRAVITY MOPE ANALYSIS
The asymptotic relation for the periods of low

frequency gravity modes has been given by Tassoul
(1980) up to the second order. For a solar model with
radiative core and convective envelope, it can be
wri t ten as:

Po
(n+

1 p 2 LV1+V2

r n , r —~ui Ul+ 7 " i • e ) + •p2
 L "" f o r n>>!

where P , is the frequency of the mode with order
ri and degree 1; L=l(l+1); P is related with the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency (N); e is a phase factor
which varies with 1 from 0.18 to 0.9 for 10 <n <27
and V., V- are rather complicated constants very sen-
sitive to the bahaviour of N at the center of the sun,
with values V.^0.4 and V?-><6 for the same range of n
values (Provost and Berthomieu, 1986). The main para-
meter P for standard, mixed and WIMP models is very
different; 33 to 36, 40 to 57 and 29 to 31 minutes,
recpectively. Therefore the observation of g modes
and the determination of P will place serious cons-
traints on solar models.

From equation (1), it is clearly seen that the
main spectral feature of g modes is that they are
equally spaced in period for a given 1 value. This is
no longer true if the rotational splitting is intro-
duced; as the length of data is larger than the solar
rotation this effect cannot be disregarded at all.
Therefore, the period of any mode will split accor-
ding to the expression

(Berthomieu et al., 1978), v being a measure of the
rotation rate at the deep layers where the g modes
propagate and m is the azimutal number. Then each mo-
de will split in 1+1 components (those with 1+m being
even) equally spaced in frequency and not in period.
Consequently, in the range 1<1<3, only the 1=2 modes
will have a m=0 component and therefore only this
group of modes will be spaced in period. To complica-
te, the situation further, the existence of side
bands for any present signal, which are again peaks
in the power spectrum spaced in frequency, should be
remembered. Summarizing, previous analyses, based on
the asymptotic behaviour of g modes and the property
of period spacement, must be regarded with caution
and the need for other kinds of thechniques becomes
evident.

In the present work, which is still in progress,
different techniques have been tested; some based on
individual and selected peaks, and others based on
statistical analysis.
4.1.- Individual peak analysis.

Knowing the value of ofor each 5 pHz interval,
peaks with amplitude higher than 3a were selected in
the spectral range 25 to 125 pHz. This drastic selec-
tion gives us more than 180 peaks which are likely to
be g modes and/or side bands or a combination of both.
Then, a proper algorithm was developped to search for
peaks equally spaced at, precisely, 11.576uHz. Theo-
retically, because of the present intrinsic resolu-
tion, we are able to resolve individual peaks inclu-
ding side bands, but interferences between peaks will
take place and, therefore, not always will the whole
set of sidebands be found.

To start with, only those peaks with clear and
well defined sidebands will be considered to try to
fit the parameter P . Selected peaks are separated
into two groups according to their frequency; in the
first one, peaks with frequencies between 25 and 50
iiHz, where second order terms in equation (1) are ne-
gligible, and a second one with peaks in the interval
50 to 125 pHz, where these terms can give frequency
venations 100 times bigger than our spectral resolu-
tion. As a result, 32 peaks in the first region and
20 in the second were selected, which is compatible
with the increasing peak densities al low frequencies.

Although only the 1=2 modes will present peaks
equally spaced in period (the m=0 modes), if one is
able to find the spacemeQt? 6 P., the value P is di-
rectly known: P = fiP,(L) ' . Then, two different fre
quency spectra were formed with the two sets of se-
lected peaks and converted to time space; so any re-
gularities in time spacing should be detectable. The-
se two time series were analysed separately by means
of an iterative sine ways fitting in the region whe-
re the value of P A D ' can be for feasible P va-
lues. As expected, a confused spectrum was obtained
in both cases, due to the presence of splitted modes
which contribute to increasing the noise. In spite of
this confusion, tentative values of P could be:
32+ 0.5 and 40 ±1 minutes for peaks in the range 25
to 50 wHz and 31.5 ± 1.5 for the ones in the 50 to
125 »j Hz region. This poor result is just a consequen_
ce of the weakness of this thecnique as explained
above.

As a second method, and following the asympto-
tic relation to first order, we generate g modes
with 1=1,2 and 3 with different values of P ,v and
e . For each set of modes, we compare them with the

selected ones and we count the number of coinciden-
ces into certain tolerance range. P values are scan-
ned from 25 to 45 minutes at steps of 0.05;v from
1 to 3 y Hz at steps of 0.1 jiHz and e from 0.10 to
0.18 at steps of 0.01. For each possible combination
of these values, the whole lot of g modes with 1< 3
are calculated with the corresponding m and n values
covering the 25 to 125 vHz region. For each set, the
number of peaks with frequency differences smaller
than 20 nHz with respect to the theoretical ones, are
selected and labeled with the 1, n, m values. Then
the percentage of 1=1,2, and 3 identifications is
compared with the theoretical one and only when the
percentage difference is smaller than 5%, the identi-
fication is considered. The results of this thecni-
que applied to both sets of selected peaks, are:

a) For the first set (v < 50 pHz) there are ma-
ny possible identifications because of the high den-
sity and coinciding frequencies for different values
of Pn, v _. n, 1 and m values. In spite of this, the
more probable values for (P.,v_) are (29.10, 1.21)
and (26.00, 1.0). ° r

b) In the second region, 50 to 125 yHz, the num-
ber of coincidences is much lower because of the ig-
nored second order terms in equation (1) which beca-
me very important. In this case, not all the peaks
can be identified, the higher coincidences being at
values of (34.75, 2.4) and (35.40, 2.3).

For both sets of peaks, better agreement is
found with the e values proposed by Provost and Ber-
thomieu (1986).

4.2.- Statistical Method.
The present method is based on the principle of

searching for a maximum of summed power of the spec-
tra under consideration and the calculated g modes
frequencies in a given spectral range. The technique
has already been used (Palle and Roca Cortes, 1986;
Frflhlich, 1986) and despite its inconveniences, pro-
vide an objetive statistical approach to the PQ and
vp values.

Basically it consists of generating 1*1,2 and 3
modes with amplitudes similar to those observed and
weighted according to the visibility function of our
instrument, using the real window function. For each
time series of generated modes, the power spectrum
is calculated and multiplied, bin to bin, with the
real one and added up. The obtained figure is then
taken as representative of the degree of correlation
between both spectra. The proccess is repeated chan-
ging the P (25 to 45 minutes at steps of 0.2) and
v (1 to 3 KHZ at steps of 0.2) values. This techni-
que is rather powerful since it uses the observing
window function to generate spectra, which means that
sidebands will be generated too, in the same way as
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in the observed spectrum.
In the present state of the work, and due to the

large computing time requiered, this procces is still
going on. As a example of the kind of results with
this technique, Figure 4 shows the PQ-vr diagram for
the 1985 power spectrum.
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Figure 4.- P - v diagram for 1985 spectrum. Each
symbol in this diagram has a size propor-
tional to the product of the generated po-
wer spectrum and the observed one, added
over the 50 to 100 pHz range. The parame-
ter MAX/MIN is indicative of the meaning
of any particular value P , v r respect to
others.

5.- CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of high quality data on solar velocity

measurements over a period of 3 consecutive years, has
been carried out to search for g modes. The achieved
noise levels at low frequencies (25<v< 325 pHz), pla-
ce an upper limit for the amplitudes of g modes of
less than 8 cm/s.

The presence of signal in this region is found
and 52 peaks are selected, which are good candidates
for solar g modes.

Several techniques have been used to calculate
the parameters P and v ; no convincing results are
obtained, so far? but tne P value seems to be lower
than 35 minutes and v higher than 1 MKz. The current
work in progress, the statistical method, wil! help to
clarify the situation as shown in previous analysis
with much less length of data.

Improvements on the Asympotic Relation for solar
g modes will be of great interest since a good theore-
tical base has not yet been achieved.
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SUPERGRANULAR MOTIONS AROUND A DECAYING SUNSPOT

R. MULLER and B. MENA

Pic du Midi and Toulouse Observatory

We have measured the motion of facular points and granules in the same region near a decaying
sunspot. It is found that both solar features move away across the moat surrounding the sunspot.
The mean speed of facular points is larger than that of granules : 0.65 km s"1 and 0.4 km s-1,
respectively. These results are consistent with previous measurements of the speed of bright network
features and moving magnetic fields, as well as of non-magnetic photospheric material. They support
models in which a decaying sunspot is at the center of a supergranule, whose horizontal motions
sweep out granules and magnetic flux tubes associated to the facular points. It is also found that
granules are dragged by supergranular motions away of the moat.

1. Introduction

Old decaying, regular sunspots are surrounded by
a moat through which small magnetic features, of size
1"-2"n are moving outward from the sunspot toward the
nearest faculae with a speed of about 1 km s-1

(Sheeley, 1969; Vrabec, 1971; Harvey and Harvey,
1973). Based on those observational results it was
suggested by Sheeley (1972) that a decaying sunspot
occupies tlie center of a supergranule and that small-
scale fragments of magnetic flux are carried away
from sunspots by the supergranular flow. Such a pic-
ture has some theoretical consistency (Meyer et al.,
1974). In this work the proper motion of facular
points (which are used as magnetic flux indicators)
and a systematic granulat flow around a decaying
sunspot is analysed in detail.

2. Observations

Figure 1 shows two decaying sunspots close to each
other, which are the leading remnants of a bipolar
active region (Mt Wilson 24183). They were observed
on June 4, 1980, with the 50 cm-refractor at the Pic
du Midi Observatory. A 1 h 30 min time series of
pictures of spatial resolution 0'.'3 or better was used
to derive the motion of the facular points and of the
granules surrounding theomain spot. The photographs
were taken through a 10 A bandpass interferencial
filter centered at 4308 A. The advantage of such kind
of filtergrams is that one can see on the same frame
both the granulation and bright facular features, at
the disk center (Figure 1). The mean .size of these
points, which are located in the intergranular spaces,
is found to be O'.'S. Many facular points are located
inside a ring surrounding each sunspot, the moat,
which extends at about 10" from the outer edge.
Their mean lifetime is 17 min, like in the quiet
photospheric network (Muller (1983).

3. Facular points proper motion

The proper motion and lifetime of 102 facular
points was measured mainly in the area shown on
Figure 2, southward of the main sunspot. Most
facular points do not move as isolated features but
together with several adjacent points : they are
a part of a moving cluster of points. In such a
moving area, which does not extend more than 2"-3"
of size, facular points appear and disappear continu-
ously, so that their number is varying with the time,
not exceeding however a dozen of points at a given
time. The moving clusters of points are probably the
bright network features moving across the moat obser-
ved by Sheeley (1969) and the moving magnetic featu-
res (HMF) observed by Vrabec (1971) and by Harvey and
Harvey (1973), under moderate seeing conditions.

The outer edge of the penumbra was used as a refe-
rence position for measuring the motion of facular

points. The uncertainty of the position of a bright
point is due to the change of the shape of the
penumbra boundary and of the image distorsion; it is
estimate to ± 1". The mean speed of facular points is
found to be of 0.65 km s-1 quite constant throughout
the moat. In the opposite side of the main sunspot
as well as near the small one, facular points also
move away from the penumbra with an average slower
speed of 0.4 kms s-i.

4. Granule motion

A systematic granule motion was derived in the sane
18" x 12" area where most facular point proper motions
were derived (Figure 2). The filaments in the outer
penumbra, which are moving very slowly (Muller, 1973),
were used as a reference system. The motion of the
granulation pattern perpendicular to the sunspot
boundary was determined by cross-correlation on suc-
cessive frases. For convenience the scanned area was
divided in four regions (Figure 2). In the regions
1 and 2, the granulation pattern moves outward
throughout the moat with a nean speed of 0.4 and
0.3 km s-1 respectively. In the region 3, the granu-
lation pattern moves in the opposite direction, with
a speed of 0.4 km s-1, suggesting strongly that this
region is inside another supergranule adjacent to the
moat. The uncertainty (internal error) of the speed
measurements is + 0.08, ± 0.. 12 lea s-1 , ± 0.24 ka s-1

in the regions 1, 2 and 3.

5. Discussion

Around an old decaying sunspot both facular points
and granules nove away from the sunspot through .in
annular ring called the moat. Facular points «ove
faster than granules : 0.65 km s-1 and 0.4 km s-x

respectively, as measured in the same area. They
thus support Models in which a decaying sunspot is
at the center of a supergranule (Sheeley, 1972; Meyer
et al. 1974; Schnidt et al. 19S5). Granules are very
likely swept out by supergranular flow near the photo-
spheric layers. The notion of magnetic flux tubes
embedded in a convertive cell depends on the competi-
tion between the surface outflow and the inflow at
the base of the cell, as well as on the buoyancy of
the tubes and on the magnetic tension (Schmidt et al.,
1985). For facular points are tracers of Magnetic
flux tubes it is not surprising to find a different
speed for facular points and granules.

'In the Supplement
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Moat

Fig. 2. Motion of granules ( • ) and facular points (- - * ) ne.-ir the
main decaying sunspot. Speeds are expressed in km s- .

: probable outer boundary of the moat. The rectangle shows
the regions where the granule motions were determined.
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PHYSICAL STBDCTDEB AND DIAGNOSTICS OF SOLAS ACTIVE HKGIONS
DEDDCBD T3OH OPTICAL, VISIBLE AND DV OBSBBVATIONS

P. Leaaire

LPSP - BP n- 10 - 91371 Verrieres le Buisson Cedex - France

ABSTBACT

Since the 1978-79 Skylab Workshop on Solar Active Begions, significant progress
has been sade in the diagnostic and aodeling of active solar structures. This
paper review the status of our knowledge of the physical properties of active
regions in the photosphere, chromosphere and transition zone, as inferred froa
observations. Plages are the sain active region which we study. A comparison with
quiet Sun and soae other solar structures ia Bade in order to eaphasize the
specificity of plages properties. To conclude we present soae requireaenta for new
observations and theoretical developaents to iaprove our understanding of the
physical structure of solar active regions.

1. Introduction

The study of solar active regions ia a
very large and extensive prograa «hicu has
been pursued for nearly one century. The
aoat striking aanifestations of solar
activity have been diacovered centuries
ago by the dark spots appearing on the
solar surface. It ia only at the end of
the laat century that observations of the
sun in Bonocbrdaatic picturea have brought
to the observers the aanifastationa of
bright featurea in the CaK and H« chroao-
spheric lines. The so-called plages or
facular plages have been proven to be a
permanent coaponant of solar activity. The
very large spectrua of aolar pbenoaena,
characteriatic of aolar "quiescent" acti-
vity (spots, plages or filaaents aa oppo-
sed to the "catastrophic" activity or
flaring activity), ia the aanifestation of
the aolar aagnetisa and, in thia review we
do not plan to cover all the aspects of
this aanifestation. ID this paper, wa will
restrict ouraelvas to the facular plage
aignatura at several levels ia the solar
ataosphere, extending froa the faculae or
facular points to the coronal loops over
plagas.

The third Skylab Workshop (Orrall, 1981)
had been devoted to qaiet active regions
excluding suaspots, aad although wa ax-
el uda sunspots froa our aaia interest, we
shall aake aoae refercaces to thea (sad to
quiet sun). In order to ba self-
consistent, wa use tha solar teaperatare
atratification as tha aaia driver in this
paper (altough thia choice is soaetiaes
aource of unsatisfactory aix-«p) aad avoid
to present the observations as viaibla,
infra-red, ultra-violet or I-raya doariaa
even if a wavelength raage is tha aost
appropriate for a selected t«aperat«ra
layer. Soaatiaaa it is qaite difficalt to
assign obsorvatioas or aodeliag to a
specific aolar ataoapharic coaa
(photosphere, chroaosphere, transition
ragion and corona) so wa Bake soae aors or
lass arbitrary choice to show tha rasalts
and discuss thea in tha area which aaeas
to us the aost appropriate.

In tha naxt chaptar, w« suaaarixe tha
obsarvationa in the visible, ultra-violet

and infra-red wavelength doaains which are
the base of the different photospheric fa-
culsr aodels. In the third chapter, we try
to recall the visible, ultra—violet, far
infrared and aubailliaetric observationa
available and open the discussion on the
ainiaua teaperature and chroaospheric
plage modelm. In the fourth chapter, froa
ultra-violet. X-rays, viaible and soae
insights in centiaeter-radio obaervation a
general ground for aolar transition region
and coronal loops is given. In the fifth
chapter, we recall aoae general properties
of plage and thair relation to the general
problea of global aolar irradiation. Our
conclusion suaaarlces that seeas to be the
new inforaations gathered in the laat
years and givea aoae requeats for new
types of observations and for tha develop-
Bent of aodeling to interpret tha
forthcoaing data.

2. Photospheric facala : observations aad
aodeliag

As recalled by Schatten at al. (1986)
facalae are aasociatad with "flocculi" or
"plagas" tha chroaospheric feeturea obser-
ved aa bright regions in aonochroaatlc
light. The fins structure of photospheric
facalaa waa dlacussad for tha first tiae
ia 1939 (waldaeier, 1939 ; Tan
Braggsacate, 1939).

Tha faculae appears as tiny sod bright
ealssioa faataras eithar in tha photosphe-
ric cOBtiauma or in tha photospheric Unas
(a aore detailed presentation of activa
regioa fiaa structures is given by ft.
Mailer in thia aeeting). Siaultaneous pho-
tospheric observations of fins structures
takaa at saveral waweleagtas (Cal, Mgbi,
Mm red wiag aad continuua) show (Wilson,
1981 ; Kltai at al., 1984) that tha whits
light facalaa, the I« filigrees aad tha
calciaa bright points ara cospstials mad
ar« dlffaraat aanifestatloss ot tha ssaa
photospheric faataras. Slallar coaclusloa
oa tha idsatity of faculao aad aetwork Is
reached by Naasr at al. (1980).

2.1 Photospharic contiaauaj observations

Osiag a ballooa pletfora talaacopa (10 ca
apartara), Nirayaaa (1978) aad lirayaaa
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et al. (1979) observed the faculae around
530 na. They Measured a facular granule
size of l".5-2".8 without deconvolution of
the optical transfer function with a 4 ± 1
hr lifetime. The aaxiiui contrast is 1.2
at n (= cos 6) = 0.2 and the contrast
decreases froa: |i =0.2 to u = 0.1 in the
first paper. In the second one they
obtained contraat of 1.09 and 1.16 at n =
0.65 and 0.50 respectively. These last
values agree, within the errors, to Muller
(1975) observations. The laat paper
(Hirayaaa et al., 1985) of this group,
using 266 active regions, observed froa
the ground with a 5 ca effective aperture
lens, leads to a disk center enhanceaent
lower than 0.1 X increasing up to 3.78 X
at u = 0.2.

Two papers (Chapaao et al., 1977 ; Chapaan
et al., 1982) uaing the San Fernando
Observatory extreae liab photoaeter (28 ca
aperture vacuua teleacope) provide the
frequency dependence of the facular
brightness excess. The aiean contrast of
faculae increases froa 0.40 to u = 0.25 to
0.7 at M = 0.1 (when corrected for a
filling factor of 10-15 * and « 2.1 X up
to 5 * without correction) for 525 na.

Using the Kitt Peak National Observatory
vacuua telescope Foukal et al. (1981) and
Foukal et al. (1985) deduced a brightness
contrast io the range 0.92-1.00 for M £
0.77 which indicatas that faculae contain
cooler Material than the photosphere at
equal continuua optical depth around t =
1. A pronounced enhanced contrast of 1.08
is observed at M * 0.45. In the second
paper, where the H" continuua ia Measured
by differential photoaetry, an estiaated
lowering teaperature gradient of faculae
to quiet photosphere of 20 * ia observed
near TO . s = 1.

In two papers, Libbrecht et al. (1984,
1985) give results which doaa not show any
contrast increase vary near to the liab.
They deduce a dl/I = 0.2 + a (n - 0.2)
where u = cos 0 and • is a constant depen-
ding of wavelengths («r.« « 0.25 ± 0.10 ;
airtm « 0.30 ± 0.10). Photospheric
faculae are iabcdded in intargranular
lanes and with high resolution Sacraaento
Peak vacuua teleacope pictarea, it is
possible to deconvolve the data (loatchay,
1977) and to get a 100 * contrast near sun
center in a typical filigree. Very high
resolution white-light plates of the solar
granulation were obtained with the 50 ca
refractor at Pic du Midi Observatory ;
they permitted (Muller et al., 1983) to
deduce a characteristic aixe of 0.22" for
facular points and a characteriatic
intensity of 1.3 to 1.5 tiaes the scan
continuua intensity at diak center.

Data froa liab observations during an
eclipse have been used by Akiaov et al.
(1982) in the photospheric continuua to
•easure the brightness above the liab. The
faculae showed high contrasts, up to 1.76
at a height of 200 ka froa the liab. With
new data the aaaa authora (Akiaov et al.,
1984), confined these results.

Far infrared continuua observations (10-25
MM wavelength) have been Made with the

2.24 a telescope of the Hawaii University
at Mauna lea (Lindsey et al., 1981). The
excess in facular enission is of the order
10-2 tiaes the absolute intensity of the
quiet Sun for xs * 10-1-10-*.

2.2 Photospheric lines observations

Using Fel lines, Frazier (1978) with the
Kitt Peak aulti-channel Magnetograph haa
tried to characterize lines profiles froa
faculae to pores. At u = 0.9, the facular
contrast decreases froa » 0.10 at line
center to nearly 0 in the continuua (wing)
; for high Magnetic flux level (pores) the
contrast becoaes negative in the line
wings. For lower values of u (» 0.65 and
0.5) the contrast in the core of lines
increases to * 0.10 and * 0.15
respectively and ataya positive even in
the wings for pores. With the saae data,
Frazier et al. (1978) deduced a aagnetic
field aaplitude cloae to 200 aT, and a
downdraft aaplitude lower than 1.2 ka a'1.
Near aun center the continuua contraat haa
an aaplitude of as auch aa 18 X. Froa a
set of Fel and Fell lines, Solanki et al.
(1985) deduce a teaperature brightneaa
(ro.s = 1) enhancement of 350-600 K for
plage flux tubes above quiet sun
teaperature with a 0.05 to 0.14 filling
factor (Solanki et al., 1984).

The correlation between the equivalent
width and the aagnetic field has been exa-
ained qualitatively by Seael (1981) and ha
found that the predoainant factor waa the
equivalent width and the atronger the line
is, the stronger the field observed.
Making use of data taken at the Sacraaanto
Peak vacuua tower-telescope in the Fal
lines, Koutchay et al. (1978) derived for
filigrees (or facular points) 100-150 aT
at x « 0.1.

A aet of high resolution filtergraas taken
in the Mglbi ( 518.3 na) at the
Sacraaento Peak Observatory Vacuua Tower
Teleacope were analysed by Spruit at al.
(1981). They studied bright points
(faculae), knots and porea ranging in sise
0".15 and 4" in a young active region. On
the average, the contraat in the wing of
the line increases vary strongly with
decreasing sice, while the continuua
contrast increases aore slowly. The
distribution of the contrast ratio (ratio
of contrast in the line to contrast in the
continuua) ia used to derive a size
distribution of facular ' points. Facular
pointa have a aize 6 snaller than 0".5
(0".5 < a < 1".5 for knots and < > 1".6
for pores) and cover 0.8 * of the surface.

The Fel lines profiles and asyaaetry have
been Measured by several author*. Ia
active (plage) regions around saaspots the
bisectors show stronger blue-shifts of the
line-cores and snaller blue bulges in the
line-flanks (C-shapss) aa coapared to
quiet regions (Kaisig at al., 1983). Other
obaervera (Livingston, 1982 ; Cavalllni at
al., 1985) find red-shifted lines ; in the
last paper, the red-shift observed at fun
canter changes to a blue-ahift near the
llMb. A search for canter to liab
variation of line-shifts in plages and
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network boundaries compared to quiet sun
•ade by Beckers et al. (1980) had negative
results.

Observations in weak plages near disk
center, made Kith the Culgora 20 cm nagne-
tograph, confirm a systematic downward
velocity of 0.5 km e"1 (Giovanelli et al.,
1977) whilst, with the Locarno
polarimeter, Wiehr (1985) deduced a
velocity smaller than or equivalent to 2
lea s->.

A study of weak and strong magnetic fields
in the solar photosphere has been
performed by Tarbell et al. (1979). With
an assumption of 8 * filling factor for
strong field observed in plage, they
obtained an average field component of
1200 Gauss ; a 0.91 filling factor for the
weak field producea 37 Gauss.

2.3 Interpretation and modeling

Interpretation of line asymmetries is
given in terms of modification of the
hydrodynamic structure of the photoapheric
layers. One could conclude that there is
indication of penetration of convective
flux into higher levels of the photosphere
in active ragions (laiaig et al., 1983 ;
although than the reault contradicts
apparently the hypothesis of an inhibition
by magnetic fields). Another suggestion is
that the inhibition of convection in
magnetic ragiona might be responsible for
the obaarvad center disk red-shift instead
of the often invoked "downdraft"
(Cavalllni etal., 1985). A multi-column
modal assuming 150 mT facular magnetic
flux tubaa with a cero downflow imbedded
in an atmosphere where the convection ia
partially imbibed aatiafactorily
reproduces the observed line shifts and
asymmetries (Cavallini et al., 1987).

The brightness in faculae has been
aacrlbed to a "hot cloud" at TO.I < 1
(Mullar, 1975), to a "hot wall" Inside the
flux tuba (Spruit, 1976). 'racier at al.
(1978) triad to combine tkese two effects
using a Milne-lddington modal, but
discovered several inconsistencies
connected to the thermal modal. To fit
their data llrayama (1978) aad lirayaaa et
al. (1979) derived a facular modal with
0".2-0".3 granule sices aad • 1000"I
hotter than the photosphere at the optical
daptb to.t • 1. Same kind of parameters
are alao propoaad by loutcamy et al.
(1978) and Stellmacber at al. (1979). Tha
semi-empirical facular model 7S14/ISBAP
(Chapman, 1979), which ia adapted from the
•SRA modal (Gingerich at al., 1971), is
often used aa a reference. It provides a
temperature axeasa la tha photosphere,
aboat 200 km Wilson depression and a "hot
wall" affect. Following this model,
Oaharovich et al. (1983) have proposed a
aagnetohydrostatic model of solar faculaa
which has shown that two factora are
important : tha radius of tha magnetic
flux tube and tha height, fut, the poor
agreamaat obtained with moat observations
(Chapman et al., 1984) suggests that sub-
stantial Improvements are required. A two-
compoaeat, axially symmetric model, whose
thermodynaaic atructare la derived from

that of a •agnetostatic flux tube, is used
to be representative of a small filigree
element (Caccin et al., 1979). In this
model, with a 100 km Wilson depression the
wall of the tube appears to have a
dominant role in determining the
observable contrast which is
overestimated. Baldayan (1980) has
computed an inhoaogeneous model of photo-
spheric facula which produced a superhea-
ting of about 130'K to fit the
observations.

A dynamical view of faculae is proposed by
Schatten et al. (1986). In their hillock
and cloud model, a facula is viewed as a
structure complementary to a sunspot well
consisting of an uplifted photosphere (a
hillock) plus tenuous photospheric gas (a
cloud) ejected into the solar atmosphere
in and around flux tubes. This model
provides globally an enhanced emission,
the heating occuring as a result of
exothermic recombination reaction and the
gas being uplifted by buoyancy. A test of
this model is the continuum brightness
enhancement of faculae near the limb.
Hasan et al. (1985) examine the idea that
magnetic elements in the photosphere and
lower chromosphere of the Sun are heated
by downflowing gas. A 0.3 km a"1 velocity
near to.s = 1 cao reproduce satisfactorily
the Chapman's (1979) model (see also Ribes
et al., 1985). The- magnetic flux tubes
merge (Pneuman et al., 1986) at increasing
heights as the filling factor decreaaes.
The merging height increaaes with
increasing field strength if the tube is
hotter than its surroundings and vice
versa if it ia cooler.

Haw semi-empirical flux tube modela
(Walton, 1987) with a 200 km Wilson
depression and a 300 km (to.* = 1)
diameter reproduce only Sun center
observations.

Up to now, although observations have
given a better understanding of
photospheric faculae, there ia still a lot
of progress to be made in the measurement
accuracy. It aeems that progresses in
facular modeling will come from
introduction of dynamica (such aa Schatten
•t al., 1986, model), nevertheless other
type of models are still necessary to
determine constraints on physical
parameters such as sice, Wilson de-
pression, magnetic field strength and
divergence...

3. Facmlar plage : temperature minimum amd
chromosphere

3.1 Observations

Temperature minimum and chromospberic
observations have been performed from
ground-based observatories, balloons,
rockats and satellites. Using Call I and K
profiles, Shine at al. (1972) hava derived
characteristics of plage chromoapharlc
profiles. Systematic trands are measured
by La •onte (1986a). from analyais of a
Mgbt magnetogram, Giovanelli (1980)
deduces that in active ragiona aad
plagsttes, the chromosphere-corona
transition ragion probably panatratas
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below 600 km and that potential theory is
inapplicable at coronal height below about
15000 ka. Fang et al. (1984) «ade use of
K2V, K3 and CN lines to establish that
chroaospheric granules correspond to
facular granules and that the aean
distance between granules is decreasing
with growing solar activity. Looking for
oscillations in Ca 854.2, NaDi and Ni
589.3 lines, Woods et al. (1981) compared
oscillation amplitudes in plages and in
the quiet Sun : there is greatly increased
long period (P 2 300 s) power in the
chroaospheric parts and a reduction of
amplitude for intermediate periods (P 2
100 s) in the low chroaospheric parts.
HeDa observations (Landaan, 1981) give up
to 12 ka s'1 downflow velocity, whilst the
He 1083.0 na line shows persistent flow-
patterns (lites et al., 1985).

The McMath Fourier Transform Spectrometer
of Kitt Peak has been used to measure line
profiles of the 2.3 ua (first overtone)
and 4.7 ua (fundamental) vibration
rotation bands of CO (Ayres et al., 1986)
in plage and quiet sun. The core
brightness temperature of the strongest
features of CO are lower in the plage than
the minimum temperature of quiet Sun. Far-
infrared balloon observation* (Degiacomi
et al., 1985) provide a plage brightness
enhancement up to 250 I at 200 urn. The 160
na ultraviolet continuum, near temperature
minimum, has been observed in several
rocket flights (Bonnet et al., 1980 ; Cook
et al., 1983 ; Birsyaaa et al., 1985 ;
Dame et al., 1986). They five a
temperature enhancement around 200 I.
Salyut 4 (Bruns et al., 1976, 1977),
Skylab HCO (Veroatza et al., 1978) and HRL
(Doschek et al., 1977, 1978), HRTS-HRl
(Dere et al., 1986), DVSP-OSO 8 (Duaont et
al., 1982), IPSP-OSO 8 (Lemalre et al.,
1981), TBC-LPSP (Bonnet et al., 1980)
experiment* have collected spectral
informations in plage regions from the
temperature minimua up to the upper
chroaosphere to transition region and to
corona. In all this ultra-violet spectral
domain. plage is detected by the
brightness enhancement (e.g. Allen et al.,
1978 ; Baarl et el., 1979 ; Lsaaire,
1984).

3.2 Modelisation

Semi-empirical model of plage has been
built by Shine et al. (1974) using CaH and
K profilea as references, from la and LB
hydrogen line* and ultraviolet lines
recorded by Salyut 4. Baranosvkii et al.
(1979) derived a model ; they compared
computated and observed profile* and
obtained a good agreement with turbulent
velocities of 40 and 60 km/sec for Lye.
Morrison et al. (1978) and lelch et al.
(1978) used Skylab NRL Ngll wing* and
profile* (combined with Call line* for the
later) to build aemi-eapirical models
Basri et al. (1979), from a set of Ly« HI
profile*, derived semi-empirical
chroaospheric model* which fit very well
la line* but cannot fit Call and Mgll
profile*. Using this set of models, quiet
•un model* (Vernacza et al., 1981) and
flare model* (Hachado et al., 1980),

Avrett (1980) has computed the net
radiative cooling rates.

Simultaneous H and K Call, h and k Mgll,
La and Lp HI profiles, taken by LPSP-OSO 8
experiment, averaged on a plage section,
has been used by Lemaire et al. (1981) to
built a plage aodel which permitted to fit
the set of observations. All these
proposed plage models with higher
temperature than quiet sun models are
based on non-LTE radiative - transfer,
statistical and hydrostatic equilibrium
equations.

During the Skylab Solar Active Regions
Workshop, Chapman (1981) has proposed to
expand the flux tube model up to the chro-
mosphere and to build a two-component
plage model. Ayres et al. (1986), using
the FTS infrared observations of CO bands
suggest that a single component model
cannot fit ultra-violet observations and
infrared CO bands observations. To
represent the observations they built s
flux tube model, with a * 5000 K
temperature minimum and higher temperature
than average plage models (such as Leaaire
et al., 1981) for the same optical depth,
covering 50 X of the chroaospheric plage,
and complemented by a cold component with
continuous decreasing temperature in the
chromosphere. In a first approximation
this two-component model can reproduce
Call and infrared CO profiles.

A quite different aodelisation tecbnic is
used in a serie of papers (Jones et al.,
1982 ; Jones, 1982) on canopies which can
be applied to plage area*. Proa observa-
tions, the acaling-law equilibrium for
aome ion* (e.g. Call) may be deduced and
canopy heights estimated.

Thus, single-component models of plages
are the first step of chromospheric plage
modeling and permit to have a coarse but
necessary insight into physical parameter*
in chromospheric plage atmosphere. The
two-component approximation ia promising
and will be able to improve our knowledge
a* soon a* high resolution observations
will provide ua with aor* detailed
understanding of the plage atructur* In
•11 wavelength range. Further
investigation ia required in accurate
magnetic field and velocity measurements
to establish the importance of magneto
hydrodynamic coupling is the chromospheric
•tructuration for one aide aad la the
chroaospheric heating to the other side.

4. Plage : traaaitioa soaa aad coroaa

In this ataospherlc domain the term
"active region1* mean* plage, spots (and
soaetiaes filament or prominence) and most
of the authors cannot differentiate
between then because the clear *pot
aigaatur* disappears and also the instru-
mental resolution is decreasing (a confu-
sing atmosphere where loop* are imbrica-
ted).

4.1 Observation*

The data are provided by very highly ioni-
sed line* seen outside the visible diak
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from the ground and by ultraviolet and
extreme ultraviolet continuum and lines
observations on the disk and outside the
disk. It is not our purpose to present
radio or X-rays observations although we
soietiies refer to these observations.

Transition region observations are Bade in
lines issued from the 104K to 8.10sK
temperature range (corresponding to the
strong temperature gradient in the solar
•odels). This region is referred to the
cold loop region (loop with about 10sK
temperature) as opposed to the hot loop
region (> 106K), although the different
loops are interlaced and soae hot loops
been lower in altitude than cold loop
(Habbal et al., 1985).

Transition region lines are characterized
by flows along the loops. Frou soae obser-
vations redshifts (or downflows) predomi-
nate, ranging froa 4 to 17 kit s~1 with a
peak at 10»K (Feldaan et al., 1982 ; Dere,
1982b). Froa 10«K to 105K the downflow
speed increases from 0.9 ka s ' to 6 km s~
1 in the average (Dere et al., 1986) and
can reach up to 30 ka s'1 (Kjeldseth-Moe
et al., 1984). Other observations (Lites,
1980 ; Mouradian et al., 1982 ; Atbay et
al., 1983 a and b) suggest that upflowa
and downflows are simultaneously present
in the plage area, distributed in
different parts with a predominance for
downflows (Dere et al., 1986). In
connection to these vertical flow
patterns, it exists horizontal flow
patterns (Athay et al., 1982) with a
systematic west to east component in the
corona of 1.7 ka s"l (Tsubaki, 1983 ; from
FeXIV out-of-disk ground observation).

Unresolved velocities, turbulent movements
and aicro-turbulence produce theraal broa-
dening* which increase froa 10 ka s"1

(10«K) to 25 ka «"' (3.10sK) (Mouradian et
al., 1982 ; Cheng et al., 1979 ; Lites et
al., 1980).

In order to aake interpretation of upflows
and downflows, Athay (1987) argues that
observational evidence strongly suggests
that downflows, either involving unidirec-
tional flows along field lines or episodic
upflows and subsequent downflows along
field lines, are present but that the
latter one are predominant.

Ultraviolet and extreae ultraviolet line
brightenings over active regions have been
reported froa Skylab (Cheng, 1980 ;
Antonucci et al., 1984 ; Habbal et ml.,
1985 ; Hithbroe et al., 1985) from SUM
(Porter et al., 1984 ; Hayes et al., 1977)
and froa HRTS (Cook et al., 1983). These
brightenings typically last about 40-60
sec and the intensity increases of about
20 % to 100 X are coaaonly observed in
SilV and OIV (near 10*1). During these
brighteninga blue shifts and redshifts (6
to 10 ka *->) are measured. If they are
seen as "aicroflare events" then their
iapulsive phase aay be associated with
chroaospheric evaporation, i.e. the sudden
heating of plasaa in the chroaosphere and
its injection into overlying loops in the
corona. The heating aay be the result of
•agnetic reconnection within the active

region appearing in aany sites and
proceeding almost stochastically.

Densities are derived from emission
measure computations (from direct line
intensity with an hypothesis on the volume
occupied by the emitting ion and the
isothermal structure of this volume), from
line ratio intensities of lines in the
same ionization level or indirectly
(Feldman et al., 1978 ; Nicolas et al.,
1979 ; Cheng, 1980 ; Mariska et al., 1980
; Levine et al., 1980 ; Teske et al., 1981
; Dere, 1982 a and b ; Dere et al., 1982 ;
Dumont et al., 1983 ; Kjeldseth-Moe, 1984
; Noens et al., 1984 ; Doyle et al., 1985
: Habbal et al., 1985). Electronic
densities range from 109 ca"3 to 1011 cm"3

and electronic pressures vary from 0.7 dyn
cm~2 up to 2.0 dyn cm"2. The shape of the
differential emission aeasure (or the
emission measure) as a function of the
increasing temperature is very similar to
that of quiet sun with a minimua about
10sK and a maximum near 3.1OeK, shifted to
higher values by about a factor of 1.5
near the ainimum and 10 near the maximum
(Doyle et al., 1985 versus Raymond et al.,
1981). A lot of papers (Doschek et al,

1977 ; Dufton et al, 1978 ; Feldaan et al,
1978 ; Vernazza et al, 1978 ; Dufton et
al, 1979 ; Cook et al, 1979 ; Feldaan et
al, 1979 ; Doyle et al, 1980 ; Doyle, 1980
; Dufton et al, 1982 ; Dufton et al, 1983
; Doyle et al, 1983, 1985 ; Keenan et al,
1984 ; Keenan et el, 1986) have used line
ratio computations to derive densities.
These measurements aay have some errors
due either to non equilibrium ionization
or to line emission attenuation by
continuum absorption. In loops with flow
velocities the ionization equilibrium aay
never be reached and discrepancies ia line
intensities up to a factor of 3 have baan
computed (Jacobs et al, 1977 ; Raymond et
al, 1978 ; Joselyn et al, 1979 ; Roussel-
Dupre, 1981 ; Roussel-Dupre et al, 1981 ;
Mariska, 1984). Obscuration of solar
ultraviolet line emissions is wavelength
dependent below and above 912 A head of HI
Lyaan continuum (Kanno et al, 1978 ;
Schmall et al, 1979 ; Foukal, 1981 ;
Nishikawa, 1984) ; the absorbing cloud has
a density near 7.1012 cm"3 and about 6-7
103K temperature.

The plane of cold loops tands to ba naarby
perpendicular to the solar surface ; the
cold loops are more variable than hot
loops (Habbal et al, 198S) and have
smaller aspect ratio (diameter over length
ratio) and so are less stable than a
plasaa coluan with larger aspact ratio
(Cheng ' et al, 1980). Over plages, tha
approximate balance between radiativa and
conductive losses is obtained fbr filling
factors of 0.05-0.1 (derived froa emission
aeasures) sbove6.10«K (Kjeldseth-Moe at
al, 1984). Although few authors (Foukal,
1976 ; Levine et al, 1977) aada tha
hypothesis of a cool cora in tha loops
surrounded by hot material, froa datailad
observations a subdivision between hot and
cold loops formed in distinctly different
locations is aora or lass admitted by a
lot of authors (Chang at al, 1980 ; Dara,
1982 ; Habbal at al, 1985) with about 2
arcsec hot loop section and vary aaall
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(down to 30 km, Dere, 1982) cool loop
section. But cool and hot loops may have a
cold core...

4.2 Modelisation

Structuration and heating of the
transition region and corona have being
subjects of a lot of studies.

It has been proposed that the heating
source for an active region is the quasi-
steady dissipation of magnetic field in
current sheets (Somov et al, 1977), but
this may be more applicable to
chromosphere than to transition region.
Static, or quasi-static loop models (Craig
et ai, 1978 ; Chuideri et al, 1981 ;
Narain et al, 1985) with two-dimension
(Einaudi et al, 1984) have been built and
discussed. The stability depends •ainly of
the boundary conditions (Hood et al,
1980). The introduction of heating
perturbations have been made to see the
evolution of loop temperature and density.
Mass and energy exchange with the
chromosphere play a major role in the
evolution of the coronal component of
active region loops (Krall et al, 1980 ;
Peres et al, 1982) and it is possible to
create systematic flows in the loops
(Boris et al, 1982). Computation of line
intensities (Kriahan, 1983) and line
widths (Krichan, 1985) using a loop model
have been performed and give good
agreement with observations. One -of the
difficulties encountered with loop models
is the fitting of the emission measure
distributions observed below 105K.
Successfull tries has been made by the use
of a mixing of hot and cold loops
(Antiochos et al, 1986 ; Dowdy et al,
1986) .

Theories of magnetic heating mechanisms
have been reviewed by Heyvaerts (1984). A
recent study (Ionson, 1985) suggests that
non resonant processes play the dominant
role in heating young active region loops
(length 1 = 1.2 109 cm) while resonant
mechanisms dominate the heating of active
region loops (1 - 6.10g cm) and large
scale loops (1 = 1.6 10l° ci).

The structure and energy balance of the
solar transition region have been studied
by Jordan (1976, 1980). The I'orm of the
energy deposition function required to
heat the transition region and the inner
corona is deduced from the gradient and
the absolute value of the emission meauure
distribution and some scaling laws are
proposed to be tested against observations
near 105K. Further investigation ia
required to improve these models.

As seens in the ultraviolet lines, the
active regions loops do not seem to be
fundamentally different from quiet regions
loops except by their density and their
distribution (the balance between cool and
hot loops may be quite different). High
resolution observations are required to
establish the true structure of active and
quiet loops and from their distribution to
estimate all the parameters (densities,
temperatures, flows, heating processes,
filling factors...) which contribute to

the energy balance of the solar transition
zone add corona.

5. Role of faculae and plages in the solar
energy balance

Average chromospheric plage lifetimes
range from 43 days (Allen, 1973) to 83
days (Foukal, 1981) or to 90 days (Harvey.
1984). The rate of flux emergence is 10
times higher in active regions than in
quiet regions (Liggett et al, 1985). The
brighest plages occur in emerging flux
region (La Bonte, 1986) and small active
regions emerge almost exclusively in the
remnant magnetic regions, resulting from
the decay of previous active centers
(Garcia de la Rosa, 1983).

The magnetic flux emerging in an active
region consists of a bundle of flux tubes
which were already concentrated before
penetrating into the photosphere. The
modulation of the convective flow by the
magnetic structure explains the slow
dispersal of faculae (Zwann, 1978). In
bipolar active regions it is possible to
relate the lenrth of the bipolar region at
the surface to the depth ; the observed
dimensions 1 * 10s km for normal active
regions, and 1 * 10* km for the ephemeral
active regions, indicate comparable depths
of origin (Parker, 1984). Going further in
the role of magnetic flux tube emerging in
the solar atmosphere, a model proposing a
convection zone origin of heating where
the fluid ia ejected into the solar
atmosphere with the help of magnetic
forces on fibril field structures has
being built by Schatten et al. (1986a).

The relation between sunspots and facular
plages seems more and more evident (e.g.
Shatten et al., 1986b). Sunspots models
which present a strong Wilson depression
with a temperature minimun near 3400 K and
which vary with the solar activity cycle
(Haltby et al., 1986) or with a cold and a
hot components (Staude et al., 1984 ;
Staude, 1986) are in good agreement with a
lot of observations. The energy balance
between suuapot deficit and faculae excess
has been subject to a lot of studies.
After some controversial studies, it seems
that cow there ia a general agreement on
the long terme balance between sunspot
deficit and facular exceaa (Oster et al.,
1982 ; Bruning et al., 1983 ; Chiang et
al., 1986b ; Lawrence et al., 1985 ;
Chapman et al., 1986a ; Chapman et al.,
1986b ; Foukal et al., 1986 ; Chapman,
1987 ; Foukal, 1987 ; Schatten et al.,
1987).

The continuity of structures from photo-
sphere to corona ia detected by
statistical correlations between linea
formed at aeveral temperature (Schrijver
et al.. , 1985) and by observation of loopa
in the radio domain (e.g. Pallavicini et
al., 1981). The ultraviolet flux, iaaued
from the chromosphere to the corona ia
strongly related to the plage area
(Lawrence, 1987 ; Lean, 1987) and thia
relationship emphasize* the important role
of plagea in the heating and cooling of
stellar atmospheres (Lemaire et al.,
1986). To understand the key role of
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plagea and active regions in stars, the
sun is the best reference. The test of new
•ethods of stellar magnetic field
measurementa has been performed on the
sun, and magnetic field measurements aade
in solar plages provide about 1200 G, 1020
0 and 570 G with 0.08, 0.30 and 0.45
filling factors respectively (Sun et al.,
1987) which are compatible with other
observations.

6. Conclusion

This review on solar active regions,
specifically dedicated to faculae and
plages, shows the progress made either
from improved observations or from new
ideas in the theoretical approach of
facular plage generation.

High resolution observations are required
in all the optical wavelength range. To
improve the different facular flux tube
models a .1 arcsecond resolution (at
least) is required in the visible, near
infrared and near ultra-violet range.
Study of chromospheric, transition region
and coronal loops will progress with a
resolution equivalent or better than one
arcsecond, combined with spatial, spectral
and temporal coverages to delineate the
structures, to n a t u r e the densities, the
velocities and the temperatures, and to
follow the evolutions.

The solar magnetic field plays the
dominant role in the generation,
sustentance and decay of faculae and
plages and requests new types of
Measurements. During the last twenty
years, new observations and theories have
open the way to a physical understanding
of the fundamental processes of solar
active regions. This effort needs to be
pursued, not only to increase our unders-
tanding of the solar machinery but also to
extend our knowledge of plasma confined in
flux tube and to obtain references for the
stellar models.
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DISCUSSION:

HuJler: I want to point out how cautious
we have to be when deriving empirical models
from CLV of the facular contrast. Evolved facular
points are commonly visible in the quiet photo-
spherir network. Most of them disappear toward
the limb for the simple reason that blending
is strongly effective on foreshortened small
points; they also may be completely transparent
when looked transverally (Muller and Roudier,
198<t). In active regions, most facular points
appear clustered together, thus, near the limb,
what we see is very likely and unresolved cluster
of several points or the largest points. The
center to limb variation measured }• that of
clusters of points, which might be very different
from that of a single point. At the present,
there is no CLV for single facular points available.

Lemaire: I agree with your comment. All
accurate limb measurements are made by photometers
integrating over few arcseconds of field of view
and making comparison with quiet sun. Such mea-
surements include packed facular points seen
at grazing incidence. I do not think that you
can avoid this integration. What we need is a
good evaluation of the filling factor {at the
height seen in the limb measurement) and then
to introduce the number of facular points estimated
in the fluxtube model computation.

Solanki: We should be careful when using
the models you showed, which are usually based
on a combination of unpolarized line profiles
and continuum contrasts, since they attempt to
determine the internal physical structure of
unresolved structures. All of them (Chapman,
Walton, Schatten) are incompatible with newer
observations of disk centre continuum contrast
of magnetic elements (Muller and Keil, 1983;
Schiissler and Solanki, 1987). The models of Chapman
and Walton assume furthermore the atmosphere
in the immediate surroundings to be the same
as in the quiet sun. This is certainly not the
case, as has been shown both observationally
and theoretically. Since we neither know the
true magnetic filling factor, nor the exact atmo-
sphere in the near surroundings of magnetic ele-
ments, these models are highly non unique. The
model of Schatten et al. also predicts an upflow,
which, due to mass conservation, must increase
rapidly with height. Strong upflows in magnetic
elements in the upper photosphere have not been
observed.

Lemaire: I do not think that we have to
take literally such models as Schatten et al.,
they provide an idea which will be interesting
to pursue in combination with more classical
or physical fluxtube models. Anyhow, to improve
our understanding of such phenomena, unresolved
observationally, all confrontations of ideas
are welcomed.

Rutten: You were going to mention something
about the CO modeling by Ayres et al.. What?

Lemaire: The CO molecule provides a continu-
ous decreasing temperature model. That means
that a cool component chromosphere with temper-
ature lower than the quiet sun temperature minimum
is appearing between the hot fjuxtubes component.
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Staude: Basri et al. (1973) found a decrease
of the heigjit extent of the temperature plateau
at ?0 000 K with increasing activity in the atmo-
sphere. Do you think that this is a real feature
or could it be produced by averaging over unre-
solved fine structures?

Lemairer The ?0 000 K temperature plateau
is reguired with the one dimensional planeparallei
solar model building in order to reproduce the
Lyman-alpha profile. It is true that in plage,
the L>man-,jlphd profile fitting with this kind
of model is.it ion requires smaller plateau but,
! think, in the re.il world, that may be due to
the ,iver,ig< contribution of 1 o» lying loops.

Kruger: Do you have information about the
variation oi the filling factor of bright facular
points with height?

Lemaire: There are few indications of in-
creasing filling factor with height, but direct
measurements are still needed.
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A review on far-infrared brightness-temperature maps of the solar atmosphere is presented. They
have been taken with the aid of a 60 cm-diameter balloon-borne telescope at a height of 39 km in
France. Three bandpass filters at the wavelengths 50 urn, 80 (jm and 200 tim of 6 to 10 % bandwidth
have been applied. The filters as well as the Au-doped Ge bolometer were cooled by liquid He. An
observation on 30.4.83 represents the active sun, while one on 28.9.84 shows the quiet sun. The ob-
servations at the three wavelengths correspond to three different heights in the solar atmosphere
at the transition of the photosphere and chromosphere. Over active regions, average temperature en-
hancements of 75 K to 250 K are observed relative to the inactive regions depending of the height
in the solar atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The observation of the solar atmosphere in the
far-infrared spectral range yields information on
the brightnes: temperature at the transition zone
between the upper photosphere and the' lower chromo-
sphere. This region is characterized by a minimum in
the temperature versus height profile. Figure 2
shows this profile for the average sun from Vernazza
et al. (1981), for the sunspot model of Lites and
Skumanich (1982), and the plage model of Basri et
al.(1979). Observations in the far-infrared spectral
range concern the height between 300 km and 600 km
above the solar surface (corresponding to T 5 0 0 0 = 1)
i.e. the upper photosphere and the low chromosphere.
This statement is based on the atmospheric models of
Vernazza et al. (1981) and Avrett et al. (1984)
which rely on observations ranging from the extreme-
ultraviolet to the far-infrared. A minimum solar
brightness temperature of 4530 K ± 150 K at a wave-
length was determined by Rast et al. (1978) with a
balloon-borne interferometer at about 130 pm.

Observations at the spectral lines in the ultravio-
let as the CallK or Mgllk lines permit detection and
localization of active regions, e.g. plages, in the
solar photosphere and chromosphere. Unfortunately,
they are not suited for a precise determination of
temperature enhancements in these regions. Far-in-
frared observations are restricted in spatial reso-
lution yet they permit a direct and reliable tempe-
rature calibration by the Rayleigh-Jeans law. There-
fore, we observed the temperature minimum region at
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Fig. 1 Solar temperature profiles for a plage
(Basri et al. 1979), a sunspot (Lites and
Skumanich 1982) and for the average sun
(Vernazza et al. 1981)

three different wavelengths corresponding to diffe-
rent heights in the solar atmosphere. The first
observation was performed on the active sun while
the second was carried out during low solar activi-
ty.

INSTRUMENTATION

Because of the almost complete extinction of the
infrared radiation beyond 20 um by the terrestrial
atmosphere, observations have lu bp performed on
high-altitude platforms ai high mountains, air
plains or balloons. Our instrument is a stratosphe-
ric-balloon gondola equipped with a 60 cm Casse-
grain telescope. Three mesh interference bandpass-
filters centered at the wavelength 50 (im, 80 |d" and
200 nm allow us the observation of three different
layers in the solar atmosphere. A schematic view of
the flight instrument is shown in Figure 2. A de-
tailed description of the instrument was given el-
sewhere (Degiacomi et al. 1985).

O
Gondola Structure

Oscillation Damp* _

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the gondola
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EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

Three balloon flights have been performed at the
CNES balloon facility in Aire/Adour (France) bet-
ween 1982 and 1984. The stratospheric balloons with
a volume of 380'000 m 3 and filled with hydrogen
reached an altitude of about 39 km. In 1983 and
1984 complete maps of the solar disk could be taken
at different heights in the solar atmosphere. The
temperature calibration was performed on the basis
of our previous measurements of the far-infrared
brightness temperature of the solar diik (Rast et
al. 1978). The absolute accuracy of these measure-
ments is * 150 K, whereas the accuracy of our mea-
sured temperature enhancements over active regions
is of the order of ± 25 K. They are affected only
by the slope of the linear calibration function.

EAST

F1g. 3 8oulder sunspot chart of April 30, 1983,
15:30 UT

At the time of our flight on April 30, 1983
the solar activity was rather high. Figure 3 shows
the Boulder sunspot chart at the day as it was ob-
served in white light. The active regions are labe-
led according to the Boulder observation numbers.
They are supplemented by two regions, labeled with
A and B, which are not visible in the white light,
yet observed at specific emission lines, e.g. Ha,
CallK. The International relative sunspot number R
(Koeckelenbergh 1984) of that day was R = 137. At
the date of our flight on September 28, 1984 the
sunspot number R was zero. No solar activity was
observed in the white light.

Figures 4 to 6 show the measured infrared bright-
ness temperatures of the 50, 80, and 200 uin wave-
length scans of the 1983 flight. The regions of en-
hanced brightness temperatures are labeled accor-
ding to the Boulder sunspot chart. For comparison,
Figure 7 shows the brightness temperature of the
80 urn scan of the 1984 flight.

DISCUSSION

The 50 urn temperature map corresponds to a layer
below the temperature minimum in the upper photo-
sphere. This map correlates well with an Ho wing
spectroheiiogram (Degiacomi et al. 1985) which
originates in the same layer of the solar atmosphe-
re. The map of the 80 (jm brightness temperature di-
stribution as shown in Figure 5 represents a layer
slightly below the region of the temperature mini-
mum. The bright solar active regions exhibit tempe-
rature differences as high as 100 K. The temperatu-
re depression in a sunspot is not visible, since
the dark spot is not resolved by our telescope. In
the low chromosphere, which we observed at 200 |im
wavelength (Figure 6), we found in 1984 an average
increase of brightness temperature in solar active
regions of 150 K. The radiation of the wing of the
CallK emission line is formed at about the same
height in the solar atmosphere as the 200 urn far-
infrared radiation. This spectroheiiogram shows
good agreement with our observation. Table 1 resu-
mes the temperature enhancements over active re-
gions as observed on April 30, 1983. The separation
into active and quiet sun is somewhat arbitrary. We

NORTH NORTH

EAST

Fig. 4 Brightness temperature of April 30, 1983 at
50 pin wavelength

EAST

Fig. 5 Brightness temperature of April 30, 1983 at
80 M"I wavelength
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EAST

'g. 6 Brightness temperature of April 30, 1983 at
200 lira wavelength

wavelength

50

SO

?00

Tguiel

(K)

4700

4600

4550

:region 4154/6<?

W

4775

4700

4800

W

4695

4585

4547

(K)

4753

464B

4700

AT - Tfl-Tg

w

57

63

153

Table 1 Temperature of quiet and active sun «s determined
on the f l ight of April 30, 1983

have performed this separation on the basis of the
relative temperature distribution of the measured
points of the solar disk. The 1983 flight shows a
wide distribution representing quiet-sun temperatu-
res and the higher active-sun temperatures. On the
other hand the 1984 flight shows a narrow distribu-
tion due to the absence of solar activity.

CONCLUSION

From our far-1nfrared solar observations at 50 (jm,
80 pin and 200 pm wavelengths in 1983 we found an in-
crease of the temperature enhancements over active
regions with wavelength, i.e. with height fn the so-
lar atmosphere. This is fn agreement with near in-
frared and millimeter wave observations (Degiacomi
et al. 1985). The former yield smaller enhancements,
while the latter show considerably larger incre-
ments. Another observation at low solar activity in
1984 shows a rather homogeneous temperature distri-
bution over the solar disk. The increase of tempera-
ture enhancements with wavelength, i.e. with height
is not yet understood (Avrett 1984). Required are
improved models of the solar atmosphere and active
iones.
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DISCUSSION:

Heinzel: You have reported the disc obser-
vations. But quite recently I noted new result
of Orrah et al. obtained during the solar eclipse
at IR and subtnlllimeter regions Indicting rather
large extension of the quiet chromosphere, in
contrast with mean VAL3C model. May you content
this point?

Kneubuhl: Unfortunately, I do not know this
paper. Thank you for this comment.

Staude: For many year, there *as a discrep-
ancy of several hundred degrees between the values
for the temperature minimum in models derived
from continuum data and from strong lines. Your
values are closer to the models from the lines.
Maybe this difference is due to unresolved fine
structures, that is to the bifurcation of the
solar atmosphere discussed recently by Ayres
and by Muchmore and Ulmschneider?
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Kneubuhl: The minimal temperature we obtained
from our far-infrared observations is higher
than that derived from UV continuum data. However,
the increases of brightness temperatures over
the quiet sun temperature in active regions are
small to explain this discrepancy. This fact
has been taken into account in new model calcula-
tions by Avrett (Harvard - Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics, Cambridge, MA): this model
predicts a higher minimum brightness temperature.
Therefore, the discrepancy is now removed.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN COOL FLARE LOOPS

P. HEINZEL

ASTRONOMICAL INSTITUTE OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,

251 65 ONDftEJOV , CZECHOSLOVAKIA

ABSTRACT

Large two-ribbon flares are frequently accompanied by a system of (post)-flare

loops, cooler structures being visible in several optical and UV lines, vie inves-

tigate the non-LTE formation of hydrogen lines in stationary loop structures, ta-

king into account the influence of macroscopic velocity flows along the loop. We

demonstrate some diagnostical1y important effects on hydrogen Hot line and identify

them using narrow-band Hoc filtergrams. This diagnostics provides us with a reason-

able description of physical conditions prevailing in the cool flare loops. However,

we finally stress the importance of even more complex (and difficult) radiation-

-hydrodynamical approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper (Heinzel and Karlicky,

1^87 - Paper I) we have computed several

non-LTE models of (post)-flare loops, in

order to explain the behaviour of hydrogen

Hot line emission from the tops of the

loops. From detailed theoretical considera-

tions we have concluded that to explain

rather strong emission at the tops (as com-

pared with the surrounding chromosphere),

we need the gas pressures in the range

1 - J dyn era" or higher and the correspon-

ding electron densities of the order 5x10
1 ? 3

- 10 cm (with kinetic temperatures

.10000 - 15000 K). Numerical results of Pa-

per I are capable of explaining recent ob-

servations of Hoi post-flare loops descri-

bed by Loughhead et al. (1983) or Svestka

et al. (1987) and are in good agreement with

the conclusions made by the later authors

concerning the limiting values of the gas

pressure and electron density.

However, in Paper I we did not consi-

der any macroscopic velocity flows along

the loops and thus its results are appli-

cable only to tops where we expect no sys-

tematic motions (the influence of microtur-

bulent motions is discussed in Taper I).

Since the loop legs seem to be important

channels for the mass transport (i.e. down-

flows along the magnetic field lines) which

should balance the evaporation and conden-
sation processes (see Forbes and Malherbe,

1986; Schmieder et al., 1987; Svestka et

al., 19B7 or Paper I), we try here to ex-

tend our modelling and H<x filtergram diag-

nostics also to stationary flowing legs.

Computational results presented in this pa-

per can directly be used to interpret the

observed contrast in H<*. .

2. METHOD OF COMPUTATION

Detailed radiative-transfer solutions for

moving structures like active prominences

have been performed by Heinzel and Rompolt

(1987). It was shown that for higher elec-

tron densities (met in bright loops), the

source function ia only weakly dependent

on velocities (so-called Ooppler-brighten-

ing and/or dimming effect). Therefore, when

analyzing the bright loops we may assume

a constant source function (S) independent

of the flow velocity. Furthermore, we sup-

pose that S is the same along the whole

loop.

The simplest way of comparing our

theoretical results with M* -filtergrams is

to work in terms of contrast profiles defi-

ned as

(1)

where C ( *> ) is the contrast profile de-
pending on the wavelength displacement from
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the line center AX , I ( a X ) is the inten-

sity at the loop position and l 0 ( & > ) is

the corresporiding intensity of the surround-

ing chromosphere. Assuming a constant source

luni ti'jn, we may write I (a X i in the form

' Zbv Paper I , f q . '] ) )

T (>. i being the H •* optical thickness of the

lnop structure. Combining both Eqs. (1) and

'•2) and writing I 0 ( ̂ ) = 1 c • •" ( > ) (I t is

the continuum intensity and the prof i les t* (Jv)

have bee" published by David (1961)), we arri-

ve at a simple expression for the line con- -

trast profIle

where
rcti) • r, (

(3)

(4)

T o is the total optical thickness at the li-

ne center, w^ is the Doppler width, t-X-v - — £ —

with v oein-j the 1 ine-of-sight component of

the flow velocity and other parameters have

their usual meaning. For the present illust-

ration we simply assume the Doppler profile

function. Note that Eq. (3) together with (4)

represent the well-known "cloud model" of

Beckers (1964).

Having determined the basic parameters

5, X. and v, we can construct the pro-

files C ( &\ ) according to the above model.

The actual values of 5 and T, are taken from

Paper I .

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AMD COMPARISON WITH

OBSERVATIONS

In the following plots we display C ( «> )

for H* line, corresponding to some models

selected from Paper I (see also Table 1).

The 1ine-of-sight velocity component has

been chosen to be 0, 25 and 50 km s .

Full lines in Figures 1-6 represent the con-

trast profiles which roughly correspond to

the static case of Paper I (here we assume

a constant source function). Their behaviour

is thoroughly discussed in Paper I. On the

other hand, the moving parts of the loops pro-

duce more complicated (and asymmetrical) C

( tx ). Generally we see that for higher ve-

locities, the legs are invisible in the Hoc

line center and in the blue wing, while they

are clearly in absorption at H •* + IS (fig.

1) . Only for highest pressures we could ob-

serve the red wing in emission (Fig. 6 ) .

A series of narrow-band Ho", filt^rgrams

of bright (po:;t) - f 1 are loops has been repor-

ted and Tnaly/ed by loughhead et al. (1983);

these observations are also used in Paper I.

Tn extend our analysis to the whole loops,

we summarise in Table 2 the qualitative be-

haviour of Hoi. line contrast as determined

by Loughhead et al.; see also their photo-

graphs or Fig. 1 in Paper I. The best quali-

tative fit to contrast from Table 2 is given

by our models XB2 or YB2 with -C9» 1 (see

Figs. 2, 5 ) , providing that the 1ine-of-sight

velocities reach 25-50 km s~ . Since these

loops are observed close to the limb and are

nearly perpendicular to the solar surface

(loughhead et a l . ) , we may expect signifi-

cant downflow velocities of the order of

100 km s" or even more. Higher pressures

lead to a positive contrast even in the

wings (Fig. 6) so that we restrict our va-

lues of gas pressure tn a range 1 - 3 dyn

cm . For corresponding electron densities

se Table 1. Finally, we note that in the sa-

me way we can interpret the recently publis-

hed loop observations made by Morishita

(1985).

The interpretation of the fact that the

tops may appear in emission while the legs

are visible in absorption is very simple:

for a given velocity displacement (say 50 km

s" 1), V (Hx) is still large and Eq. (3)

gives c(.ux)- r.r^^^. ~ ̂  . If we require C < 0

in the wings, S must satisfy the condition

S < »"(&*) r^ . For higher pressures, S will

exceed r-It in the line center but will be

lower at Hm + l8 simply due to increasing

r ( a* ).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In this paper we have presented the numeri-

cal computations which explain - in terms of

contrast profiles - under what conditions one

can observe the (post)-flare loops either in

emission or in absorption against the solar

disc. Simultaneously, the above analysis pro-

vides us with a useful diagnostical tool for

determining the physical conditions prevail-
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TABLE 1 Models frum Paper I

MODE I p
g

1 dyn cm
2
)

0

ikm) 1 cm

XA2

XB2

XC2

IA2

YB2

YC2

10000

10G00

10000

15000

1 5nr10

15000

0.2

1 .0

5.0

0.2

1 .0

5.0

2000

2OD0

2000

2000

2000

2000

0.56E11

0.32E12

0.17E13

0.45E11

0.23E12

0.12E15

0.42E11

D.21E12

0.12E13

0.43E11

0.22E12

0.11E13

TABLE 2 Observed contrast for the (post)-flare loops

according to Loughhead et al. (1983)

loop tops loop legs

HT«. • 0 8 strong emission ( C ? 0)

He* - 0.258 emission ( C> 0 )

H» - 1 . 8 invisible

Hrf. + 0.6 8

H«. + 1. 8 invisible

invisible

invisible

faintly in absorption ( C < 0 )

prominently in

absorption ( C < O)
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ing in the cool Hot -loops.

From the theoretical point of view we

can further develop our approach by using mo-

re realistic (i.e. cylindrical) geometry, PRD-

-treatment of Lyman lines, and leaving the

oversimplified isothermal-isobaric models.

More basically, we should formulate a radiat-

ion-hydrodynamical model in order to account

for the energy, mass and momentum balance.

From the observational side we would need nar-

row-band calibrated filtergrams or spectro-

heliograms in Hot. or other lines like for

example Lyman ot . Since serious difficulties

may appear with the scattered light which can

hardly be removed (Loughhead, private commu-

nication), we propose to do similar observa-

tions from the space. Also the overlying XUV-

loops should be observed simultaneously.
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1 1 1 I 1

MODEL

1 i I

XA2

l 1
0.0 0.5 AX [A] 1.0

f o rPig.1 Hot-contrast profiles C
the model XA2 - see Table 1
v=0 km s""1 - full line
v=25 tafi"' - dotted and dashed line
v=50 km s"1 - dashed line

A MA] 1.0

Pig.2 H<* - contrast profiles C ( A > ) for
the model XB2 - see Table 1
v=0 km a"1 - full line
v=25 km s"1 - dotted and dashed line
v=50 km s"1 - dashed line

Pig.3 Hen-contrast p rof i l e s C(a>) for
the model ZC2 - see Table 1
v=O km s"1 - f u l l l i ne
v=25 km a'] - dotted and dashed Jine
v=50 km s"' - dashed l ine
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MODEL YA 2

J I j I

0.0 0.5 AX [A] 1.0

Pig.4 H«x. -contrast profiles C( AJO for
the model YA2 - see Table 1
v»O km s"1 - full line
v»25 km s~1 - dotted and dashed lina
v=50 km s"1 - dashed line

0.0 0.5 1.0

Pig.5 H-<.-contrast profiles C(*±) fur
the model YB2 - see Table 1
v-0 km s"> - full line
v=25 km s'1 - dotted and dashed line
v=50 km a'1 - dashed line

AX [A] 1.0

Pig.6 Hoi -contrast profiles C( <u) for
the model YC2 - see Table 1
v=0 km s"1., - :rull l ine
v=25 km s" - lotted and dashed l ine
v=50 km s"1 - iashed l ine
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THE LYMAN a LINE IN THE SOLAR

CHROMOSPHERE : PENETRATIVE MODEL AND APPROXIMATIONS.

M. FAUROBERT") H. FRISCH<3> A. SKUMANICH*1'

(1) High Altitude Observatory, National Center for Atmospheric research'1'

P.O. box 3000, BOULDER, CO. 80307, U.S.A.

(2) Observ&toire de Nice, B.P. 139, O6003 NICE CEDEX, France

Abstract

A multi-level calculation of the hydrogen spectrum by Skumanich and Lites, followed by a two-level represen-

tation of each transition, shows that all the solar Lyman a photons are created in the high chromosphere, above

To ^ 10a (r0 denote the optical depth at the center of the line). Below this depth the Lyman a line is only fed by

multiple scatterings. The source function decreases, first very slowly and then as r0 cz 107. The change in slope

occurs at TO ^ 10s.

We shall present a model for the formation of Lyman a in the chromosphere below the creation region. The

hydrogen atom is treated as a two-level atom and the chromosphere as a semi-infinite medium free of primary

sources and illuminated by an isotropic and frequency independent radiation field at ro 2; 102. A second order

escape probability approximation yields a simple analytical expression which accurately reproduces the behaviour

of the Lyman a source function between r0 ~ 102 and 5 106 provided the destruction probability is set close

to 10~6. This value agrees very well with that obtained by Skumanich and Lites for the generalized Lyman a

destruction probability in the low chromosphere.

I.- Introduction

The Lyman-a line is known to play a very important

role in the energy balance and in the exitation and ioniza-

tion state of the solar chromosphere. Because of its large

optical thickness and non- LTE effects, such as interlock-

ing between transitions, the exact calculation of this line

is a non-trivial transfer problem. Very efficient numerical

methods have been developed (Auer and Mihalas,1969,

Schanner and Carlson, 1985) for solving multi-level non-

LTE transfer problems, but they require handling heavy

codes and it is often difficult to extract from such big com-

putations the dominant physical mechanisms that take

place in the formation of the lines.

This problem was the motivation for a series of pa-

pers from Skumanich and Lites (1985, 1986, 1988) where

they present a method to identify the sources and sinks

of the photons in any given line, once the full numeri-

cal solution of the multilevel transfer problem has been

obtained. Their analysis of the Lyman-a line in the so-

lar chromosphere is the starting point of th? penetrative

model that we develop in this paper.

In their work the hydrogen atom is modeled by five

energy levels plus a continuum and complete frequency

redistribution in the lines is assumed. The solar chromo-

sphere is represented by the VAL3C solar model (Ver-

nar.ta et al. 1981). First they solve the transfer problem

by a complete linearization method, then they cast each

transition in an equivalent two-level form, Le. the line

source function is written as a function of the line radia-

tion field only and the role of the interlocking transitions-

is formally written as a "creation" term and a "sink" term
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(Mihalas 1978). The dominant mechanisms which are re-

sponsible for these terms are extracted by a "seusivity

analysis" which is detailed in the papers quoted above.

Applied to the Lyman-a line it shows that the photons are

mainly created by collisions in the region of the Lyman-a

plateau, i.e. for r0, the optical depth in the line, less than

200. At larger optical depths the creation of Lyman-a

photons drops dtatiscally (cf. Fig. 1). In whole the chro-

mosphere, it is the collisions which are mainly responsible

for the destruction of the Lyman-a photons.

The concentration of the creations at the top of the

chromosphere suggests that below the Lyman-a plateau

the radiation field is dominated by the penetration of the

photons which are scattered towards the photosphere. In

the next section, we will present this penetrative model

and show how, combined with a second order escape prob-

ability method, it yields a very simple analytical approx-

imation for the Lyman-a source {unction in the low chro-

mosphere.

II.- Penetrative model and approximation.

The sub-plateau region (r0 > 200) is considered as

a semi-infinite medium without internal sources but il-

luminated by an incident radiation field, independent of

frequency and direction. These assumptions about the

incident radiation field are physically relevent because at

r0 ~ 200 the Lyman-a radiation field profile is flat up to

several Doppler widths and almost isotropic. The single

scattering destruction probability is denoted by « and we

assume that it is depth-independent. The Lyman-a lice is

treated in the two-level formalism with Doppler complete

frequency redistribution.

This model corresponds to the so-called "diffuse re-

flection" problem which is classically handled by introduc-

ing the "diffuse" radiation field (Chandrasekkar 1960, p.

20) defined by

/<(*, p, T) = /(*, n, r) - Y(-p)Ff*W*, (1)

where Y(i*) is the Heavi3ide function. Standard notations

are used here, x is the frequency measured in Doppler

widths from line center, (j>(z) the absorption profile, /i the

direction and r = ro/tf>(0) is the frequency-average line

optical depth. F denotes the incident radiation field. / is

the specific intensity of the full radiation field, whereas Jj

represents the intensity of the radiation which has been

scattered at least once in the medium and'not the directly

transmitted part. It is clear that the diffuse radiation field

vanishes at the surface for ingoing directions.

The diffuse radiation field obeys the transfer equation

(2)

The source term Sd{r) is equal to 5(r), the source term for

the full radiation field. It satisfies the integral equation

(for the derivation of this equation see Chandrasekhar

1960 or Ivanov 1973, p. 279)

(3)

We recall that the kernels Kx and K3 are defined by

5 /

K,(r)= [ d» f °
Jo J-oo

, (4)

)e-T*W"dz . (5)

The primary source term which appears in (3) is called

the "first collision" term in neutron transport theory, it is

proportional to the probability that a photon incident at

r = 0 is scattered for the first time at the depth r without

being collisionnally destroyed.

The next step is to introduce the quantity

Si(r) = Sd(T) - F , (6)

as in Ivanov (1973, p. 279). Making use of the relation

l-JjMr) (7)
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we derive and integral equation for S\ (r) which is aoalogu-

ous to Equation (3) but with a uniform inhomogeneous

term equal to —eF.

We now use a second order escape probability method

to find an approximation for Si. These methods, intro-

duced by Ivanov (1972) and Fri?ch and Frisch (1975) for

complete frequency redistribution transfer in semi-infinite

media are known to give accurate results at both large

and small optical depths when the inhomogeneous term

b depth-independent. Applied to Si they yield

(8)

It is clear that this expression shows two different asym-

totic regimes, depending on whether K?(r) is smaller or

larger than s. When r is large compared to the "ther-

malization" scale, u = lfe>/-lne, then A"a(r) is small

compared iu e; upon using the asymptotic form of iTj(r)

at large r , A's(r) a 1/r<Jlnr, we find that

(9)

In this regime the source function decreases esentially like

l /r . When r is large, but smaller than r,, one has

In this domain the source function decreases slowly with

increasing r.

It is evident in Fig. 1 that those two regimes do

appear in the behaviour of the Lymcii-a source function

obtained by the numerical solution of the full transfer

problem.

A quantitative comparison of the approximation (8) with

the numerical solution is now discussed (cf. also Fig.

1). The kernel Kj was computed with the Pade1 approxi-

mants method set up by Hummer (1981). The r scale in

(8) was shifted by T£/0(O), ro
c being the depth where the

creation of Lyman-a photons starts decreasing steeply.

The incident flux F is a multiplicative factor which is

approximately given by the value of the source function

at rjj. r$ may be chosen between 10s and 3.103 and F

between 2. 1(T7 and 2.210"'erg.cmT* .Bz~l. «~ l .tr"1 .

Once these quantities, which depend on the behaviour

of the source function in the plateau region, are given

there remains one free parameter, namely the probability

of collisional destruction e. We see in Fig. 1 that this

parameter determines the depth where the transition be-

tween the two regimes described above takes place. The

matching of the approximation (8) with the full solution is

achieved for values of c between 5.10"7 and 10~6 , depend-

ing upon the choices of r£ and F. In Fig. 1, F = 2.2 10~7

erg.cm-*.Hz"l .t'1 .ir~l and ro
c = 2.2 10*. With this

choice, the value t = 10~c allows a very good matching

over four decades in optical depths (2.10 ! < r0 < 2.10 s).

At ro = 107 the source function thennalizes to the Plank

function. Let us notice that the value « = 10~* is in good

agreement with that of the generalized destruction prob-

ability obtained by Skumanich and Lites (1988) for the

Lyman-a photons in the low chromosphere.

In conclusion we have found a good analytical ap-

proximation for the Lyman-a source function in the low

chromosphere of the sun. It is based on the fact that

the creations of the photons are located in the uppermost

laypi- of the chromosphere. Similar approximations may

also apply to other lines showing the same phenomenon

in the solar chromosphere or in other stellar atmospheres.
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Fig. 1: The curves are plotted as functions of the optical depth at the center of Lyman a in log - log scales.

Solid curve : Lyman a source function given by the multi-level treatment with the VAL 3C solar model; dotted

line : Lyman a photons creation rate; dashed-dot line : Plank function; dashed lines :penetrative model with 5

given by Equation (8) and F = 2.210"7erg cnr* Hz'1 *~l sr~l and ro
c = 2.2 X 10*. The dashed lines are labelled

with the value of «.
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OISCUSSIOH:

Heinzel: If I correctly understand, your
source function is frequency independent. But
Lyman-aipha wings are formed below f <^10 and
are known to be strongly affected by PRD.

Faurobert: We assumed Doppler complete fre-
quency redistribution for the Lyman-alpha line.
This is valid in the core of the line, not ir>
the wings.



ON THE ONSET OF ERUPTIVE PROMINENCES AND CORONAL TRANSIENTS.

G. Simon*, N. Mein*, B. Schmieder*, E. Tandberg-Hanssen**, S.T. Wu***.

*Observacoire de Paris, section dc Meudon, DASOP, 92195 MEUDON Principal Cedex FRANCE
**NASA/ Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama, USA
•••University of Alabama, Huntsville, Alabama, USA

During the Maximum Year, preflare and preeruptive phenomena have been observed which give
a new idea on the association of eruptive prominences and coronal transients.

The propagation of a C IV brightening through a prominence is related to the onset of a
MHD wave. It is followed by the activation of the prominence and its eruption some two hours later.
A coronal transient is observed above 1.6 R8. It is argued that the eruption of the prominence is
the result of perturbations in the magnetic field configuration initiated by the MHD waves: The
consequence would be that more generally the primary initiation of the eruption may happen up to
several hours before the rise of the prominence.

1. INTRODUCTION

Transients Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) have
been intensively observed during the Skylab and the
SMM periods by the spaceborne coronographs and the
knowledge of their association with other manifes-
tations of the solar activity greatly improved. In
his review, Wagner (1984) estimates that most of
the CME are associated with flares and with erup-
tive prominences. To go further and give a more
precise idea of this relationship, the main diffi-
culty is that white light Coronal transients are
observed only above 1.5 Rs. The time of the onset
is then estimated by the linear extrapolation of
the CME positions on the space-time plot of the
event. The association defined under the constant
velocity hypothesis may fail if BOme acceleration
occurs below 1.6 Rs, as shown by Mac Queen and
Fisher (1983) and by Mac Queen (1985). In his re-
view of the SERF workshop, Wagner (1983) has shown
that there is good observational evidence that the
coronal transient is initiated Beveral minutes
before the flare. Observations of radio bursts
(Gary et al., 1984) and of X-ray transients (Har-
ri8son et al., 1985 ; Simnett and Harrisson, 1985)
lead to the same conclusion, that flare and CME
initiation may be separate events.

When associated with an ertiptitfe prominence,
the CHE bright edge is observed, in the corono-
graph field of view, travelling ahead of the pro-
minence material, at a greater velocity (Illing
and Hundhausen, 1985 and 1986). But the relation
between the two phenomena ie always debated : is
the CME driven by the shock vave in front of the
prominence or by an MHD disturbance in the chro-
mosphere, which may alBO destabilize the promi-
nence ?

The observation of such a disturbance in the
chromosphere - corona transition region, already
discussed by Mein et al. (1982), is presented and
gives some arguments for the cotmon origin of the
CME and the related prominence eruption on May 6,
1980.

2. OBSERVATIONS

On May 6, 1980, the SMM Science program
has been settled to observe an active region
prominence on the west linb at SIS. The Ultra
Violet Spectrograph and Folarimeter (UVSP) was
designed to obtain 4' x 4' Dopplergrans in the
1548 A C IV line (resolution 3" x 3") at the begin-
ning of each SMM orbit and then a series of l'xl'
C IV Dopplergrams in a restricted field of view.
The prominence has been observed four tiaes betwe-
en 0523 UT and 1022 UT. The Intensity aaps obtai-
ned from these Dopplergrams (figure 1) show that

the prominence I.egan to rise in the corona between
0703 UT and 0846 UT. The southern foot point re-
mains anchored in the photosphere and the increase
of the angle formed by the prominence axis and the
solar limb attests that the eruption is always
acting at 1022 UT.

."•AY S 1900 K6 UT HAY G 1380 vm m

Fig.l. Civ intensity maps of the 4'x4' time series, show-

ing the evolution of the eruptive prominence. Solar limb is

noted by arrows. The field of view of the l'xl' sequence is

shown on the map al 0588 UT. (from Mein et al., 1081)

The C/P Coronograph on board SMM observed •
coronal transient after 1024 OT (Bouse «t al., 1981)
and prominence material above 1.6 K, at 1200 UT
(Illing and Athay, 1986 ; Athay et al., 1987). There
i* clearly an association between the prominence
eruption and the Coronal Mats Ejection.

The cause of the event may be revealed by the
tTVSP observation* between 0532 UT and 0605 UT.
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A series of 1' x lr Doppiergrams, taken vith a
spatial resolution of 3" x 3" and a time resolu-
tion of 32 sec, with a part of the prominence in
the field of view (superimposed square on the
0523 UT image of figure 1), shows a transient
enhancement of the C IV intensity (figure 2).
The mean intensity, calculated along the East-
West direction for each raster line, is plotted
on figure 3 as a function of time. The figure
shows that the maximum of the intensity propa-
gates along the prominence, at a velocity of
approximately 60 km/6.

Fig.S. Clv intensity maps of the l'xl' sequence, from

05S2 UT to 060S UT. Time resolution is SS sec. (from Mein

et at., 198S)

The prominence has also been observed in the
H-alpha line at the Wroclaw Observatory from
0635 UT to 0816 UT. It has been noted by Rompolt
(1982) that the prominence presented a strong
activation at that time, but it was not yet erup-
ting. The time of the prominence eruption may
then be estimated to occur between 0816 UT and
0846 UT.

0 2 < t i 10 is « flreJJ,,p> a u a i i it'll

Fig.S. Mean intensity across the prominence versus time.

The distance from the limb, along the prominence axis, in-

creases from scan 1 to 20 with a spatial resolution of 2500

km. Note the propagation of the maximum of intensity,

(from Mein et at., 1982)

coronal traaaient
525 km/a

I C/Proronairapk
_F SeMofview

o b w m l i e i interval*
I C/P roronagraph

HVSP

UVSP Slid of vim

,u
activated Hart oj Ore

10:00

prominence Prominence eruption

Fig.j. Space-time plot of the May 6 1980 events.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The measured velocity of the coronal tran-
sients is 225 km/s and the projected start time
at the chromospheric level ia 0935 UT (Athay et
al., 1987), with a constant velocity hypothesis.
Then, the CME would start about one hour after
the beginning of the prominence eruption and the
association of the two events would be difficult
to understand.

On the other hand, we interpret the varia-
tion of the C IV line Intensity in the prominence
as a variation of the density associated to a
MUD disturbance travelling through the low corona.
Taking into account that the prominence axis is
about 60 degrees from the normal to the limb, the
radial velocity of the disturbance would be 30 km/s
in the transition region. A gradual acceleration
to 225 km/a of the MHD wave may explain the forma-
tion of the coronal transient. The apace-time plot
of figure 4 shows the relation between the obser-
ved events. The MHD wave hypothesis may explain
the activation of the prominence, followed by its
eruption, as a consequence of the magnetic field
structure perturbation by the wave.

It is known that prominences may be activa-
ted during a very long time prior to their erup-
tion. The origin of the activation is not well
known. This observation and its interpretation
show that the prominence eruption may be a conse-
quence of a MHD wave which is itself associated
to a coronal transient.
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DISCUSSION:

Karlicky: Do you use the radio spectral
observations for the determination of the time
onset of mentioned eruptive prominence?

Slaon: No. As far as I know, there were
no radio instruments operating at that time.



SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS .)" CBROMOSPHEBIC LINES IN SUNSPOT UMBRA AND PENUMBRA
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ABSTRACT

We report on simultaneous profiles neasurenents obtained in the La, Lp, Mgll and
Call lines in a sunspot uibra and penumbra, performed with the L.P.S.P. instrument
on OSO 8. Although the statistic does not allow for a full time coverage in all
lines, we are able to analyze Call H and K shifts and intensity variations, along
with calibrated average profiles in other lines. Results are compared with other
observations and predictions of the acoustic model.

I. Introduction

Sunspots have been the subject of recent
intense studies that ain at a better
understanding of the hydronagnetic waves
capable to heat the chromosphere and the
corona above on one hand, and at the
building of Models able to predict lines
intensities and profiles on the other
hand. Their interest is now increased with
the search for the influence of sunspots
on high degree p mode oscillations (e.g.
Braun et al., 1987).

Since the discovery of umbra1 oscillations
with a period of about 180 s (Beckers and
Schultz, 1972), many more observations
have been performed at photospheric,
chrombspheric and transition region levels
(see for instance Lites, 1986 and Gurman,
1987).

They are interpreted as the result of a
resonant cavity in the umbral atmosphere
but different production modes of the
waves have been proposed : the fast
magnetoacoustic of Thomas and Scheuer
(1982) and the slow one of Zugzda et al.
(1983) where the cavity is located above
the temperature minimum. Recent observa-
tions in Mgll resonance lines and
transition region lines support the latter
model (see Gurman and Leibacher, 1984, and
Gurman, 1986, Zugzda et al., 1984).

The comparison between observed and
computed oscillations relies on
atmospheric Models for which no
satisfactory agreement has been found up
to now. For instance, Lites and Skumanich
(1982) implement 2 plateaus at about 7000
K and 23000 K while Staude (1981) proposes
a steady temperature gradient. Me aim at
providing IOIC- new information on both
topics : oscillations and thermodynamic
structure of sunspots.

II. The raw observations

Simultaneous spectra in the Lp, Lot (HI),
Mgll h and k, Call B and K lines have been
obtained with the LPSP uv polychromator on
OSO 8, on the 27th of March 1976 between
20 h 10 and 21 h 10 U.T. The sunspot group
( i type) referred as Mount Wilson 19669,

was located at 6 angle given by cos 0 -
0.77. The entrance slit was l"»10", the
spectral resolution 20 mH for all lines
except for Lp. A spectral scan took about
41 s and the overall duration of
observations exceeded 56 minutes. Although
the slit was located in the sunspot umbra
(see Figure 1), a pointing drift of about
10" occurred during the whole observing
sequence, which moved the slit in the
penumbra. Moreover the poor instrumental
transmission at the tine of the
measurements prevented a temporal analysis
in all lines except for Call. However, we
think that our data are an interesting
addition to the OSO 8 observations of
Lites and Skumanich
provide the La and Lp
temporal changes, for
a different epoch.

(1982) since they
profiles and Call
a different spot at

III. Call velocity and intensity
oscillations

The center of gravity of K and H profiles
was computed with different methods
including a least mean square fit with a
Gaussian profile where wings only were
selected. After substracting a 3 or 4
degrees polynom froa the signal versus
time data, in order to correct for long
term variations, we obtain the temporal
variations of line center shown in Figure
2 for H and K.

The resulting power spectrum for CaK and H
lines shifts (or velocities) is shown in
Figure 3. Peaks in the range 120-400 s are
noticeable but their amplitude is rather
low around 180 s (f * 5.5 mHz).

In both lines, the most conspicuous power
is located around 350-370 s and 238 s.
Velocity amplitudes reach only 0.3 km/s.
Ca E and Ca H intensities power spectra
(see Figure 4) display different peaks
located at still lower frequencies.

The location of peaks at lower frequency,
the weak amplitude of oscillations further
indicate that the umbra], signal also
contains some penumbral contribution (see
Lites, 1984). This is why we do not find
the strong power at 5.3, 6.4 and 7.5 mHi
found in Mgll lines by Gurman (1987), that
this author identifies with the first
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three transmission peaks in the resonant
cavity above the spot .

Lites (1984) suggests that longer periods
result from an increasing role of gravity
as a restoring force in the penumbra where
field lines are inclined.

IV Average calibrated profiles

After averaging and correcting for
scattered light (in Call lines) we obtain
the calibrated profiles of Figure 5.

Call profiles show some small reversal
which may be due to the penumbra
contribution or be purely umbral as well
(see Mattig et al., 1984). The ratio of
K/H integrated intensities is about 1.3,
larger than the close-to-unity value of
Lites and Skumanich (1982). It means that
the atmosphere is definitely optically
thick.

Mgll lines also show some reversal
(surpringly more pronounced for h). The
k/h ratio is 1.14, very close to Lites and
Skumanich's value, in strong disagreement
with SMM ratio of 1.6 (Gurman, 1987). The
La profile is slightly reversed (the
narrow feature is due to the geocoronal
absorption). The La intensity is 1.5 10s

ergs/s/cm2/sterad, about 2.3 times the
quiet Sun value and very close to the
ratio of 3 found by Kneer et al. (1981).
The Lp profile seems to be unreversed and
shows some peaks at ± 0.45 A due to
parasitic lines of 01 (at 1304 A in
another grating order). The enhancement of
such cool lines (as compared to the quiet
Sun) could confirm the existence of a
plateau below 10.000 K. The Lp intensity
is about 900 ergs/s/cm2/sterad, close to
the quiet Sun value. Consequently the
La/Lp ratio is about 170.

V. Conclusions

The results obtained with 0S0 8 provide
some new sunspot spectra (the Lp profile
is the first ever obtained) which should
help for p. better modelling of umbra and
penumbra. Call velocity oscillations show
peaks in the power spectrum around 240 and
350 s but a small power around 180 s. They
may be typical of sunspots penumbra.
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DISCUSSION:

Garcia de la Rosa: Are not your data ap-
propriate to look for phase differences at dif-
ferent heights?

Vial: I agree that phase differences between
velocities and intensities or at different heights
are very important: we had difficulties with
( 7, I ) because they show peaks sometimes at
different periods; we also lookej at phase dif-
ferences between velocities in H and K but depths
of formation are too close to derive a significant
phase velocity.
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Fig. 2. Line shift (in •£) versus profile
nmber (or tiae) for Ca K (2a) and Ca H (2b)

Fig. 4. Power spectrua of tiae variation*
of Ca K (4a) and Ca H (4b) total intensities
(1 A band)



Pig. 5. Average calibrated profiles in the spot for
LB, La, Hgll and Call lines
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Present state of X-ray lnTe&tlgations of non-flaring active regions is briefly re-
viewed. It is stressed that it is very important to have simultaneous records of high-
quality X-ray spectra and high-reaolutlon X-ray images. The spectra allow to derive
reliable temperature distributions (differential emission measure) of the coronal
plasma. When combined with the X-ray images. It allows to investigate the rate and
spatial distribution of the energy release (heating of the active region corona).
This, in turn, provides an important possibility to test empirically the theories
of active region heating.
These large potential possibilities of active region investigation are far from
being exhausted and they should be used more efficiently in future investigations.

1. Introduction

The article is addressed to the broad com-
munity of solar physicists and Its main pur-
pose is to disctss what we learn about the p
physics of solar active regions from X-ray
observations.

Investigation of the X-ray radiation of
solar active regions can be devided Into the
following stages:

(1) Observational techniques: construction
of X-ray telescopes and spectrometers; their
careful calibration is very Important in order
to obtain valuable quantitative results;

(2) The theory of X-ray spectra based on
modern atomic physics: spectral line identi-
fication, calculation of transition probabili-
ties and predicted line and continuum intensi-
ties;

(3) Solar plasma diagnostics: by intercom-
pari&on of the observational data (1) and the
theoretical predictions (2) physical parameters
ters of the solar plasma are evaluated (the
temperature, the density, the rate of plasma
heating, the temperature distribution of the
plasma and their time variations);

(4) Investigation of the physical proces-
ses talcing place in the solar plasma (coronal
heating; energy transfer etc.) on the basis
of the re&ulta of diagnostics (3).

There are two main kinds of the X-ray ob-
servations of solar active regions:

(A) X-ray images obtained by means of X-
ray telescopes or scanning spectrometers.
Best observations of this kind were obtained
from the Skylab orbital observatory (cf. Vala-
na et al., 1974). They provided X-ray pictures
of nigh spatial resolution of a few arc seconds,
conds.

(B) High-resolution X-ray spectra recorded
by means of modern crystal spectrometers (cf.
Figure 1).

One of the main alas of the present article

is to show that the high-quality X-ray spec*-
troscopy, when combined with the high-reso-
lution X-ray images, provides very impor-
tant possibility of empirical investigation
of active region heating. Such simultane-
ous observations are very few, however. This
is the reason why the possibilities of such
investigations are far from being eaqhausted.
It is true that during the last solar cycle
experimental effort was concentrated on solar
flare investigations (Solar Maximum Hission,
p-78, Hlnotori, Prognoz satellites) and in-
vestigation of the X-ray radiation of noj»-
flaring active regions was somewhct neglect-
ed. This should be improved in future ex-
periments .

The high-resolution X-ray images, as well
as the speetroheliograms recorded in the
high-temperature EDV lines like Kg X and
Pe XV, show the spatial distribution of the
hot plasma. The structures seen in the pic-
tures are believed to be determined by the
magnetic field lines of force; hence the
I-ray or EtJV images provide us with very layor-
portant information about the structure of
the magnetic field in the coronal part of the
active regions. Moreover, the images give us
important possibility to investigate the dis-
tribution of the values of basic plasma para-
meters, the temperature and the density.

2. Simple plasma diagnostics

It is well known that, in a first ap-
proximation, the intensity of an I-ray emis-
sion can be expressed as follows:

F. - f (T) L , (1)
2

where £• « H V is the emission measure, K
C €

is the number electron density 7 - the plas-
ma volume, and f (T) is the emission function,
i.e. the intensity for unit emission measure,
as predicted by the theory, from the •easure-
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ments of two snectral features or made through
£wo different filters, we can evaluate values
? of the temperature from the formula:

and then values of the emission measure:

vroTn X-ray images maps of tonperaturer. and
emission measures car. be constructed. More-
over, th-i volumes V of the pla3iaa, which con-
tributes to the measured Intensities, C M be
estimated. But for the latter purpose the
line-of-sir;ht thickness of an investigated
structure 3hould be assigned. Usually it is
assumed that the X-ray structures are loops of
circular cross-section, i.e. that their line-
of-sight diameter is equal to the transverse
diameter as measured in the picture. Under
this assumption the mean electron density in
the structure car be evaluated:

,1/2
= < t / V) (4)

Z-ic'n an analysis of high-resolution X-ray
photographs recorded from ,>kylat> was carried
o'it hy Tye s t a ] , (1973). They analysed a
young arrtive region, in which a system o:"
•".oops connecting sunspots of opposite polarity
was pronoanced. "TsiTi« pictures aade through
t'./o different f i l ters the authors constructed
T detailed cap of the temperature distribut-
ion within the "-ray loops. The temperatures
"each tha values of 3.0-3.2 ~,VT. ar.3 they chngs
.gnr.othly vLon-j the loops in a-reement with
the cioaelr, of ateady-state loeps wth heating
unifonaly distributed within the plasma yolune

(Rosner et a l . , 1978). Ĵ he estimated densi-
t ies amounted to 4-6x10 cm .

3. T-'ultltemperature diagnostics

High-fjuallty X-ray spectra, although recor-
ded with low spatial resolution, are of great
importance because they contain most conpre-
hensive information about the temperature dis-
tribution of hot plasma ID solar active re-
gions. The distribution is usually descibed
by means of differential emission measure,

2
'f (X; dT = Hfi dT . (5)

The enrgy flux measured in a spectral line
can be expressed as follows:

? i =jf.(T)^(T)dT, (6j

i = 1,••»«k
It has been written i=1,...k assuming that k
spectral lines have been measured. Thus we
have the system of k integral equations (6)
for the determination of the function <j3(T).
Iterative methods of numerical solution of
the system (6) were investigated hy various
authors (cf. Withbroe, 1975; Sylvester, 1977;
Fludra and Sylwester, 1935).

For the active region investigated hy Pye
et al. (cf. Section 2) good quality X-ray
spectra were recorded from a rocket. Diffe-
rential enisston measure determined from the
spectra by those authors is shown In Fig. 2.
V/e see th.-it besides the plasma of the tempe-
rature T i 3.5 ME, which is well seen in the
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?i£. 2. Differential emission measure (31^0
distribution obtained by Tye et al. (1978)
Tor ar. active region observed on 26 Ilovenber
1973.

map of temperature distribution ciiscuased in
the previous Section, there was an amount
(about 16/j of the total eaiission measure) of
hotter plasma, 3.5 '- T?i 5.5 1-tK, v/hich is ab-
sent in the map. Reliability of the D3-i dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 2 was confirmed by
modern iterative D3K calculation using the
procedure of '..'ithbroe and Sylwester. The re-
sult is shown ir. 7ig. 3.

?ig. 3. Differential emission measure calcu-
lated for the same data as Pig. 2, but by

raeans of modern iterative procedure (from
Staude et al., 1983).

Tye et al. cane to a very important con-
clusion that if the hotter plasma were concen-
trated in one or a few places, it would be
seen in the nap of temperature distribution.

i-, i.i.ii'Ct^s tji^t ".hi.- pls-sr-a appears m tiie

!'•-:- ,f u:^:; - i c e s ii^>';rsec within tie

aju.'t rej_l.r.. ":.c-3t pitoes IE._J' be d^e tc !io-

•... -urrt-iA u.'ifei-''.L. w'̂ '.'ru ".he ;^^tr!na neat;.:^-

i.; orih.'-nced. Sue:, o r.ictiri; of t/jfe dispersed,

lc;-l current eheets is in agreeiuent witj-j the

r-irkor's (iy?2/ theorj' su^resting that various
di rj-lac-î aijts ci' ihc E.H.gnetic line footpoints
should produce îi:y such cn-rerit 3heets in

If the hotter regions were the zuain Bites
o- t.'.e plasE- heating, we should expeci, that,
a :-roximatelv, T f-'- )=iT <-p(T, ) (cf. the

1 I '" 1 ' ' | ^
discussion of flare heatiag in: Jakimiec,
1°"S.\ Actually, T. <j> (T )» T, cf (T ) , which
iniicate3 that the'heating in the local reg-
ions (current sheets) iu not sufficient to
maintain the- mean temperature of the active
region Ioop3 at T,'"-3 KK.

Thus the follov/ini; tentative picture
to be mo3t probable:

(1) The overall heating of an active reg-
ion to the temperature T ~ 3 I'K ic provided
by the magnetohydrodynamic waves;

(2) A small portion of the.plasma is heat-
ed to the higher temperatures in the small,
dispersed regions, which are most probably
small, transient current sheets.

This tentative picture can be tested and
improved from future simultaneous observat-
ions consisting of high-quality X-ray spectra
and high-resolution X-ray images.

Another example of reliably determined
distribution for solar active regions is
shown in Fig. 4. It was obtained by Walker et
al. (1974) from their well-calibrated I-ray
spectrum shown in Pig. 1 (0604 UT). They fit-
ted an exponential formula,

= A 10 (7)

for the decreasing part of the D5M distribut-
ion, with T being the maximum temperature in
the plasma investigated. They found a very
good fit to the observed line fluxes for W> K>
0.3 and T « 9 M (line III in Fig. 4'

c T

In order to test the reliability of deter-
mination of the cut-off temperature I , we have
fitted (cf. Bromboszcz and Jakimiec,0 1976)
the straight lines (7) in the logcp(T)-dia-
gram separately for individual chemical ele-
ments (Fig. 5). It has been found that the
inclinations of individual lines are in a
good agreement as seen in Fig. 5 only if the
value of T is about 8-9 MK. For other values
of T the individual lines significantly dif-
fer in their inclination 05- . This procedure
has the advantage that the determination of
the cut-off temperature T is separated
from evaluation of the corrections to the as-
sumed abundances of chemical elements under
consideration (the abundance corrections are
determined by vertical shifts of the lines in
Fig. 5).

Thus, the observations of Walker et al
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Pig. 4. Differential emission measure dis-
tribution obtained by Walker et al. (1974)
from an X-ray spectran coming from the
whole solar disk2 Best fit is provided by
model III (cf. ̂  -values indicated in the
upper-right corner of the Figure).

Kf-

Pig. 5. The result of two-parameter C &
and T ) fit to the same spectral data as
in Pig. 4, but done separately for the
ee of Individual chemical elements. Best
agreement between the individual lines is
shown (CX-«. 0.33, T «,8.5 MK).For other valu-r
es of T the Inclination of individual linei|
differ significantly.

convincingly show that in some active regions
•mall admixtures of the plasma of temperature
tp to 8-9 HE are present, which we can tenta-
tively identify with the local current sheets
«f the strongest energy release. It is worth-

while to add that from other X-ray spectra
Parkinson (1973) found r ~ 6 K for maximum
temperature in active regions and Batstone
et al. (1970) found T £6.5 MK for two active

regions, and T ̂  8.5 for another.
c

A very important investigation of the hot
plasma in solar active regions was carried-
cut by &chadee et al. (1983) using observat-
ions mauc by the Hard X-Ray Imaging Spectro-
meter (HJCIS) installed onboard the Solar
Maximum Mission satellite. The instrument
was designed for -olar flare investigation,
but its lower energy channels,4p! (3.5-5.5
keV) and HF 2 (5,5-8.0 keV), turned out to be
sensitive enough to investigate non-flaring
active regions. Schadee et al. have found
two kinds of weak X-ray sources in the active
regions:

(1) Long-lived sources of lifetimes 1-10
hours, slow variations and sizes larger than
the resolution of the HXIS coarse field-of-
view images (about 2.3*10 km). The dotimat-
ed temperature is T ~1 1 MK and the emission
measure is very small,« 2*J0 cm" .

(2) Short-lived sources or microflares
with lifetimes 1-JO min, rapid variability,
estimated temperatures 10-12 MK and emission
measures' 0.4-3.0*10 em" .

It is natural to assume that HXIS observes
the high-temperature tail of the DEM distri-
butions shown in Fig. 3 or 4. The HXIS temper
ratures are, however, too high when compared
with the results obtained from the analysis
of X-ray spectra. The point is that the lowest
HXIS energy channel is sufficiently sensitive
to record contributions from all the plasma
of temperature T > 4 MK and therefore the esti-
mated HXIS temperature should be lower than
10 MK. If, for example, the plasma in an
active' region has the temperature distribut-
ion as shown by curve III in Pig. 4, a cal-
culation according to formula (6) shows that
all the plasma of temperature TZ 4 MK sig-
nificantly contributes to the energy flux
in HXIS channel =fr 1 and the mean temperature
estimated from the channel4f 2/channel 4f1
intensity ratio will be about 7 MK.

She investigation of weak X-ray sources
in aotrlVe regions by Schadee et al. was
carriafl out very carefully using very long
etoserwafioi&L sequences, therefore it is
unlikely th&t the significant differences
in temperature diagnostics from HXIS and
spectroscopic data are caused by systematic
errors in HXIS background corrections or
emission-function calculation. The most
probable explanation of the temperature dif-
ferences is the following:

(a) Plasma density is low in active-reg-
ion corona, hence the electron free paths,
1, are rather large and.they increase with
the electron energyotS . For example, 1 »

6x104km for E - 7 keT, if the density is

U d O cm" . Hence a significant fraction of
the higher-energy electrons can escape from
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the hot plasma volume containing fiigh-tempera-
ture ions. These electrons contribute to the
continuous emission (H3CIS fluxes), but ao not
contribute to the spectral line excitation.
(This effect has been discussed for flares by
Jakimiec et al., 1987.)

(b) Both long-lived and short-lived sources
contribute to typical spectroscopic observat-
ions, which explains why the spectroscopic
emission measures are much higher than those
of long-lived sources*

These important problems of active-region
diagnostics could be discussed much more
comprehensively if the HXIS Investigation were
combined with differential emission measure
analysis from high-quality X-ray spectra recor-
ded for the same regions.

4. Comparison of the plasma diagnostics

with theoretical models

Theoretical models consider steadystate
loops of very simple structure (cf. Rosner et
al., 1978). Usually it is assumed that the
loop is uniformly heated at the rate E (erg

-3-1
cm a ). An equilibrium of the loop is reach-
ed in the following way: The heat is conduct-
ed along the magnetic lines of force and
heats some amount of the transition-region and
chromospheric plasma at the loop footpoints up
to coronal temperatures. The heated plasma ex-
pands and fills up the loop. Under continu-
ous heating E = consta steadystate is reached
when the density in the loop is high enough to
allow it to radiate all the energy released in
the loop. At the steadystate the transition
region within the loop is shifted downwards
and the temperature T and density N in the
loop are higher than in the surrounding coro-
na. There is no plasma motion within the loop,
it is a steadystate and static loop. For such
a loop the following relation is valid (cf.
Rosner et al., 1978):

T = 6.9*1O
m

~4 IO1/2 (8)

where T is the maximum temperature at the
loop apex, N is the mean density and I is the
aernilength o? the loop. The relation expresses
the fact that the temperature Tffl and the den-
sity in the loop are coupled since they are
both determined by the heating rate 5^. If the
•nlasma density within the loop is not very
high (1K10 cm ), another approximate relat-
ion is valid:

EH = V (9)

which expresses the fact that the temperature
: at the loop apex is controlled mainly by
tfte heat conduction ( V*. is the coefficient of
heat conduction).

Formula (8) allows to estimate more reliab-
ly the density N in an active region loop,

provided that the temperature T and the loop

semllength L have been estimated. For the
above-discussed loops of Pye et al. T ~3.0 ME

and the loop semllength can be estimated from
the Skylab pictures as L^ 6.6*10 cm. Then

9 -3
formula (8) gives N c 3x10 cm , which is in

vary good agreement with the value of N ob-

tained from the estimate of the plasma vo-

lume V (IT
9 -3

4-6 10 cm ). This means that
the investigated plasma oZ temperature T £•
3 KK quite completely fills the observed
loops (i.e. the filling factor id^1j.

Formula (9) allows to estimate the very
important quantity,, the heating function £L

For the discussed loops we obtain S,
-3 -1 9

erg cm s , and for shorter loops (L~2 10
cm) it may be as high aa 3.

-3

'H
1M0" 2 erg cm"3s"1.

These are rather large values, for example
magnetic field He 100 Gauss would be suf-
ficient to maintain such a heating only for

about &t~H 2/ (fflTK.)"1 i 4*10" - 4*1O5 aec ~

0.5-5 days, which is much shorter than the
lifetime of large active regions. This pro-
vides another important indication that the
dissipation of the coronal magnetic fields is
not sufficient to maintain the observed
heating of the active-region corona and some
more powerful process, most probably the heat-
ing by MHD waves, is necessary, as it has
been pointed out above.

Coronal structure of solar active regions
is often described as a system of separate
magnetic loops. Actual structure of the active
regions is, however, much more complicated.
It is true that the loops connecting sunspots
of opposite polarity are pronounced in the
X-ray images (cf. Pig. 5 in the paper of Pye
et al, 1978). But, on the other hand,
(1) enhanced diffuse emissi^xi comes from the
whole volume of the coronal part of active
regions (cf. X-ray pictures in Vaiana et al.,
1974, Pig. 3 in Pye et al., 7>s X pictures in
Foukal, 1976);
(2) enhanced transition-region 2UV emission
extends, over the whole area of an active
region and this indicates that enhanced heat
flux flowa from the corona over the whole
area.

All this indicates that, actually,
(1) the magnetic-field lines of force fill
the whole volume of the coronal part of an
active region, and (2) the enhanced coronal
heating operates over most of the volume.

5. Investigation of the spectra of

He-like ions

Spectra of He-like ions (0 VII, Ne IX,
Mg XI, Si XIII) were used by various authors
for active-region diagnostics (cf. Parkinson,
1975). Here I briefly review current problems
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7i3. 6. ill^h-resolution "5 XI spectrum recorded by Intercosi'ios 16 satellite (iiru-
tov at al., 19C1). The strongest lines are: F. - the resonance, 1 - the interconi-
bination and ?- the forbidden line of Ksr XI. The weal: sate]lite lines ccsie from
Kfr X ion. Iheir identification is riven below the spectrum: ;:.,n.. .Y-,1, ~, are n=.~;
satellites v/ith the third electron in n=2 shell, ~1 , B2... are u=? satellites.Some
n=-'r satellites are also present in the spectrum (cf. I'rutov et al. , *in3'\ for
detailed satellite identification).

of interest in this field.
An example of high-resclution K̂  XI spec-

t:ua i1; shô vTi in ?ig. 6. The strongeat lines
are: R - the resonance, I - the intercornti-
nation and ^ - the f-rtidden line of ;:~ "-CI.
"uir.erous weak satel l i te lines are due to K" X
ion. "hey are of ~reat interest for hot-
rlae-;nia s^ectroseonj' an1, their identification
and theory of atomic transition v/ere warded
out in a aeries cf papers (cf. Krutov et a l ,
1n?1, for references}. The ratio 0' a natel-
lite-to-resonance line intensity decreases
monotonically with temperature, so i t is often
used for plasma temperature diagnostics (cf.
Parkinson, 1975).

The lines I and ? the He-like ion are
'ue to transitions from metastable levels,
.-.'M<?h are CjOne to each other, '••!'.;eri the nlr.fi-ia

•\>:r,s-:ty is sufficient:v hir:r (N) :i
X] , coll i.-

c-ional transitions between the levels "became
significant and ths intensity ratio R(T,i< ) =

? / I begins to be dependent on .the electron
density. This Tirovides an important density
diagnostics of solar plasma. In early papers
accuracy of observations was low, so that
,-,'ach Jensity estimates fi-om the V/I intensity
ratio were unreliable. But now the accuracy
i.V: .much better, which allows to apply this me-

thod of density evaluation .-/itli greater con-
fidence.

Gabriel (1?72; found that th.? t.'iresholi

density V for ^-i.-nif^iant ,.e:';eot i r the re-
values is about 7'lv cr;. ' fcr HE; XI, which
would mean that no r.easurable effect can be
expected in the spectra or? active r e runs

1 '~i -3
(II'"'19 cm / . :-ut accurate i iiculuil.. t.o of
"ewe and Schri^ver (ic?'7"; , vhich +.•••.-'- ; . t c
account proton and -Ip-ii-'ar-ticlc v !'. i.jicns,
showed that j=r.all i,*" Lj leviati'-'r.: :f .. ' \ ">:r.
i t s low-density value, !•• , bo: :~n ..I r.iueh

lower der.r.ities, about. ' ! ; . »O ' " : : . ; "* for
V.r, XT. Usin;1: tiiesje insults , "i'-'^liossoz dt .." ,
(13C3) invi-sti,;at<»i the M;;h-.-uality spectra
shown in pi.~, ? and they fouvd measurable
density effect in the H-va'uea. Tr.tjir results
are shown in Tir. 1, where the esti&ated
densities are plotted versus plao!,:ia tempera-
tures . '.i,'e see that typic.il lijijity is ao^-ut

O -3
cm , which is about one oi\)er of

magnitude higher than '.•-- r.~ ̂ i •/e-rc";'ioi< den-

sities civer. in .'jectio: ' .....J /,. '•'-ir-.x.!1 a I'-,'

shows t l ia t tVi \ 2 ,'.',, -v-j.1 m V • .ivv.-.o ;. : : .o>
authors f i t a simple i-jop a a e ' . v . ' t r ". ~ ' A ' 0 - -
cm (cf . F ig . 4 i n 3ro&bcszcz e t a l . , ;333, ' .

An a c t i v e re---i^n v.-hidi d o c i r a t a i c. the
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surrounding corona to be about 2.0-2.3 HK
with local maxima up to 3.1 MK. This depres-
sion of the coronal temperature above the
sunspot is in very good agreement with the
results of simultaneous radio obsrvations
at A = 6 en (Kundu and Alissanc!rakis, 198-1;.
Similar temperature depressions have been
found for other spots from the ?0S obser-
vations (Siarkowski et al., 1936).

The question arises if the coronal loops
connecting sunspots of opposite polarity,
which have enhanced temperatures and densi-
ties (cf. Fye et al., 1978) and seem to be
anchored in sunspot umbrae, can be so cool
in their lower parts. 7ig. 8 shows tempera-
ture variation along the simple loop models
calculated "by Rosner et al. (1978) for seve-
ral values of the gas pressure p and loop
semilength L. V/e see that for low pressures

"lr. n. Coronal density versus temperatu-
re for an active region investigated by
^ro;abo8zc-z et al. (1983).

solar disc during the observations of P.rom-
boszes ot al. contained a big unipolar spot
^urroundei by small spots of opposite polarity,
so that it is possible that the hot, Mg XI emit-
ting plasma was concentrated in short, dense
loops connecting the main spot with its satel-
lites, Lack of simultaneous X-ray pictures
:iooa not allow to check this interesting result
suTsstinr thr.t in some active regions the X-
vs.y emission r.ay be dominated by short, dense
loops. T'is stresses once more how important
for the active-region investigations is to have,
simultaneous records of high-nuality X-ray
spectra and high-resolution X-ray images.

:Ci. "V--rr e r a t u r e of coronal plasma above

sunspots

•'. . r l i e r inves t : , ' ra t ions of X-ray and radio
;: ; i ; ;sion fvv;estec' t h a t coronal temperature
uvove ^ ; : i s"ots is low (cf, Ctaudeet a l , , 1 9 3 3 ) .
"b:-o-vat: --u : : s r r : ' : l out by means i f the F l a t
•"ryjt.-il 3p3Ct;.or.^ter (^03) from !,:.-.- 31-31 s a t e l -
l i t e allowed to i n v e s t i g a t e t h i s problem more
comprehensively. ""IS upeotrorieliograms r r c o r d -
&-.T. :n ^ " T i l , r* IX and Mg XI resonance j J.nea
all--.-fed to ror i^t ruct tenroerat )•:•» maps of a c t i -
ve regions of moderate :p.". .:.•". ressolution

( " i o " ) . After c a r e f u l prcoess i r . " of ' ' . 7?S
d a t a Siarl 'owski ~t a l . (1°r'" ' •••••na-i . !->.-J suci--
e temperatuj.v riv:.- for an c.: ; .ve ?•• ;J.--J; '
23 May 1980 u-i?. the K̂  r : •" - '. r - ' '.
t emperature air. ;•.--. " ! -un:
?;e I'.i/'Ar XI value J - • •; •;•.- '.eraatica'." . ' . •:-
over a l a rge sunpot , uluoh inp-; .::.te.:i t: -^ the
tc -mera tu re above t he sunr:-- " '. ~!r:•:•-:• -:--.>jn in
i ra r roun ' ' - - a c t i v s - r e ~ i o : . . .:.- .-.̂ f.-
'•-.';ure '-.-:-•••' ""•• -".^ : '•''- L-^.it;:\ to be
•• • •". r .w '. - ' " ' '• '!•-. •"• : - : ' i t i i . T - :•:' ' : i e

(a)

IO9 10"

Fig. 8. Temperature variation along the
loop models calculated by Rosner et al.
(1978). s is the distance along the loop,
the individual medals terminate at as-
sumed loop semilength s=L; p is the gas
pressure within a loop.

:>. significant part of the loop is at low tem-
perature. The gas pressure in actual active-
region loops amounts, however, to about 4-10

dyn cm a:ici it is very difficult tc fit
these values with the very lot; uabral tempe-
ratures within one loop model. This may in-
dicate that the hot active-region loops con-
necting sunspots of opposite polarity are
anchored somewhere at the umbral-penumbral
boundary and not in the umbrae of sunspots.

7. X-ray observations of the Emerging

Magnetic flux (3KF)

It is well known that emergence of a new
Magnetic flux from subph°t.o.gphoric l?vels
during birth and grows of an active region,
::.t-.ually results in enhanced flare activity.
The question arisas if cases of i. -it îse, non-
flaring heating of active region.-., connected
with the 3-IF events can be found in the X-ray
emission. The GOSS satellites contimxously
provide high-quality records of the soft X-
rav flux from the whole solar disc it
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seems to be possible to reveal such events
If they are sufficiently strong.

It has been found (Jaklmiec, 1987) that
during high solar activity most of X-ray
events of the type shown in Pig. 9 coincide
in time with the birth and quick develop-
ment of a large sunspot group on the solar
disc. The X-ray events occur on the first
or second day of the sunspot group develop-
ment. Main properties of the soft X-ray events
of this type are the following:

0400 ONO 1200 MOO 20N

Fig. 9. Standard GOES soft X-ray records
(1-8 A ijia 0.5-4 A) for 4/5 June 1980>
The gradual rise-and-fall event seen
between '^8 and 17 hours tPT seems to be
connected with the birth and rapid deve-
lopment of a aur^pot group and not with
an H-alpha flare.

(1)Gradual rise and fall;
(2) Lifetime from several to more than ten

hours;
(3) Plasma temperature estimated from the
"GOES records amounts to 6-7 MK;

(4) No correlated H-alpha flare was recorded.

The events are probably due to reconnection
of the emerging magnetic flux with pre-
existing magnetic structures at higher altitu-
des, which produces high, low-density loops.
The heating rate, E^, does not reach values

necessary for flare development, chromosphe-
ric evaporation is weak and proceeds slowly,
plasma densities are low in comparison with
flare densities.

X-ray events of similar time-profile were
sporadically observed during low solar activ-
ity (cf. Torpahl et al"., 1977), but they were
not correlated with active-region develop-
ment. So those events are different, they may
be only considered as a low-energy counter-
part of the discussed events connected with
active-region development. In the case in-
vestigated by Torpahl a very high (h^10 Jem)
and weak system of loops brightened in the
X-ray emission.

8. Conclusions

Main conclusions can be summarized as fol-
lows:

(1) Temperature distribution (the dif-
ferential emission measure) of the hot plas-
ma in active regions can be reliably determi-
ned from high-quality X-ray spectra.

(2) The DEH distribution, when combined
with temperature maps derived from high-
resolution Z-ray Images, provides very impor-
tant information about the rate and spatial
distribution of the coronal heating in active
regions• Present observations suggest that
enhanced heating operates over most of the
volume of active-region corona, but it is
somewhat higher in the magnetic loops con-
necting sunspots of opposite polarity. This
heating can be tentatively attributed to the
dissipation of HKD waves. Moreover, a small
amount of even hotter plasma '(T«7-10 MK)
is present, which is dispersed over large
volume of an active region. The plasma may
be due to local current sheets, where the
heating is highest.

(3) The coronal part of an active region
should not be assumed to be a system of
separate magnetic loops, but it should be de-
scribed as a "complicated system of magnetic
lines of force, which are stretched and
shifted by the photospheric motions and
which can easily reconnect at many points.
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DISCUSSHW):

Fárnítt: You did not mention the photometric
data used for the multltemperature analysis.
Do you think these photometric data are not suit-
able for such an analysis?

3akl*iec: High quality X-ray photometric
observations are very useful for the investiga-
tion of time-variation of hot plasma in active
regions. To apply the observations for the multi-
temperature analysis of non-flaring active regions
it is necessary to have some spatial resolution
(separation of individual active regions).
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LEBAN DIAGNOSTIC FOR BASIC FLARING LOOP PARAMETERS
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We have analysed the relations between basic physical parameters In the
flaring loops. Based on the results of the "Palermo Code" hydrodynamic flare
modeling, we have checked that even for transient energy Input, the energy
deposition rate can be adequately expressed In terms of the actual maximum
temperature or the plasma In the loop. Taking this into account, we have used
a simple equation governing the energy balance In the flaring loop. This
equation relates the basic characteristics such as: the maximum temperature.
the mean temperature and the emission measure with the loop's length and
cz-osis-section as the parameters. Except the geometry parameters, the other
characteristics can be determined based on the soft X-ray spectral analysis.
In the paper, we describe the diagnostic procedure called LEBAN which may be
helpful in deriving basic geometrical loop parameters. Palermo model
calculations havs been used to test reliability of the procedure.

INTRODUCTION

Jn tha preceding paper CSylwester et ai.,
1986} wa have suggested a new diagnostic
procedure called LEBAN (Loop Energy Balance
Analysis). This procedure allowed us to
derive a set of parameters describing the
jeometry of the flaring loop ^length, arid
cross-section} based on the evolution of the
three parameters : the maximum and the mean
temperature of the plasma in the loop, and
the total emission measure. Actually, for a
particular- instrument used to measure these
parameters, there exist istrumental biases
causing that the derived values of
temperatures and emission measures may differ
from their exact physical counterparts. Ve
will skip consideration of this probie.m to
another paper. The other important limitation
Introduced by the measuring device is the low
temperature cut-off at T . The temperature

'' mn
T Cwhlch value depends on the instrument

min
sensitivity) has a meaning of the minimal
plasma temperature In the source, the
measuring instrument Is sensitive to.
Since last year we have imrroved the .*v>t".iiod
rxntS tested i t using i ssults oi the
liydrodynarnlc flar<? loop modeling <?'?..'ermo
Code Modeling •- PCMX The idea was ho û se i.fte
yasuits of PCM for verification of nuraaicufa
axiunpt.loris used In the LEBAN.
PCM was performed for half of the flaring
loop of semilerigth L and a symmetric**!,
-constant cross-section A. It, pi-ovid&nr., for a
given time, values of t.h& election
temperature and concentration, at a numbaj- o»:
fixed positions along the loop length. It tSie
present pape^ >'e have \is2*>d PCM for 2£0 s,*
heating described in the paver- by Paliavlcini
et al., C1983)
?h« !,E8AN procedure consists of two .^taps:
tht» decay and Initial phase analysis. T et us
recaJl briefly the content of each step:

flare plasma properties follows the so
called scaling law <Rosner et al., 1978).
During the flare decay phase the scaling law
relates the pressure and the length of the
loop with the maximum temperature of the
plasma within the loop. The period where
flares evolve according to the scaling law
has been called the Quasi-Steady-State CQSS)
phase Ccf. Jakimiec et al.. 1986). For
purposes of the present paper it is
convenient to use the scaling lav formula in
dlffer-ent, equivalent form i.e.:

T 2 - W n L ay
m m

where T is the maximum temperature of the

plasma in the loop Cat a given time), n is
ITi

the electron concentration at the location
of the maximum temperature, L is the loop
semllerigth (distance along the magnetic
field line from the loop transition region
to the loop apex), and W » 7.16 1Q~7 Ccgs)
is a constant. Equation CD is equivalent to
the condition :

T CT£ ) * — constant • C , C2)
m

where T is the mean temperature in the IOOL
Caee definition in Equation C7)), £ is the
emission measure, and

t = WCL/A)1'2 C2>

if the geometry of the loop does not
the vsJue of C should b& constant in the <?SS

of flare evolution. This may Lf

checked using es=f 'mated values of T

*.-• Uecav
As hav« b
£1936), for

by Jaldmlec at si..
©voJuM n̂ of

and e. Time variation of C value, calculated

from Equation CZ~> -allows to find whether the

QSS phase is present for a given flare-

fa) Initial phase.

In the analysis of ibts phase we have made
use of tha energy ba.iaiice equation which has
thfr following form:
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<K . ./at • E - E - E + E
tn B P c conv

- E - E - E Cl - o)
C3)

•*r* H i s th* thermal enargy of th* plasma
in

contained In th* flaring loop Cabov* th*
T . >, E la th* r-Jit* of *n*rg y r*J*as* In

th* loop, E Is th* rat* of *n*gy losses by

radiation, E Is oonduct.lv* losses Urm and

E la th* energy gain term related to the

conv*ctlv* flow of th* plasma Into th» loop.
All U r m In Equation C3) x-elat* t o this part
of th* flaring plasma which Is well
controlled by tn* observations being In hand
CT > T . ). It was assumed that from the

mn
total energy conducted out of the flaring
region through the footpolnts, the part a has
returned conv*ctlv*ly with the Inflowing
straam of matter.

E m a E
conv c

C6)

2 . TESTS OP THE LEBAN METHOD USING THE
PALERMO MODEL

V* will, conosntrat* here on t e s t s of th*
LEBAN m*thod for the Initial Cheating) flare
phase. For this purpose we have used the PCM
for evaluation of the Individual terms
comprising the energy balance equation C5).
The thermal energy of the plasma (above T . )

min
can be evaluated as:

* « 3 n k T V - 3 k T CcV) -

th •

l l T )

- 3 k A J n # I dl , terg] ,
K T . >

mi n

Cwe hav* taken n • Gs/V)1'*).

The rate of total energy release tts:
* m • V ft > t«*«f s~AJ

cry

P CT) Cln erg cm* s~*) i s th* radlatlv* loss

function for an optically thin plasma. It
has b**n calculated by a number of authors,
and for various t*mp»ratur* Intervals
approximated by an analytic expression:

Using the approximations given by Rosn*r *t
ML, C1978) we hav* obtained the total
radiative losses for the PCM at each time
during the heating. W* hav* triad to r*lat*
total radiative losses with some
characteristic of the loop as a whole
become from a typical observations of the
soft X-ray radiation we don't know detailed
distribution of the plasma with the
temperatures Cwe can estimate the mean
temperature of the whole loop). It turned
out that it is possible to relate the total

radiative losses with T, and that a and b
parameters In Equation Cll) are only weakly
dependent on T . Their values can be find

mm
In the second and third column of Table 1.
Now we will discuss the last term of the
•n*rgy balance equation namely E . According
to th* definition of the classical thermal
conductivity E Is:

E m A K Tay* dT/dl
c O

, terg s 3 . C12)

Here dTVdl Is the temperature gradient and T
is the temperature at the level where the
conduction takes place. If we are Interested
In the amount of the energy which Is
conducted away from the region, we should
take T . Instead of T in Equation C12>

nan
CT is the lowest temperature controlled

nun
by the observations). Usually dT/dl Is
unknown and approximated by T /\.. In a rough
calculations, for simplicity, T i s usually
taken Instead of T Calso in the paper by
Sylwester e t al., 1986). Then the expression
for E Is of the form:

wh*r* ft i s the part of volume effectively
heated at the rat* e^ . For the PCM , ft -

0.313 . During the QSS phase there ex is t s the
relation b*twe*n th* maximum value of the
heating rate, the maximum temperature T and

IB

the s*mll*ngth L of the loop :

, terg c m ' 1 ! ' 1 ] , C9)

Cher* x i s a constant in the coefficient ofo
th* classical th*rmal conductivity). For th*
PCM th* valu* of • was known CIO erg cm

s"1 ) as wall as th* T and L, so we were a t
m

th* position t o check th* validity of th*
relation C9) for non-QSS, initial phas*. Th*
actual valu* of tn* coefficient of
proportionality has b**n found K * 9 10"
Ccgs) - 0.9 * o .
Th* rat* of radlatlv* power loss*s may b*
•xpr*ss*d as:

t ( T >

E • J P CT) n*CD A dl , [*rg s~*l . CIO)

C13)

We tried to check how good Is this
approximation by means of calculating the
coefficient f in the relation:

AM T7'*L~* - fA* T3 '* dT/dl
O m O mi n

C14)

It was easy to do using PCM becouse in this
c»*» we had known all but f quantities in
Equation C14). In Figure 1 th* Urn*
behaviour of the f factor Is shown for T

min
• 4 MK and 10 MJC It i s s**n that in this
case the knowledge of T . i s quit*

Tiivri

Important becous* the coefficient f depends
strongly on i t s valu*. Also th* tint*
variations of f are pronounced especially
during th* f i r s t period of th* h*atlng.
Unfortunately in th* analysis of r*al
observations It i s difficult t o tak* into
account th* tlm* variability and w* hav*
d*cid*d t o use for a given T . th* time

twin
av*rag*d valu* of f coefficient. They are
shown together with corresponding standard
deviations in 4th and Sth column of Table 1.
CTh* influence of this time averaging will
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be discussed Later In this paperO
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Figure 1. The time variation of the factor f
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Now we will try to estimate the portion a of
the energy, which returned to the loop with
the stream of the Inflowing plasma. If we
define time averaged value of a as:

• f a E d t / f E dt
J c J c

C15>

then we can calculate It from the Integral
fcrm of the- energy balance equation C5>.

Derived values of a
shown in 6th column of Table 1.

for various T .
mm

Table 1

Tt»oc
mi n

4
7

1 0

1 8
1 8
1 9

a

. 6 1

. 9 9

. 4 6

0
0
0

b

. 5 4

. 4 9

. 4 2

6
4
3

f .

. 2 3

. 0 1

. 3 0

t

1
1
0

a f

. 8 8

. 0 2

. 6 2

0
0
0

a

. 5 6

. 6 8

. 7 0

Taking into account the above considerations
concerning the Individual components of the
energy balance equation (5), It can be
rewritten:

d<T«*">/'dt m C VI7" - *P
Am l

• C E
1 r.»t

*1 -

C16)

Here:

m K^<AXL>*'* O l d . } " 1

a f rom Table 1. They Cj- >, t o g e t h e r wi th t h «

error limits a n d due to time
averaging of f factor are given In the 2nd,
3rd and 4th column of Table 2. It Is worth
noting, that r cannot exceed some critical
value C> in Table 2), which results from

cr
the fact, that the maximum value of ft is
ft—i. This would correspond to the case of
homogeneous heating of the entire loop
volume with the rate e

V) c
u

CM

<0
IH-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

Radiative Losses Included-o

+-Without
Radiative Losses

f"
10-1027

Figure 2. T£tyz vs JE dt based on flare

parameters derived from Palermo Code
Modeling CT m 4 MKJ. The two ritnr are

mm
plotted : with the radiative losses
neglected and included.

Now we will follow the LEBAN procedure. At
the beginning we neglect the radiative
losses in the right hand term of Equation

C16>. In Figure 2 the resulting Tc*" vr.
[E dt for T - 4 MK is shown. It Is
•» n»t mm

dearly seen, that during the whole Initial
phase, the observed behaviour offE dt can be described turning that C is

constant. The value of C can be obtained by

the straight line fitting procedure. Baaed
on Ĉ  value one can derive the first.

approximation for <l.e. y >. The values of

Y for T . « 4, 7, and 1O MK are shown in
O mn

the Sth column of Table 2. We have used the
mean y • 02 afterwards.

Table 2

r - ft - i.m-oi>/f

E '

C18)

C19>

The y values could be calculated using f and

T
min
4 0.24 0.23 0.20 O.22 0.93 0.23
7 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.21 O.91 0.22

10 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.17 O.9O 0.19
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The above procedure has been Iterated
including radiative losses term until y
converges (usually 3-5 steps) to Its
asymptotic value Cy In Table 2).

a

With radiative losses included, the T£ vs
fE dt graph changes most significamtly on

the decay phase oniy, which is shown in
Figure 2. Inspection of Table 2 indicates
that the / values derived by means of LED AN
Cy > and by a direct calculation from PCM

a

Cy > are in a very rood agreement.
d

SUMMARY

Presented test. confirms the reliability of
the LEBAN procedure In deriving basic1 flaring
loop parameters. If one uses the set of
typical observations only I.e. the time

history of T, T , and c, then using y
m cr

value, one can derive the upper limit for the
flaring loop length and cross-section (from
the estimated C and C values). However, If

t

one has an additional Information on t h e loop
length Cfor Instance from X-ray f lare Image)
one can der ive , bas:ed on Equation C17), j- ,
and next , from Equation C18>, the
corresponding ft value . Parameter ft is
Important since It represents the equivalent
part of the loop which is heated. Its value
allows to calculate the "absolute" value of
the energy released and consequently all
other terms In the energy balance equation.

DISCUSSION:

Hekela: Dust a genera) comment: Usually
there is limited diagnostic Information In observed
spectra. Physical reason is that the observed
spectra result from integration along the line
of sight, of local emissivlt,, which is complicated
function of local plasma gas state parameters
coupled to involved radiation field. Emergent
line shapes describe Just small fluctuations
in total mass, momentum and energy transfer.
Therefore interpretation problem Is generally
non - unique (so called "non - well stated problem").

3akiaiec: In our case the problem is much
simplier than in such a general case of Interpreta-
tion of line profiles. 1. The plasma is (effective-
ly) optically thin for the X-ray radiation, hence
the equations are quite simple:

i " f fj (T) dt, i = 1

(cf. my review paper in this volume). 2. In our
case the emission functions (the kernels of the
integral equations) fj(T) are broad, strongly
overlapping functions and we have found that
this has a strong stabilizing effect on the solu-
tions (P(1). The stability of the solutions was
confirmed by numerical experiments (cf. Sylwester,
1977, Thesis, Wroclaw University).
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2 ' J I 6 ' ^ O r i d f e j o v , C z e i . r u s i o v a k i a

ABSTRACT

An exceptional 10-hour enhancement in the level of the soft '•;&) cnissjor-. nest pr c- -
bably originated in an exceptionally active region wi'.n llares at the easterr j i n.L
of the disk on Jan. 25, 1981, is described. This yhoriomenon nss been calleC "an out-
standing X-ray emission of an active region" (15b4j ana is documented Dy measurements
nade independently on two probes, i.e. GEUb-2 ar.d PRuCi;0/-6. ?he rise in trie ievel cl
the X-ray emission (2 - B keV) amounted to about one older o{ magnitude ifron' jO'^tc
10"^ W m " ' ) . The separate emission of flares are super imposed on this large enhancement
During the event, 3 outbursts were recorded int the 60 - JbO kev range, in each race
at tho time of recurrent flares in the region at the t limb (S 14, f. 90) (Kfivsky ana
Scheii:;h, 19B4). The most significant flares of this period were recorded by the
enronograph on Lommcky stit. The flare had the form of attending flare loops, at tht
sides of which ejections towards the corona or arcs receding to the dls^ could be
observed. Radio burst of type IV and II occurred in the explosive phase of the lla-
re, as well as a hard X-ray emission burst within the same interval in which bright
flare loops were generated at the very beginning, and when particle acceleration
apparently occurred. The fast particles were not recorded on the Earth due tn its un-
favourable position relative to their source and trajectory, but after i7:00 UT the
X-ray photometer aboard the Prognoz-H satellite registered a large number oi unresolved
fast particles (see Fig. 3) . The studied phenomenon belongs to the interval of the
Solar Maximum Year (Aug. 1979 - Feb. 1961).

ACTIVITY OF REGION S 14°, CMP FEB. 1, 1981

The world-wide network which monitors flare
activity documents the exceptional active re-
gion Hale 17428 which was located, together
with sunspots, just beyond (or at) the limb
on Jan. 25, 1981. On that day, a number of
flares with eruptive prominences of various
types were identified in the region. We are
attaching a modified excerpt of the more sig-
nificant flare activity, together with a des-
cription of the nature of the phenomena. The
data published in Solar Geophysical Data
(SGD) (470 II 19B3), Boulder, were taken as
the basis.
The description of the limb flares of Jan 25,
1981 (see also Fig. 2 ) :

04 00 - 04 30 UT (S 14°, E 90°)
Eruptive prominences beyond limb, within
a single complex with various positions,
several brightness maxima, large expansi-
on of area in each case after brightness
maximum, activity throughout the day

04 59 - 07 00 UT (S 15°, E 90°)
The same as the first event

07 23 - 08 05 UT (S 14°, E 90°)
The same as the first event,with He D3
emission

08 20 - 10 53 UT (S 14°, E 90°)
The same as the first event, see Fig. 1
(in the supplement)

According to the SGD tables (Solar Geophys.
Data, Boulder, 1981), the radio activity on
Jan. 25, 1981 was considerable and frequent,
mostly of types III and V. Type IV was obser-
ved between 08 48 and 09 25, type II between
08 56 and 09 16, both types documenting the
ejection of a magnetoplasma cloud (IV) with
a shock wave (II). The most intensive bursts
on the same day in a wide range of frequencies

(606 - 19 600 MHz) were related to the stu-
died flare complex: beg. 08 i5 lasting 35
to 300 mins, first maximum at about 09 32,
second at about 09 21. Largest flux
4800.10" 2 2 Wm-2 hz-1 occurred at 8800 MHz. .
Judging by the 19.6 GHz recors from Bern,
the acceleration phase of the particles of
this phenomenon should have occurred roug-
hly between 09 00 and 09 15 UT, which agrees
with the occurrence of the hard X-ray emi-
ssion burst of 80 - 160 keV (Fig. 3 ) .

On the days fallowing Jan. 25, 1991, a com-
plex of sunsputs, rose on the disk at tha
posrtion in question. The limb flares of
Jan. 25, 1981 (Fig. 1) and other phenomena
were apparently in the western part of the
E-type sunspot complex.

Also another region, i.e. N 17° W 30°, was
weakly flare-active on Jan. 25, 1981; there
were only isolated weak flares in it (these
are also shown in Fig. 2 ) .

CORRELATION OF THE H x AND RADIO ACTIVITY
WITH THE X-RAY EMISSION

Since exceptional activity, apparently of
the nature of an ascending flare loop chan-
nel (see Fig. 1 in the supplement), was re-
corded during the photographing nf active
processes at the eastern disk limb in the
region of the H-alpha line at Lomnicky Stit
(halfwidth 1.2 nm, exp. 1/15 s) on the day
in question, more attention was devoted to
this activity. The system of ascending flare
loops was accompanied at the sides by ejec-
tions, some of them running freely into the
corona, some being pulled back to the disk
by arc-like magnetic field lines. At the ti-
me of the GHz-emission outburst (Bern) and
the hard X-ray emission (channel X5 on Prog-
noz-8), which can be identified with the
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this observatory; occurence of iV and II types of radioemission; the bracket on the
left bounds the occurrence of 'lares in region S 14° E 90° classified by importa-
nces, the bracket below indicates the occurence of suisidiary flares in region
N 17°, W 30°.

acceleration and penetration phase of the par-
ticles, a system of flare loops began to de-
velop in H-alpha at an altitude <10 000 km,
followed by higher loops after 10 40 UT at
altitude-50 000 km. At the time of the deve-
lopment of the higher loops, the hard X-ray
and GHz emissions were no longer emitted but
the long-wave radio and soft X-ray emissions
(2 - 40 keV, Fig. 3)were. Comparing this ac-
tivity with the pattern of the 1- BA X-ray
emission, recorded by GEOS-2 (Fig. 2)
(Preliminary Report and Forecast Solar Geophy-
sical Data, 1981) and by PROGNOZ-8 (2- 8keV,
Fig. 3), it was found that not only a large
outburst of the X-ray emission occurred du-
ring the flare (also together woth the io-
nospheric SEA effect), but also a long-term
increase in the basic level of the X-ray emi-
ssion could be observed, beginning at 04 30
and lasting until 14 40 UT, i.e. about 10 hrs.
This enhancement in the level was evidently
due to the accumulation of consecutive out-
bursts of a flare nature, as well as the con-
sequence of a more durable enhancement in the
background level of the X-ray emission.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Schadee s et al. (1983) paper draws attention
to the enhanced X-ray emission (>3.5 keV)
from active regions without flares. In our
case the discussed enhacement in the X-ray
emission, the outstanding X-ray emission of

the act,v?e region, is related to the complex
of active phenomena at the E limb observed
during the same time interval. At the time
of the long-lasting X-ray emission there
was no other more durable and larger acti-
vity on the disk but that at the E limb. In
this particular case the increase in the
X-ray emission (without flares) amounted
to 10"5 Wm~Z, i.e. roughly an order of mag-
nitude more than the basic level. The X-ray
emission record (4-8 keV) (ValnfCek et al.,
1983) indicates that a similar emission
phenomenon did not reoccur during the time
this active region were passing across the
disk.

It is assumed that the long-term X-ray emi-
ssion could be anisotropic, i.e. be radiated
to a larger extent tangentially from the
active region, roughly in the direction of
the axis of the flare-loop channel, i.s.
along the axis of the divide between magne-
tic polarities which, in the case under
study, pointed roughly towards the Earth.
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DISCUSSION:

Kruger: I t should be mentioned that one
and two days later also long lasting of f- l imb
sources have been observed at mm-waves at Hlralso
(Japan).
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Fig 3: X-ray emission recorded on PR0GN0Z-8 on Jan. 25, 1981 on channels
XI (2-4 keV), X2 (4-8 keV), X3 (20-40 keV), X4 (40-80 keV),
X5 (80-160 keV) and X6 (160-320 keV). Channels XI and X2 show the
enhancement of the basic level lasting for about 10 hrs. Emission
after 17 UT belong to the fast particles from a precedent flare.



RADIO WAVE DIAGNOSTICS OP SOLAR ACTIVE REGIOKS
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Part I of this review considers the outcome of different methods of obacr<?••:• lien
of active regions at mm- and cm-waves exploring the source structures ;ITI'J p\.r?-
msters in the chromosphere and corona. Calculations of emission models invoking
bremsstrahluag and gyromagnetic radiation are eurarrrized applying for >-. grr---t
variety of physical conditions. Diagnostic capacities of djfferent kir<?s of micro-
wave burst emission are briefly taken into account.

Part II of the review considers the dm- and m-radio spec era] observations .ie
diagnostic tool for the determination of plasma parameters in the coronal parts
of solar active regions. The main attention is devoted to the radio diagnostics
of solar flares. The mc3t important types of dm- and m-radio bursts are presen-
ted, the latest theoretical and observational resists s-;nmrized and theJ r diag-
nostic aspects briefly discussed.

PART I

1. Introduction

During recent years microwave observations
added new insights into the structure and
physical conditions of solar active regions.
The main progress was due to the achievement
of high spatial resolution: The observation
of structural details down to arc second
scales revealed the existence of strong in-
homogeneities of the solar atmosphere in ac-
tive regions. It also permitted more accu-
rate estimations of brightness temperatures
and provided interesting comparisons bet-
ween the microwave picture and observations
made in other spectral regions.

Because the emission processes of solar
microwave radiation, i.e. (free-free) Cou-'
lomb brsmsstrahlung and gyromagnetic emis-
sions, are rather well known, model calcu-
lations of radiative transfer can be used as
a convenient diagnostic tool searching for
the physical conditions inside the source
and propagation regions.

Basic problems of scientific research con-
cern the
- determination of the three-dimensional

structure of the magnetic field (includ-
ing fine structures) and other plasma para-'
meters,

- estimation of the relative amount of con-
tributions- of thermal and nonthermal
energy releases (for both, flaring and
nonflaring regions),

- exploration of processes of coronal heat-
ing, and

- solar flare physics.
Clearly, the solution of the above problems
will have far-reaching consequences not on-
ly to solar physics but even beyond that.

Since the development of solar radio astro-
nomy up to the end of the seventies is ra-
ther comprehensively documented (Kriiger,
1979; Kundu and Gergely, 1980), we will fo-
cus here on a review of some topics being
published more recently. Further information
can be obtained from other reviews presented
by Marsh and Hurford (1982), Kundu (1982),
Kundu and Vlahos (1982), Kundu and Lang
(1985), and Gelfreikh (1986).

2. Imaging of active regions

Like the famoue soft X-ray pictures of Sky-
lab, maps ojf the Sun. made with high spatial
resolution at microwaves are capable to
give a substantial contribution to our view
of solar active regions and other phenome-
na. In fact, such radio observations promp-
ted in a revision of previous models con-"
cerning, e.g., the chromosphere-corona
transition region (CCTR).
The observational progress is basically due
to the development of large radio interfe-
rometers together with an application of
refined computer technics (considering aper-
ture synthesis, cleaning methods, self-
calibration, etc.). For a review of modern
instrumental problems cf. Thompson et al.
(1986) and Rohlfs (1986).
Radio observations made with different
spatial resolution, at different frequen-
cies, and/or with different methods nicely
complete each other (cf. Akhmedov et al.,"
1986).
Prominent instruments operating at distinct
microwave frequencies are the Very Large
Array (VLA), the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT), and the large soviet ra-
dio telescope RATAH-600 and others.
Besides, multifrequency operation has been
proposed to obtain new information, by use
of a frequency-agile interferometer for so-
lar microwave spectroscopy (Hurford et al.,
1984).
The facilities of imaging resulted in a re-
finement of the original two-component ra-
dio picture of an active region consisting
of a simple core (spot)-halo (plage) struc-
ture. How', at least five components can be
distinguished:

a) Core or sunspot component - sources abo-
ve sunspots exhibiting circularly pola-
rized radiation from deep coronal level
in strong magnetic fields with a maximui
of flux density at centimetric wave-
lengths (Tb« O.5...2.5 10

6 K ) .

b) Loop component - radiation coming from
interspot regions (upper parts of magne-
tic loops) of bipolar spot groups with
a wide scatter of brightness temperatu-
res sometimes showing excess of radia-
tion at longer centimetric wavelengths.
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c) Plage component - weaker but spatially
more extended emission than (a) coming
from deeper levels (CCTR/deep corona)
associated with plage regions, weakly
polarized (<V\%), is well expressed also
at mm-waves exhibiting a rather flat
flux spectrum up to dm-waves.

d) Current-sheet component - sources of r
high brightness temperatures (^#3-10 K)
typically located above the inversion
line of the (photospheric) longitudinal
magnetic field and evidently connected
with cases of the appearance of new mag-
netic flux penetrating into a preexist-
ing old magnetic field of opposite pola-
rity.

e) Halo-component - Diffuse radiation (Tu
J*104...3 10° K, p«5 %) surrounding
the central part of an active region in
a wide area, is conspicuous particularly
at short dm-waves.

Characteristic brightness spectra of these
components are shown in Figure 1. They can
be transformed into a rough tentative pic-
ture illustrating their relative location
in a complex active region (Figure 2).

-16

0.1

3. Model calculations and interpretation

Although the basic explanation of the micro-
wave radiation from active regions has been
worked out already in the sixties, subse-
quently, the observational progress initia-
ted more detailed model calculations. Gel-
freikh and Lubyshev (1979) calculated the
thermal gyro-resonance (g-r) emission in a
two-layer sunspot atmosphere. Ring struc-
tures of brightness and polarization (tur-
ning into "horse shoes" at oblique aspect
angles) arise theoretically from the depen-
dence of g-r absorption on the angle © bet-
ween the magnetic field and ray trajectory.

Further empirical model calculations for
both, bremsstrahlung and g-r radiation
applied to individual observations were ma-
de by Alissandrakis et al. (1980) and Pal-
lavicini et al. (1981). The magnetic field
was approximated here as potential field.
Another model (Kriiger et al., 1985) was ba-
sed on a physically uniform sunspot model
consistent with recent optical and EUV ob-
servations (Staude et al., 1983) and was
applied to RATAN-600 observations (Kriiger
et al., 1986) (cf. Figure 3). Applications
were also made to extrapolated force-free
magnetic fields with constant e*. ( m. defined
by Vx B = *B)(Hildebrandt et al., 1984).
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Fig. 1: Spectra of brightness Ij and £1,,
(= I, - I,, (Q)) for different solar
components: Q-quiet Sun, P-pleges,
H-halo, S-suaspots, L-coronal lvops,
C-eurrent sheets (after Urpo et al..
1987).
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Pig. 2: Proposed location of different
components of microwave radiation
in an active region.

Fig. 3: Models of temperature (left) and
electron density (right).

While usually most calculations on flare-
less conditions are based on thermal emis-
sion, nonthermal models have been discussed
in order to explain the sometimes observed
high brightness temperatures (Webb et al.,
1983; Shibasaki et al., 1983) or to account
for expected steep temperature gradients
(Chiuderi Drago and Melozzi, 1984; Siar-
kowski, 1984).

The capacity of diagnostics of coronal mag-
netic fields from microwave polarization
reversal effects by magnetoionic mode coup-
ling at quasi-transverse wave propagation
was studied by Peterova and Ryabov (1981)
and Bandiera (1982).

In spite of the well known fundamentals of
microwave emission and elaborated models,
deviations between theory and observational
evidence exist for a number of details (cf.
also Krtiger et al., 1987). The spot compo-
nent is one of the best explored part in
this field, nevertheless, ring and horse-
shoe structures as predicted by uniform mo-
dels are only seldom and inconsistently
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observed (Aliseandrakis and Kundu, 1982;
Strong et al., 1984; Lang and Wilson, 1982).

By means of various methods microwaves pro-
vide a unique opportunity to estimate mag-
netics taking advantage of polarisation pro-
perties at bremsstrahlung, g-r emission,
and propagation effects. Such methods apply
to different height ranges in the solar at-
mosphere, whereat the determination of ab-
solute height values mets with difficulties
in many cases. Reported magnetic scale
heights LB(Z) = B (dB/dz) above sun-
spots range between 4.10° and 10' m (Schmdfl.
et al., 1982; Akhmedov et al., 1982; Lang
and Willson, 1983; McConnell and Kundu,
1984; Kriiger et al., 1986).
The microwave emission from hot coronal
loops was considered in several papers (cf.
Kundu and Velusamy, 1980s Lang et al.,1983;
Shevgaonkar and Kundu, 1984). Nevertheless,
highly resolved simultaneous observations
at more than one frequency still need fur-
ther systematic investigation. There is al-
so a need of adequate loop models which
could be an excellent diagnostic mean. At
present simple isothermal, dipolar loop mo-
dels reproduce a great deal of spatial and
spectral microwave structures (Holman and
Kundu, 1985).

Interpreting the radiation from the plage
regions, models are invoked which account
for the imhomogeneous plage structure where
bright plage elements are thought to be em-
bedded in a quiet background (Urpo et al.,
1987).

As a puzzling feature remains the occurrence
of bright flare-less microwave emission
which is believed to be a signature of cur-
rent sheets induced by the occurrence of
new emerging flux from below, (cf. Zhelez-
nyakov and Zlotnik, 1980b Kundu and Shev-
gaonkar, 1985). (We avoid the term "neutral"
sheet because non-neutral current sheets n̂ y
also exist(Somov, 1986.)) Problems still
arise concerning the explanation of either
continuous particle acceleration producing
nonthermal emission or currents inducing
sufficiently high magnetic fields.
Possible evidence of thermal cyclotron li-
nes from small sources within active re-
gions was discussed by Zheleznyakov and
Zlotnik (1980a), Willson (1983), and Schnahl
et al. (1984).

4. Preflare conditions

Microwave signatures of the buildup and the
onset of release of energy prior to a flare
are possible in several ways. The most com-
mon signature is (i) an increase in bright-
ness temperature and polarization (Kundu et
al., 1982; Willson, 1984; Kundu et al.,
1985) over a period of a few tans of minu-
tes before the flare onset, but also (ii)
other changes of the degree of polarization
are known as preflare effects for a long
time. Moreover, (iii) small (impulsive)
burst activity prior to an impulsive or com-
plex burst event is sometimes observed at
centimetric and decimetric wavelengths (Kai
et al., 1983). At decimetric waves the pre-
burst activity is often superimposed by (iv)
pulsations interpreted aa plasma emission at
electron densities of 10 .. .10lucnT-> (cf.
Part II of this review) occurring up to a
few minutes prior to the onset of the impul-
sive flare phase.

However, the significancy of preflare
activities (in general) is yet considered
controveraially (Martin, 1980; Kai et al.
1983) because only a certain part of all
events appear to be preceded by preflare
effects, and, on the other hand, not every
suspected preflare activity must be follow-
ed by a main flare event. Nevertheless, for
the majority of observed preflare activi-
ties a connection by chance can be excluded.

Since many preflare burBt-like emissions
exhibit characteristics of impulsive bursts,
an interpretation of preflare activity in
terms of mere preflare heating appears que-
stionable. Obviously the interaction
between gradual and impulsive processes
must be better understood in order to ob-
tain a reliable diagnostic of the preflare
state. The most conclusive result is, as
yet, that microwave maps made with arc se-
cond resolution indicate that the appearanos
of a new emitting region and its interac-
tion with preexisting sources (indicated by
changes of polarization) up to about 15 mi-
nutes prior to the flare onset is a neces-
sary condition for the start of a subse-
quent impulsive flare event (Kundu and She-
vgaonkar, 1985; Kundu and Woodgate, 1986).

5. Microwave bursts and fluctuations

Diagnostics of the main phases of microwave
bursts refer to violently disturbed condi-
tions. Since the research in this field is
very extended, it is not possible to treat
this topic properly in the frame of the
present short review. Instead,we briefly en-
numerate some interesting features repre-
sented by recent investigations:

a) Microwave positional data are in favour
of a primary flare energy release in the
coronal part of a magnetic loop. Also arca-
des of loops are likely as sites of such
release which is assumed to take place at
current sheets between closed loops (Kundu,
1983).
b) High spatial and time resolution obser-
vations showed the existence of two spatial-
ly separated components in the impulsive
burst phase, xiz. a spiky component (size
«w10", TbflM0

tt K) and a more gradual compo-
nent (<VT5",*#5.10' K) (Kattenberg and Al-
laart, 1983).
c) The existence of two basic flare phases
(i.e. the impulsive and the gradual or dif-
fuse phase) (de Jager, 1983) is well die-
played by microwaves but is also present in
a wide spectrum of of wave and particle
emissions (Cane et al., 1986; Bai, 1986).
d) Secondary microwave bursts,can be trig-
gered at sites remote (105-10bkm) from the
primary flare site probably due to channel-
ling of 10-100 keV electrons along huge loop
structures (Nakajima et al., 1985).
e) Superimposed on the burst continuum mil-
lisecond radio spikes (which were known for
more than two decades at longer waves) were
now discovered at cm-waves (up to 5 GHz,
Af=O.5...2OO MHz, T^IO 1 0^) (StShli and
Magun , 1986). They can be interpreted as
resulting from the electron cyclotron maser
instability (Zhao and Shi, 1986).
f) Microwave "type III" bursts (with time
scales of half-power duration of 75 ma and
average drift rates of about 8 GHz/s) clear-
ly different from millisecond spikes have
been detected by StHhli and Benz (1987).
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g) Rise times of impulsive ram-wave bursts
down to scales of milliseconds observed by
Kaufman et al, (1985) and Urpo et al. (1985)
are of greet interest for the study of fine
strucures and the dynamics of the flare pro-
cess .

6. Postburst sources

Postflare loops have been studied in the op-
tical region for many years and later also
in the X and EUV range. Recently they att-
racted interest also by their radio emission.
VLA-observations at 20 cm wavelength exhibit
source sizes of w1 arc minute, magnetic
fields of the order 120-170 gauss, and
brightness temperatures of a few millions K
(Velusamy and Kundu, 1981). By these charac-
teristics, and by greater source heights
(IV10 .<m) find a lower degree of polarization
tha postburst phase is clearly distinguished
from the main phase of a burst (Kosugi et
al., 1983).

Recently postflare sources lasting for seve-
ral hours in the corona were detected also
in the mm-range (Urpo et al., 1986) opening
further possibilities of diagnostics of solar
plasma parameters and storage processes.
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PART I I

1, Introduction
Collective plasma processes are com-

monly considered as mechanisms for the
generation of solar radio burEts in dm-
and m-radio save bands„ The cause of this
radio emission ia always an energy plasma
process, in which the free energy of
particles is transformaied into electro-
uagnetic waves by plasma instatdlities and
nonlinear effects. For example, the accel-
eration, propagation and relaxation of
Eraperthermal electrons are usually accom-
panied by radio emission. This means that
eruptive processes, mainly solar flares,
radiate in radio wave bands and thus yield
diagnostic infornaiicn* In this review
the mosb important fins structures of radio
bursts are sojumarized, and tneir theoreti-
cal and diagnostic aspects briefly discuss-
ed*

2, Type I radio bursts

The radio emission cf type I bursts
is one of the mo3t common impulsive
phenomena in the solar corona. It reflects
the evolution of solar active regions and
gives diagnostic access to a region which
cannot be studied by other means (Bouge-
ret and Benz,1984)= Spicer (1984) argued

macro turbulence

.!: fr.-fiis burst

continuum

".iy emerging flux

activa region

fig.1. Schematic of the emerging flux
model of type I bursts. Randomly emerging
flux, illustrated as loops, on occasion
drive weak collisionless shocks giving rise
to type I bursts as the flux vransverses
the macro-turbulent solar atmosphere
(frora Spicer et al.,1981).

that it is the Jj.-driven anomalous dissi-
pation that is the most reasonable mechan-
ism of the type I storm. The weak shock
wave (Wentzel,1981) connected with the new
emerging flux (Spicer et al.,1981) was
considered to be the source of this per-
pendicular electric current Jj. . The advan-
tage of this model is that it gives a
natural explanation-of type I drifting
chains. This concept was supported by the
observation of drifting chains during the:
activation and rising of filaments
(Karlieky and Jificka,1983), by the Ener-
vation of noise storm enhancement wi-cii the
appearance of additional material in the
corona (Kerdraon et al.,1983)- and by the
strange recurring type I bur?t patttm
(Aurass et al.,1987). This concept uar. be
used to determine the coronal ti

field, e.g. Gopalswamy et al.dS86).

3o Type III radio bursts

Both the m- and dir.-t/pe III rsdic
bursts are believed to be generated by
beams of 10 to 1C0 keV electrons moving
through the corora. The higher the ob-
served frequency of these bursts, the
better the correlation with X-ray bursts
ana thus with the impulsive phase of the
flare (Kane. 1 56I , iVaoult et s.1. ,1985) <.

Pig.2. Type Ill/spikfl burst association
on 1980 August 31 (from Bena et al.,1982).

The majority of these bursts drift, towards
lower frequencies, which generally means
that they are moving upwards, in dense
coronal streamers (Kundu et al.,1983).
With the increase of the observed
frequency, the fraction of reverse slope
bursts and bursts with shorter duration
and limited frequency range increases.
This is probably connected with the
electron beams in the closed magnetic
structure with a higher magnetic field
(type Ill-like bursts - Zaitsev and Levin,
1984). It was suggested that the t--pe
III-RS bursts result from the .n-..::.-.sta-
tion of electrons accelerated c-j 0 .ored
in the corona at an altitude of > lO1* km
(Dennis et al.,1984). Moreover, th-. short
delay between type III bursts and ' -ray
bursts supports the model of Spri;."'s and
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Vlahos (1983), suggesting secondary elec-
tron beam acceleration in the open mag-
netic structure, which explains the escape
of electrons from the flare site. The type
III bursts yield diagnostic information
(mainly about electron densities) not only
from the flare region but also from where
the beam is propagating. The lower limit
of the,density in the acceleration region
- 4x10 cm"1 - was thus estimated from
the starting frequency of the type III
bursts (Benz and Kane,1986).

I960 APRIL 17

Accelerated Secondary
Electrons

Flaring Loop

Chromosphere

Pig.3. An overview of the proposed
acceleration model. Precipitating electrons
energized within the flaring loop stream
toward the chromosphere. These electrons
excite narrow-band electromagnetic waves
which escape the flaring loop and become
the driver for secondary acceleration
inside an open flux tube. Energetic second-
ary electrons with energies of approximate-
ly 100 keV stream away from the acceler-
ation region (from Sprangle and Vlahos,

4. Type II radio bursts

The type II radio emission in the
corona is generally considered to be
indicative of a HHD shock wave propagating
away from the site of a flare. There are
flares that are accompanied by two or more
shock waves, originating at different
times and in different areas of the flare
(Ishkov et al.,1985). Transients with
overlapping radio and white light coverage
hava recently been reported by Stewart et
al.(1982), Gergely et al.(1984). These
data show that, in the early stage of the
event, the type II burst occurs lower in
the corona than the leading edge of the
transient. Wagner and MacQueen (1983)
suggest that the transient is initiated
prior to a flare chock. Some type II bursts
indicate a reduction of shock wave velocity
(Karlioky et al.,1982, Robinson,1985).
Steinolfaon (1984) combined these facts
and, using the new model of type II bursts
of Holaan and Peases (1983)* produced a
consistent model. This concept can be used
to determine electron densities, magnetic
fields and the slope of the shock front
in comparison with the magnetic field
direction.

5. Type IT radio bursts

The morphological aspects and termi-
nology of these bursts were summarized by
Krflger (1979)* Slottje (1981), and Pick

2325°°

SOLAR'
PHOTOSPHERE • 0 UHZ TYPE I I BES1HS AS

SINGLE SOURCE FROM 2297-2304 UT
ORIGINAL SOURCE FADES.NORTH AND
SOUTH SOURCES APPEAR - 2304 UT

•• w

I980 JUNE 29

024I

0245
!60MHz Type I I Source
movei South
and oul'jfard

1ron»i«nt: 024410UT

-•» W
0244

0247
80 MHz Type H Source movti
South and outward

Tramitnt: 0 2 4 7 1 0 UT
Southern Loop Now Vitible

Fig.4. SMM C/P white light loop transient
positions (thin lines) and contours (bold)
of metric type II emission for the events
of(a) 17 April 1980 and (b) 29 June 1980.
Hote that in both cases the type II
emission at a given time seems to be
significantly displaced from the posi-
tions of the expanding loop or bubble top
at that same time (from Wagner and
MacQueen,1983).

Sun
Vn,

a) Backbone only

__Sun ^ - ""^

c) Backbone with herringbone

b) Backbone with band
splitting

d)Herringbone, no backbone

Pig.5, Examples of geometries (for type
II burst) in which band splitting,
herringbone structure, and herringbone
structure without a backbone will result
are shown. The curved line In each figure
represents the shock front. The heavy
arrows depict the regions where reflected
electrons and plasma emission are produced,
(from Holaan and Passes,1983).
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(1986)O Several attempts have been made to
connect these radio bursts with the corre-
sponding flare processes, e.g. in the
paper by Karlicky et al.(1986) the type IV
burst was interpreted as a radio manifes-
tation of the reconnection during the
formation of post-flare loops, and in the
paper by Vrsnak et al.(1987) this burst
was accompanied by interacting loops. Many
fine structures of these bursts attract
interest as diagnostic tools for studying
solar flares.

a) Pulsations

Pulsations with a great variety of
periodicities and frequency bands are known
from radio observations (Krflger,1979).
These pulsations are being presently
explained in terms of two typea of models:
(1) plasma models, in which pulsations are
related to periodic regimes of plasma
instabilities, e.g. Trottet et al.(1981),
and (2} MHD models, in which the radio
emission is modulated by source MHD
oscillations (Rosenberg,1970, Roberts et
al.,1984). High energy protons, triggering
the bounce-resonance instability, are
considered to be the source of these MHD
oscillations (Meerson et al.,1978). This
concept yields many diagnostic possibil-
ities, e.g. the estimation of flare proton
fluxes (Zaitsev et al.,1984). Further
diagnostic possibilities follow from the
application of modern statistical methods
(Kurths and Herzel,1987).

b) Fiber bursts

The observational details are describ-
ed in the paper by ElgarjJy (1982). Accord-
ing to Kuijpers (1975$, fiber bursts are
generated by the coalescence of whis'.ler
and Langmuir waves into escaping electro-
magnetic waves. Both Langmuir and whistler
waves are excited by a loss-cone instabil-
ity produced by fast electrons trapped in
a coronal loop. This model is used to
determine the electron density and magnetic
field in & coronal loop, e.g. Aurass et al n
(1967). But this method yields a relatively
small values of magnetic field (Dulk and
MoLean,1978). Therefore, modifications of
Kuijpers theory were suggested: (1}Bernold
and Treumann (1983) produced a model with
many whistler solitons trapped in a density
duct, (2) Mann et al.(1987) suggested an
explanation by means of low-frequency
whistler packets.

c) Zebra patterns

This fine structure consists of
several parallel drifting stripes of ab-
sorption and emission, and shows a strik-
ing regularity (Slottje,1981). According
to existing theories, zebra patterns are
produced: (1) by enhanced Langmuir turbu-
lence generated by gyroresonant electrons
from the regions where the double resonance
condition is satisfied (Zheleznyakov and
Zlotnik,1975, Kui3pers,1979}, (2) by
whistler solitons (Chernov,197b), (3) by
the electron-cyclotron maser instability
(Winglee and Dulk,1986»). All these models
can be used to determine the magnetic
field in coronal loops.

d) Decimetric spikes

Observations indicate that dm-
-spikes can be divided into two groups:
narrowband (bandwidth af « 3-15 MHz,
duration ts ̂  0.1 s), and broadband
spikes (blips) (15 MHz <*£-•*. 100 MHz,
ts * la). Whereas both types of
spikes were observed in the impulsive
phase of the flare (Benz et al.,1983,
Wiehl et al.,1985,Benz,1985,Urbarz,1986),
the narrowband spikes were also observed
during the formation of type II radio
bursts (Karlicky,1984,1987;. Due to their
polarization (Nonino et al.,1986) and
high brightness temperature (Kuijpers et
al.,1981;, the narrowband spikes belong
to the most interesting radio bursts.
Two classes of their models have been
suggested: the model with runaway
electrons (Kuijpers et al.,1981) and the
maser model by Melrose and Dulk (1982),
Winglee and Dulk (1986k), and Li (1986).
Both concepts can be used for diagnostic
purposes, mainly to determine the
electron densities and magnetic field in
a radio source. Provided the suggestion
of Benz (1985) is confirmed, the dm-
-spikes could be used for the diagnostics
of the primary energy release.
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Fig.6. The sketch of the radio spectrum
obtained by Ondfejov radiospectrograph
and its description (upper part).

Pig.7. The maser growth rate for x-,o-,and
z-modes (from Kelroae et al.,1984).
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EXAMINATION OP SOLAR RADIO BURST ONSETS IN VIEW OF DIFFERENT FLARE SCENARIOS AND PRE-

FLARE STRUCTURES

A. Krilger1 , H. AuraB1, B. Kliem1 , S. Urpo2

Zentralinstitut fur Astrophysik der Akademie der Wissenacbaften der DDR, Potsdam,
p
University of Technology, Helsinki, Finnland

JDR

The time profiles of the aolar microwave emission exhibit various phenomena re-
flecting the evolution of magnetic flux tubes before ;md during the onset of fin-
re events. Different scenarios are possible to describe the processes of energy
release in a flux tube and the interaction of r number of tubes during the pre-
flare stage and the early flare development. Multi-peak structures at quite dif-
ferent time scales displayed by flux records nt mm-, cm-, and dm-waves are exami-
ned; they rise the question how to distinguish between repented energy release at
one site and the propagation of the flare disturbances over -in extended source
area. A discussion of observed time scales and released energy in the frame of
some scenarios is carried out.

1. Introduction

The exploration of the impulsive phase is a
central task of the physics of solar flares.
This phase can "be characterized as a period
during which energy is rapidly released in a
flare whereat electromagnetic radiation is
emitted in a number of bursts with steep „_
macroscopic time profile of about tO^...10
sec duration localized in a few discrete
areas on the Sun (de Jager, 1983). The ra-
diation quite often covers a wide range of
wavelengths ranging from X-rays to radio
waves and also shorter time scales are ob-
served.

Different scenarios have been proposed to
describe the impulsive energy release in a
flux tube and a controversial subject is
still the question whether impulsive micro-
wave and (hard) X-ray bursts are generated
by a thermal or nonthermal energy distribu-
tion of radiating electrons (Batchelor et
al., 1985; Sturrock et al., 1984). Other
topics of discussion concern the signifi-
cance and physics of preflare activity
(Martin, 1980; Kai et al., 1983) as well as
interrelations to the gradual flare phase
(Crannell et al., 1982) and complex events.

w progress in the field is hoped to emerge
from observations with increased time and
angular resolution whereat raaio observa-
tions at short wavelengths may play an im-
portant role. The present communication
deals with a study of bursts vt mm- ax\;- cm-
waves discussing the results .̂n view of dif-
ferent scenarios of flare development, viz.
the propagation of collisionless conduction
fronts, energy release in force-free ele-
mentary flux tubes, and coalescence of cur-
rent carrying Loops. The present study is a
continuation of earlier papers on the sub-
ject (Urpo et al . , 1985; Kruger et. al.,
1986).

2. Time characteristics of microwave bun tP
onsets

?irst we consider observations carried out
-.t the Metsahovi Radio Research Station of
the Helsinki University of Technology at
36.8 and 2?.2 GHz (8.1 and 13-5 mm wave-
length, respectively) with '.n angular reso-
lution of ?.4 and 4.0 arc minutes, reci? :ti-

fluxes were measured by tracking of selec-
ted active regions on the Sun with sampling
rates between 1 Hz and 56 kHz. The observa-
tions were made during selected days of the
years 1978 - 1983.

From the above observations a total of 102
and 150 bursts with peak fluxes ranging
between O.'i aad 40 s.f.u. were available at
37 and 22 GHz, respectively. A comparison
with solar patrol observations at 9.5 GHz
of the Observatory of Solar Radio Astronomy
at Tremsdorf near Potsdam (GDR) (carried
out with much lower sensitivity and time
resolution of only about 1 sec; yields an
association of 46 and 61 per cent of the
above bursts, respectively. Hereby it could
be stated that bursts which appear as smooth
simple impulsive events at the 9.5 GHz pat-
rol observations are resolved into a certain
number of single impulsive peaks at the 37
GHz Metsahovi records (cf. the example of
Figure 1).

-RXPT 1 £51

^TSAHOVI SUN 3 7

500

W SECONDS

Fig. 1: Resolved fine structure of an
impulsive burst at 37 GHz.

vsiy (cf, '/rpo 1975). profiles of burst
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In order to check different physical scena-
rios the distribution of the impulsive rise
time is of interest. For that purpose we de-
rive normalized rise times (expressed by s/
s.f.u.) taken from the start of the event to
its (first) main maximum. The frequency
distribution of these rise times is shown in
Figure 2 for both observing frequencies. For
completeness the distribution of rise times
of gradual bursts is included in this Figure.

N

0 2 4

logtr(s/sfu)

Fig. 2: Frequency distributions of normalized
rise times for impulsive (S) and
.gradual (G) bursts at 22 and 37 GHz.

The main features can be summarized as fol-
lows (cf. also Urpo et al., 1985):

- There is a broad distribution of normalized
rise times of impulsive bursts covering more
than four or five decades. Moreover, the ma-
croscopic flux increase is typically composed
of a sequence of subpulses with steeper rise.

- In the average the normalized rise times
of impulsive bursts at 22 GHz appear to be
somewhat larger than at 37 GHz. But the dis-
tributions of the steepest parts of impulsive
flux increase (not shown in Figure 2) do not
show a significant difference between both
observing frequencies.

- There are a few samples of normalized rise
times at 37 GHz in the millisecond range (mi-
nimum 1.5«1O^ s) and a gap of rise times in
the 10 is domain in the present sample. How-
ever, Kaufmann et al. (1984, 1985) reported
repetition rates of burst fine structures at
30...60 me and e-folding rise times down to
50 ma. In contrast to this result Stahli and
Magun (1986) did not find spiky fine struc-
tures above 8.4 GHz. More observations are
needed to get reliable statistical results.

- The distributions of normalized rise times
of impulsive (S) and gradual (G) bursts are
partly overlapping each other. The peaks of
the distributions are separated by two or-
ders of magnitude, but the steepest flux in-
creases of gradual bursts appear to be impul-

sive in nature.

3. Scenarios of impulsive burst energy
release

a. Collisionless conduction fronts in
coronal arches

In the frame of a thermal flare model pro-
posed by Brown; Melrose and Spicer (1979)
the burst emitting plasma is confined by
the development of a collisionless conduc-
tion front in a coronal arch. The rise time
of the emission specifies a relation of si-
ze to temperature of the source region
which can be compared with microwave and X-
ray burst data as shown by Batchelor et al.,
(1985). Accordingly the characteristic ve-
locity of conduction front propagation is
the' ion-acoustic speed cs from which the
impulsive burst rise time follows by

L/(2cs) (D
where L/2 is the distance from the apex to
the feet of a symmetrical arch.

With c = 10
a

L = 109...10

3.96

,9.5
Te=10

7...108K, and

cm, tL ranges between 55

and 5.5 s; however, time scales in the sub-
second domain and also of several minutes
are difficult to explain by reasonable sets
of plasma parameters.

b. Energy release in single force-free
elementary flux tubes

Basing on the conception of elementary flux
tubes (EFT) containing magnetic fluxes of
about 1O'°'4 Mx (cf. Howard and Stenflo,
1972) Sturrock and Uchida (1981) estimated
the maximum free energy stored in:anEFT by
rotation of its foot points by

UE = 1O
36'2 L"1 (erg) (2)

where L is the length (in cm) of the EFT.

Hence, for reasonable conditions (L = 10 ..
...109'5 cm) Up; is of the order 102' erg
and the number of involved EFTs (cf. below)
to explain a release of a medium flare ener-
gy of about 1O3°...1O31 erg must be 103...
104. (From this it could be concluded that
EFTs may not singly correspond to elementa-
ry flare bursts (cf. van Beek et al., 1974;
de Jager and de Jonge, 1978) but, if at all,
they should correspond to clusters of about
10...102 EFTs).

The shortest EFT energy release time *Cg was
estimated by SJuurrock et al. (1984) (how-
ever, without detailed analysis of the un-
derlying process) and was given for a fully
ionized plasma by

(s)
(3)

(v. - Alfven speed, B - magnetic field in
Gauss, ne - electron density in cm-3).

Assuming constant magnetic flux, the radius
of an EFT amounts to

1 08.95 B -1/2 ( c m ) (4)
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"nd the transverse velocity of the distui—
bance in qualitative (but not quantitative)
.accordance to the model by Sturrock et al.
(19B4) is given by

V-L = RE

= 10

(5)

20.25 T-1 n1/2

-1amounting to about 100...500 kns for
B = 100/..200 G, L = 109...10y*" en"-'.

Next we estimate the time scale of the im-
pulsive phase as follows

(6)

= t U
-20.25 L B-1/2 1/2 (s)

If it is assumed that Rs (=vertical radius
of the source region) is about L/2, one ob-
tains

1 / 2 (6a)

Then,for B = 100...200 G, L = 109...105*5cm,
n^ = 10°*^ cm"3 we get »10...160 s.

Again somewhat differing (by a factor of
0.5) from the treatment by Sturrock et al.
(1984) we estimate the number of EFTs by

NE = 0.75 Rs
2 V 2

= 10- 1 8' 7 2 B L2

(7)

and obtein 1*™ = 20...400 fornB = 100...200 G,
L = 109 1O9*5 cm, ne = 1o9»5 Cm"

3.
Hence the total free energy Up follows

Up = % UE (8)

= 1O17*48 B L (erg)

yielding 3.1028...2 1029 erg for B = 100...

200 G, L = 1O9...1O9*5 cm, ng = 1O
9"5cm~3

which, however, may only account for compa-
ratively small flare events.

c) Energy release by loop coalescence

The drawback of too small free flare energy
can be overcome by consideration of energy
release by the coalescence instability of
current carrying loops or filaments. Accor-
ding to Tajima et al. (1982) the energy of
two approaching toroidal current rods with
radius Rg and distance d ready for explosive
release into kinetic energy is

T2T
U = i-f ln(d/Rc) " (9)

3c

= 10~21'41 I L ln(<l/Rc)

# 1 0 ~ 1 ' 6 8 Rc
2 B 2 L ln(d/Rc) (erg)

(I - electric current, L - active loop
length, c - speed of light).

q
Hence we obtain for B = 200 G, L = 10 . . .
1O9*5 cm, d/Rc = 3 . . .10

U JS 1 0 2 8 . . . i 0 2 9 e rg .

This is 1...2 orders more than the outcome
of Equation (2).

According to Brunei et al. (1982) the ener-
gy release time f E is comparable with the
Alfve'n time

»^a = d va

= 10"11-3 B-1 n e
1 / 2 d

= <rAX

and L v
-1

A ^

(10a)

(10b)

Equation (10b) yields the same values as
Equation (3), i.e. we obtain in 1 -.-10 s
for B = 100...200 G, L = 109...10^° cm,
ne = 1o" cm"3. In this way much shorter
time scales of the impulsive phase appear
possible by loop coalescence than by the
successive unwinding of single flux tubes
as considered by Sturrock et al. (1984).

The impulsive phase again can be assumed
to be composed of a succession of a more
or less large number (Ng = 10... 10-*) of
elementary processes described by Equa-
tions (9) and (10). However, the processes
decelerating the propagation of the dis-
turbance in vertical direction and in par-
ticular the stabilizing effect of line
tying were not yet quantitatively investi-
gated in this scenario.

4. Precursors and repeated burst structures

We briefly draw the attention to the fact
that in a number of cases the microwave
observations exhibit the phenomenon of pre-
burst activity (cf. Rai et al., 1983) and/
or repeated pulses of complex bursts du-
ring the main event. Both features, pre-
bursts and complex burst maxima, are typi-
cally separated by time scales of about
5...20 minutes.

Illustrating the phenomenon of preburet
activity Figure 3 shows a characteristic
example of a period before the onset of the
great burst of 9 July 1982 examplified by
observations of the Observatory for Solar
Radio Astronomy Tremsdorf near Potsdam and
the Radio Astrophysical Observatory Riga
(USSR).

Unfortunately the explanation of these
longer time scales is beyond the scope of
the above discussed scenarios. Therefore
at this time it may be merely argued that
these longer time scales may have something
to do with the transport of new packets of
energy toward the release region, e.g. by
ascending of emerging flux in an inhomoge-
neous coronal field structure.

5. Conclusions

Conclusions from the above study can be
summarized as follows:

- Solar burst observations in the mm- and
short cm-wave region with high time'reso-
lution show a wide scatter of impulsive
rise times ranging from 1 ms to a few minu-
tes. The macroscopic flux increase is com-
posed of a succession of details with stee-
per rise than the whole event. Time scales
of about 5...20 minutes are characteristi-
cal for repeated preburst activity and/or
complex burst maxima. Even larger macros-
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Fig. 3: Example of repeated preburst
activity before the onset of the
st-ong solar event on 9 July 1982.

copic rise times are observed for gradual
bursts although the steepest flux increases
of gradual bursts (or details of them) may
be impulsive in nature.

- Three scenarios of impulsive flare proces-
ses known from the literature have been dis-
cussed. None of them in its present form
appears suited to explain, the totality of of
pll observed time scales and flare energies.

- Time scales in the millisecond range re-
quire further checking by s greater amount
of observations. Their interpretation ob-
viously would demand kinetic effects which
are not properly included in the present
study.

- Time scales in the near subsecond range
are principally represented by Alfve'n times
with small parameters L and large B.

- Time scales in the few-second range (ele-
mentary flare bursts!) are covered practi-
cally by all three considered scenarios.
However, e.g. in the case of EFTs we expect
that each elementary flare burst is composed
of the action of a greater number of EPTs.

- Time scales greater than 20 s describe the
macroscopic impulsive burst rise which could
be best explained by an progressive increase
of the emitting area (i.e. number of invol-
ved flux tubes;. The step-like flux increase
evidently reflects the statistics of summa-
tion of elementary processes during the ex-
pansion phase.

- Time scales greater than a few minutes
probably reflect the transport of newly
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DISCUSSION:

Only comment: We can relate your
first model (with scenario) of two fronts In
the Joop-systems to the model of two reconnection
areas on the both sides of loop-system (Krivsky,
1966).
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During CMM operation 1:; l^BZ • he JLXIS inftnictrtt detected a few qiant coronal arches, extending

to high altL*_uJe ; - 10 km aiid wi'.h WLdely separated tootpoiiits, which always appeared after two-

ribbon li-Ri Trio origir structures ib unknown, but their association
with I'-R over.ts :.u.7.:e.̂ tb that both phenomena may be attributed to the same mechanism. The continued
enercry release during the d*-cay phjue of 2-R flare is identified with reconnection which allows an
open field configuration to relax oack to a lower energy state. The growina pcst-flare loop system
is the visible manifestation of this process, tracing the rise with time of the neutral point.

In this paper we examine the possibility that .WVIS arches form as a result of magnetic reconnec-
tior. occurring at high level:;. In order to test this hypothesis we develop a model capable of repre-
senting the 3-dimensional geometry of a reconnecting magnetic field and compare model predictions
with observations ot the giant arch imaged by HXIS on May 22, 1980. We conclude that the topology
of the reconnected magnetic field, as well as the energy released by reconnection, are in good agree-
ment with the observed shape and thermal energy content of the arch, supporting, at least in this
case, the hypothesis that HXIS arches fonn through the reconnection mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Hard X-Ray Spectrometer onboard SMM (van Beek
et al., I960) allowed for the first time imaging of
flare plasmas at energies greater than, or equal, to
3.5 KeV. Among the results achieved by chis instru-
ment is the discovery of large coronal arches, which
form or become enhanced after two-ribbon (2-R) flares,
and whose X-ray emission, although weak, has been ob-
served for several hours. These gigantic structures,
best seen in the 3.5-5.5 KeV range, connect widely
separated active region areas, extend up to an altitu-
de of about 1 105 km, and, because of their large
volumes, have a total energy content on the order of
1030-1031 erg, equalling about ten percent of the to-
tal flare energy. Altogether only a few arches have
been imaged, thus it is difficult to ascertain their
characteristic behavior. While all have been seen in
association with 2-R flares, we still don't know whe-
ther they form at the time of the flare, or whether
they represent the enhancement of a pre-existing
structure, excited by some flare agent. Their dyna-
mical behavior is different in different events: the
structure seen on May 22, 1980, appears to be statio-
nary (Svestka et al., 1982a), while the individual
arches originating in the same active region and ob-
served on November 6-7, 1980, exhibit an upwardmotion
(SvestJca et al., 1982b). It is not known whether the
first arch which ever forms (May 22 event) is always
a stationary structure while subsequent arch revivals
are moving features (we have reason to think that ob-
servations missed, in the November arches, the first
arch), or whether no typical behavior can be establi-
shed.

Of the many unknown questions related to these
structures we address here that of their origin. Being
always associated with 2-R events, we ask whether the
same mechanism invoked to explain the prolonged ener-
gy release during the decay phase of those flares,
can account for these features as well. In the gene-
rally accepted scenario of 2-R flares (Kopp and
Pneuman, 1976), magnetic reconnection allows an open
magnetic configuration to relax back to a closed lower
energy state, the magnetic energy released in such a
process showing up as plasma thermal energy on newly
reconnected loops. As reconnection proceeds to ever-
greater heights, the upward progression of the most
recently formed loops traces the ascent of the neutral
point. If HXIS arches form as a result of this mecha-
nism, their origin would have to be ascribed to ma-

gnetic reconnection occurring at rather high levels.
Topologically, however, this process could be quite
distinct from that leading to the post-flare loop
system, since HXIS arches may not bridge directly
across the neutral line.

In order to nest this hypothesis w? have developed
a model capable of representing a reconnecting 3-D
geometry, starting with the observed photospheric
field, and checked whether any of the closed field
lines provides a good representation of the shape of
the arch observed on May 22. The technique we used
to model reconnection at coronal levels while mat-
ching the observed photospheric field, is described
in the next section. The comparison of model predic-
tions and observations is illustrated in section 3.
The result of a quantitative comparison of the magne-
tic energy released by reconnection with the thermal
energy content of the arch, and our conclusions, are
presented in section 4.

2. THE RECONNECTION MODEL

Some years ago, Altschuler and Newkirk (1969) and
Altschuler et al. (1977), developed a method to cal-
culate the global magnetic structure of the corona,
assumed to be potential, from the observed line-of-
sight components of the photospheric magnetic field.
These authors solved Laplace's equation for the ma-
gnetic scalar potential ilUr ,6,<f>), assuming as boun-
dary conditions the measured values of the magnetic
field at the solar surface r = RQ , and wrote the
solution between r - RQ and the height r = rw

where tf) = 0 (source surface height) as a series ex-
pansion in Legend-e functions, P™ (8) . Once 1(/ is
known the magnetic field components at any point
(r,6,<j>) can be evaluated from the relationships

tfr

" r" 36

1
$ rsin8 8<|>

and field lines computed by numerical integration of
the well-known conditions

dr
B,

rd6
Bo
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Traditionally, this method has been used to model
the global coronal field from photospheric fields mea-
sured over a solar rotation, setting rw to a high
value chosen to represent the level at which the solar
wind forces the magnetic field lines to become open.
However, the same tt .hnique can be applied to study
coronal fields over limited areas. In this case boun-
dary conditions should be taken from a single observa-
tion, to avoid undesirable changes of the magnetic
field distribution which, although r-^gligible when mo-
deling coarse global fields, would seriously affect
the small scale magnetic field topology of individual
regions.

The practical application of this technique to cal-
culate the magnetic topology of individual active re-
gions meets, however, serious problems whenever high
resolution magnetic modeling is required. In fact,
to obtain a good representation of high resolution
magnetic field data, the series expansion of the po-
tential 1(1 must be extended to a correspondingly high
principal index n = N of the Legendre functions,
with the consequence that larga computer memory and
exceedingly long computing time become necessary. To
alleviate these difficulties we modified the original
technique, considerinr data from only a limited lon-
gitude sector ample to cover the area of interest but
extending over all latitudes, and filling the outside
regions with periodic repetitions of the field distri-
bution within the sector. With this procedure we ob-
tained reductions both in memory requirements and in
the computing time needed to achieve a given spatial
resolution, since not all of the Legendre functions
previously required now need be calculated. In fact,
if the longitude sector has a latitudinal width A<j> ,
such that 2MA<}> = 360" , all terms with m < M need
not be evaluated, thus leading to a reduction in com-
puting time which is greater for smaller A<j> . There-
fore the amplitude of the sector should be chosen as
small as possible, provided its width is such to ensu-
re that external fields do not appreciably affect the
field topology in the region of interest.

The source-surface method also facilitates modeling
of a time-dependent reconnection process. Adopting
increasing values for the source surface height rw ,
we can construct a sequence of field configurations
containing successively higher closed field lines.

Even if i.he function rw(t) is unknown, the rise with
time of the neutral point may be determined a poste-
riori, by matching the calculated magnetic topology
to the observed one.

The energy liberated by reconnection can also ea-
sily be computed, once the magnetic field components
at any point (r,6,<|>) are known, by evaluating the
integral E,,, =/B2/8TI dV as a function of the height
rw of the source surface. Since the field is poten-
tial up to rw and non-potential (radial) above, it
turns out that by increasing rw energy is liberated,
and the derivative of EJQ with respect to rw gives
the rate of energy release as the neutral point
rises.

3. RESULTS

The method outlined above has been applied to the
region where the 2-R flare of May 21, 1980 occurred
(de Jager and Svestka, 1985 (Fig. 1). Following a
disruptive event, post-flare loops were seen to form
across the neutral line, as is customary in these
events. Several hours after the flare onset and con-
tinuing for about 10 hours, HXIS imaged in its coarse
field of view a giant arch, whose exact time of for-
mation is unknown. Lacking this information, and
there being some evidence that the arch was a very
high structure, we assumed that, if formed by recon-
nection, the source surface should have already rea-
ched high levels. Therefore we set rw equal to 1.1,
1.2 and 1.3 solar radii, and checked whether in any
of these instances there were field lines closely re-
sembling the arch shape. As the spatial resolution of
HXIS coarse field of view is 32", the field topology
was also modeled with this resolution, adopting a
field sector 30 degrees wide and expanding the field
with Legendre functions truncated at principal index
N = 63. Calculations show that, when the source sur-
face is at rw = 1.1 RQ , no field line resembles
the HXIS arch shape, which instead is satisfactorily
represented by a group of field lines, 70000 tan high,
first showing up when rw = 1.2 RQ (Fig. 2). No addi-
tional field lines occupy the arch region when
rw = 1.3 RQ . Thus the arch is represented by field
lines rooted in peripheral parts of the active region
which close only when the source surface height ap-
proaches 1.2 RQ and keep emitting X-rays for several

0
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Fig. 1. Contours plots of the observed (left) and reconstructed (right) line-of-sight surface magnetic field
for the active region of the 21 May, 1980 flare. Optical data from Kitt Peak magnetogram have been averaged
over 2x2 square degrees. North is up and West to the right; latitudes and longitudes are given on the coor-
dinate axes. Isocontours start at± 30 gauss and are separated by 40 gauss intervals.
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Fig. 2. Left: X-ray contours of the giant arch observed at 6:51 UT on May 22, 1980, by HXIS coarse field of
view in the energy band 3.5-5.5 KeV have been superposed to the contour plots of the surface magnetic field.
Right: Field lines with footpoints 1" apart in longitude and latitude covering the active region shown to the
left. Field lines 1, 2, 3 closely resemble the arch shape. In order to allow a direct comparison with the
arch image, field lines have been projected onto che solar disk. Source surface height rj = 1.2 RQ .

hours (since no newly reconnected field lines appear
within the arch volume as reconnection proceeds to
still higher levels).

4. DISCUSSION

Although the above calculations show that, by the
time the source surface has risen to 1.2 RQ, a set of
reconnected field lines does actually resemble the
HXIS arch shape, we are still left with two alternati-
ves: was the arch a pre-existing magnetic structure
that began emitting X-rays as a result of the flare
event, or did it form during the decay phase by recon-
nection? And, in this latter case, how may one explain
its continued emission over many hours, if further
heating by reconnection is ruled out by the absence
of any new field lines appearing in the arch volume
as the source surface rises beyond 1.2 RQ? Even if
in the following we cannot rule out the hypothesis of
a preexisting loop which becomes excited by some un-
known agent, we will demonstrate that the observed
behavior of the arch is consistent with the hypothesis
that reconnection is responsible for its formation.

To this end we first checked whether the energy
supplied by reconnection is enough to provide for the
arch energy content (~1.4xl030 ergs at the time of
maximum brightness (Hick ard Svestka, 1985)). This
energy input should correspond to the difference
between the energy content of the arch field lines at
the time they were still open and that just after they
close. For a precise evaluation of this quantity it
would be necessary to determine the fieldline geome-
try before and after reconnection. In the present
case we know only that the field lines we identify
with the arch are still open when rw « 1.1 RQ and
are already closed when rw = 1.2 RQ. Computing the
difference between these two configurations will pro-
vide an upper limit to the actual energy input. The
calculation proceeds as follows.

For rw = 1.2 RQ we evaluate from our fieldline
solutions the energy and volume of a closed flux tube
containing unit magnetic flux, which is coaxial with
a typical arch-associated field line. Knowledge of
the actual arch volume from HXIS observations then

allows us to derive the total magnetic energy content
of the arch by a simple scaling of these quantities.
Applying an identical procedure to the corresponding
(open) flux tube when rw = 1.1 (which now actually
consists of two components extending to infinity -
one for each leg of our closed flux tube at r w= 1.2
R Q ) , and using the same scaling factor as determined
above, we can calculate the energy content of the
arch magnetic field before reconnection has occurred.

The value we thus obtain for the energy input to
the arch is 2.6xlO31 ergs. Although larger than the
observed thermal energy of the arch by roughly a
factor 10, these two values, in view of the uncertain-
ties we mentioned, look close enough to support the
idea that the arch could have formed through recon-
nection. Or, at least, the present result shows that,
if the arch did form through reconnection, its energy
requirements could be easily met. Nevertheless, the
stationarity of the arch, as well as its location
relative to the flare, precludes the interpretation
of this structure simply as a continuation of the
growing post-flare loop system. Rather, it must be an
isolated feature which gets disrupted and closes back
separately from the "major" reconnection process oc-
curring at lower altitudes across the neutral line.

At first glance, the long arch lifetime would seem
to require a continued energy input. However, the
electron density of the arch - 1.1 109 cm"3 - is at
least one order of magnitude lower than the post-flare
loop density (Svestka and Poletto, 1985). This re-
sults in a radiative cooling time of about 11 hours,
comparable with the observed arch lifetime and much
longer than the radiative cooling time of post-flare
loops. Besides explaining the long duration of the
arch, this may also account for its stationarity: it
is likely that, due to the low density of the plasma,
structures which reconnect at still greater heights
would be fainter than the arch itself and could esca-
pe detection by HXIS, and the brightest emission
would appear to stay in the same position in spite of
ongoing reconnection.

The argument above holds as long as the time scale
for conductive losses to the chromosphere i3 compare-
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ble to, or longer than, the time scale for radiative
losses. Recall that the conductive loss rate is given
by

§f§f = 1.1 ID" dT
ds

where dT/ds is the temperature gradient along an
arch flux tube and A is the cross-sectional area at
temperature T. In the case of the arch, the low
field strength at the top (B~ 5 gauss) and magnetic
flux conservation imply large area variation along the
arch. In particular, since the NW leg is rooted in a
region of relatively high photospheric field (B - 200
gauss) and its SE leg is rooted in a low field area
(B -20 gauss) the arch flux tube will be strongly a-
symmetric, with nearly all conduction losses occurring
at the weak-field footpoint. As a consequence, the
conductive time scale for a symmetric loop

1.1 10 PV2

will be increased by a factor ~ 4, corresponding to
the ratio between the area of the arch it the top and
at the bottom. Assuming L to be on '.he order of
2.2 1010 cm (corrrspondira to the arch height of 70000
km), the coolir- '~ -urn out to Le as long as 14
hours, lending support to o^ previous speculation.

So far, we have shown that the Hay 22 arch can be
interpreted as a reconnected feature, formed after
the occurrence of the disruptive event which caused
the 2-R flare of May 21, 1980. The alternative hypo-
thesis of a pre-existing flux tube which becomes fil-
led with X-ray emitting plasma cannot however be
ruled out, as some of the arguments we developed could
be applied to that case as well. A similar analysis
of November 1980 events, along the present lines, may
perhaps clarify the situation, by showing whether
those features likewise correspond to a simple recon-

necting geometry and, if so, whether their upward
motion could be the result of an enhanced visibility,
with respect to the May 22 case, caused by a larger
density. Once the footpoints of the November arches
are identified, additional information could be ob-
tained by analysing the brightness variation of these,
possibly to determine if their light curves show any
evidence for transient phenomena propagating from one
to the other footpoint, or from the top down both legs.

Altogether, we feel that the giant arches discove-
red by HXIS represent an energetically important com-
ponent of the flare scenario, whose origin is at pre-
sent poorly understood and whose behavior is compati-
ble with different interpretation (see also Svestka
et al., 19B2a). Quantitative modelling of these phe-
nomena is still in its infancy, and we consider th"e
present study as a first attempt to reach a deeper
understanding of these features.
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The nonlinear development of magnetic reoonnection in a current-sheet system
is studied numerically* The reconnection process, developing from an initial
localized enhancement of electrical resistivity, is at some Instants Inter-
rupted by a sharp decrease in electrical resistivity. The development of this
process is studied and the results discussed within the scope of the solar
flare theory*

1* Introduction

It seems that some flares are triggered
by electron beams from distant flares
(Parnik et al.,1983). This fact can be
explained by the following scenario1 The
electron beam from a distant flare pen-
etrates Into the current sheet of the
future flare, causes a time-dependent and
localized enhancement of electrical resis-
tivity by means of kinetic processes
(P^padopoulos and Coffey,1974), and thus
•triggers the flare. To contribute to the
verification of this scenario, we shall
study the effects of an externally driven
rectangular pulse of electrical resistivity
in the current sheet.

2. Simulation model

We assume a two-dimensional model of
the current sheet, whose development is
described by compressible magnetohydro-
dynaxLo equations (Ugai,1982). The current
sheet (the antiparallel magnetio field
B »(B_-.,B,/.), mass density f , and flow
-rfcooHy y° u.-Cu^.u-)) is initially
assumed in the following formi

Bx0(x,y)-y for

B (x,y)-O,

fo(x,y)-1,

B
x o

t1 for y $ 1,

UyO(x,y)-0.
The initial gas pressure P, is considered
to be consistent with the balance condi-
tion. The pulse of eleotrioal resistivity
is expressed as «
*t« S exp(-(fi/R.) ), where S-100,

H-(x*+y*)*» f H.-0.6 for time
0 4 t * t(, and
"l(x,y)-0 for t > t|, where t{ is the
time at which reconnection is Interrupted.
All variables are expressed in normalized
form. The symmetry of our problem allows
us to restrict the solution to the first
quadrant only (the rectangular region in
0 4 x * 2 and 0 * y * 2). Therefore, the
symmetry conditions at boundaries x-0
and y-0 are imposed. The other two
boundaries are assumed to be free.
A. computation region with 50 x 50 mesh
points is used and the task is solved by
using the two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme
(Bichtmyer and Morton,1967).

3. Kumerioal results
Firstly, the reconnection Initiated by

the localized enhancement of electrical

resistivity was computed. This part of
the computation leads to results similar
to those described in the paper by Ugai
(1982). The state of the spontaneous
reconnection at t=13.5 (all times are
normalized by a/V̂ , , where a is the
half-width of the current sheet and V»»
is the characteristic Alfven velocity; is
depicted in Fig.1. The time variations of
the electric current density, mass den-
sity and gas pressure at the X-point
(x=0, y*0) during this spontaneous
reconnection are shown in Pig.2.
To simulate the time-limited pulse of
resistivity enhancement, we put the
resistivity in the current sheet zero at
three sel-ected times t =0.9,8.1,13.5.
The time variations of the electric
current density, mass density and gas
pressure at the X-point after the inter-
ruptions are in Fig. 3 and 4. For better
illustration, the state of the current
sheet at t-tj-1.8, where ts=0.9 is the
time of interruption, is shown in Pig.5.

4. Conclusions

The development of the reconnection
initiated by the localized resistivity
enhancement is connected with the vortex
motions near the X-point of reconnection,
with their gradual disappearance and with
the formation of the plasma flow, con-
sidered in the "steady" state of reconnect-
ion (Fig.1). The behaviour of the current
sheet after the reconnection has been
interrupted depends on the plasma veloc-
ity field at the moment of interruption.
The presence of vortex motions causes
the electric current at the X-point of
reconnection to decrease and its sign to
change (Fig.3). But after this vortex
has disappeared, the electric current
density in the current sheet, mainly at
the X-point, rises. The higher the plasma
velocities at the moment of interruption,
the more rapid the disappearance of the
vortex and the more rapid the increase
of the electric current density. Since
there is no longer any vortex in the
plasma flow at the time of interruption
at t -13.5 (Pig.1), the electric current
density in the current sheet rises
immediately. The value of this increase
depends on the boundary conditions. To
summarize our results we can say that the
response of the current sheet to a pulse
of electrical resistivity is connected
with a local increase in the electric
current density, mainly after the inter-
ruption of a well-developed reconnection.
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Fig.1. The state of spontaneous
reconnection at t=13.5. Only the first
quadrant is shown, the other quadrants
are symmetrical. R« =1000.
a) Magnetic field lines, the contour

interval is *A=0.05, where A=»(0,0,A)
is vector potential.

b) Velocity field, the mni-imym line
corresponds to v-0.757.

) Current density distribution.
) Mass density distribution.

OD:

Pig.2. lime variations of current density,
mass density and gas pressure at the
X-point of reconnection*
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8.1 t 13.5

Pig.3. Time variations of current density
at the Z-point of reoonnection. The dotted
line refers to the case shown in Fig.2.
Pull lines represent the variations after
interruptions at t^=0.9,8.1,13.5.

ro-

ot 0.9 t 13.5

Pig.4. Time variations of mass density o
and gas pressure P at the X-point of r

reconnection. Dotted and dashed lines
refer to the case shown in Pig.2. Pull
lines represent the variations after
interruptions at ^-0.9,8.1,13.5,
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Pig.5. The state of the current ahert
at t-tj-1.8, tj»0.9, where t̂  is the tin
of interruption. 1

a) Magnetic field lines.
b) Velocity field, the maximum line

corresponds to v-0.054.
c) Current density distribution.
d) Mass density distribution.
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This externally induced (e.g. by the
electron beam from a distant flare) cur-
rent density increase can be important for
triggering the flare process, because the
thresholds of current driven instabilities
in the current sheet can be reached through
i t , and the flare triggered.
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DISCUSSION:

Jakialec: For application of your calcula-
tions to solar flares i t would be very desir-
able to estimate absolute values of the curren-
t-sheet thickness and i t s time evolution.

Karlicky: I agree.
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF

D. Novocky1 and P. Heinzel

QUIESCENT

2

PROMINENCES

1 Astronomical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Tatranskd Lomnica, Czechoslovakia

2 Astronomical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
Ondrejov, Czechoslovakia 6

High-dispersion Call H and K, Call IR .X8542 A, H/. , H-fi , and D, emission li-
ne profiles of quiescent prominences have been recorded in Star6 Lesria Observatory.
After data reduction, a full set of calibrated profiles is used to discuss semiem-
pirical non-LTE prominence models.

In the present note we report on some
preliminary results concerning the optical
and infrared spectrophotometry of quiescent
prominences. Spectroseepie observations of
eolar. prominences have been initiated in 1986
in Star6 Lesna Observatory (Astronomical Ins-
titute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences)
with the aid of new horizontal solar telesco-
pe and high-dispersion spectrogreph (solar
image diameter at the focal plane amounts
32 cm, for dispersion used see Table 1 below).
The instrument was described in detail by
Ambroz et al. (1981).

Observations

Quiescent prominence reported here was obser-
ved on 25 September 1986 successively in se-
veral spectral lines. For diagnostical purpo-
ses we have selected the following set of li-
nes: H«C and H/j (HI), D-, (HeI) and H and K .
lines of Call together Jwith IR-line A8542 A
(Call). Regions where these lines are for-
med were situated at the height approximately
15060 km above the solar limb. All spectra
were recorded photographically using the
ORWO-plates, in order to ensure the absolute
calibration of particular lines, we have ta-
ken the center-disc spectra through calibra-
ted neutral filters and scaled them with re-
spect to reference data of Neckel and Labs
(1984)• All reduced profiles are displayed in
Figures 1 - 5 (normalized to central intensi-
ty,) , corresponding profile parameters ere sum-
marized in Table 1.

T a b l e 1

OBSERVED PROFILE PARAMETERS

Lin*

HI R/,

HI H 4

H»I D3

Call K

Call H

Call IR

X.

6563

4661

5876

3933

3968

6542

D

0.22

0.20

0.26

1.62

1.62

0.31

mm

0.65

0.38

0.30

0.1a

0.16

0.29

h
1.312

1.041

0.470

3.661

3.422

0.281

E

1.054

0.498

0.169

1.672

1.274

0.0S5

D - dispersion tn A an

I - line center intensity in erg a cn~~ sr A (

E - Integrated Intensity in erg fl era"2 sr ( x 10^

mm and A..aro in A

Preliminary results

Here we summarize the basic properties of
our data and compare them with similar obser-
vations of other authors. Assuming that both
H/t and D-, lines are formed in the same regi-
ons and are optically thin, we can estimate
the mean kinetic temperature T and microtur-
bulent velocity v

T = 7500 K,
f

= 7.4 km s-1

From the pressure-sensitive ratio of integre-
ted intensities E(85,42)/E(H/S)2v,e derive the
gas pressure P = 0.12 dyn cm" , according
to theoretical relations of Heasley and Mil-
key (1978) (for T=75OO K). Our observed ratio
E(HoO /E(HA) =2.1 seems to be rather low
when compared with the measurements of other
authors, but we have found several examples
in the literatute indicating possible exis-
tence of such a ratio (see the statistics of
Tandberg-Hanssen (1967$, Tsovookhuu (1980)
and the observations made by Fontenla (1979)).
From the line shapes we have estimated %(Bji)
to be of the order of unity and T.(H/0 < 1
(T. is the optical thickness of quiescent
prominence at the line center}. Calcium lines
possess certain problems: while X6542Aline
correlates nicely with H/3 in both central
and integrated intensities C in comparison
with data of Stellmacher and Wiehr 0.981)),
E(H) and E(K) are relatively high (see Stell-
macher' (1979) or Heasley et al. (1977)).
On the other hand, H and K line profiles are
not self-reversed which may indicate lower
optical thickness in these resonance lines.
Our observed ratio E(K)/E(8542) =19.8 indica-
tes 'C.(K)'v 3, which is consistent with the
shape of our profile (see the theoretical
plots of £(K)/E(8542) vs.to(K>, as presented
fdr various values of T and electron density
by Kubota (i960)).

Conclusions

Our empirical values T=75OO K, vt=7.4 tan s"
1

and P=0.12 dyn cm"2 have subsequently been
used as the input plasma parameters in our
computer code which is used to construct the
semiempirical models of quiescent prominen-
ces. In order to fit the integrated intensi-
ties of hydrogen lines (i.e. Hot and H/i in
our case,), we have closed our set oi input
model parameters by 11 (in g cm"2), which re-
presents the total column mass along the li-
ne of sight. However, by varying M and kee-
ping T, vt, and P fixed, we were unable to
fit simultaneously both E(HA) tnd E(H/3) ,
although we have used the most undated model-
ling technique which includes parti&l-redis-
tribution treatment of hydrogen L̂n-.cn lines
and incorporates carefully specif!.;,; incident
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line intensities and dilution factors (for
datails see Heinzel et al. (1987)). Although
we cannot rule out possible inaccuracies in
our calibration procedure (which is tedious
in case of prominencespectrophotometry, ta-
king into account the inriuence of scattered
light etc.), we conclude that our rather low
ratio of E(H«t.) /EfH/j) can hardly be explain-
ed, in terms of simple isothermal-isobaric pro-
minence models and will probably require more
realistic depth-dependent modelling. Such an
analysis, based on .further more complete ob-
servations, is now in progress.

F i g u r e 3

HeD3

F i g u r e 1

Hr
-O.S O.f

F i g u r e 4

CaK

ObO>
- O S

F i g u r e 2

OuO

F i g u r e 5

CaH
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INTENSITY PROFILES IN FLUX TUBES

1 2 1 1
J. Sanchez Almeida , S.K. So lank I , M. Collados , J.C. del Toro Inlesta

1. Instltuto de Astroffalca de Can«rl«s, 38200 - La Laguna, Tenerlfe, Spain.
2. Institute of Astronomy ETH - Zentrum, CH - 8092 Zurich, Switzerland.

Here we present a method for reconstructing the Intensity profile, I, formed in the magnetic elements which
have diameters smaller than the best presently achievable spatial resolution. It follows the same line as In
Solankl and Stenflo (1984). As a starting point we use I and V (fourth Stokes parameter, which originates
Only In magnetic regions) of the facula and the I observed In the quiet Sun. The filling factor, and the ra-
tio between the continuum Intensity of the magnetic and non-magnetic parts of the photosphere can be ob-
tained Indirectly. For that purpose only the Unno equations, a triplet Zeeman pattern, a longitudinal magne
tic field and a two-component model are needed. The method has been applied to: some Fourier transform
spectrometer (FTS) data (Stenflo et al., 1984) with promising results. As the absolute continuum Intensities
are unknown, rendering Inaccurate the evaluation of the filling factor and the continuum contrast, only the
normalised I profile Is obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays It Is generally accepted that both network
and faculae are composed of a magnetic component, with
a discrete character, and a non-magnetic one, very often
assumed to be similar to the quiet photosphere, although
It could be slightly darker according to several calcula-
tions (Dalnzer et al., 1984). For a review see e.g.
Stanffo (1984). The main problem when trying to study
the properties o' magnetic elements Is their small size
(less than 0".2 If ona associates them with th* facular
bright points observed e.g. by Mehltretter, 1074), which
makes them unrasolvabl* for spectroscoplc observation*.
For this reason a polarlmetrlc analysis must be dona In
order to separate both components.

Up till now, several properties of these magnetic ele-
ments have been obtained from the first order approxima-
tion to their line profiles (Solankl and Stenflo, 1984; 1985).
However, the true spectral line shape has not yet been
found for lines with a sizeable Zeeman splitting and if It
were It would be a very powerful tool for the diagnosis
of the magnetic atmosphere. Here we present a vary
simple method to obtain the Intensity profile of Fe I 5247
and Fe I 5250 Inside the fluxtubes, which clearly reveals
the differences between the magnetic elements and their
non-magnetic surroundings.

2. THE METHOD

In order to facilitate the analysis, several assumption*
must be mad*. Those mad* by ue and which are usual
In studies of this tort are:
(1) The magnetic field point* toward* the obmrvtr

(longitudinal field).
(2) The studied lines behave as normal Zeeman triplets.
(3) The lines are formed In local thermodynemlc equili-

brium.
(4) Th* strength of the magnetic field I* constant over

the height range In which the spectral tine* are
formed.

In our case the Unno equation* (Unno, IMS) are valid.
Furthermore, under these condition* th* system of transfer
equation* can be reduced to two Independent transfer
aquation*, one for L t̂V and another for L -̂V (L,, and V
are the first and fourth Stokes parameters, respectively.
Note that l m represents the Stokes I profile arising In the
magnetic region only). Both have the same solution but
•re separated In wavelength by twlc* the Z**men splitting.
The result Is even valid In th* presence of • velocity fl*ld.
For a purely longitudinal field, magneto-optical affects
need not be taken Into account, since the respective term*
In the trensfer equation vanish (see e.g. Wlttmann, 1974).
therefore equation (1) Is fairly general:

[ I F (X -AX), (1. b)

A* constant A_ .g.B (X.ls the central wavelength
of the transition, g the Lande factor, B the magnetic
field strength), and lo m is the continuum Intensity of the
magnetic region. We nave assumed the V profile to ex-
hibit no area asymmetry.

F(X) Is a function, which coincides with the Intensity
profile of the line In- the case of zero Landl factor.
It follows directly from equations (1) that

( l o m - lm) (X) » 1/2 [ F ( X + F U - A X ) ] , (2. a)

V(X) . 1/2 [ F( X+AX) - F(X -AX)] . (2. b)

Tha Four|«' transform (we use the definition of
Bracewell, 1065) of the last equations leads to

V(s)

cos(2W »AX),

! sln(2ff AX),

(3. a)

(3. b)

where F(s) Is the Fourier transform_of^the function F(X).
In principle one can reconstruct (I - I Ms) and after-
wards ( l c m - lm) (X) as follows: o m m

(lonr"lm)(s) c o s ( 2 f

Hi th* eas* of * not completely tntlcymmatrlc V pro-
f l l * V(s) |« comp»*K, which wlH land to a certain aey-
mm*try h> l(x) as wtll. 1h* main problem with this re-
storation of the Intensity profile, which comet directly
from magnetic elements, I* the presence of zeros In th*
denominator. Nevertheless, this difficulty can be over-
come by using two Identical lines In their thermodyna-
mtcpropertlae but with different g factors. In this case,
one. can rewrite equation (4) at

cos(2f SAX,) (5)

i " 1. 2

I I . - 0m-v) ] (x) - F (x +ax), d.e)

end then, If the ratio between their Zeeman shifts is not
a ratio between Integers, the denominators never vanish,
except for zero frequency. In (5) It has been Implicitly
assumed that both lines have the same central wavelength.
The reconstruction obtained making use of equation (5) Is
stilt affected by the lack of knowledge on the continuum
and the filling factor. This problem afflicts also all other
possible schemes for the reconstruction of the Irn profile
from averaged data. Again the problem can be eluded
with a new hypothesis: • two-component model
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(6)

whort I Is the average Intensity profile In the plage, a the
filling factor, and I the the non-magnetic Intensity pro-
fHe. *

I can be decomposed asm

a I. " oom
(7)

In which l̂ m Is the continuum Intensity In the tube and
" C o m - >m' the profile obtained by means of (5).

Assuming I , to be the quiet photospherlc profile, all
the quantities In equation (0) are known except the con-
tinuum Intensity and the filling factor. Acccordlng to
Table t of SchOssler and Solankl (1987) this assumption la
reasonable, although not completely correct. Using a sim-
ple least-squares fit, the equation will provide the last
two parameters (I.e. a and I o m ) required.for the full
magnetic profile. We wish to warn that the a and lorp
values so determined do not necessarily correspond to the
true values of these quantities, as long as we do not know
the true lg( X) profile.

3. TESTING THE METHOD

The method explained above has been applied to some
FTS data (Stanflo at al., 1984) using the spectral lines
Fe I 5247 and Fe I 5250 which meet the required condi-
tions (Stenflo, 1973). Although the S/N ratio of the data
makes them suitable, a new problem arises: the spectrum
has been normalised and the Information about the absolute
Intensity of the continuum has been lost. This fact does
not allow an absolute determination but, Instead, provides
a normalised profile. The value of the magnetic field
strength needed In equation (5) has been obtained via a
simplified version of the Line Ratio Method (Sanchez
Almeida, 1987).

Figures 1 and 2 show the observed profiles together
with the reconstructed I In the tubes. Figures 1 corres-
pond to a 8 ~ 1200 Q. This region has a V signal 4.5
times stronger than the region of Figures 2, for which a
field ~1000 Q has been used. Figures la and 2a corres-
pond to Fe I 5250 the line with larger g for which the
Zeeman splitting can be clearly distinguished. Figure 1b
and 2b are for Fe I 5247, with smaller Zeeman splitting.
Figures 1c and 2c show both lines as If they were not
sensitive to the magnetic field (g>0). A velocity field Is
apparent from the asymm«trl«s (although slightly different
In both plages) but the general shape and the equivalent
width (40 mA) Is preserved. Note that, as the observed
V profiles are asymmetric, similar corrections to those
made by Solankl and Stenflo (1984) have to be carried
out In order to place the continuum on both sides of the
reconstructed profllo at the same level.

two different plages (one shows a cliculor polarization
4.5 times smaller than the other), look very similar. Itie
lines appear weakened and a velocity gradient Is also
appreciable from their asymmetries.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Spectroscoplc analysis of the light coming from an
atmosphere Is a powerful tool for revealing Its proper-
ties. The problem when using conventional spectroscopy
for solar fluxtubes Is their unresolved character: magnetic
and non-magnetic regions of a plage have to be observed
as a whole. With the aim of obtaining the true Intensity
spectrum of an unresolved tube, we have developed a sim-
ple method which can reconstruct the Intensity generated
In the magnetic component. Only observed parameters
are used: Intensity and circular polarization In the plage
and Intensity In (he quiet photosphere. The technique
makes use of two.lines Identlcel In their thermodynamlc
properties but with different Land* factors. This Is lust
the case of Fe I 5250 and Fe I 5247, which are used and
thalr profiles restored.

The test of the technique with experimental data show*
Its applicability and power.

On the other hand, two reconstructed profiles, from
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of the Intensity profile In the
fluxtubes of a strong plage: B -1200 Q. (a) Fel 5250
(g • 3) Is shown from a quiet region (D ), from the
plage (o) and the reconstructed fluxtube profile (•) In
which the Zeeman splitting Is clearly visible, (b) The
same for the second line Fel 5247 with g » 2. (c) Here
are shown quiet Fel 5250 (D ) and Fel 5247 (o) together
with the "tubg" profile If g were zero. It can be
appreciated that a significant weakening and a velocity
gradient are present.

Figure 2: Intensity profile reconstruction of enhanced
network fluxtubes (the V signal Is 4.5 times smaller
than In the strong plage) for which B -1000 Q. The
same symbols are used as for Figure 1.



CONTINUUM INTENSITY AND MAGNETIC FLUX OF SOLAR FLUXTUBES
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The continuum contrast between fluxtubes and their quiet background, and the magnetic flux carried by
these magnetic elements, have been determined at different points of a solar facula, In the frame of a
two-component model from spectropolarlmetrlc observations of 1" spatial resolution. Local spatial varia-
tions of these two parameters have been obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Importance of the continuum Intensity contrast
between the solar fluxtubes and their neighbourhood has
been reported by SchCJssler (1987). This Is one of the
key-magnitudes In order to understand the nature of
fluxtubes and their role In Solar Activity. Up till now,
only photometric, determinations of the contrast between
photospherlc bright points (assumed to be coincident with
fluxtubes) and the quiet photosphere (see, e.g. Muller and
Keil, 1983) have been made giving values between 1.3 and
1.5.

On the other hand, del Toro Iniesta et al. (1987)
showed that some flux tube properties vary In a single
facula. Thus, the evaluation of the magnetic flux seems
to be very Important In order to determine whether or
not ft shows such local variations.

We present determinations of the continuum intensity
contrast between the solar fluxtubes and their surrounding
background. As far as we know, this Is the first time
that a determination of such nature has been made with
this type of observations. The magnetic flux of these
unresolved magnetic concentrations is also determined at
different points of a single facula.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The observations were carried out in October 1974
with the Mac Math Telescope of the Kitt Peak National
Observatory (operated by the Association of Universities
for Research In Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the
National Science Foundation), using a polarlmetrlc analy-
ser as described by Semel (1980). A photographic IllaJ
plate was employed as detector. The observed region,
which covered 120" - In the direction of the silt -
contained a facula. Two simultaneous spectra were
obtained from each point of the region (1"): 1/2 (I+V)
and 1/2 ( I -V) - where I and V are the first and the
fourth Stokes parameters - . After digltalisation the
spectral dispersion was 5.6 mA/pixel.

Table 1.

Observed spectral lines

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Wavelenoth
(A)

5225.5
5228.4
5229.85
S242.5
5243.8
5247.06
5247.57
5250.2
5250.65
5253.46

Element

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Cr
Fe
Fe
Fe

Equiv. Width
(mA)

68
60
124
80
60
59
76
62
104
75

Eff.Land*
factor

2.25
0.875
1.46
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.5
1.5

Ten spectral lines were selected (see Table 1) In the
spectral region (5223 - 5255 A) , with the following
characteristics: (a) equivalent width greater than 50 mA,
in order to achieve a high signal to noise ratio; (b) all
the lines belonged to non-Ionized elements because of
the different behaviour of the Ionized ones (Semel, 1981);
(c) they were blend-free, except the 5250.65 A Fe I line.

For each spectral line, and for each of the 60 solar
points, we determined the equivalent width, the conti-
nuum Intensity, and the "apparent" magnetic field
strength - using the "center of gravity method" (Semel,
1967; Rees and Semel, 1979; Semel, 1981) - .

3. CONTINUUM INTENSITIES AND MAGNETIC FLUXES

The easiest expression to explain the two-component
model (fluxtubes and quiet neighbourhood) Is the linear
combination of the spectral lines formed In both compo-
nents respectively, giving the observed spectral line:

lb(x) (1)

As Is obvious, this equation also holds for the conti-
nuum intensities and, thus, we can say:

1/e (2)

Therefore, knowing a and the ratio- between the
observed continuum intensity and that of the quiet back-
ground, we can determine the searched ratio lct/l fa.

On the other hand, if the "center of gravity technique"
Is used to measure the Zeeman splitting of the lines, the
following expression can be obtained:

W W

where Bj and W| are the "apparent" magnetic field
strength and the measured equivalent width for the line
" I " ; l c the observed continuum intensity; Wb, | and feb
the corresponding quantities for the background; t Is the
filling factor; Bt Is the magnetic field strength of flux-
tubes and F Is the flux (mean magnetic field strength)
defined by F . a Bt • (1 - o ) Bb- Thus, if the back-
ground is assumed to be non-magnetic, the filling factor
can be obtained from a » F/Bt.

Following the analysis made by del Toro Inlesta et al.
(1987), we assumed, as a good estimate for tcb >nd for
Wb, I the average values over the observed quiet zone
(22 points Inside the whole Image).

Therefore, fitting the observed parameters to equation
• (3), one can obtain the emergent magnetic flux, F, and
using a get >c t / lc b ratio.
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Figure 1 a: Magnetic flux versus the continum inten-
sity In units of the continuum intensity of the quiet
zone. There is no correlation between these two
parameters.

Figure 1 b: Magnetic flux versus the average of the
"apparent" magnetic field strengths measured with the
0 Z B./10.
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4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Table 2 shows the results for 11 individual points
(1" x 1") in the single facula. As a consequence of the
unresolved character of the magnetic fields, the average
value of the "apparent" magnetic field strength of the 10
spectral lines does not coincide with the magnetic flux
(expressed in the same units).

On the other hand, the flux is neither correlated with
the observed continuum intensity nor with this average of
apparent fields (see Fig. 1).

The ratio between the continuum Intensity of the
flux tubes and that of the background also varies from
one point to another. However, the mean value for the
11 points is about 1.5, agreeing with the estimated values
of Schussler (1987) and Schilssler & Solanki (1987).

The variations of these two parameters (as those of
the magnetic field - see del Toro Iniesta et al., 1987)
indicate that the physical conditions change markedly in
a single facula. Thus, these results reinforce the impor-
tance of observing with high spatial resolution, even when
indirect methods have to be applied to study the non-
resolved magnetic elements.

Point No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table

F(G)

801 8
1001 10
1701 25
1201 15
1301 15
701 20

1001 25
501 25

1001 20
1101 10
2001 10

Z.

<B,(,

771
1121
1271
1111
1851
1231
1831
1621
1871
1701
1871

3)

21
40
36
20
46
50
80
67
60
68
63

'cAb

1.17 ±0.17
1.17 ±0.16
1.07 ±0.06
1.09 ±0.06
1.75 ±0.10
1.79, ±0.22
1.42 ±0.10
2.05 ±0.60
1.46 ±0.11
1.20 ±0.07
1.17 ±0.08
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Abstract.
We have used force-free extrapolations of photospheric magnetic field

observations from Marshall Space Flight Center to compute the total intensity
and circular polarisation of sunspot associated emission from active region
2502 in the period June 13 to 15, 1900. The computed maps were compared to high
resolution observations of the same active region obtained with the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope. The most interesting aspect of the active region was
the developement of a new spot between the preceeding and the following spots
on June 14, which subsequently merged with the preceeding spot. The new spe*.
was associated with enhanced microwave emission with a peak brightness tempera-
ture in excess of 4 10° E. Our model computations are in satisfactory agreement
with the sunspot observations for June 13, however they failed to reproduce the
enhanced emission associated with the new spot on June 14 and 15. We show that
unrealistic values of the conductive flux are required for the interpretation
of the emission of the new sunspot in terms of thermal processes. We suggest
that this source is due to gyrosynchrotron radiation from mildly relativistic
electrons accelerated by resistive instabilities in the evolving magnetic field

1. Introduction
High resolution observations of solar

active regions in the microwave range have
shown several types of sources which are all
as.'oclated to particular configurations of
the magnetic field. Sunspot associated
sources have been observed extensively in the
2-6 'cm range (e.g. Eundu and AllssandraKls,
1975; Eundu £1 al. 1977; Lang and Will son,
1982; AKhmedov si. Al. 1962, 1903; Chluderl
Drago e_i al, 1962; ShlbasaKl £l al, 1903;
rruger e_l ai., 1906). These sources are best
observed around 6 cm, where their peak
brightness temperature is a few million
degrees.

The emission of sunspot associated
sources is attributed to thermal gyroreso-
nance from the second and third harmonics of
the gyrofrequency (ZbeleznyaKov, 1962; EaKl-
numa and Swarup, 1962). Model computations
assuming a plane parallel temperature and
density structure of the atmosphere above the
spot and an extrapolation of the photospheric
magnetic field (AllssandraKls £± Al. 1980),
have succeded in reproducing the principal
characterises of the total intensity and
circular polarization maps.

More recent observations with higher
angular resolution showed deviations from
plane parallel structure. The presence of
cool material above the umbra was inferred in
some cases (AllssandraKls and Eundu, 1902;
Strong £1 Al. 1984). Eundu and AllssandraKls
(1904) observed distinct sources above a
sunspot penumbra which they attributed to
local density enhancements, while Allssandra-
Kls and Eundu (1904) gave additional examples
of deviations from plane parallel strucrure.

Sunspot associated sources are not
always the brightest features in active
regions. Several observations at 6 cm have
shown strong emission above the principal
neutral line of the active region (Eundu and
Velusamy, 1900; AllssandraKls and Eundu,
1902; Schmahl eX Al. 1902; AKhmedov e_i Al.

1906). Such sources are associated with
active region filaments or with arch filament
systems and with X-ray loops. The origin of
such sources is not well understood.

During the period of June 13 to 16, 1900
ShlbasaKi £i. al, (1963) observed for the
first time a 6 cm source which was associated
with the formation of a new spot. The spot
formed by merging of pores and new emerging
flux between the preceeding spot &nd the
neutral line of active region 2502 (Hale
16098) during the first half of June 14;
subsequently it moved towards the preceeding
spot of the region with which it merged by
June 16. The associated radio emission had a
brightness temperature of about 4-106 E,
about a factor of two larger than the source
associated with the preceeding spot. Shlba-
saKl £l Al. (1903) interpreted the emission
from the steady source in terns of the
gyroresonance process and they suggested
non-thermal emission for the moving spot.
However, due to the lack of photospheric
magnetic field observations no model computa-
tions were done.

In this paper we use observations of the
photospheric magnetic field from Marshall
Space Flight Center for June 13, 14 and 15
(no observations were available for June 16)
to compute the magnetic field in the corona.
This enabled us to calculate total Intensity
and circular polarization maps of the radio
emission, taking into account the free-free
and the gyroresonance processes and to com-
pare our computations with the observations.

2. Model Computation! and flnmoartson with t.ti*
Observations

Photospheric magnetograms taken at the
HSFC provide both the longitudinal and the
transverse component of the magnetic field
From the longitudinal component we computed
the magnetic field vector using the constant
a force-free algorithm of AllssandraKls
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(1981). The comparison between the computed
and observed transverse component at the
photospheric level showed that, to a high
approximation, the magnetic field was poten-
tial almost everywhere. Deviations were found
mainly in the darKer umbral regions, where
the signal to noise ratio is small. Therefore
we assumed that a=0 in our computation of the
magnetic field in the corona.

The computation of the 6 cm emission was
done in the manner described by Allssandra-
kls £i ai, (1980). The total Intensity (I)
and circular polarization (V) were computed
by integration of the transfer equation,
taking into account thermal free-free and
gyroresonance emission up to the 4th har-
monic. The temperature structure in the
region from io" K up to the corona was
determined by the assumption of constant
conductive flux. The electron density was
determined from the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium. The model is plane parallel and
It is determined by four parameters: the

-in"

The R-E and L-o difference maps are
shown in figure 1. It is interesting to note
that they have the same appearance: they both

conductive flux, Fc

Z level, ho, the
temperature level

the height of the Te=l0
a

pressure at the same
P 0 (=neTe), and the

coronal temperature, T_. We used fixed values
of T c (3 106 r), p 0 (3 1O15 cm"3!) and hQ
(1.5 10s cm) and determined for each day a
value of the conductive flux adequate to
reproduce the maximum brightness temperature
observed above the proceeding spot; in this
way we obtained the following values for the
conductive flux: lp' erg cm"2 s"1 for June
13, 2 1O6 ert cm'2 s"f for June 14 and 3 106

erg cm"2 s"1 for June 13.
The comparison of observed and computed

maps showed a quite good agreement between
the observed and computed maps of the large
spot on June 13. Ho agreement was found
between the observed and computed maps of the
following sunspot, the observed brightness
temperature being one order of magnitude
larger than the computed. However a perfect
agreement can be obtained by multiplying the
computed magnetic field by a factor of 1.5 at
all levels. This artificial enhancement of
the magnetic field (not employed in this
paper) would actually not change appreciably
the maximum computed brightness temperature
above the large spot, but it would increase
the size of the associated radio source. A
similar correction factor was used by Alls-
sandrakls e_t MX (I960).

On June 14 and is the observed and
computed total Intensity (I) maps were sub-
stantially different, since in both days the
observed maximum was located above the moving
sunspot. On the contrary, a satisfactory
similarity was found between the observed and
computed circular polarisation (V) maps.
Since the observations of the second and
third day pose different physical questions
from those of the first day we will discuss
the June 13 case separately.

3. Structure of the steady Source t.Tnne 131
Although the computed I and V maps for

the proceeding source of June 13 are in good
overall agreement with the observations,
there are differences (mainly in the I maps)
which warrant further study. For a better
study of this source we computed the differ-
ence between the observed right-hand circular
polarization (R map) and the computed extror-
dlnary mode emission (E map), as well as the
difference between the observed left-hand
circular polarization (L map) and the com-
puted emission in the ordinary mode (O map).
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Figure 1: Difference between observed and confuted
brightness temperature for June 13, superposed on
a <kwing of the large preceedlng spot. Contour
levels are in step* of a. 9 105 r. m e w a r M P
refers to tlie ordinary and the lower M P to Urn
exlraordlnvy node*

have a bipolar structure, the observed
brightness temperature being greater than the
computed in the east part and less than the
computed in the west part of the source.
Other interesting aspects of the difference
maps are that the zero line is almost perpen-
dicular to the E-W axis of the active region
and that all but one peak are located above
the penumbra of the associate sunspot.

without additional data, such as spec-
tral ' information, it is difficult to five a
precise interpretation of the differences, in
particular of the peak which Is located
outside the spot. Limiting our attention to
the other peaks we should note that for
gyroresonance radiation Tb=T#(i-e"

T) where T a

is the electron temperature of a harmonic
layer and T its optical depth; thus the
difference* can be attributed to deviation*
of these quantities from the values predicted
by the mode1.

The orientation of the zero line sug-
gests that the differences may be related to
the large scale structure of the active
region. The X-ray and W maps of the region
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show enhanced emission in the region between
the preceedlng and following spots, thus we
expect a higher electron density in the
eastern part of the spot which could produce
enchanced radio emission through an increase
of the optical depth. However, our computa-
tions show that at the location of the peaKs
the ordinary mode emission originates in the
second harmonic and the extraordinary in the
third harmonic which are both optically thicK
due to the high inclination of the magnetic
field above the penumbra. We conclude that
the differences are not due to a pressure
gradient across the spot, although such a
gradient may exist.

Deviations of the temperature of a
harmonic layer could be due to an Incorrect
computation of its height (which is derived
from the extrapolation of the magnetic field)
or due to deviations of the temperature
structure from the assumed plane-parallel
model, we believe that the latter is more
probable both because the magnetic field at
the photospheric level is essensially cur-
rent-free and because the differences are
mainly in the I maps.

Our model assumed a constant conductive
flux along the vertical direction. This is
only an approximation, since the conductive
flux is expected to be constant along the
lines of force of the magnetic field, which
are inclined with respect '.o the vertical far
from the center of the spot. Thus, even if
the conductive flux was constant along all
lines of force, a constant temperature sur-
face would not be a plane, parallel to the
photosphere, but it would have a lower height
above the penumbra. This is illustrated in
figure 2, where the full lines show the
height of the second and third harmonic

R(u) R(p.a)

Figure 2: Height of the second and third banaonlc
levels alone the line AB of Figure 1 (full
lines). Ibe dashed lines show the height of
constant temperature levels cosvuted under the
assumption of constant conductive flux along the
lines of force of the nagnetic field. Temperature
values are in 10* t. The size of the urtra and
the paudcra is narked on the horizontal axis.

layers, computed for a=o along the line AB of
figure i. The dashed lines are constant
temperature lines computed under the assump-
tion of constant Fc ajjmc Out unt« ci. loxfifi
of a vertical dipole approximating the mag-
netic f ie ld of the large sunspot.

Figure 2 shows that such a non plane-
parallel model of temperature can account for
the observed asynmetry. In fact the 3uiu
level, which in a plane parallel model would
l ie above the 2.6 io6 K level only in a small
region near the center of the sunspot, turns
out to be above that level in the east ( left)
side of the spot and below that level in the
west side. Similarly the 21^ level 1 1 "
between the 2.4 lo 6 K and the 2.3 106 K
levels in the east and below the 2.2 1O6 X.
level in the west side. We should note that a
computation of the constant temperature lines
from the actual magnetic f ie ld model would
enhance the asymmetry even further since we
expect the magnetic f ie ld lines to be more
inclined in the east side of the spot rhlch
i s closer to the neutral line; this would
give a higher temperature at a given height.

4. ETCMslon fxoja the Hovlna £oot
The computed total intensity maps for

June 14 and 15 show considerable differences
in the region of the moving spot, while they
reproduce in a satisfactory way the emission
of the steady spot. Figure 3 shows the dif-
ference between the computed and observed

Figure 9: Haps of the difference between observed and
computed brightness temperature for Ana 14 (top)
ana Jtne 15 (bottom). contour levels are in steps
of 2.9 vp r. lote that the zaxUam difference is
associated with the moving spot (shorn tor tin
arrow).

maps. The computed and observed circular po-
larisation maps are very similar, which giva*
us confidence on the potential extrapolation
of the magnetic f ield. It i s obvious that tne
emission of the moving and tbe steady spot
cannot be reproduced by the same atmospheric
parameters. Moreover, on the basis of tha
observations we computed that a conductive
flux of about 10° e n cm'2 see'* i s required
for the interpretation of tbe moving spot
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emission In terms of thermal gyroresonance.
This value i s more than an order of magnitude
larger than those found in active regions
both from EUV and microwave observations.

After the subtraction of *&"• computed
thermal emission we get an almost lolarlsed
source with a brightness tempera-ore of 3.3
106 r on June 14 and 2 106 K on June 15. This
source i s most likely due to gyrosynchrotron
emission from mildly re lat lv l s t ic electrons.
Its properties can be accounted for If a
fraction of 1O~4 of the ambient electrons i s
accelerated In a region of size 109 cm and a
magnetic f ield between 100 and 200 G (Chlu-
derl Drago and Helozzl, 1984).

Particle acceleration i s l ikely to occur
In an evolving magnetic configuration such as
that previously described. The continuous
deformation of a potential or force-free
f ie ld leads to the formation of current
sheets (SyrovatsKy, 1976). These are subject
to resist ive ins tabi l i t i es that typically
cause the appearance of intense local e lec-
tric f ields which accelerate particles.

A crude estimate of the value of the
component of the electric f ie ld parallel to
the magnetic f ield, E>, can be obtained
following the procedure outlined by Heyvaerts
(1981). Assuming that E| originates in a
tearing mode instabi l i ty we can express i t in
terms of the relevant physical parameters as:

- 756 (W/a)2 a s " 1 / 2 Tg1'4 H 9 ' S / 4 Bg3-'2

where En i s the Dreicer field, W/a is the ra-
t io of the spatial scale of the perturbation
and that of 3 and a9, T6, H9, B2 are the spa-
t ia l scale of B, the temperature, the elec-
tron density and the magnetic f ie ld in units
of 103 cm, 106 r, 109 cm"3 and 102 Q
respectively.

In order to accelerate 10"4 of the
ambient electrons we need E./Ep - 5 10"2.
Assuming T-=3, Ho=l and B2=l, the desired
value of (E./EjO can be obtained with W/a of
the order of 1O~2 ( i . e . well within the
linear phase), with a current sheet thickness
of the order of a few hundred km. In spite of
Its crudeness the above estimate makes quite
plausible the non-thermal interpretation of
the intense emission associated with the
moving spot.

5. giimtmT>v and
The most interesting result of the

present study came from the analysis of the
radio source associated with the new-born,
moving sunspot. This sunspot, formed from the
coalescence of several small spots of the
sane polarity as the preceedlng spot of the
active region, started moving towards that
spot and merged completely with i t two days
later. During the motion the most intense
emission in the A. R. came from the moving
spot, while before Its formation and after
i t s merging the peak emission was associated
with the preceedlng spot. We showed that the
radio emission from the moving spot cannot be
of thermal origin, but i t i s rather due to
gyrosynchrotron emission from a small popula-
tion of non thermal electrons accelerated by
resist ive instabi l i t ies occurlng in the
evolving magnetic f ie ld configuration.

To our knowledge, this i s the f irst time
that a long lasting microwave source has been
shown to have a definite association with
changes in the magnetic f ie ld that can pro-
duce and maintain the required population of
nonthermal electrons through i t s lifetime.

We would also like to point out the very
good agreement between computations and
observations for the radio source associated
with the leading spot. Our detailed analysis
of the differences between the observed and
computed maps on June 13 showed that they are
due to deviations of the temperature struc-
ture of the atmosphere from the assumed plane
parallel model. A better agreement with the
observations can be obtained by assuming a
constant conductive flux along the (lines of
force of the magnetic field, rather than
along the vertical.
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This paper reports on some consequences of a comparison between model calculations
of the S-component solar radio emission and observations of active regions at dif-
ferent wavelengths in the microwave range. Calculations of the transfer of the S-
component emission were carried out on the base of horizontally averaged semi-em-
pirical models of the solar atmosphere above sunspots and plage regions consistent
with optical and EUV observations and account for Coulomb bremsstrahlung and gyro-1

magnetic emission in dipole-like or force-free extrapolated magnetic field confi-
gurations.

While the mean characteristics are quite in accordance, discrepancies between ob-
servations and calculation arise mainly with respect to fine structures. Conside-
ring such discrepancies, (i) possible reasons for an obvious lack of observed ring
structures of ST-component sources above sunspots are discussed, (ii) Subtelescopic
fine structures in plage regions are predicted whereas bright plage elements are
assumed to be embedded in a quasi-quiet background, (iii) Different kinds of loop
emissions are considered, among them strange cases of persistent "hot" loop emis-
sion connected with emerging magnetic flux regions.

1. Introduction

During recent years high-resolution microwa-
ve observations made significant contribu-
tions to the knowledge of the physical
structure of solar active regions (cf. Kar-
licky and Krtiger, this issue). S-component
models were successively matched to the
available data.

Hew progress in the field comes from those
phenomena where theory and observation are
not properly in accordance. In spite of the
feeling that the main features of the micro-
wave emission from flareless active regions
are well understood, a lot of (more or less
serious) discrepancies arise if one looks
into the details. The present communication
aims to pick up some of these discrepancies
and discusses ways of their solution.

2. Microwave emission models

Emission models of microwave radiation from
solar active regions refer to a treatment
of radiative transfer of Coulomb bremastrah-
lung and gyromagnetic emission in the plas-
ma of the solpr atmosphere. For that purpo-
se following points have to be specified:

- Magnetic field model
- Electron density model
- Model of the electron energy distribution
including the kinetic temperature model

- choice of further input data (e.g. con-
cerning the geometry of raj trajectories).

As a frequently used approximation the mag-
netic field is taken as a dipole (determi-
ned by two parameters: Bm-photo8pheric
maximum field and A-dipole depth below the
photosphere). Contributions of nonthermal
particles may be neglected for simplicity.
Then horizontally stratified distributions
of the kinetic electron temperature Te and
density Ne can be adopted from semi-empiri-
cal models derived from EUV-observations
which are available for the chromosphere up
to the chromosphere-corona transition region
(CCTRXcf. Basri et al., 1979; Vernazza et
al., 1981; Staude, 1981; Lites and Skumanich,
1982).

The transition into the corona can be ex-
trapolated by the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium of a fully ionized plasma, con-
stant conductive flux Fc (whereat Fc re-
mains as a free parameter determining the
thickness of the CCTR), and a constant co-
ronal temperature Tc (cf. Alissandrakis et
al., 1980; KrUger et al., 1985) by integra-
ting the relation

dT/dz = const c

A somewhat more realistic approximation is
obtained if Fc decreases with height and T
approaches asymptotically Tc according to
the scaling laws

dT/dz - const ((T/Tc)"
5 / 2 - 1)

(Jordan, 1980; Staude, 1985), where Fc
behaves as

Fc(z) - const (Tc
5/2 - T5/2(z))

(Tc being the only free parameter).

Hence noticable differences to the former
case P. » const appear with increasing
T(z).

Applying the latter model Fc » const exam-
ples of calculated profiles of brightness
above a sunspot in radial direction are
shown in Figure 1 for five characteristic
magnetic fields according to Hildebrandt
(1986).

3. Sunspot emission and the question of
ring structures

As displayed by Figure 1 ring structures of
the Stokes parameters I and V and the
brightness temperature T^ of the o-mode are
well marked in most cases at vertical in-
cidence. At oblique aspect angles ring
structures change into shell or horseshoe
structures(GeIfreikh and Lubyshev, 1979).

Sunspot ring and horseshoe structures were
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observed by Aliesandrakis and Kundu (1982)
and Lang and Willson (1982), respectively.
However, Kundu and Alissandrakis (1984)
pointed out that in the above case the ring
cannot be interpreted by opacity effects
alone but indicates the presence of a low-
temperature plasma above the central part of
the eunspot umbra. Therefore the question
arises, why ring and/or horseshoe structures
occur very seldom, and if they occur, why
they do not fit the model calculations.

The following reasons may be considered:

- The angular and temperature resolutions of
the calculations are higher than those of
the observeiions.

- Horizontally stratified models of thenno-
dynamic plasma parameters may be not suf-
ficient, instead radial dependency must
be considered (Shibasaki et al., 1983).

- The relative positions of the gyroreso-
nance (g-r) layers and CCTR may be more
complicated (McConnell and Kundu, 1984).

- The magnetic field may be more irregular
than assumed in force-free models (Kriiger
et al., 1985; Kriiger and Hildebrandt,
1985).

While all the above points may be valid in
particular cases, we would like to look a
little more at the possible influence of the
structure of the magnetic field. At first it
may be pointed out that there is only a re-
latively small difference between the re-
sults of a use of dipole fields and of
force-free extrapolated photospberic fields
(cf. Seehafer et al., 1983). For illustra-
tion. Figure 2 shows the calculated radia-
tion structure of a sunspot source applying
a magnetic field extrapolation with constant
0, (7itB « d B ) from real magnetographic ob-
servations which clearly displays ring
structures.

Looking for other reasons, it may be argued
that apart from the large-scale magnetic
field structure, influences at smaller scales
may be important. Then, by the sensitivity
of the g-r opacity to the angle © (between
ray trajectory and magnetic field vector)due
to magnetic field fluctuations a "smearing
out" of the ring structure may occur. Up to
now a consideration of linear magnetohydro-
dynamic effects gave little hope for a posi-
tive answer of the problem. However, micro-
turbulent fields nonlinearly induced by the
action of ponderomotive forces may be a
promising candidate to be investigated in a
further separate study.

4. Emission from plage structures

Usually the microwave emission from plage
regions is interpreted in terms of brems-
Btrahlung in weakly magnetized regions
(Zheleznyakov, 1970). However, optical ob-
servations give a strong evidence of the
existence of fine structures with small
magnetic flux tubes of the order 0.2 T sur-
rounded by a more quiet medium (Stenflo,
1973; Solanki, 1986) which is now supported
also by the investigation of microwaves:
Applications of semi-empirical models of
bright plage elements (Vernazza et al.,
1981; Zhugshda et al., 1983) on recent mm-
and cm-irave observations (Urps et al., 1987;
Akhmedov et al., 1986) give consistent re-
sults only if an inhomogeneous distribution
of bright plage elements with filling fac-

tors of a few per cent at mm-wavee increa-
sing with wavelength, is assumed. In such
a way the inhomogeneous structure of plage
regions (in contrast to sunspots!) has to
be taken into account for the interpreta-
tion of the microwave emission although
the spatial resolution of the observations
is not yet sufficient to prove these find-
ings directly.

5. Radiation from active region loops

It is generally accepted that most of the
microwave radiation from active regions
originates in magnetic loop structures
rooted in sunspots and/or plages, includ-
ing arch systems crossing neutral lines of
the (longitudinal) magnetic field and fila-
ments. The sunspot emission originates at
deeper levels near the feet of loops and
can be distinguished from the radiation
from the (mostly hotter) upper parts of
the loops (hereafter called "loop compo-
nent") although there is a continuous tran-
sition between both parts.

A special kinds of loops is formed by emer-
ging flux regions which can lead to the
formation of current sheets by the inter-
action with pre-existing fields associated
with sometiiaes very high brightness tempe-
ratures of microwave emission and subse-
quent flare activity.

Figure 3 shows some characteristic spectra
of brightness temperatures observed in the
extended active region AR 3804 on July 15,
1982 by the soviet radio telescope RATAH-
600 (cf. Akhmedov et al., 1985). The dashed
line indicates an average spectrum as ob-
tained by model calculations for strong
sunspots (Kriiger et al., 1985) by assump-
tion of Tfi • 2-10° K. (This is the highest
value of Tc compatible with the lack of
soft X-radiation found above sunspot umbrae
(Pallavicini et al., 1979)).

It is clear that spectra of brightness tem-
peratures above the dashed line (origina-
ting in loops between sunspots - denoted by
L in Figure 3) require models matched to
loop conditions with higher Tc. The highest
brightness temperatures (up to about 6 -
8-10° K) are measured in a loop region
where new emerging flux of opposite polari-
ty penetrates into the old field so that
the existence of a current sheet (C) can be
expected (Bachmann, 1986). In comparison to
this, other loop spectra (L) from regions
above filaments exhibit much lower bright-
ness t Another feature with even much lower
brightness temperatures refer to more ex-
tended diffuse loop structures called halo
(H).

Although all the above mentioned brightness
spectra can be principally explained by mo-
dels with different choice of Tc, there is
a lack of advanced loop models which physi-
cally combine the thermodynamic plasma
structure (Ne, Te) with the magnetic field.
Other observations are hardly to be explai-
ned by thermal g-r emission at low harmo-
nics of the gyrofrequency (cf. Chiuderi
Drago and Melozzi, 1984). Such conditions
are expected to be.fullfilled especially
near current sheets, but a general accepted
insight into the underlying basic physical
processes and the limits of stability is
still needed.
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6. Conclusions

Our conclusions can be Bunnnr.rized as follows:

(a) Though the gross structure and main
spectral characteristics of the microwave
radiation from active regions can be well
described by current emission models, more
effort is needed to understand quantitative-
ly a lot of details of radiation features.

(b) The lack of observed ring structures of
the sunspot emission is most likely to be
explained by invoking either horizontally
nonuniform distributions of responsible
plasma parameters or by deviations of the
magnetic field from idealized force-free or
potential field structures. In the latter
caee a bending of magnetic field lines by
the influence of (micro) turbulence may be
a candidate accounting for a smearing out of
ring structures.

(c) The spectral characteristics of the
microwave emission from plage regions can
be quantitatively interpreted by invoking
an inhomogeneous source structure consist-
ing of (subtelescopic) bright plege elements
embedded in a quasi-quiet background accord-
ing to filling factors of a few per cent.

(d) The emission from the upper parts of
loop structures has multiform characteristics
including phenomena like
- large active region loops and arcades of
arches traversing filaments,

- current sheets connected with emerging
flux regions,

- diffuse halo structures.
The interpretation of these phenomena re-
quires distinct loop models accounting for
a connection between the thennodynamic and
magnetic source structure.

(e) Honthermal energies are to be proposed
for regions where the magnetic field is too
small to account for g-r emission at low
harmonics (s<4) of the gyrofrequency. This
is expected to be in the case of current
sheets. Apparently then the transition to
(gradual) burst phenomena cannot be sharply
defined.
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f = 4.9 GHs T « 5 X 1 0 6 K
-r-5-! 1-

10 20 10 0 . 1 0
— R/i0Bm

Pig. 1: Results of model calculations for five different values of the magnetic field
parameters B m and A. The influence of single harmonics of the brightness tempe-
rature is clearly marked by the positions where the gyroresonance layers are
crossing the CCTR (after Hildebrandt, 1986).

1 V/CHz

POLARIZATION 73070V 4.9 GHZ XL-VVOOO KM

INTENSITY 73070V U.9 GHZ XL-11000 KM

Pig. 2: Plots of the Stokes parameters
I (bottom) and V (top) from model
calculations applying force-free
extrapolated solar magnetograms of
the active region McMath 12417 on
July 4i 1973 demonstrating the
outcome of ring structures.

10 —» A/cm

Pig. 3: Characteristic spectra of bright-
ness temperature observed in
AR 3804 on July 15 by RATAI-6OO
(Q-quiet Sun, F-plsge component,
H-halo, S-sunspot component* I-
loop-component, C-expectod current
sheet component).
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S U P P L E M E N T



Active region photographed with a X 4308, fix 10 A interferential
filter. Granules, facular points and pemnnbral filaments are
nicely visible. Pic du Midi Observatory

R. Midler (see pp. 1S-19)
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Figure 2a. Sun*pot uabra exhibiting both tiny, sharp umbra1 dots and
diffuse patches. Pic du Midi Observatory

Figure 2b. Sunspot umbra exhibiting only umbra1 dots. Pic du Midi Observatory

Figure 3. Elongated granules between poses. Fie du Midi Observatory

R. Muller (see pp. 15-19)
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Figure 4. Abnornal granulation, a. smaared regions under moderate resolution
observation, b. the same regions resolved into granules and facular
points in the intergranular lanes (facular points are bright on
simultaneous Call K filtergrams). Pic du Midi Observatory.

R. Muller (see pp. 15-19)
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Figure 1. Decaying sunspots observed on June 4, 1980, with an interferential
filter : * 4308, £> 10 A. Facular points appear as tiny bright
features.

R. Mullen and B. Mena (see pp. 181-182)
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Fig. 1.
Selection from a series
of photographs of the limb
flare of Jan. 25. 1981
(Lomnicky stft, corono-
graph, halfwidth H-alpha
filter 1.1 nm, exp. l/15s).
Times of photographs in UT.

L. Kfivsky et al. (see pp. 233-23'6)
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